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SUhMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The following summary and conclusions provide a self-contained
out line of the report.

I. Introduction

i. Afteran introductory review of rural electrification in developing
countries, the report discusses three main topics:

(1) The prospects for successful investment in rural
electrification;

(2) Approaches towards investment, as regards:

- economic justification;

- identification and preparation;

- finance;

- technical problems; and

- institutional problems.

(3) Implications for Bank policy and procedures.

The report indicates that there is plenty of scope for successful invest-
ments in rural electrification, provided they are properly selected and
prepared; and it outlines an approach for undertaking them. Future Bank
initiatives for providing funds and technical assistance in this field would
require no serious revisions of policy and procedures. The report is an
outcome of a research study in El Salvador, field trips to four countries,
and correspondence with over twenty countries in Africa, Asia, EMENA and
Latin America.

II. Rural Electrification in Developing Countries

ii. Levels of investment (paragraphs 2.2 to 2.5). Developing countries
are putting increasing resources into rural electrification, and the resources
countries allocate to it increase with their per capita incomes. Cumulative
investment by countries within the Bank's area of operations was about $10
billion by 1971, or 10% of total investment in electric power. In the next
ten years over $10 to $15 billion will probably be invested, and about one
quarter of the village-rural population, or 300 million people, will then be
receiving service (as compared to about three quarters in urban areas at
the present time).



iii. Aims (paragraphs 2.20 to 2.23). The ains of the investments are
both social and economic. On the economic side, most countries state that
the results are disappointing unless the programs have a productive context;
for social reasons, hcnwever, countries often extend service to areas of low
inco.ie and productivity even if the service is not financially self-sufficient
for several years.

iv. Response (paragraphs 2.15 to 2.19). There are many rural areas
which have very little use for eiectricitv the level and growth of con-
sumption is low and there are ew roductive uses. However, some areas show
a surprisingly good and all-round rp-onse to rural electrification projects,
reflected in high, sustained growth rates of demand from households, rural
commerce, farms and agro-industries (though initial demands are often low).
Typically, the annual rate of growth of demand in rural areas is 10 to 20%
(c.f. 10% per year in urban areas); over 50% of consumption may be for
productive ,ises (as in urban areas); and average levels of consumption per
consumer 1,000 kWh per year (5,000 kWh/year in urban areas). The main
productive uses of electricity in rural areas are for motive power and
refrigeration on farms, agro-industries and village commerce. Over 20 kinds
of non-domestic consumers may sometimes be found in villages, in addition
to the farm and agro-industrial consumers outside them.

v. The phases of rural electrification (paragraphs 2.11 to 2.14).
Most countries have some degree of rural electrification, but are in different
phases of developing it, depending on the level of demand for electricity.
Before public electricity supplies from the main grid are introduced into an
area it is very common to find businesses and communities, in all countries,
supplying their own electricity from small diesel or hydro-powered generators
(autogenerators). The costs of such sources of electricity are high (typically
9 to 21 cents per kWh as compared with 3 cents in urban areas); nevertheless,
such enterprises are often profitable. As the demand develops, and as load
factors improve, public supplies from the grid (which are more capital, but
less fuel intensive, and are very expensive for small demands) become cheaper.
It is then economical to replace autogeneration in the main demand centers
by extending public networks to them. Once the main demand centers are
connected, the final phase of electrification can begin; many of the smaller
demand centers - which may be the smaller villages or the farm and agro-
industrial consumers outside them - are now close to the nettorks and can
be connected at low marginal cost. Broadly speaking, African countries are
in the early phases using autogeneration and bringing some public supplies
to the larger demand centers, Asian and EHLENA countries are in the midst of
bringing public supplies to the main demand centers; while Latin American
countries are concluding this phase and beginning the final one of marginal
extensions to the smaller centers.

vi. Overall costs of pubk lnliie (paragraphs 2.8 to 2.10; 2.22).
As compared to urban areas, the costs, o serving rural areas are quite high.
Typically, on a good project:
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Average costs, cents/kWh 3 6 to 8 initially;
4 after 10 years

Load factors (7 utilization) 50% 20% initially;
40% in later years

Average price, cents/kWh 3 4

Costs are very sensitive to the level and growth of demand, the level of
utilization, the distances between demand centers, and the difficulty of
terrain. Subtransmission line cost3 work out at $3,000 to $5,000 per km,
depending on the terrain; over a wide range they do not vary with demand,
so that average capital costs decline as the level of demand increases.
Load factor improvements also mean that increases in kWh demand can be met
with proportionately less investment in capacity; this too reduces average
costs. The initial investments in public supplies may cost about $50,000
per demand center, rising to $200,000 or more for larger demands in remote
areas; but marginal extensions to neighboring demand centers may cost as
little as only one-tenth of such levels (again reflecting the very large
economies.of scale in the early phases of electrification). For villages,
initial capital costs work out at about $800 per consumer, but drop to about
half of this as the number of consumers and demand levels rise; this works
out at $40 to $80 per inhabitant initially, dropping to $20 to $40 or less
as demand rises. On an annual basis, capital costs amount to roughly two-
thirds of all costs, the other third being fuel, billing, maintenance and
administration.

vii. Financial returns (paragraphs 2.20 to 2.27). Experience indicates
that revenues are low in the early years, even when response is good. There
are high, initial fixed costs in constructing the networks and setting up a
billing and administration system; and the demand and load factors have to
develop from low levels. Prices are kept lower than average costs in the
early years in the interests of (a) promoting efficient use of electricity
and (b) social aims. Although prices are normally sufficient both to cover
the costs of operation and maintenance, and to contribute usefully to invest-
ment costs, it takes several years for average costs to decline to the level
of average prices charged, unless the rate of growth of demand is very high.
(It should be added that the majority of the projects in most countries are
less than 10 years old, and have not yet reached this stage.)

viii. The outlook (paragraphs 2.24 to 2.27). Where there is a good
response to the investment, reflected in an all-round and quick growth of
demand, the indication is that the investment is generating a number of
usefil social and economic benefits, even if financial performance is poor
in the early years. One of the first problems of investment analysis in
rural electrification is to investigate the nature of these benefits to
determine if the investment is justified (see Part III).



ix. Oil £rices and rural electrification (paragraph 2.28). The rise
in oil prices has had particularly large effects on the costs of:-

- electricity from diesel powered aitogenerators (increases
of roughly 50 to 100% depending on use);

- kerosene for lighting;

- motive power from diesel engines used in irrigation and
agro-industries (increases of 30 to 60%, depending on use).

Areas already electrified are largely insulated from these increases, as will
be areas to be electrified, depending on the mix of hydro, coal and oil plant
in the system. Generally the effects should be to increase the number of
households and businesses using electricity (though, of course, the costs
of energy will have risen for those who would otherwise have preferred sub-
stitutes). The consumer-response data provided in this report relate to
periods before the oil price increases; 1972 cost and price data are also
used.

III, Project Justification

x. Least--cost investments (paragraphs 3.37 to 3.41 and Part VI).
As with other projects, the search for a least-cost solution is an important
aspect of appraisal. Public supplies from the grid should be shown to cost
less than (a) autogeneration and (b) alternative network layouts and expansion
plans.

xi. Economic benefits (paragraph 3.3 to 3.13). These are all related
to the uses to which electricity is put, and increase commensurately with
the level and growth of use (or demand). Broadly speaking:

- for productive uses, electricity is often a cheaper or
superior form of energy for motive power, refrigeration
and, for some purposes, heat, this enables the producer
to increase profits by cutting costs and expanding output;

- for domestic uses the economic benefits are the households,
valuations of a superior quality of lighting and ironing, or
of new products like fans, refrigeration and television.

The importance of village electrification as a means of encouraging people
to live in villages rather than cities is also often cited as an economic
benefit. Although there is evidence that village populations increase, and
that people often migrate out of rural areas to villages, there is no
evidence to show that electrification plays an imiportant role in this.
For example, countries with tie largest rural electrification programs
generally are the most urbanized. Nevertheless, the growth of village and
rural economies continues to provide increasing uses of electricity in these
areas.
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xii. Revenues and benefit measurement (paragraphs 2.14 to 3,16). In
many areas of investment the revenues, which are a minimum neasu:e of people's
monetary valuation of economic benefits, are sufficient to jusLify projects.
This is not often true of rural electrification, though good pricing policies
may raise revenues significantly. In economic justification, it is necessary
to Lcnkz beyond the revenues to determine what additional or "surplus" benefits
consumers obtain. This can be done straightforwardly for productive uses by
costing out the alternative sources of energy and power available. But for
domestic uses- estimation of surplus benefits is too difficult on account of
large random differences between consumers and the more complicated nature
of household decision making. In practice, therefore, cost-benefit analysis
of rural electrification projects has to concentrate on the monetary benefits
revealed in the revenues plus the surplus benefits in productive uses. If
necessary, some consideration can be given to other benefits when discussing
unquantifiables during project justification.

xiii, Economic rate-of-return (TER) (paragraphs 3.17 to 3.46). The
economic rate of return calculation can begin with a forecast of demand and
revenues, an estimate of costs, and then make adjustments for shadow prices
and surplus benefits in productive uses.

xiv. Criterion for ac;etigroects_ (paragraphs 3.47 to 3.59).
Calculations of the TER concentrate only on economic factors and only on
what can be quantified. The resulting estimate of the IER may be sufficient
to justify the project. This is particularly true if a strong demand develops
from:

- a number of villages, not too widely scattered;

- farms, agro-industries and rural commerce;

and if attention is paid to keeping costs down and to pricing policy. This
occurs if projects are properly identified and prepared, and relate to the
development priorities of the areas they are to serve (as discussed in IV).
Also, a rural development program may stimulate the demand and thus raise
the IER by providing, for example, additional uses of electricity on farms
and agro-industries. Often, however, the IER may not be sufficient to justify
the project. and it is then necessary to examine social aims and unquantifi-
ables; this may or may not lead to a recommendation of accepting a project
with an IER lower than the opportunity cost of capital. If the IER is
somewhat lower than but close to the cost of capital, the following factors
mighr argue for justification: economic benefits that could not be quantified;
special concessions for low-income households and small businesses; and an
allowance for the social consequences of urban-rural imbalance. But a low
IER miay also signal that demand is still insufficient for the project, poor
pricing policies, wrong priorities or simply that the least-cost project
has not been chosen. A judgement will thus be required in such cases on
what is an acceptable IER; it will depend inter alia on the strength of the
social arguments and the importance of the unquantified economic benefits.
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In general, however, it can be said that the allowances for social arguments
and unquantifiables are likely to be smaller than for alternative investments:
(a) electricity is not a basic necessity, and water and health projects, for
example, deserve a greater social weight; (b) alternative sources of light
and energy, though generally inferior, are available even in the poorest
regions: and (c) water, education, hea th and transport projects, for
example, arguably have larger unquantifiable benefits.

xv. Pricingpolicy (paragraphs 3.60 to 3.68; 4.23). This requires
compromises between economic, social and financial aims. Economic aims
require a forward-looking view with prices related to the marginal costs of
expanding investment and output, ignoring the large initial sunk costs; the
need to encourage people to use electricity also requires a forward-looking
view, with a promotional element in tariff. in the early years; and social
aims require provisions for small consumerE. On the other hand, to provide
the resources for an expanding program, and to limit pressures on the public
revenue, financial analysis may suggest higher prices for the larger and better
off consumers, and above the prices suggested by economic analysis of marginal
costs. In practical terms, these various considerations should result in:

- prices that are higher in rural than in urban areas;

- prices below average costs in the early years on account
of the high initial fixed costs, and also of the need to
encourage people to use the service;

- low prices only for small consumers,

- generally, prices which sus tantially exceet operation and
maintenance costs; and

- recovery of investment costs in later years, to an extent
depending on the financial goals (see paragraph xx)

In practice many of these requirements are not being met. Low prices, for
example, are often charged for large consumers who are able to pay more;
while cost recovery is often undermined by prices which decline unduly with
the volume of consumption. Hence thorough attention to pricing policy is an
essential part of project preparation and justification.

IV. Project Identification and Preparation

xvi. Project definition (paragrans 4 ,3 to A.8) . The size of the
project needs to be defined in terns of electrify7ing the main demand nodes
of a region as a whole. This is -ause (a) administration, billing and
maintenance responsibilities n eed to b- planned on a regional basis; (b)
many network components serve not one, but several demand nodes; (c) the
region, rather than, say, the villae is a more appropriate unit for economic
analysis and (d) there are too many villages and other demand nodes to be
analyzed coiprehensively on an individual basis.
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xvii. Identification (paragraphs 4.9 to 4.12). Projects selected need
to yield satisfactory economic returns according to the criteria discussed
abovc. This occurs where the level and expected growth of the uses to which
electricity is put are reasonably high. This depends in turn on the quality
of complementary infrastructure; growing productive uses on farms, agro-
industries and village commerce; the presence of some large villages or of
several villages not too widely scattered, and on the level and growth of
wages and living standards.

xviii. Electrificationjlan (paragraphs 4.9 to 4.12) . This begins with
a strategy of electrifying the larger demand centers, followed by marginal
extensions to smaller centers or consumers close to the networks. Several
plans need to be considered which examine various rates of network expansion,
alternative policies regarding which demand centers to connect, and alterna-
tive network designs (so as to determine a least-cost policy). In new areas,
the plan needs to begin with a pilot project.

xix. Rural development and rural electrificationglans (paragraphs 4.18
and 4.19). The effect of rural development plans, insofar as they succeed
in raising productivity and incomes in a region and improving rural infra-
structure, generally increase the expected economic returns to rural electri-
fication because they increase the uses to which electricity is put. A high
IER to the rural electrification element also signals that it forms a very
useful and productive part of the rural development plan.

V. Means of Finance

xx. Financial goals (paragraphs 5.1 and 5.2). The financial charac-
teristics of new or expanding programs are such that the initial investment
should be financed by some combination of debt, grants, equity or internal
funds of the utility which results in a relatively "soft" blend for the
capital structure of the program. The reasons for this are: (a) the long
gestation period before demand and revenues build up to reasonable levels,
and (b) the various economic, promotional and social constraints acting on
pricing policy. Often, these factors are made more difficult, and the
financial returns worse than they need to be, by ill-structured prices. But
even with suitable reforms to pricing policy, funding on soft terms, and
especially with long grace periods, is necessary. In practice, the kind of
financial goals that might be achieved would evolve with the level and growth
of demand:

- initially (say, during the first 3 or 4 years) revenues
could generally be expected to cover operating and main-
tenance costs quite comfortably;

- in the next phase (say, up to 10 years) revenues could
additionally be expected to service debt (assuming the
soft blend as suggested above);

- in subsequent years, revenues may generally be sufficient
to make an increasing contribution towards the costs of
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expansion (sufficient in magnitude, on some projects, to

meet a good proportion of the capital required, and to give

a good internal financial rate of return to the project).

But such achievements, as noted -earlier, would depend on the level and growth

of demand; reforms to pricing policy; well-prepared and well-run projects;

and also on a systematic follow-up on projects to insure that financial

targets are raised as soon as circumstances warrant. As a matter of principle,

then, it should not be assumed that costs cannot be recovered over the life

of the investment; but whether or not they are will be determined by the

pricing policies of the agencies involved. The appropriate targets need to

be reviewed in each case, bearing in mind: (a) the financial needs of the

program (b) the effect of the program on the utility's overall financial

performance, (c) the fiscal strength of the country, and (d) the economic

and social objectives of the program.

xxi. Sources of finance (paragraphs 5.3 to 5.16). In most cases, a

portion of the capital requirements will have to be provided by the govern-

ment or the central electricity utility. The profits of the utility can

be a substantial source, and using them has the added advantages of giving

the utility some autonomy in expanding and running the program, and reducing

the strain on the public revenue - which might be better used on projects

such as water, education and health where funding problems are more severe.

Also, there may be some scope for ing general price increases on electricity

to raise the funds for rural electrifi:ation, while tax increases may be

unacceptable. On the other hand, government funding can be used to help the

more backward regions, as a lever on the less innovative utilities (if there

are several in the country), and to promote standardization and regional

cooperation. The choice between using government funds or a Public utility's
profits (which are equivalent from an economi.c vie wpoint) will depend on

these institutional factors, the fiscal strength of the country and on the

political acceptability of one arrangement or the other.

VI. Technical Problems

xii. Public supplies from the grid consist of high voltage substations

with transformers and medium voltae outlets; medium voltage subtransmission

to the main demand centers in the rural areas; transformation to low voltages

in the main demand centers; and local distribution at low voltages for service.

Although this technology is standard, there is plenty of scope for cutting

costs through examination of various design alternatives and expansion plans.

The reasons are that, as noted in paragraphs (v) and (vi), costs vary

enormously with the density and location of demand, economies of scale are

strong and there is a wide range of technical options, Among the most

important options to examine are:

(a) Autogeneration and public supplies. Relative costs, and thus

the choice, are very sensitive to demand, location, terrain

and utilization, as remarked in (v) and (vi). Autogeneration

costs may range from 9 to 20 cents per kWh or more (1972 oil
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prices, depending on load factor. The costs of public supplies
for the same load are lower at 4 to 18 cents for villages close
together, but may be two or three times these levels for widely
scattered villages. (See Table 2.5, for example.)

(b) Standardization of equipment, construction and contract
procedures;

(c) Lowered design standards, lowered quality of supply;

(d) Alternative network layouts, expansion plans and equipment
designs.

Some countries have reported substantial cost reductions by thorough attention
to these options.

VII. Institutional Problems

xxiii. The establishment of good institutions is of course central to
the success of the program. Experience in many countries underlines both
the importance and difficulties of training personnel, of promoting the
service, and of building up administrative units capable of taking on many
of the responsibilities of running the program in rural areas. Failures in
local administration in particular - for example in billing or in reporting
on and dealing with breakdowns in service - may discredit programs in rural
areas, and is a problem experienced by many countries. Local administra-
tive units generally need strong support and assistance from the main
electric utilities, particularly for training and for financial and techni-
cal assistance. But the extent of the support is partly a matter of policy.
Countries have adopted (or are experimenting with) differing levels of
delegated responsibility, with local administration placing:

- heavy reliance on the utility, atd being responsible
only for local billing and reporting on consumer
complaints or requests for service; or

- medium reliance on the utility, and taking on additional
responsibilities such as promoting service, identifying
new areas to be served, and working out schemes with local
people to extend service to them; or

- low reliance on the utility (as with the cooperative arrange-
ment), and taking on many more of the financial, technical
and administrative responsibilities.

Which of these arrangements is appropriate depends on the country, the
available skills, the size and population of its rural areas, and the local
culture. While, for example, cooperatives are reported to be working well
in some countries, they are not suited to others. Also, different types
of organization may work equally well; so in practice it is necessary to
be flexible about their form.



VIII. Implications for the Bank

xxiv. The case for Bank assistance (paragraphs 8.1 to 8.10). This rests

on three poins:~(1)~The eed expressed by developing countries for financial

and technical assistance in this field, (2) The Bank's long experience with

institution building and operations in the electric power sector. The pro-

grams to electrify rural areas are, in an important number of countries, being

undertaken by institutions with which the Bank has had highly successful

associations for many years. Rural electrification, which has so far formed

a small but increasing fraction of their past investments, is a 
new dimension

with new challenges and is likely to form an increasing portion of future

programs. In many countries, there is a strong commitment to rural electri-

fication and a desire to make it successful. (3) The good prospects for

projects which are related to rural development priorities 
and can be justi-

fied. This last point rests, to repeat, on proper care and attention in

project selection and preparation, and matching the project 
design to local

needs.

xxv. The attern of eTding operations (paragraphs 8.9 and 8.10).

Projects can be part of (a) rural development projects, or (b) projects for

the electric power sector. Both have advantages and are worth pursuing:

(a) Rural development projects appeal because they promote

coordination between sectors and generate large external

economies. On the cost side, for example, improved roads

reduce the costs of construction, maintenance and adminis-

tration of the electrification progran. On the benefit side,

there are several inter-relationships: Rural development

programs raise the level of output in agriculture and agro-

industries, and through this the level of rural incomes. On

account of increased incomes and improved infrastructure,

commercial activity increases. Together, the growith of incomes

and the growth of agriculture, agro-industries and commerce,

create increasing demands for power and energy. These demands

can be met by public supplies from the grid, local autogeneration

or substitute sources of power and energy; which of these alter-

natives is best will be revealed by cost-benefit calculations.

(b) Electric power sector operations appeal because of the many

financial, technical and administrative responsibilities

delegated to the electric power sector, as is apparent from

Section VII. Also, the sector still needs loans to finance

its investments in generation and transmission capacity and

in urban distribution networks.

In some countries, as in India and Iran, for example, rural electrification

projects may be large enough to justify an operation specifically for this

purpose. But in most countries this would not be the case. (See also the

discussion on the lending program in (xxviii) below.)
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xxv.i. Lending conditions (paragraphs 8.11 to 8.15). Most loans would
have to be made through the government (if it is a rural development loan)
or the utility (if it is a power loan). The reasons for this are that local
rural electrification agencies generally require a lot of financial support
from the government or the utility so as to establish, expand and run the
electrification programs. Even when local agencies are financially and
technically strong, there is still a case for channelling aid through the
government or the utility in order to promote regional and sectoral balance
in the programs and cooperation between regions. Bank or IDA terms would
of ccurse apply according to the country; Bank terms night have to be passed
on in part as equity, or blended with cheaper money, since the rural project
coulc probably not generate funds to service a conventional Bank loan (though
the utility often can). Local cost financing would be required since much
of the materials and equipment would be provided domestically. Most loans
would also have to make provisions for technical assistance.

xxvii. Which countries? (paragraphs 8.17 to 8.21; also see 2.11 to 2.14).
There is scope for some degree of rural electrification in most countries
though of course the type and extent of electrification depends on the level
of development. As explained in paragraph (v), countries are in varying phases
of the rural electrification process. Also, even when areas are already
electrified, there is always a continual need for further investment to
extend and reinforce networks within these areas (as in cities) to meet
growing demands. Our estimates are that the following proportions of the
village/rural populations may be served in 10 years time:

Africa and some Arab countries - less than one tenth
Asia and some EMENA countries - about one quarter
Latin American countries - about one third

Which countries would receive assistance would depend on the country's overall
rural development effort, the claims for Bank help, and willingness to accept
Bank conditions and procedures.

xxviii. The revised lendingyrogramFY74-78 (paragraphs 8.22 and 8.23).
(a) Power loans. Roughly $250 million of the revised lending program for
electric power ($3,100 million, in 1974 prices, for 90 loans) is allocated
to rural electrification. Nearly half of this, however, is absorbed by three
projects, two in India ($40 million each in FY75 and 76) and one in Iran
(about $20 million in FY75, but tentative). These are specifically for rural
electrification. The remaining proposals, which are relatively small, are
components of larger loans to the power sector in 10 other countries (Thailand,
Nepal and Pakistan, Panama, Honduras, Mexico, Bolivia and Brazil; Liberia,
Tunisia). These lending programs were drawn up without any particular focus
on rural electrification needs in the member countries, nor did the Bank have
suitably developed operational procedures and guidelines for lending for rural
electrification. Following the approach outlined in this paper, identification
and preparation might be expanded upon during FYs 75 and 76, leading to an
increased rural electrification element in the second half of the program.
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(b) Rural development loans. Rog.ly 50% of the loans for Agriculture in

FYs 74 and 75 might be classified as rural development loans. The rural

electrification element in the projects financed by these loans varies con-

siderably between countries. Rough indications are that rural electrification

may average about 10% of the project costs in Latin American countries, 
about

5 to 10% in Asia and EMENA and very little in Africa. In all, between $150

and $300 million of the projected $6,500 million 
for Agriculture and Rural

Development loans might be associated with rural electrification, 
under present

projections. Again, however, with intensification of initiatives to identify

and prepare projects for rural development and 
rural electrification, these

figures might be revised upwards during the 
second half of the revised lend-

ing program.

xxix. Operationa, procedures (paragraphs 8.24 to 8.31). Most of these

would be unchanged, except in degree, in that more work would be required in

identification, preparation and appraisal, and uncertainties 
would be greater.

Apart from this, sector survey work (of the electric power or 
the rural

sectors), identification, preparation and appraisal would require only a

widening of scope. The proposal is to begin work in rural electrification

with thorough surveys, identification and preparation - the ultimate success

of operations rests on this.

xxx. Monitoring evaluation, research (paragraphs 8.32 to 8.34). Because

of the uncertainties and the widespread lack of information 
about rural elec-

trification (and, indeed, about rural development) it would be desirable (a)

to begin with pilot projects in areas without service, 
but where there are

good grounds for introducing it, and (b) to incorporate monitoring and evalua-

tion techniques into both regular and pilot projects. 
This should provide

information for planning further expansion and also 
a basis for improvements

in subsequent operations. Problems requiring separate research include: (i)

the scope for cutting costs; (ii) the factors affecting consumer response;

and (iii) the linkages between economic growth in rural 
areas and the demands

stemming from farms, agro-industries and rural commerce.

xxxi. Retuirements of Bank staff (paragraphs 8.35 to 8.37). The new

institutional and technological dimensions of the work would of course 
impose

further demands on staff. While many of the new skills can be acquired with

experience, consideration should be given 
to recruitment of people with ex-

perience in the field, short training courses, and 
further cooperation (perhaps

sharing resources)between Regional Projects Departments.



I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The possibilities for Bank financing of village electrification

projects were first outlined in the Sector Working Paper on Elzetric Power.

Since then, a number of initiatives have been taken to improve our knowledge

in tlis field. Inquiries were made to over 20 countries regarding the extent

of their programs and future plans; a major research study has been undertaken

in El Salvador, and is nearing completion; there have been brief field trips

by staff members to three other Central American countries, and also to India,

specifically to look at village electrificz.tion programs; pilot village

electrification projects were financed in Ecuador on the condition that the

socio-economic impact of these projects was monitored over time;l and finally,

connections have been established between the Bank and other institutions

undertaking research in Turkey, Tunisia, Costa Rica, Colombia and the

Philippines.

1.2 A number of countries have also formally approached the Bank for

development assistance in this field, including Iran, Oman, India and Thailand.

1. The time now seems appropriate to report on our findings to date

on rural electrification. A number of diverse questions have been raised

since previous reports (listed in Annex 1) were issued. For example: What

is the extent of rural electrification in developing countries? and what

are the prospects for successful investment? Is the economic-rate-of-return

calculation a suitable basis for project appraisal in low income areas?

and if so, how do we estimate economic costs and benefits? How do we identify

good projects? Which institutional and financial arrangements work best?

What are the technical problems? Finally, what should the Bank do?

1.4 This report is written in response to such questions. It begins

with an introductory discussion on:-

II. Rural electrification in developing countries

- the extent, costs and uses of rural electrifica-

tion, the aims, and the outlook for investment,

then presents our current thinking on approaches towards investment, as

regards:-

III. Economic justification procedures;

IV. Project identification;

V. Means of finance.

VI. Technical problems;

VII. Institutional problems;

and concludes with a discussion of:-

VIII. Implications for Bank Policy and Procedures.
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1.5 We now stand at the end of elementary inquiries to various countries

and institutions, and at the end of limited field experience in India, Ecuador

and Central America (including the research study in El Salvador, which is

now being written up). Our evaluation of this material, which forms the

basis of the present report, shows good grounds for the belief that useful

and productive investments can be made; and we have proposed methods of under-

taking them. So we also stand, if these proposals are accepted, at the begin-

ning of project identification and appraisal work backed up by further research

and evaluation.



II. RURAL ELECTRIFICATION IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

2.1 Rural electrification in developing countries is intended to serve
both economic and social aims. To understand these aims and how they might

best be achieved, it is first useful to know something about the extent and
growth of village electrification in developing countries, the costs and the

uses to which electricity is put; these matters are first discussed below.

Extent and Crowth of Rural Electrification

2.2 Countries are putting increasing resources into rural electrifica-

tion. As one might expect, the resources countries allocate to it increase

with their per capita incomes, with the result that rural electrification is

more extensive in Latin America than in Asia, and more extensive in Asia than

in Africa:-

Table 2.1

Population in 1971 /1 Village/Rural Population /2 /3
millions Served 1971

Region Total Village/2 Rural /2 Millions %

Latin America 282 140 (0%) 32 23%

Selected EMENA

Countries /4 143 87 (61%) 45 15%

Asia 934 700 (75%) 105 15%

Africa 182 165 (90%) 7 4%

1789 1300 73% 187 14%

Source: Electrification data are compiled from miscellaneous documents
and correspondence with the countries and are not official statistics.
Population data are from UN documents.

/1 Population figures refer to the whole region, except EMENA (see 4).
/2 The definitions of "village" and "rural" vary between countries. Generally,

villages are conglomerations of 5,000 to 10,000 people or less; rural

refers to low density populations outside the villages, often living in

clusters close to large farms.

/3 Electrification data not available for each country and the percentages
should be taken as typical levels for countries in the region, about
which there may be considerable variance.

/4 Cyprus, Egypt, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Tunisia, Algeria, Morocco, Turkey.
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2.3 Total cumulative investmcnt in rural electrification by developing

countries within the Bank's area of operations was about $10 billion by 1971,
or about 10% of total investment in the electric power sector. This figure
includes generation, transmission and distribution which in the early stages

of a project breakdown roughly as follows:

Investment in Generation and Transmission Capacity 30%

Investment in Sub -Transmission and Distribution
Networks 70%

(Costs are discussed in more detail in paragraphs 2.6 et. seq.).

2.4 Future investment is likely to be much larger than in the past.
We have formally questioned over 20 countries about their planned programs

and have received information on several others. According to this informa-

tion the rate of investment is generally likely to be higher than in the past

and to form an increasing proportion of total investment. Some countries,

including Iran, Egypt, Turkey and Thailand have announced major new initiatives,

while others, in particular India and nost of Latin America, are to continue

and often expand on theirs.

2.5 The information is not good enough for a precise forecast of the

level of investment, nor of the population likely to be affected. But it

does seem that total new investment is likely to exceed $10-$15 billion in

the next ten years (which is over 10% of total new investment), bringing

supplies within the reach of 300 million more people; up to about half of

these people, comprising 15% of the village/rural population, may be able

to afford service. Thus a total of, say, one quarter of the village/rural

population would be served in ten years time (as compared to about three

quarters at the present tine in urban areas).

Technology and Costs

2.6 Electricity is introduced into rural areas in three ways, through:

(1) Autogenerators serving single consumers,

(2) Autogenerators serving several consumers on a local
network:

(3) Public supplies from the main grid system.

The term autogeneration refers to isolated generators powered by diesel

engines, small steam turbines, or micro-hydro turbines. They range in size

from about 5 kW, sufficient to meet minor needs of, for example, refrigeration
and lighting on a farm, to over 1500 kW, sufficient to meet the motive power
needs of a large sugar processing plant. Public supplies from the main grid
consist of mediur, voltage (about 40 KV) subtransmission links to transmit
electricity from the grid to the larger demand centers of an area, plus low
voltage distribution within the demand centers.
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2.7 /Investment in rural electrification is mostly in public supplies
frcm the main grid: at a guess, over 80% of rural electrification is supplied
in this way. For small loads in remote localities, however, uLilities often
find that it is cheaper to meet electricity needs by installing small auto-
gererators. In the absence of public supplies, shops, farms and agro-
industries will often install their own autogenerators to meet their own
particular needs in lighting, refrigeration, heating and motive power; often,
they also supply a few local consumers and provide public lighting if such
demands occur when their equipment would otherwise be unused. Autogeneration,
serving single or several consumers, is very common in rural areas.

2.8 Evidently, the utility must often make a decision whether to provide
electricity from the grid or from local autogenerators. This decision depends
on a number of factors, including the expected level and growth of demand,
the expected utilization of the investment, the distance from the main net-
work and the difficulty of terrain (which can affect costs enormously). The
following table displays some typical cost data at two levels of demand:
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Table 2.2

Typical Costs of Public Supplies and

-Atoeneration (1972 data)

Autoenerat ion Supply from Grid /1

Capacity of Project kW 50 25 50 25

Consumers Served 140 70 140 70

Capital Costs $ 34,000 25,000 56,000 38,000

Fuel, Operation and Maintenance J/kWh 6 6 0.5 0.5

Billing, Admin. etc. $/year 2,000 1,000 2,000 1,000

Source: See Annex 2.

/1 Average length of subtransmission line per village = 4 km in this case.
Note the economies of scale in capital costs. The 50 kW and 25 kW

projects could serve fully developed loads in villages of about 2,000

and 1,000 people respectively. Demands from farms and agro-industries

outside the village may add anything from 20 kW to 1000 kW or more to

total capacity demands. Capital costs, it can be seen, range from $400

to $550 per consumer in the above case of supplies from the grid (or

$40 to $55 per capita in the village served). However, for large

villages of five to ten thousand people, these costs may drop to $200

per consumer ($20 per capita) or less.

2.9 The capital costs of supplies from the grid are much higher than

those of autogeneration, but the fuel, operation and maintenance costs are

much less. When the utilization of the project is high, this strongly favors

the more--capital, less-fuel intensive investment in supplies from the grid.
Taking the 50 kW projects, the relative annual costs of the two projects at

various levels of utilization are:
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Table 2.3 /1

Autogeneration Supplies from Grid

Load Factor 10% 25% 50% 10% 25% 50%

Annual Capital Costs $4,500 4,5)0 4,500 5,600 5,600 5,000

Fuel, 0 & N. $2,600 6,600 13,200 200 500 1,000

Billing & Admin. $2 1000 2,0 1090 2,000 2,000

Total $9,100 13,100 19,700 7,800 8,100 8,600

Average, i/KWh 21 12 9 18 7 4

/1 See Annex 2 for calculations.

2.10 The fuel bill heavily penalizes autogeneration. In general, it
compares well with public supplies from the grid only at low levels of
utilization - except when the demands are remote. This last point is import-
ant, since to extend a subtransmission link by 25 km to an isolated demand
may cost around $100,000 ($10,000 per year at 10% annuity), with the follow-
ing kinds of effect on the capital costs of public supplies:

Table 2.4

Capacity of Scheme 50 kW 50 kW

Distance from Grid, 4 km* 29 km

Generation and Transmission Costs. $ 24,000 24,000

Subtransnission Costs, $ 18,000 118,000

Local Distribution, $ 14 000 000

Total, $ 56,000 156,000

Annual Capital Costs, $ 5,600 15,600

Source: See Annex 2. *The 4 km case corresponds to the data in Tables 2.2
and 2.3.

Such cost increases are sufficient to make autogeneration the better alter-
native for all but high load factor demands. To see this it is useful to
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consider the effect of distance on the cost comparisons previously presented

in Table 2.3.

Table 2.5

Average Costs of Different Schcnes (cents/KWh)

Supplies From Gri t

Load Factor 4 km 29 km Autogeneration

10% 18 40 21

25% 7 17 12

50% 4 8 9

(Note that average costs in urban areas are about 3 cents per Kwh). Obviously,

it is extravagant to extend networks to meet small demands in areas remote

from the grid. However, the same subtransmission networks can be used to

meet much la-rger demands, so that if a good demand develops from farms, agro-

industries and several villages, average costs decline very quickly to about

4 to 8 cents per kWh.

2.11 It is now possible to explain how electrification schemes evolve

in rural areas. It is a fascinating process which has three or four phases.

In the initial phase, only a few scattered, isolated businesses may need and

can afford electricity. They obtain it by installing their own generators

and it is common to find thei used for such purposes as refrigerating milk

on farms, providing light and heat to egg and chicken farms, for refrigera-

tion and light in shops, for refrigeration on a large scale in slaughter-

houses, or for the motive power needs of large agro-indus tries such as sugar

processing. During this phase, the motive power needs of small farms and

businesses are generally met directly by animals or by small diesel engines.

In the second phase, a small collective demand for electricity may develop

from seieral households and businesses to meet needs like public lighting,

private lighting, and further demands from large and small businesses and

farms. During this phase, small local networks ("micro-grids") are often

extended from local autogenerators installed through public or private initia-

tive. If the collective demand becomes large enough, and offers good utiliza-

tion of equiprment, the second phase may be by-passed or lead to the third

phase - fully-fledged eleclrification from the grid system. The "micro-grids"

are taken over and extended, subtransmission links replace the old auto-

generators, which are scrapped or used elsewhere- and small and large businesses

bein to turn to electricity as a source of motive power in preference to

animals or diesel engines (often creating a useful second-hand market in the

latter), and may even introduce some new processes as a result.

2.12 During this third phase, a number of major demand centers can be

identified in a region, stemming from the larger villages and the farms



and a;ro-inlustries which lie outside them. A network design plan has to be
worked out, to route the network so as to economize on the heavy costs of
subtransmission and distribution lines. Once the networks have been established,

a fourth and final phase follows quite obviously. Centers of low demand are
no. (eose to the networks and can be connected up at very low marginal cost.

Whereas the initial thrust into a region may cost $50,000 to $200,000 per

demand center, secondary thrusts into areas of low denand may now cost only

$5,000 to $20,000. (Many areas of low demand remain remote from the main

networks, and for this reason it is never worth electrifying them from the

main grid; even in N. America and Europe, where rural electrification programs

were substantially completed 20 yearcs ago, many areas continue to be served

by local autogenerators.)

2.13 Practically every country has some degree of rural electrification,
but different countries are in different phases. Broadly speaking, African

countries are largely in the first phase of private generation, but are

gradually beginning the second and third phases of meeting the larger col-

lective demands from the grid or local autogenerators. Asian and EMENA

countries are mostly in the midst of the third phase, of connecting the main

demand centers to the grid. Most Latin American countries are in the fourth

and final phase, of connecting low demand centers to networks already established

in rural areas.

2.14 As remarked earlier, the term rural electrification is normally
associated with electrification from the grid system, that is, with the third

and fourth phases of electrification. The relative magnitudes of these phases

may be gauged from Table 2.1 and also from the following statistics for Mexico,
which show that over 50% of the rural population live in areas of low demand:

Table 2.6

Populat ion Distributionof Villages in Mexico

Population of No. of Population
Village Villages No. % Remarks

Less than 100 55,376 1,823,900 7%)
) Low Demand Areas, 25%

100 - 499 28,494 6,944,500 26%) Electrified
)

500 - 999 7,346 5,091,900 19%)

1000 - 4999 5,207 9,681,800 37%) Medium-to-High Demand
) Areas, 80% Electrified

5000 - 9999 416 2289400 _11%)

96,839 26,436,400 100%

Source: Supplied by Comision Federal de Electricidad.
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Similar distributions in the size of village, and in the areas of high and

low demand, can be observed in most countries. (In the Cameroons, much

emphasis is 'laced on forming larger-sized villages before 
providing elec-

tricity and other infrastructure.)

Uses of Electricity

2.15 There is a surprisingly wide range of uses of electricity in rural

areas, for both household and productive needs. Generally speaking, the

total demand stemming from productive needs is higher than that stemming

from households, as can be seen from the following table:

Table 2.7

Percentage Distribution of Electricity Demand in Urban

and Rural Areas for Various Courtries (1971 data)

Rural Areaj Urban

Productive Demands Domestic Productive Domestic

Agro- Commercial-

Farms Industry Community Total Total Total Total

Ethiopia - 55% 45% 44% 56%

Tanzania - - - 75% 25% 80% 20%

Chile 9 26 32 67% 33% n.a. n.a.

Costa Rica - - - 70% 30% 43% 57%

Nicaragua 15 ..... 45....... 60% 40% 30% 70%

El Salvador - - - 45% 55% 60% 40%

India 59 ..... 21....... 80% 20% 89% 11%

Pakistan 23 ..... 17....... 40% 60% 90% 10%

Taiwan 10 .... 16....... 26% 74% 80% 20%

Sources: Rural data: Correspondence and miscellaneous documents provided

by the countries.

Urban data: From similar sources and Bank Appraisal Reports.

These data, which refer to typical situations, understate the productive uses

since many small business demands creep in under domestic and general 
tariffs.



2.16 The relative demands from households and producers change markedly
from one area to another. Often, the demand in an area may be dominated by
one large consumer, as with irrigation or cotton processing; and though some
areas may use electricity for a wide range of productive purposes, others
may use it for little more than domestic and public lighting.

2.17 In addition to the various agro-industrial demands which develop
from the local agriculture, it is not uncommon to find demands developing
from 20 or more commercial activities in a single village, such as for light
and refrigeration in shops and services, and for light, heat and motive power
in workshops (carpentry, welding-and repairshops, for example). Community
demands may include public lighting and demands from the local church, a water
pump a police station, school and health centers. Growth in local agriculture
and wages, and improvements in complementary infrastructure, can thus generate
all kinds of uses for electricity.

2.18 Consumption levels in rural areas are of course much less than in
urban areas. But again it is surprising tat there is often a strong response
to rural electrification from consumers, reflected in high, sustained rates
of growth of demand once an area is electrified:

Table 2.8

Level and Growth of Consumer Demand
in Urban and Rural Areas. Estimates for Various Countries (1971 /1

DemandperConsumerjkh/year /2 Yearl_ Rate of Growth of Demand
Rural Urban Rural Urban

India 1000 n.a. 15% 10%

Thailand 200 4000 12 - 20% 22%

Ethiopia 800 2000 40% 15%

Costa Rica 1900 6000 20% 10%

El Salvador 1000 4000 20% 10%

Sources: Rural data are estimates based on various documents and project reports
provided by the countries. Urban data inferred from Sector Working
Paper on Electric Power and Bank Appraisal Reports.

/1 Data purely illustrative, not average, for the country.
/2 Rural data for selected areas; Urban data for capital cities, except for

Thailand, which is an average.
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Demand per consumer varies between areas largely on account of variations in

the type of productive uses, and also with the age of the project on account

of the growth of demand per consumer. Irrigation pumpsets, for example,

consume about 3000 kWh per year in India, while a large agro-industry may

consume 100,000 kWh per year )r more.

2.19 To sum up, there is often a surprisingly strong response to rural

electrification projects. This is reflected in high rates of growth of

demand, though they start from very low initial levels. This response stems

from a wide range of uses of electricity.

The Aims of Rural Electrificat ion,_ and the Conflicts Presented by Low

Financial Returns

2.20 Having discussed the demand side and the supply side, it is now

useful to put the two together and discuss the net returns - social, economic

and financial - that are expected from the investments.

2.21 Most countries stress the social importance of their rural electri-

fication programs, in particular the need to raise the standard of living in

rural areas and to provide a counterweight to excessive urbanization. But

many of the returns. as illustrated above, are of economic importance since

they stem from the voluntary demands of communities, houses and businesses

for a cheaper or superior form of energy. Indeed, many countries state that

unless the programs are set in an economic context, the results are disappoint-

ing. For this reason, they stress the importance of both economic and social

aims.

2.22 Where the economic content of rural electrification programs is

large, it may seen reasonable to expect satisfactory financial returns -

electricity increases energy use in the area, often reduces energy costs,

and is far superior in quality to the alternatives. But there are three

reasons why this is not the case, at least for a period of years:

a) the high initial investment costs associated with low

density populations, often remote from the main networks;

b) low initial demand levels in relation to the capacity of

the networks (which have large iddivisibilities) ; it may
take over 10 years for demand to develop fully in relation

to capacity,

c) the arguments for keeping tariffs low in relation to costs

to meet the social aim.'s of cheap energy to low income house-

holds and small businesses.
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The following figures illustrate these points:

Table 2.9

Comparative_ Data for Urban and Rural Areas

Urban Rural

Consumption: kWh/consumer/year 4,000 600*

Load Factor 50% 20%*

Investment in subtransmission and
distribution per consumer (approx.) $100 $300

Average costs, cents/kWh (approx.) 2.5 6 to 8*

Average price, cents/kWh (approx.) 2.8 4

Mean per capita incomes $800 $125

Source: El Salvador Study.

* Figures refer to typical initial conditions.

The initial average costs are over two or three times those of urban areas,
and though average prices are nearly 50% higher, this is not of course suf-
ficient to make up the deficit. As both load factors and the level of demand
rise, average costs decline very quickly: but the possible financial gains
from this are often undermined by the system of declining block tariffs widely
adopted in many countries throughout the world.

2.23 Financial assistance is generally considered to be necessary, there-
fore, at least in the early years. The assistance takes several forms, including
low interest capital from internal or international sources, special deprecia-
tion provisions, preferential tariffs and contributions in kind from the
rural areas, such as unpaid labor. (It is also interesting to note that when
it was desired to promote rural electrification in the USA in the 1930's,
it was considered necessary to finance it on concessionary terms in accordance
with the Rural Electrification Act of 1936.)

The Outlook

2.24 So long as the investment programs are expanding, the fact is that
continued financial assistance is required. Accepting this, however, three
other facts are becoming clear:



a) In many electrified areas in all parts of the world the

financial returns are improving markedly over time, though
from very low initial levels. One reason is that there are

substantial economies of scale as demand and consumer density
increase.

b) Although existing projects are in the 'best' areas, extensions

to 'worse' areas in the same region need not undermine overall

financial or economic perforrance; the 'best' areas have
absorbed the brunt of the high initial costs and, as explained
earlier, subsequent extensions cost much less.

c) Financial performance can often be improved significantly by

appropriate attention to pricing policy. Low prices often

exist in places where they are unnecessary on account of

ill-structured tariffs - the consumption of large farms and

agro-industries is often subsidized, for example, even though

they are able and willing to pay more for the service.

2.25 Taking a long perspective, therefore, and a constructive attitude

towards tariff policy, it seems there are prospects both for continued expan-
sion and improved financial performance.

2.26 Nevertheless, the prospects of low financial returns in the initial

years, and the arguments for subsidizing small businesses and low income

households, remove a simple criterion for project selection based on financial

profitability. A broader basis for project selection is called for and is

being sought by many countries and institutions.

2.27 Hence there are serious difficulties with project justification
and identification, as there are, of course, serious difficulties with finance,

institutional development and technical choice. None of these seem insur-

mountable however, as will be apparent from the following analysis of them.

Supplementar yote on the Effects of Oil Price Increases

2.28 The recent rise in oil prices has had particularly large effects on

the costs of:-

- electricity from diesel powered autogenerators (increases of
roughly 50 to 100%, depending on use);

- kerosene lighting;

- motive power from diesel engines used in irrigation and agro-

industries (increases of 30 to 60%, depending on use).
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Areas already electrified are largely insulated from these increases, as will
be areas to be electrified, depending on the mix of hydro, coal and oil plant
in the system. Generally the effects should be to increase the number of
households and businesses using electricity (though, of course, the costs of
energy will have risen for those who would otherwise have preferred substitutes).
The consuner-response data provided in this report relate to periods before
the oil price increases; 1972 cost and price data are also used.



III. PROJECT JUSTIFICATION PROCEDURES

3.1 In the social and economic justification of rural electrification

projects, it is useful to begii with a study of economic returns and then

work social factors into the analysis. Confusion between social and economic

ains is then avoided and trade-offs (to the extent that they occur) can be

examined. This approach is followed below. The starting point is a discus-

sion to clarify:

a) The nature of the (economic) benefits.

This is followed by a discussion of:

b) Practical aspects of benefit measurement;

c) forecasting demand and benefits;

d) cost analysis; and

e) cost--benefit (economic rate-of-return) calculations.

This covers the economic side. It will be seen that it is a traditional

analysis of forecasting benefits and comparing then with the costs of the

(least-cost) project in an economic rate-of--return calculation. The social

side is then brought into the picture in the discussion of:

f) Criteria for project acceptabilify.

Finally, if the social and economic aims are to be met in practice, it is

necessary to attend to the following, which are also discussed:

g) Pricing policy;-

h) provisions for low income families and small businesses.

3.2 There are two main purposes, it should be noted, of the economic

analysis of costs and benefits. One is the usual one of providing a consistent

guideline for an efficient allocation of investments between the various

sectors in urban and rural areas, and some indication, therefore, of economic

priorities. The other is to provide some measure of the economic costs of

investments when social aims are strong, economic returns low and conflicts

arise. (Conflicts do not always arise, however, and some investments are

socially and economically desirable.) Economic rate-of-return calculations

can be very helpful for these purposes, and are adopted here. They only break

down when social arguments are overwhelningly strong -- as with water supply

projects in drought areas. But this, in our experience, is not the case for

rural electrification.
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(a) The Nature of the Economic Benefits

3.3 There is a very close relationship between the level of use of

electricity and the level of benefits derived from it, in the sense that

when use is low, only a few people may be benefiting marginally from the

service, and conversely when use is high. The benefits most frequently quoted,

and which are all related to use, are that electricity:

(i) increases productivity and output in rural areas through

reducing the costs of energy and thus increasing the

profitability and output of farms, agro-industries and

commerce;

(ii) adds to the standard of living in village homes and com-

munities;

and, on account of (i) and (ii):

(iii) helps stem migration from rural areas to cities -- the

problem of urban-rural balance.

(The third is related to use because to the extent that people and businesses

are attracted to rural areas by electricity, they will use it.)

3.1  There is, in fact, little hard evidence as to the effect of elec-

tricity on migration. Our investigations have revealed, as one might expect,

that older people migrate mainly in search of jobs, while the younger ones

migrate in search of jobs and education or to begin families. Also, the

countries with the largest rural electrification programs generally are the

most urbanized (see Table 2.1 for example).

.-. Nevertheless, despite migration to cities, and whatever its causes,

thp Pennmic output of farms, agro-industries and rural commerce is increasing,

large numbers of villages are increasing in population and are in a process

of modernization. The result is that the demands for electricity, and the

range of uses to which it is put, are also increasing. Hence there are

positive benefits to look for, even if electricity by itself has little or

no effect on stemming migration to cities.

3.6 In monetary terms, and ignoring complications about shadow prices

and income distribution for the moment, the benefits of electricity to

families and businesses are to be measured by the amount of the family or

business income they are prepared to allocate to it. This is the monetary

value placed by individuals on the service. Small businesses and low income

families, in particular, make this allocation decision very carefully. The

decision is made in the light of the many complex and varied circumstances

of the family or business and of the alternative uses of this portion of

family or business income.
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3.7 The estimation of benefits, in monetary terms, can begin by adding

up these monetary valuations over all family and business consumers. For

practical purpcses it is useful to divide the monetary benefits into two

parts:

- actual revenues (the "direct consumer benefits")

- the surplus monetary benefits ("consumers' surplus benefits")

where the latter simply reflect the point thai: people generally do value

service by more than the amount they may be asked to pay for it.

3.8 Revenue estimation presents no new problems apart from the dif-

ficulties of forecasting, but what is the nature of the surplus benefits?

and how can they be estimated?

3.9 For farms, agro-industries and commerce, there is normally a sub-

stitute for publicly supplied electricity in the form of:

- Autogenerators for large agro-industries;

- diesel engines for many purposes, including

irrigation, corn grinding, and motive power
in small agro-industries;

- often, animal power;

- small autogenerators for refrigeration on farms;

- kerosene refrigerators, etc.

The surplus benefits are the net advantages of electricity over these alter-

natives. In many activities the same output can be produced by the substitute,

so the net advantages are cost-savings. This is commonly the case, for

example, with uses of electricity for motive power, as in irrigation pumping

and corn grinding, where diesel engines can do the same job, though often

at a higher cost. It is also the case for many large farms and agro-

industries which can also produce the same output using diesel powered auto-

generators, though again, often at a higher cost.

3.10 In other activities, however, electricity is far cheaper or of

higher quality, and extra output also results; the net increase in the profits

of the activity are the benefits. This is often the case, for example, for

small businesses using electricity for motive power or refrigeration. The

alternatives (including the associated capital and maintenance costs) are

often too expensive or unreliable, and the business cannot make a profit

with them. So new business activities can and do spring up if costs are cut

sufficiently for them to become profitable. Refrigeration in shops and corn

grinding are common examples in Central America.
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1. A staff review of the paper "Issues in Rural Electrification" was

held on Monday, July 8, 1974.

2. The Chairman proposed that the discussion focus on three aspects:

-the description of the stages of rural electrification;

-the economic and financial analysis of rural electrification

projects;
-the implications for the Bank Group's lending program, in

particular whether rural electrification should be approached

as one component of rural development projects, or rather

through power sector loans.

3. In discussion there was general acceptance of the description of the

rural electrification process. However, with respect to the economic and

financial analysis it was suggested that the higher cost of fuels following

recent petroleum price increases made rural programs (in common with most

power programs) generally more expensive; and, in particular, made auto-

generation less attractive relative to grid extension. Questions were also

raised regarding allowances for unquantifiable benefits in the economic

analysis, and the apparent acceptance in the paper of returns on project
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investments below the opportunity cost of capital. It was explained that

the paper recommended against rejecting investments with such low returns

- provided, of course, the returns were reasonably near the opportunity

cost - without first examining the nature of the benefits that had not

been captured by the return calculation. As regards financial analysis,
it was agreed that more should be said in the paper about financial

targets.

4. There was considerable discussion of the intrinsic nature and purpose
of the paper. The Public Utilities Department believes the paper

accomplishes three purposes:

(i) it shows that successful investments can be made in rural
electrification;

(ii) it reviews all the aspects of the process of doing so; and

(iii) it demonstrates that there are no policy or procedural issues

which would impede Bank initiatives to lend for rural electri-

fication.

5. Discussion of the Bank Group approach to rural electrification was

inconclusive. Some participants favored lending through conventional

power sector loans on the grounds that this facilitated evaluation of the

country's overall rural electrification program and that the utility itself

was likely to be a relatively strong institution, particularly where the

Bank had a previous involvement. On the other hand, integration into
rural development projects would help ensure the productive use of output

and enhanced the likely economic rate of return.

cc: Those Attending
IBRD Department Directors
Program Coordinators
Mr. Qureshi (IFC)
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3.11 By taking a representative sample of such activities, covering

different types and sizes, it is possible to estimate a typical -:atio of

surplus benefits to actual amounts paid for electricity. From these ratios,

and knowing the number of different types and sizes of business consumer, it

is then possible to calculate total surplus benefits directly. 1/ Clearly

the level of these benefits rises commensurately with the number and total

demand of these consumers.

3.12 On the household side, the surplus benefits of some uses, such

as for lighting and ironing, are also the net advantages over substitutes;

while the benefits of others, such as refrigeration and television, are

generally the household's valuation of a new product, practical substitutes

not being readily available. As remarked earlier, the total monetary benefits

would be the amount of income the households are prepared to allocate to

such goods.

3.13 It is, however, exceptionally difficult to estimate the monetary

value of surplus benefits to households, even with well-conceived sample

surveys and elaborate econometric analysis. The problems of randomness, of

specifying a correct algebraic model of household behavior, and of identify-

ing the separate influences on household behavior, have so far precluded

reliable estimation. What we do know, however, is that when service is

benefiting many households, there will be a strong denand for it, reflected

in quite good revenues (the direct benefits). So it is still revealing to

look at the direct benefits even if the surplus benefits cannot be estimated

- though the point that such monetary benefits are omitted from the economic

rate of return calculations means that tolerance is needed for projects with

returns somewhat below the opportunity cost of capital (see paragraphs 3.47

et.seq.).

(b) Practical Aspects of Benefit Measurement

3.14 In practice, therefore, it will be necessary to confine cost-

benefit analysis to what can be measured, and to supplement this as necessary

by descriptive analysis. The benefits which can be measured will generally

be:

- the direct benefits to households, reflected in the

revenues;

- the direct benefits to farms, agro-industries and

commerce, again reflected in the revenues;

1/ The forthcoming research study in El Salvador will provide illustrations

of such calculations.
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- the surplus benefits to farms, agro-industries, and

commerce, reflected in the net effects on profits

and output of electricity to these activities.

Descriptive analysis of households, and of household demand, can be couched

in tcrms of indications of living standards, the number and percentage of the

people demanding service and what they are likely to use it for. Analysis

of the growth of the area, its history, whether people are likely to move

into it and/or remain there are also important.

3.15 Where there is a strong demand for "productive uses" the above

basis of benefit estimation will be more than sufficient to justify a good

project. The revenues from farms and agro-industries should boost the proj-

ect, unless tariffs are low. Counting in the surplus benefits to productive

uses will boost justification further. If, for example, 80% of demand is

from productive uses, and surplus benefits are (typically) 50%, then benefits

are 120% of revenues not counting household demand, and 140% in total. This

can make a large difference in rate-of-return calculations.

3.16 Where, on the other hand, there is a small demand for productive

uses, coupled with low tariffs and a low level of demand from households,

justification will be difficult -- as perhaps it should be in these situations.

(c) Forecasting Demand and Benefits

3.17 Demand forecasting in areas hitherto without service involves more

uncertainty than in areas with service, on account of information shortages;

it requires, therefore, a good deal of judgment and guesswork. This points

to the importance of flexibility in project design and investment planning,

as discussed in VI; and to the need to collate information from several

sources and to experiment, as discussed be'ow.

(i) Evidence from Other Projects

3.18 The most concrete basis for a forecast is provided by projects

already functioning in other areas of the country. Most countries in Latin

America, EMENA, and Asia, and several in Africa have had pilot projects and

sometimes extensive programs for several years. The obvious thing to do is

to examine how both domestic and non-donestic consumers have responded to

these projects: things to look at are:

- The growth in the number consumers;

- the growth in consumption per consumer:

- the types of consumer, including a breakdown by

large and small, irrigation, various agro-industries,
various levels of household consumption, etc.;

- the changes in load factor; and, if possible,



- the kinds of uses to which electricity is put.

This information should not be difficult to obtain in a well-ran program;
if it is, serious questions should be raised about whether projects are
being monitored properly and about the systematic keeping of records.

3.19 An elementary understanding of the areas in which these projects
are located is also necessary in order to understand the factors which affect
the projects' returns. Often, a look at the living conditions in an area,
its infrastructure and the growth of local agriculture, agro-industries,
commerce and wages may be sufficient for this purpose.

3.20 In building up forecasts from experience with other projects, it
is of course desirable to take areas that are comparable with the area under
consideration -- comparable population and income levels, and comparable
with respect to local infrastructure, housing quality, and levels of activity
in agriculture, agro-industries and commerce; or more generally, areas which
are comparable in levels of development and size.

3.21 Such coincidences in levels of development and size do not always
occur even within broad limits. however, to obtain an impression of how
levels of clevelopment and size interact with the project, it is a good idea
to look at how projects have functioned in larger and smaller areas, and in
both more and less developed areas. This will provide a range to the forecasts.

(ii) Evidence from Neighboring Countries

3.22 If such evidence is scarce or is not available within the country,
either because there are no pilot projects or because they are new and it is
too early to form a judgment, the experience of neighboring countries is
often highly relevant (indeed one can often go further afield than this).
Again, the aim is to see how people and businesses have responded to projects
in different situations.

(iii) The Use of Pilot Projects

3.23 Where there is absolutely no local precedent for the forecast, it
is of course difficult to justify a full scale program. The case for pilot
projects and the use of these as a base for forecasting, as well as experience
in project design and management, is a strong one. It should be noted, too,
that pilot projects can often be provided out of a very small fraction of a
utility's budget. Typically about 5 villages can be electrified for $250,000
depending on their size and location.

(iv) Evidence from Low-Income Areas of Cities

3.24 As regards household demand, it is often the case that many house-
holds in villages are no poorer than many electrified households in low
income areas of cities. Analysis of the latter may give some indication of



likely response from households in villages (even though the costs of serving

villages are higher).

(v) Economic and Social Analysis of the Area

3.25 Any evidence carried over from the experience 
in other localities

and countries must, of course, be supplemented by local inquiries. 
On the

non-domestic side, items to look at are:

- the type and growth of local agriculture;

- the development of local agro-industries;

- the extent of local commerce (strong correlations

here with population of area);

- quality of local infrastructure such as roads, 
schools,

water and health centers;

- any government plans on projects for the 
area.

Apart from its importance for forecast 
ng, this information is important

for determining priorities. For this reason, it is perhaps best provided

by regional surveys of the rural sector.

3.26 On the domestic side, items to look at are:

- family income data (if available or ascertainable);

- quality of housing;

- history of the area.

- migration in the area.

There are some empirical points to be made about 
each of these items.

3.27 The main factor which determines household demand 
is household

income. Electrical appliances and the costs of running 
them can be expensive

for a low income family, even if large subsidies are offered 
on electricity

costs. The following table illustrates these points.
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Table 3.1

Relation Between household Income and Expenditure on Electricity /1

Per Annual
COSTS: US$ Capita Cost +

Connec- Appli- Elec- Annual Family Family Family

Appliance tion /2 ances tricity Total /3 Income /4 Income /4 Income

Lights (L) 13 2 6 9 430 72/_6 2%

L+Ircon (I) 18 15 8 15 550 90 3%

L+I+Refrig. (R) 18 270 22 81 850 140 10% /5

L+I+TV 18 240 10 62 1,000 170 6%

L+I+R+TV 18 600 40 160 2,300 380 7% /5

/1 Sourde: El Salvador Study.
/2 Includes housewiring.
/3 Using 20% annuity on connections and appliances.

I4 Group means. Family size of 6 taken in computing per capita family
incomes .

/5 Refrigerator sales often used to augment family income by unascertainable
amounts; family income is probably underestimated.

/6 The actual threshold income, at which families began to consume, was

about $50 per capita.

3.28 Family income and costs are not the sole determinants of course.

A large proportion of families in rural areas often can afford electricity

but nevertheless do not request it. One reason for this is that there is

a high propensity for families to move between regions in search of jobs,

the opportunities for which may vary seasonally in the case of agriculture

and agro-industries. Illiteracy, fragmentation of the family unit, a lack
of incentive to develop the home, are also important. Generally, though

there are exceptions, it is those families which seek better housing who
are also likely to seek electricity; some kind of solidity or permanence
in tiouse structure is an important indicator of the likelihood of demand.

3.29 Turning to the history of the area, this too can provide indica-
tion.; of the likelihood of demand. Many villages, for example, have long
(if scantily recorded) histories, with long traditions in commerce and
socialization; for this reason they can and do form points for growth.

3.30 Related to this is the possibility of people migrating into an
area. Even in the presence of migration from rural areas to cities, rural
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populations often do not decline. Furthermore, there is evidence from several

countries to show that villages are often able to attract people out of rural

areas on a par with cities. (Nearly all the villages we have studied in El

Salvador also showed a general increase in the number of homes.) Evidence

of this kind is exceptionally important in indicating people's regard 
for

the future of the village; anc it also indicates whether demand can be ex-

pected to grow.

3.31 This list of items for economic analysis is not, of course, ex-

haustive. Nor is such information often available. But analysis of what

is known about the development of the area will add substance to the fore-

casts decided upon.

(vi) Evidence on Energy Use

3.32 Further evidence on the potential demand for electricity can be

obtained by a sample study of energy use by households and businesses in

the area. Items to concentrate on are:

- types, costs, and extent of motive oower (generally

animal and diesel) for various purposes;

- sources and costs of refrigeration;

- sources and costs of light in businesses and homes;

- sources and costs of heating for various purposes.

This information is not only useful for forecasting, but also for benefit

calculations. Although it is not often available, it is not too difficult

or costly for the utility to obtain, and it is all part of good record-

keeping and an institutional interest in the prorgram. When it is not

available, no harm is done by suggesting that someone should look into it,

even if it is on a sample basis.

(vii) 1uildijn up a For ec as t

3.33 Attempts are being made to interpret such data econometrically or

through other statistical models. This is of course to be encouraged.

3.34 But generally, forecasts have to be made in a rough and ready way.

In practice, the most straightforward thing to do is to begin with concrete

evidence from other electrified areas within the country and, if possible,

from other countries. Next, an economic analysis of the area should indicate

whether the demand data obtained from these areas should be revised up or

down, such revisions will be further strengthened by the studies of energy

use. If there are concrete plans for the area's development, the revisions

can be made fairly precisely, otherwise they can only be based on judment,

the bounds of which can be determined by studying areas of higher and lower

levels of development from the one considered.
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(viii) Demand for Comunity Purposes

3.35 These include street lighting and service to schools and health

centers. They can be estimated directly from technical coefficients.

ix) Forecasting Benefits

3.36 From the demand forecasts, the forecasts of revenues follow rather

obviously to give the direct benefits. To get the consumers' surplus benefits

it is first necessary to distinguish between the various types of consumer:

- various sizes and types of farms, agro-industries and commerce;

- denand for community purposes;

- various levels of household demand.

An idea of what they use electricity for ard of the costs of the substitutes

will then give a basis for estimating surplus benefits per unit of demand.

As remarked earlier, it will only be practicable, in general, to estimate

surplus benefits for consumption for "productive uses". But information

about what- households are expected to use electricity for will give some

qualitative idea of the benefits; also, as will be apparent later, this

information is particularly important (i) for shadow price adjustments and

(ii) for analyzing income distribution issl'es in pricing policy.

(d) Cost-Analysis

3.37 Once the forecasts of demand and benefits have been obtained, the

next steps are to determine:

- the least-cost means of meeting demand, and

- if costs can be further reduced by lowering design
standards and accepting an increase of supply inter-

ruptions.

The second problem is discussed later (Part VI), except to note here that

some countries report large economies by careful attention to design and by

keeping standards to a bare minimum.

3.38 The main alternatives to be considered in the least-cost exercises

are:

(i) public supplies from the main grid;

(ii) the same, but with different network layouts, equipment

capacities and expansion plans; and

(iii) local autogenerators serving local micro-grids.
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The third needs to be considered before the initial decisions are taken to

bring electricity into an area; and also, of course, for obviously small

demands in remote areas. In areas close to the grid, or close to existing

subtransmission networks, the main alternatives to be considered are (i)

and (ii), that is, alternative plans for public supply.

3.39 Both the least-cost studies and the comparisons of costs (of the

least--cost proposal) with benefits require a dynamic analysis over a long

time horizon. As illustrated irn Section II, costs change enormously over

time with the growth of demand aad utilization of equipment (load factors);

and since the electrical equipmeat in the networks lasts about 30 years,

this is the sort of tine horizon needed for the study of costs and benefits.

3.40 Although there are periodic needs to reinforce and extend networks

as demand increases, the costs of service per consumer and per unit of power

and energy demand decline (in real terms). This is the case for both auto-

generation and public supplies, for the following reasons:

(1) There is a large initial fixed cost in setting up the local

networks and installing local-autogeneration or, in the case

of public supplies, of setting up the subtransnission links

to the main grid. Also, equipment costs per unit capacity
decline very quickly with size. The following data taken

from a project in EThiopia illustrate these points:

Table 3.2 /1

1st Year 7th Year 14th Year

Peak Demand kW 100 425 1,120

Capacity /2 kW 150 1,150 1,500

Total Investment $ 104,000 254,000 288,000

Investment per kW Demand $/kW 1,040 59, 257

Investnent per kW Capacity $/kW 690 220 192

Average Costs per Consumwer 870 320 72

/1 Source: Supplied by Ethiopian Electric Power and Light Company (1971
data). Data relates to Ghimbi district, 450 km from Addis Ababa.

Population about 10,000 but apparently increasing rapidly. Forecasts

were based on experience with similar project in Shashemene district

which was of "similar economic status".

/2 Local autogeneration of following capacities 1 x 150 kW in 1st year;

1 x 150 kW + 2 x 500 kW by 7th year; 3 x 500 kW by 14th year.
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(2) Related to (1) is that costs decline as consumer density
increases. For a rural center with 500 persons per squ~are

mile, the Kenya Light and Power Company reports initial

investment costs of $1,700 per kW, as compared with $250 per

kW for a center of three times this population density (1971

prices).

(3) There are also fixed costs of administration, billing and

maintenance which also decline in relation to demand. Again,

this is illustrated by data supplied by the Ethiopian Electric

Power Company.

Table 3.3 /1

1st Year 7th Year 14th Year

Peak Demand, kW 100 425 1,120

Energy Demand, kWh per year 120,000 629,000 3,307,000

Capacity Costs. $ per year /2 15,600 38,000 43,200

Fuel Costs, $ per year 5,400 28,200 148,400

Admin. Costs - Fixed, $ year /3 13,600 13,600 15,100

- Variable, $ year /4 5,000 11,000 28,000

Total Costs per year, $ 39,600 90,800 234,700

Average costs, cents per kWh 33.0 14.4 7.1

Admin. Costs, cents per kWh 15.6 3.9 1.3

/1 Same project as for Table 3.2, all cost data refers to 1971 (including

fuel) and are presented here for purposes of comparison.

/2 15% annuity applied to capital costs of Table 3.2.

/3 Mainly comprise the salaries of the branch manager, clerk, cashier,

production foreman and 4 mechanics, 1 distribution foreman and 4

electricians, plus guards.

/4 Meter readers and miscellaneous.

The costs, it can be seen, are dominated in the initial stages

by the fixed costs of capital and administration. Later it

is the fuel costs which predominate. The factors underlying

costs structure thus shift markedly over time.

(4) As the demand per consumer increases, load factors improve.

This means that peak demands and thus the investments in
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more capacity do not risc as quickly as energy demand.

Typically, load factors may rise from 10-20% initially to

30-40% after 10 years, thus doubling the returns only at

the cost of extra fuel.

3.41 The changes in demand, load factor and cost structure over time

clearly have an important bearing on both the least-cost and the 
cost-benefit

analysis. In most cases it will be necessary to estimate a time-stream 
of

costs for the following items:

- Running costs, related to kWh sales. Fuel and vari-

able costs of maintenance and administration, mainly.

- Capacity costs, related to kW peak demand. Generators,

local distribution networks and, in the case of public

supplies from the grid, transmission and subtransmission

capacity.

- Fixed overheads. Administration, mainly.

(e) Cost-Benefit (IER) Calculations

3.42 As in other projects, the time-streams of costs and benefits need

to be calculated on a present worth basis. Calculations of internal econo-

mic rates of return (IER) and cost-benefit ratios also follow customary

practices.

3.43 Shadow price adjustments are, as usual, required to allow for dis-

tortions in the pricing system. We have found that the most important adjust-

ments to make are for:

(i) Net tax revenues: - These are part of the Government's

profit stemming from sales of electrical appliances 
and

equipment, and also of electrical energy if the utility

pays taxes on inputs or sales. These should be counted

in on the benefit side (or deducted from the cost side);

often they can be quite large if appliances are heavily

taxed.

These revenues are offset to some extent by reduced tax

revenues due to a reduced use of substitutes. Mainly,

this is only significant for farms and agro-industrial

demands which would otherwise use autogenerators, diesel

engines and alternative sources of refrigeration.

(ii) Foreign exchange: - The usual shadow price adjustments

need calculating when the balance of payments is in dis-

equilibrium and/or if there is heavy protection. The

penalty applies to electrical appliances and equipment

as well as to the production of electricity.
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The penalty is partiy offset because substitute sources
of energy and equipment are often imported. Agair., the
most significant cases are generally to be found in the
demands of farms and agro-industries -- autogeneration,
diesel engines, substitute sources of refrigeration.

(iii) Capital: - A specific adjustment may often be needed to
allow for scarcity of credit. This affects, mainly, the
sales of appliances and equipment and the costs of connec-
tion. Local inquiries may sometimes show effective rates
of interest above the opportunity cost of capital. The
profits made out of this do not, of course, accrue to the
consumers but to the sellers; nevertheless, they are part
of the monetary benefits.

(iv) Labor: - The main element here is to be found in con-
struction of the networks, where unskilled labor costs
may form about 25% of initial investment costs, depending
on the difficulty of terrain. The excess of wages over
the shadow wage of labor can be deducted from cost-streams.
Since it is linked to investment rather than operations,
the adjustment will be lumpy.

3./4 Evidently the calculation of shadow price adjustments requires good
records and data about consumers. Items (i) and (ii), for example, require
some knowledge of what consumers use electricity for, and item (iv) a study
of credit. It is desirable to encourage utilities to record and take an
interest in such data. It is useful not only for cost-benefit calculations
and investment decisions, but also for efficiently running and promoting
electrification programs.

3.45 The assumption of the analysis becomes clearer if each of the
time--streams of benefits, costs and shadow price adjustments are listed
separately, so that the cost-benefit tableau contains, for example:

Benefit Streams: -

- direct benefits to households (revenues);

- direct benefits to agro-industries, farms and
commerce (revenues);

- surplus benefits to agro-industries, farms and
commerce.

Cost Streams: -

- generation, capital costs"

- transmission and subtransnission, capital costs;
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local distribution networks, capital costs;

- generation, energy costs;

- administration and maintenance costs.

Shadow Price Adjustment Streams: -

- net tax revenues (deducted from costs, or added to

benefits);

- net foreign exchaage penalties-

- profits from credit rationing:

- shadow wage adjustments to labor costs.

The cost streams, of course, refer to the least-cost project.

3.46 Some demand statistics, on total demand, its division between pro-
ductive and domestic uses, load factors and numbers of consumers might also

be added to the tableau for explantory purposes.

(f) The Criteria for Project Acceptability

3.47 Most of the economic factors so far discussed act to increase the

calculated returns to electrification. The economic picture is thus some-

what more optinis.tic than the financial one. Taking a long run view, for

example, shows benefits rising faster than costs (this is not so apparent

in the financial analysis which is heavily preoccupied with financing the
initial investments, low short-run returns and high risks). Counting in
the surplus benefits to farms, agro-industries and commerce will, if the
demands for these "productive uses" are high, add quite significantly to

the calculated returns. The shadow price adjustments will generally be

favorable towards the project because tax revenues, and the shadow price
adjustments for capital and labor are likely to be greater than the penal-
ties on foreign exchange costs. (In the El Salvador study we have found
that the net adjustment for shadow prices works out at about +30% of sales;
the mark-up for surplus benefits to agro-industries, farms and commerce
varies, but may average around 50% or more of sales to these consumers.)

3.48 After all such adjustments have been made, what should be the cri-
terion for project acceptability?

3.49 Strictly speaking, it should be soniewiat lower than the opportunity
cost of capital because some social and economic benefits generally cannot

be quantified but are nevertheless considered to be important. Among these
are:



- The surplus benefits to nouseholds;

- the value judgment that rural poverty is unacceptable
and some degree of subsidy is desirable;

- institutional benefits in that it is a stimulus to
public and private institutions, as well as to the area
itself, to take a stronger interest in the area's devel--
opment; this should feed back positively on the returns
to the project but to an immeasurable extent (an example
of Professor Hirschman's dictum that the benefits of
unintended side effects on institutions are often more
far-reaching than those of the intended effects of
policy); 1/

- the expected returns may be lower than the optimistic
returns- but an ptimistic view of the project should be
taken: the social consequences of neglect in rural areas
far outweigh the risks of limited success.

(Related to the last point is the observation by many countries that demand
is often higher than expected; and as regards institutional benefits, it is
commonly reportei that the initiative of one institution leads to initia-
tives by others.) Such matters are clearly of sufficient importance for
tolerance to be exercised when the quantified economic returns are somewhat
lower than the opportunity cost of capital. The degree of tolerance will
depend on the country and in particular on its fiscal strength.

3.50 How much lower than the opportunity cost of capital the IER can be
permitted to go is a matter of judgment;: only experience and discussion can
decide. But there are several related arguments for not permitting it to go
too low.

3.51 Firstly, if rural electrification is to contribute towards the
economic output and wages in rural areas, it must be couched in a productive
context. Where it is, the demands from agriculture, agro-industries and
commerce will be large, and the revenues and surplus benefits from these
should provide a good economic return to the investment. In this respect,
electricity is simply a factor input to agriculture and rural commerce, so
the economic returns should be comparable to other investments in these
sectors. Indeed, on a good project with strong demands from these consumers,
the .ER may often exceed the opportunity cost of capital and there will be no
need to invoke the above arguments.

1/ "A Bias for Hope" - A. 0. Hirschman, 1970.
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3.52 On the other hand, where the IER is low it is a sign that demands

for productive uses may be low and that its contribution towards raising

productivity and incomes in the areas is limited.

3.53 Secondly, and closely related to this, is that it may signal that

there is insufficient attention to the development of local 
infrastructure

and agriculture: poor or no credit for example, or bad roads. Electricity

is oIly one of many factor inputs needed for development. If the comple-

mentary inputs are neglected, the contribution of electricity to development

is diminished.

3.54 Thirdly, low economic returns can also lead to disillusionment

among both investors and, perhaps more important, consumers. One reason

for this is that even subsidized electricity and the appliances to use 
it

often cost far more than consumers anticipate; this can be an exceptionally

unwelcome setback for low income households and a high rate of 
disconnection

results. Another reason is that where development is expected but not

realized there is cynicism (our study in El Salvador and an AID 
sponsored

study in Costa Rica and Colombia have found solid evidence of 
this).

3.55 Fourthly, where there is a strong demand from households and 
busi-

nesses, a low IER probably indicates that tariffs are too low and wrongly

structured. Many of the larger household consumers in villages are often

above average per capita incomes, while many of the larger 
farm and business

consumers make quite good profits. It is invariably the case, however, that

subsidies continue, even though such consumers are able and willing to pay

more. Tariffs can be restructured so as to help the lower income groups more

while enabling the utility to earn a better financial return and 
extend service

more widely.

3.56 Fifthly, the basic reason for a low IER is low levels of use on a

high cost project. It is possible in such cases that a least--cost solution

has not been found. Low demand stemiing from sinple uses like lighting,

ironing and one or two refrigerators in village shops, can be met by small

diesel or nicro-hydro powered autogenerators at relatively low costs. When

such alternatives are adopted, the economic rate of return is not only good

but the schemes are often financially profitable.

3.57 Finally, there is the obvious point that a low IER signifies an

inefficient investment and, perhaps, wrong priorities. For the $250,000

or more which it may cost to electrify about five villages, good 
water

supplies may be provided; alternatively, respectable improvements 
to the

access roads can be contemplated (this his the added advantage of cutting

the costs of electrification significantly); or schools and health centers

can be built --- villagers generally list these to be higher in their

preferences.

3. 58 In sum, the economic return calculation provides some useful

messages. A high IER signifies a good investment. An IER somewhat below



but approaching the opportunity cost of capital deserves tolerance since
there are several benefits of importance which cannot be quantified. Low
and very low IERs on the other hand may signal an ineffective project, wrong
priorities and the possibility of disillusionment.

3.59 It should be added that postponement or rejection of electrification
projects until priorities are sorted out need not lead to disaster -- as with
rural water projects in drought areas for example. Farms, agro-industries
and commerce can and do turn to useful substitutes in the form of diesel motors
and autogenerators, and households are well adapted to using substitutes and
doing without electricity.

(g) Pricing Policy

3.60 Pricing policy, like investnent policy, has to take into account the
social and economic aims of the program. In addition, financial obligations
have to be designed and met for various reasons -- fairness to investors and
other (non-rural) consumers; to reduce the burden, such as it exists, on the
public revenue; and to enable the utility finance, and perhaps widen the scope
of its investments. To reconcile these various requirements of pricing policy,
the Fost appropriate approach is to proceed in four steps (as outlined in the
references in Annex 1):

(i) Estimate the structure of marginal costs;

(ii) decide on the form of a metering and tariff policy which may
practically reflect this structure in one or two respects;
this will meet efficiency aims;

(iii) incorporate any fairness aims into the pricing structure;
and finally;

(iv) place any further financial burden on those elements of
tariff'structure so as to minimize any adverse impact on
fairness and efficiency.

A few remarks can be made on each of these steps.

3.61 The marginal costs of reinforcements and extensions to capacity, in
order to meet increased demand, are well below (less than 50% of) average costs
for the first 10-20 years of a project on account of the high initial fixed
costs. Economies of scale and increasing consumer density also act to reduce
the long--run marginal costs once an area is electrified (note again the cost
estimates provided earlier in 3.37 et. seq.). For many years there is also
excess capacity in the sub-transmission and distribution networks. In principle,
efficient use of the services should not be held back by high sunk costs.
Hence. there is an economic rationale for not demanding too high a financial
return on assets, at least in the early years. (This is also desirable in
the interests of promoting the project.)
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3.62 As far as possible, there should be some steadiness in pricing

policy. For this reason, it is best to take estimates of the long-run

marginal costs (or average incremental costs) of future reinforcements and

extensions and expansion -- of generation, transmission, sub-transmission

and distribution -- as an initial basis for pricing policy calculations.

3.63 Metering and tariff policies have to be simple for most 
consumers.

Complicated tariffs bewilder most people, and 
advanced metering is often too

expensive. For most domestic consumers in rural areas, and for a good number

of small business consumers, a flat rate tariff, accompanied as necessary by

a fixed charge (which could serve revenue raising purposes 
or as an incentive

to economize at times of peak demand) will do. Where metering and billing

costs are very high, a device to reduce them is to eliminate meters and in-

troduce a fixed charge, related to the setting on a simple load limiter, for

very small consumers. however, this arrangement is only suitable if fuel

costs are not high, for it encourages wasteage of energy. Seasonal varia-

tions in tariffs -- "wet" and "dry" seasons -- may be contemplated if there

tends to be energy shortages in the dry season. For the larger farms and

agro-industrial consumers more complicated metering (such as 
time-of-day

for irrigation and other uses) may be considered.

3.64 The' widely adopted system of declining-block tariffs to 
all consumers

has several defects, and its application in rural areas should 
be questioned.

Small household consumers don't understand it, it doesn't exploit willingness

or ability to pay and so keeps financial returns down, and it has no obvious

economic merit.

3.65 Fairness aims can be incorporated by providing concessions 
on one

or more of the elements of the tariffs at low levels of 
consumption. Devices

which can be used are a low first block followed by a higher flat rate in

excess, say, of 50 kWh/month, a low connection cost to small consumers, and

concessions on fixed charges.

3.66 If it is desired to raise financial returns further, while minimiz-

ing the impact of tariff increases on efficiency and fairness, increasing the

fixed charges to large consumers and/or raising the flat rate at high levels

of consumption are obvious devices.

3.67 Pricing policy clearly has an important bearing on the social and

economic aims of the investments. It is nevertheless true that most pricing

policies are a direct contradiction of these ains. Generally, the larger

consumers get subsidized the most in tariff systems unrelated 
to economic

aims and which also undermine financial performance. Pricing policy will,

therefore, require thorough attention during appraisal, not 
only from the

viewpoint of finance, but also from the viewpoints of fairness 
and efficiency.

(hi) Provisions for Low Income andSmall Business Consumers

3.68 Concessions to these consumers are of course helpful but the income

distribution impact is small in relation to household or business income. The



cost of electricity rarely exceeds 2 to 5% of the household or the business
budget, even in rural areas (see Table 3.1 for example). There are two fur-
ther points to bear in mind: (i) the larger businesses are often making good

profits and there is no need for concessions; they are often willing and able

to pay more and by being expected to do so will help financial performance;
(ii) similarly, as remarked earlier, many household consumers in rural areas

are also able and willing to pay more.
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IV. PROJECT IDENTIFICATION AND PREPARATION

4.1 Perhaps the single most important factor which determines a pro-
gram's success is care and thoroughness in identifying and preparing
projects -- identifying the areas to be served, working out the investment
plan, choosing equipment and designing networKs so as to keep costs down
and the continuity of service to satisfactory level, and attending to all
the financial and institutional matters which will enable the program to
be expanded and run efficiently. Project appraisal and justification, in
a broad sense, is nothing more than establishing if the groundwork on these

matters has been properly done.

4.2 This section discusses the economic side of identification and pre-

paration, while later sections deal with finance, technology and institutions.

The discussion begins with the problem of:

a. Defining Project Areas;

and then turns to:

b. Identifying Areas for Investment,

c. Working Out an Investment Plan:

d. The Relation Between Rural Electrification and Rural

Development Plans;

e. Uncertainty and the Need for Experimentation and Evaluation; and

f. Pricing Policy.

(a) Defining_ Project Areas

4.3 One particular problem of identifying and appraising projects is

posed by the very large number and interconnectedness of projects to be con-

sidered. It is particularly troublesome if the village is defined to be the

unit for project evaluation. Even small countries have several thousand

villiges. Roughly speaking there are two to four thousand villages for

each million of rural population, so that a country with a rural population
of 30 million may have about 100,000 villages (as in Mexico for example).
It is too much to expect (or to ask) that appraisal can be rigorous and com-

prehensive in each of these cases: it is also unnecessary.

4.4 Generally it is better to think in terms of the best way of in-

troducing electricity into a region or zone, and then to calculate the over-

all costs and benefits of electrifying the region. One reason is that most

of the non domestic coasumption stems from outside the villages--irrigation
is an obvious example, but it is also widely the case, for example, for the
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processing of rice, sugar, coffee anc cotton. Villages are major demand
nod'es, of course, but so are demanas outside the villages. Another reason
is that the appropriate unit for economic analysis is the region rather than
the village. It is an analysis of a region - of its demography, agriculture,
wage levels, agro-industries, commerce and general infrastructure - which will
give the main indications of the desirability of introducing rural electrifica-
tion

4,5 There are also technical and administrative reasons for thinking in
terms of a region. Plans have to be made regarding the locations and capacity
of substations and transformatioa points, the various voltage levels of
subtransmission and distribution, the type of automatic protection equipment,
and the routing and interconnection of the circuits between the various
dem~and nodes. (Most lines and substations in any case serve not one, but
several demand nodes.) Administration, maintenance and billing procedures
also need to be worked out on a regional basis. Costs can be reduced consider-
ably by coordinated planning rather than ad hoc piecemeal extensions in a
region.

4.6 So generally it makes sense to enlarge the definition of the project
and to relate it to the problem of electrifying a region or zone. In doing so,
there are two sources of error to guard against. The first is that this pro-
cedure does not of course imply electrifying the whole region. There will be
many demands not worth bothering with because they are to small and remote
from the main denand nodes. Other demands can wait until the networks have
been constructed to meet the more important demands; after this, extensions
to neighboring demand nodes can be accomplished at low marginal cost.

4.7 The second source of error to guard against is that the sizes of the
regions chosen for analysis should not be too large, otherwise control can
be lost. The aggregate return can be held down heavily by a number of, for
example, ill-chosen extension projects. One thing that is apparent is that
some places are emphatically worth electrifying and others are emphatically
not but the latter are often electrified and this detracts not only from
the -erits of the former, but often from the whole program.

4.8 As in many other aspects of this work, the actual size of the region
defined for study, and thus the 'size' of the project, is a matter of judge-
ment. It is influenced by the availability of data, by the structure of
economic and political institutions for regional administration as well as
by project technicalities. Each of the following has to be considered:

- A similar problem occurs in arranging for local administra-
tion of the project. Within the region, local administra-
tion may be responsible for promoting the project and making
arrangements to bring new consumers into the system, for
billing, reporting faults, keeping records and perhaps
undertaking some local engineering and maintenance work.
They will, therefore, provide the information base for
future extensions and supervision.
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- Hany countries are divided into a number of economic and

political administrative districts, and it will often be

useful to follow this division. Indeed the institutional

framework (for local administration) is often best designed

round such districts because it gives the districts a more

direct involvement with the project and its success.

Finally, the census and economic data are often classified

according to such districts.

- Once the major demand centers have been identified, the

network design will follow and it is often quite obvious

on site how large the region should be from the viewpoints

of expansion planning, administration, and thus of project

identification and evaluation. Very often, these considera-

tions may lead the utility to group several districts

together.

(b) Identifying Areas for Investment

4.9 Having decided that it is best to evaluate projects on a regional

or zonal basis, how is it decided which regions or zones to electrify and

at what rate?

4.10 In answering this question, the obvious point to keep in mind is

that the projects identified must eventually pass the appraisal test. From

an economic viewpoint, then, the short ans'2er is to choose regions which are

likely to offer satisfactory economic rates of return to the investment,

where the calculation and criteria are as discussed in Section III.

4.11 From this it follows that the projects should be in regions where

reasonably strong and growing demands might be expected for the service, and

where the resulting benefits can justify the costs. In general this will

be the case for regions where:-

- the quality of infrastructure, particularly of roads,

is reasonably good,

- there is evidence of growth of output from agriculture,

and where, therefore:

- there is evidence of a growing number of productive uses

in farms and agro-industries;

- there are a number of large villages, not too widely

scattered;

- wages and living standards are improving .

- there are plans for developing the region;



- the region is reasonably close to the main grid (though

if demand is particularly strong, remote regions may be

considered too).

4.12 Such information about the regior merely indicates the likelihood

of useful investment. The first test will come where some rough estimates

of demand and costs are made. From the demand estimates, the revenues and

the consumers surplus benefits to non-domestic consumers can be estimated --

again, rather approximately. If the economic returns look reasonable, subject

to all the allowances discussed earlier (in III) for social aims and for the

economic benefits which cannot be quantified, a more thorough plan can be

worked out and appraised rigorously.

(c) Working Out an Investment Plan

4.13 Generally, several alternative plans have to be considered in the

interests of ensuring that (i) reasonable demands have not been excluded from

the plan; (ii) unreasonably low demands have not been included when the costs

of inclusion are high, (iii) the proposed expansion plan is not too fast or

too slow, and (iv) that a least-cost plan has been determined.

14.14 In the case of regions which are to receive electricity from the

grid for the first time, the first phase of an electrification plan consists

of pilot projects -- unless there is good information about the use of auto-

generators in the area indicating that demand is likely to be strong. This

provides the necessary information and experience for future expansion, and

for flexibility in decision making.

4.15 Both the pilot projects and the eariy phases of electrification con-

centrate on the main demand centers; subsequent phases extend the network to

the smaller villages, and to new farm and agro-industrial consumers. Evidently,

the early appraisals for electrifying the region need to make some allowance

for the net benefits of subsequent extensions.

4.16 Following the pilot projects and the decisions to construct the main

networks, decisions about subsequent reinforcements and extensions can be made

on an incremental basis, as the demand develops, through a comparison of in-

cremental returns with incremental costs (an exercise which can be left in the

responsibility of the distribution engineers, say, rather than central manage-

ment) . This permits flexibility in decision making and enables the engineers

to match investments and capacity more closely to the demand. The ground

rules for decisions to extend the networks can often be stated quite

simply: for example "the expected revenues, once the demand has developed,

should be greater than (a) the annuitised capital costs of extension, plus

(b) local running costs, plus (c) costs of bulk supply." Cost-coefficients

for (b) and (c), per kUh of demand, and the appropriate annuity rate need

to be specified.
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4.21 Part of the task of project preparation is to identify the need for

and. define the scope of such experiments and studies. One particular require-

ment is to keep their size within reasonable bounds and concentrate on what

is relevant. A common occurrence, for example, is for the studies to become

very large, costly and time consuming, often much can be accomplished by

elementary investigations which concentrate on a few items such as:

- demand analysis;

- cost analysis,

- effectiveness of various management and promotional procedures;

- descriptive studies, for projects in selected areas, of the

development of local agriculture, agro-industries and commerce;

of the living standards of households and the community; and

of how these relate to project performance.

If the utilities keep good records, all the project--related information should

be available. If it is not, a start should be made to keep good records.

(In many countries with rural electrification programs, records are not good,

even on obvious things like demand and costs.)

(f) Pricing Policy

4.23 During project justification, it is necessary to show that pricing

policy is satisfactory, as discussed earlier. During the preparatory stages,

the main work will be in estimating the long-run marginal costs, selecting a

simplified metering and tariff system, and'then working promotional, social,

and financial aims into the cost structure. In practical terms this results

in:

- prices that are higher in rural than in urban areas;

- prices well below average costs in the early years,

on account of the high initial fixed costs (and also

to help promote the project);

- some degree of cost recovery in later years; and

- low tariffs only at low levels of consumption.

Decisions on the price levels and structure are generally less flexible than

investnent decisions, on account of the exceptional unpopularity and difficulty

of effectini' price changes. For this reason it is necessary to get the pricing

policy into a satisfactory shape during the early stages of the program.



V. MEANS OF FTNANCE

Financial Goals

5.1 The financial characteristics of new or expanding programs are such

that the initial invesmt should be financed by some con ation of debt,

grants, equity or internal funds of the utility which results in a relatively

"soft" blend for the capital structure of the p rr m g grace periods

are also required. The reasons for this are: (a) the long gestation period

before demai.d and reveue build up to reasonable levels, ind (b) the various

economic, promotiona 1 social constraints also acting on pricing policy.

Often, these factors mae more difficult, and the financial returns worse

than they need to be, by i-structured prices. But even with suitable

reforms to pricing policy, funding on soft tns is nccessary, in practice,

the kind of financial goals that might be achieved would evolve with the

level and growth of denand:

- initially (say, during the first 3 or 4 years) revenues

could genera ly be expected to service debt (assuming the

soft blend s suggested above);

- ii subsequent rs rveues m generally be suff ient

to make an icreasing contribution towards the costs of

expansion (sufficient in magni tu.e perhaps, on some projects,

to meet a good proportion of the capital required, and to

give a ood internal financial rate of return to the project).

But such achiever t wld on the ev p am ,rowth of demand; reforms

to pricing policy; we-- 1pre paed and wllrun projects and also a systematic

follow-up on projlect t i thatfin ancial ti res ar raised as soon as

circumstances warrant.

5.2 As a rtter of prinipe, then, itsu no I that

costs cannot be recovered over the life of tihe investent ut wether or

not they are will be (detrme by the pric pl ic o1 f tie agencies

involved. During p preparatio and apras al it is thus necessary

to review the finaia.cl target beae in

- the financial needs of the program;

- the effect of the program onth uiuty -s overall

financial perfcrmance

- the fiscal strengt of the cun and

- the econan d e ki socal o t iees f the program.
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Dorees tic Finance

5.3 In the early years of rural electrification projects, average costs

art exceptionally high - perhaps three or more times the average costs of

urban electrification projects. Though average prices are generally higher

than in urban areas, they have to be kept down as far as possible in the early

year- in the dual interests of promotiag efficient use of the project and

meeting social aims. The transition to the point where average costs fall

below prices, and for cost-recovery to begin, may take 5 to 15 years on quite

good projects - larger, of course, if the social aims are strong or prices

are poorly structured. Furthermore, as the programs expand, the low financial

returns on assets of new projects offset financial gains which may be appear-

ing from the older projects.

5.4 The result is that continual financial assistance is required on

new or expanding programs. On the domestic side, the main sources of fi-

nancial assistance are:

(i) Funds from the government, either as cash grants or as loans

at low interest rates;

(ii) Funds generated internally in the utility through general

-tariff increases to urban areas or to the country at large;

or through cost reductions as the utility expands;

(iii) Raising and restructuring tariffs in rural areas;

(iv) Offering bulk supplies to the distributors at lowered

prices;

(v) Local.contributions in kind (e.g. "self-help" in the form of

unpaid local labor).

Private sector finance is of course ruled out for some time on account of high

risks. The last two items are only of indirect help, and mainly on expand-

ing programs, since they reduce the financial burden rather than raise funds.

Combinations of (i) to (v) are often used. What are their merits?

(i) Governrent Funding

5.5 Grants and low interest loans from the government have particular

advantages in large countries where the supply and distribution of electricity

may be undertaken by several indepenJent regional utilities. It can be used

to help the more backward regions, as a lever on the less innovative utilities,

and to promote cooperation between regions. This systen is used in India, under

the administration of the Rural Electrification Corporation (REC). Apart from

its success in deflecting capital to the more backward regions, it has also

promoted some degree of coordination in policy, including equipment standardi-

zation, and a considerable interchange of ideas and experience.
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5.6 The case for this source of financing is stronger the greater the

fiscal strength of the country. When the public revenue is heavily burdened,

however, it is practically necessary to turn to other sources. One of the

more copious of these is internal cash generation.

(ii) Internal Cash Generation

5.7 Tariff increases to urban consumers, or to the country at large, can

raise funds on an enormous scale. In many countries, tariff increases have been

highly successful in providing capital to finance the very 
large investment

programs of electric utilities; for many years the encouragement of this has

been a cornerstone of Bank policy. There is no reason why a similar policy

cannot successfully serve a similar purpose in financing rural electrifica-

tion. Only a small increase in the average level of urban tariffs can provide

funds for quite ambitious programs of rural electrification. Roughly speaking,

when rural electrification takes 10% of total investment, a 5% increase in

general tariffs will meet 50% of annuitised investment costs.

5.8 The same effect can be obtained as the system expands by keeping

prices constant, apart from adjustments for inflation. The reason is that

average costs in utilities generally decline (in real terms) with system 
ex-

pansion. The extra profits this leads to can be used to finance rural 
elec-

trification.

5.9 The device of using internal cash generation is evidently worth

pursuing if other sources are difficult to tap. An economic argument can be

advanced in its favor in that it is consistent with the general aims of

promoting urban-rural balance. Also, it can be adapted to a variety of

institutional arrangements. Where electricity distribution is administered

through several independent utilities, it can take the form of a trust fund

to be redistributed through some central agency. Where electricity supply

is the responsibility of one national organization, the transfer is internal.

And where, for example, distribution is through cooperatives, soft loans or

straight cash grants can be offered to them.

(iii) Increased and Restructured Rural Tariffs

5.10 Generating funds, or reducing the need for them, by increasing or

restructuring tariffs may seem a contradiction - if this can be done, why

the problem of finance in the first place? Mainly it is a question of degree:

while the problem of finance is genuine, it appears that it is made far more

difficult than it should be by badly structured tariffs that even conflict

with the social aims of the programs. This is so even though tariffs in

rural areas generally are higher than those of urban areas. The two most

common defects of tariffs are:



- excessive use of declining block tariffs (which do not
correspond to marginal cost structure);

- low tariffs are often offered to large consumers who are
able and willing to pay more.

Flat rate or two-part tariffs, redesigned to pass on more of the financial
burden to larger customers, can result in very useful improvements in fin-
ancial returns. (It is necessary not to go too far in this regard, of course,
since large consumers can and sometimes do opt for the alternative energy
sources if the flat rates are set too high above the costs of supply.)

(iv) Low-Priced Bulk Supplies to Rural Areas

5.11 The device of selling electricity at low prices to the electricity
distribution agencies in rural areas is also useful, and it can help them func-
tion on a normal profit and loss basis. (It is pointless to apply it, of
course, if generation and distribution is undertaken by the same entity.) But
the device has its limitations. The capital and running costs of generating
and transmitting electricity - that is of providing supplies to distributors
- are less than 40% of the total cost of providing supplies to rural areas.
So if electrical energy were sold in bulk at half price to the distribution
agencies, it would only cut their costs by 20%. This is helpful, but generally
it is not sufficient.

5.12 One other limitation of this device is that it is not very helpful
in raising the capital initially required for electrification: its effec-
tiveness is after the investment, not before, so that its resource mobiliza-
tion function is weak. Nevertheless it can help financial viability and
reduces the funding requirements for the expansion programs of distributors.

(v) Local Contributions

5.13 Local contribution in the form of unpaid labor, materials and
capital are also helpful, if limited in scope; they also engender more local
interest in and appreciation for the area's development. As regards unpaid
labor. however, the question should be raised if, through sensible financial
policies, there is the means to pay for it; it is provided by the lowest
income groups and the idea of not paying them should not be accepted lightly.

A Comparison of Domestic Sources of Finance

5.14 The main sources to consider will be the public revenue, general
tariff increases and raising or restructuring tariffs in rural areas. The
latter is worth considering in its own right if only to reconcile the three
viewpoints of efficiency, fairness and finance, as discussed in Part III
(paragraphs 3.60 et. seq.). But there is a distinct limit to this device,
which in any case cannot be expected to raise funds in the early phases of
the program.
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5.15 Hence the public revenue or internal cash generation must be 
invoked.

Internal cash generation has the advantage of giving the utility 
added auto-

nomy in expanding and running the program. Apart from this, the choice is

one of acceptability rather- than economics, since the public sector 
could

obtain its funds from a tax on elec-ricity, and might even be doing 
so. Taxes

may be unpopular, however, while price increases can be sneaked 
in during

inflationary adjustments, or may even ,e acceptable if the intent 
of the in-

crease is announced; internal cash generation through the occurrence of cost

reductions as the system expands may, on the other hand, pass unnoticed. So

the choice is a matter of politics, and will depend on the country's 
fiscal

strength and the acceptability of one device or the other.

International Finance

5.16 Several countries have approached the Bank for finance of rural 
elec-

trification. Also, on account of the low financial returns, and of the dif-

ficulty of raising funds, the suggestion has been made, sometimes explicitly,

that the loans should be on soft terms as are AID and IDB loans. However,

the justification of IDA credits reflects international 
inequalities in

incomes, whereas the justification of soft loans for rural electrification

reflects national inequalities. It has been shown that the latter problem

can be met by appropriate tariff and financial policies within the country.

Hence there seems to be no grounds for altering IDA policy 
except to aote

that when a country qualifies for IDA credits, well-conceived 
rural electrifi-

cation projects would sometimes provide a good and productive 
use of them.
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VI. TEChNICAL PROBLEMS

6.1 The distribution networks for rural electrification normally have
five basic elenents:

(1) High Voltage/Medium Voltage Substations (Typically 150/44 KV)
comprising: high voltage connections to the main grid; trans-

formation to intermediate voltage levels for medium voltage dis-
tribution over a wide area; switchgear and automatic protection
devices to isolate the network or parts of it in case of faults
or of maintenance needs, medium voltage outlets.

(2) Medium Voltage Sub-Transmission Networks.

(3) Medium Voltage/Low Voltage Substations (Typically 44/13 KV)
comprising: transformation to low voltage levels for distri-
bution over small areas; switchgear and automatic protection
devices to isolate the network or parts of it in case of
faults or of maintenance needs; low-voltage outlets.

(4) Low Voltage Distribution.

(5) Transformation to service voltage levels appropriate for use
by households, commerce, agro-industries and farms at points
close to these loads. The larger consumers may require their
own transformers, but for households one transformer may serve
e.g. one or more streets.

Occasionally, one of the transformation stages may be left out, depending
on the area covered, the load density and the proximity of the main grid.

6.2, This technology is standard, though the design and layout of the
networks and the choice of voltage levels, equipment capacities, protection
devices, etc. require engineers of considerable experience and skill. (Most
of the engineers within the Bank are versed more in generation and transmis-
sion planning, so that it would be desirable to increase staff experience
in distribution network planning if the intention is to invest in this area,
as discussed in VIII.)

6.3 Costs can be cut substantially by careful attention to design and
standards of supply. When deciding if a particular arrangement is appropriate,
iL is useful to raise a number of questions of the following type:

a. Are small local auto generators cheaper than connection to the
main grid? For small and/or remote demands, diesel powered
generators or, if water is available, micro hydro units, are
often better. (One particular problem to take into account
with regard to diesels is the problem of maintenance: most
countries report unfavorably on this problem which stems
from the shortage of skilled operators.)
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b. Are equipment and procedures sufficiently standardized?
Many countries report substantial cost savings by standardiz-
ing on voltages, on equipment and on construction and contract
procedures.

c. Are equipment standards too high? Lower design standards with
regard to the construction of overhead lines and equipment
are things to look for.

d. Closely related to (c), can more interruptions to supply
be permitted? If so, design standards and the extent of
standby capacity (in circuits and equipment) can be reduced.
The reliability of very basic networks may often be quite
high. Added protection and standby capacity might be
justified for the larger loads, when the costs of interrup-
tions are high (as in urban areas, but to a much lesser ex-

tent in rural areas).

e. Can the capacity of the networks and their equipment be
matched more closely to the demand? Extending and rein-

forcing the networks and changing equipment as the demand
develops, are obvious procedures. Though they are commonly
practiced, it is not uncommon to find considerable excess
capacity in the networks --- sometimes enough to reet 20
years growth in demand, for example.

f. Can costs be reduced by further attention to network
layout? Often, careful routing in relation to the demand
nodes, difficulty of terrain, quality of roads and other
factors can further reduce costs. A further possibility
is to increase substation sizes and reduce the number of
substations or vice versa.

g. Is the strategy of network extensions sensible? In many
instances costs are too high because tne initial networks
cover too wide an area; many of the fringe areas (including
fringe areas of villages) would best be electrified later,
once the demand has developed.

h. Can demand be met through one or two phases for a time,
intead of three phases? This, too, cuts costs.

i. Is the choice of voltages and numbers of transformation
stages correct?

j. Can mobile generators be used, at low demand levels, until
demand levels justify permanent service? (these are then
transferred to other areas).

Larc cost reductions have been reported by thorough attention to these
matters.
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VII. INSTITUTIONAL PROBILMS

7.1 The interdependence of the many elements of an investment program
is such that the program's success can be undermined by a failure in any
one cf them. This is also the case for the institutional arrangements to
run the program. At the local level of responsibility, for example, negli-
gence in billing or a lack of trained personnel to repair faults, can dis-
credit the program within the locality. At a more central level of respon-
sibility, inappropriate directives as to which areas to electrify, for
example, or bad pricing policies, may eventually discredit the program nation-
ally, however well attended to the other aspects of the program may be.

7.2 Analysis of institutions therefore requires a careful look at each
of their elements. In discussing this problem, it is convenient to classify
the elements in terms of who is responsible for them -- that is, in terms of
organization.

Tasks and Res onsibilities of the Institutions

7.3 The diversity of tasks connected with rural electrification programs
is such as to require special institutional arrangements at all levels of
econcmic administration: namely, at the levels of:

(i) The Government;

(ii) The Electric Utility; and

(iii) Local Administration in the Rural Areas.

The division of responsibilities between these three levels depends partly
on the situation and partly on the nature of the tasks. Table 7.1 lists the
more important tasks and how they are sometimes allocated, though the alloca-
tion obviously changes from case to case.
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Table 7.1

Typical Tasks and Division of Responsibilities

in Rural Electrification Programs

MAIN RESPONSIBILITY OF: 1/

TASK Public Electric Local

Sector Utility Administration

1. Tariffs

2. Finance

3. Economic Analysis and Linkage
with Development Aims *

4. Program Directives and
Ground Rules

5. Forecasting

6. Identifying Markets

7. Engineering Planning

8. Equipment Procurement

9. Construction

10. Maintenance - identification

- repairs

11. Standardization

12. Promoting Regional Cooperation * *

13. Training

14. Supervision

15. Accounting

16. Record Keeping

17. Billing

18. Consumer Relations

19. Promotion

20. Provision of Credit (to consumers) *

1/ An asterisk in two columns indicates that the task may be performed

jointly, or by one of the two.
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(i) The Government

7.4 Where the country has a singificant rural development program,
there is clearly a need for the public sector to take an active interest in
order to promote coordination between investment in related sectors, particu-
larly in agriculture, agro-industries and other rural infrastructure projects
such as roads, schools, water and health. In addition, where the country is
large and electricity is generated and distributed by independent regional
utilities, a central government agency (such as the REC in India) may be
needed to promote standardization, cooperation between regions and a regional
balance in the rural electrification program.;

7.5 A further function for the public sector is to provide general
directives and ground rules for tariff and financial policies, the alloca-
tion of funds, and the criteria to be used for project appraisal and selec-
tion. This is traditional, of course, except that the scope of the direc-
tives and ground rules needs widening to cover the special problems of rural
electrification.

7.6 Much of the public sector's involvement need only be indirect if
the ground rules and directives are well laid, and also if there is more
reliance on pricing policy and less reliance on the public revenue as a means

of finance.

(ii) The Electric Utility

7.7 Much of the public sector's policy of course needs to be worked out

jointly with the utility, as is customary, particularly as regards tariffs,
finance, the levels of investment and which programs are practicable.

7.8 Many other tasks can only be the exclusive responsibility of the
utility (though some are occasionally delegated to local administration).
These include forecasting, engineering design and construction, deciding on
what quality of service is appropriate, maintenance, accounting, procurement
and contracting, centralization of records, standardization, promoting inter-
changes of ideas and experience between areas, providing advice and super-
vision, and providing facilities for training the personnel of the local
administrative units. In addition, the utility may assume the responsibility
for promoting the service, provide credit, and undertake the job of connect-
ing consumers to the networks.

(iii) Local Administration in the Rural Areas

7.9 In some countries the extent of local administration is minimal,
its function being to look after billing, record consumer requests for con-

nection and report on local problems such as electrical faults, maintenance

needs and consumer complaints.

7.10 Other countries place far more emphasis on local administration.
This is the case where co-operatives are established, as in Costa Rica,
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Colombia, Nicaragua and about ten other countries. It is also the case

in Mexico, for example, where the Co-op system is not used, but large

regional offices are established (one in each state) under the joint lead-

ership of technically qualified *ersonnel and local officials. The primary

purpose of such arrangements is to enable a close contact between consumers

and the supplier to be attained. The local administrations identify new

areas to be served and work out an electrification plan with representatives
of the villagers and businesses. They have the responsibility of promoting

and extending service, and perhaps of supplying credit. In addition to this

and to the routine work of billing, keeping records and looking after consumer

complaints, they may also take on a good deal of the engineering construction

and maintenance work, and look after accounts.

Which Institutional Arrangement is Best?

7.11 At the moment, there is no clear answer to this question. The main

debate is about the extent to which the -responsibilities just outlined should

be delegated to local administration. It is sometimes said that the utility

can provide this quite well with the added advantage that the more talented

and motivated people can, in working at the center, spread their efforts more

widely. On the other hand, close contact with consumers and care in identify-

ing the needs of the area are clearly important, and local administration is

in principle best suited for this. Also, delegated responsibility is reported

to have provided a spur both to efficiency and to an interest in the project's

A success, in some of the countries visited by staff members. It is probable

that a greater responsibility should be placed on local administration the

larger and more populous the rural areas, even if it is only because central

administration by the utility is too costly and difficult in these circumst-

ances.

7.12 But there is in fact little evidence to show that one approach

works better than another. A recent AID sponsored study in Costa Rica and

Colombia found that consumers were indifferent between the co-ops and the

utility serving them; all that mattered was good service. 1/ In this sense

the merits of Co-ops and other forms of local administration, as compared

to the merits of supply from the utility, rest on the incentives to good
management rather than on the incentives to consumers (which is one of the

benefits which Co-ops are thought to have).

7.13 In practice it is necessary to be flexible in deciding on the form

of organization. On the one hand, several arrangements may work well; on

the other, different arrangements suit different countries and cultures.

1/ It was found, however, that theft of electricity was lower in a Co-op

arrangement because it was resented by consumers (who were of course
members of the Co-op).
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Analysis of Institutional Problems

7.14 To identify institutional problems it is probably a good idea to
make a checklist of the kinds of tasks listed above in Table 7.1. The
questions can then be asked: hot well is each task being performed? and
what steps can be taken to improre those that need improving? The answers
to these questions may sometimes point to specific actions, such as "more
funds should be provided for training personnel" (often cited as a bottle-
neck) or "records should be better kept on project performance" (another com-
monly neglected matter). Alternatively, the answers may point to the need
for major organizational changes.
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VIII. IMPLICATIONS FOR BANK POLICY AND PROCEDURES

The Need for Development Assistance from the Bknk

8.1 The possibilities for development assistance from the Bank in rural

electrification were first enunciated in the Sector Working Paper on electric

power. Subsequent studies undertaken by the Bank in this and related fields

have also pointed to a need for a widening of the Bank's aims in its investments

in the electric power sector and to relate them to rural development policy.

Finally, over 25 countries have formally or informally urged the Bank 
to provide

assistance, both technical and financial.

8.2 Although development assistance is being provided in this field by

AID and IDB, it is generally accepted that assistance needs expanding upon.

By 1973, the financial aid provided by AID and IDB, who began efforts in 1964,

amounted to $230 million in 14 countries. In contrast, countries in the Bank's

sphere of operations are to invest perhaps over $10 billion in the next ten

years, that is, about 10% of total investment in electric power.

8.3 It is also a field in which the Bank has a comparative advantage

for development assistance. The programs to electrify rural areas (and also

low income areas of cities) are for the most part being undertaken by insti-

tutions with which the Bank has had highly successful associations for many

years. Rural electrification, which has so far formed a small but increas-

ing fraction of their past investments, is a new dimension with new challenges

and likely to form a larger and significant portion of future programs.

Generally speaking there is a strong commitment to rural electrification

and a desire to make it successful.

Prospects for Successful Projects

8.4 The main case for development assistance, however, must rest on

the desirability of rural electrification. In this regard, it is apparent

that. in many rural areas, there are only a few elementary needs for elec-

tricity and the high costs of public supply from the grid cannot be justi-

fied; in such areas, these needs are best served by local auto generators

or by substitute energy forms.

8.5 However, there are also areas where there is scope for successful

investment. In areas where there are clear signs of rural development taking

place, as a result of public and private investments in agriculture and agro-

industries, and public investments in local infrastructure, electrification

can often augment development. It can usefully add to the profitability and

output of farms, agro-industries and commerce through providing a superior

and cheaper means of motive power, lighting, refrigeration and, for some

purposes, heating; and it can serve a number of uses in households, even at

quite low levels of household income. The evidence for this is the often

strong response of rural households and businesses to electrification projects,

reflected in sustained high rates of growth of demand from all categories of

consumers, though from low initial levels.
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8.6 Furthermore, the growing emphasis on rural development in many
countries will, as shown earlier, react positively on rural electrification
projects. Finally, it is also probable that, as per capita incomes increase
in developing countries, some of this increase will filter through to rural
areas, partly due to increased urban and international demands for rural pro-
ducts and partly due to improved economic linkages between urban and rural
areas; this process will also generate increasing rural demands for energy
and thus for electricity.

8.7 Nevertheless, there are the familiar difficulties of investment
in rural areas. Response, though often much better than expected, is very
uncertain. Project justification and identification requires information
from the utilities and about rural areas that is often hard to find. Costs
are high, and a lot of care and ingenuity is needed to keep them down. Fi-
nance, as usual, is difficult to find, and requires, on the domestic side,
hard compromises between pricing for efficiency, social and financial needs
in rural areas, and at the national level, between utility pricing policies
and the public revenue. Finally, institutional failures may discredit the
programs in the rural areas and nationally. On the other hand, these kinds
of difficulties are one reason for aid; the other reason, of course, is that
if the difficulties are resolved, the investments can do some good.

8.8 To move from these conclusions to formulating a policy of Bank
assistance, it is necessary to consider:

- The pattern of Lending Operations;

- Lending Conditions;

- Which Countries?

- The Lending Program;

- Operational Procedures;

- What is Required of Bank Staff;

These matters are now discussed in turn.

The Pattern of Lending Operations

8.9 Loans for rural electrification will generally have to be elements
of loans to:

(a) packages of rural development projects; and/or

(b) the electric power utilities.
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The former appeals because it promotes coordination between sectors, sorts
out priorities and generates very large external economies -- that is, the
economic gains from different investments augmenting each other. The latter
appeals, if some degree of coordination already exists in the country, because
of the many institutional, financial and technical responsibilities delegated
to the utilities. But whichever approach is taken, the criteria for accept-
ing the rural electrification component of rural development is the same:
some coordination between sectors will be necessary and should have the effect

of raising the expected economic returns to the investment; the projects must
be well chosen in terms of meeting the social and economic aims of the program;

and the projects will have to be carefully and thoroughly prepared institution-

ally, technically and financially. Provided these criteria are met, the
approach to lending can be through (a) or (b).

8.10 Rural electrification loans specifically to the utilities will

generally have to be elements of larger loans to them. There are three

reasons for this. One is that, with the exception of large countries,
rural electrification is not a suitable vehicle for lending on a large scale

since it typically absorbs no more than 5 to 10% of total investment in elec-

tric power. Second, rural electrification is only an added dimension to the

work of the electric power sector, and there is still the need to continue

with the expansion of generation and transmission capacity (doubling every 5
to 7 years in most countries) and of service to urban areas. Third, many
issues connected with rural electrification relate to the sector as a whole -

tariffs and finance, for example, the promotion of regional balance and re-

gional. cooperation, and the provision of tecinical assistance, training and

supervision.

The Content of Lending Operations

(a) The Borrowers

8.11 Lending for rural electrification vould generally require involve-
ment with institutions at all levels:

.(i) The Government -- either rural development or rural
electrification agencies, if such agencies are
established;

(ii) The Central Electricity Utility;

(iii) Local Electricity Distribution Agencies (e.g. co-ops
or State electricity boards).

In most cases, funds and other assistance would best be channelled through
(i) or (ii), because local agencies generally require a lot of financial
support and assistance from the government or the utility so as to establish,
expand and run their rural electrification programs. Even when the local

agencies are financially and technically strong (because, say, they may also
be serving cities in the region) there is still a good case for channelling
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aid through (i) or (ii), as in India, in order to promote regional and
sectoral balance in the programs, and cooperation between regions. Finally,
funds and assistance would also be needed for the country's overall elec-
trification program (if it is a power loan) or for the country's rural
development program (if it is a rural development loan).

(b) Jank and IDA Conditions

8.12 Whether Bank or IDA conditions should apply to the loan depends, as
discussed earlier (5.14), on the country. If Bank conditions apply, this
inevitably means that lending must not only be through the government or the
utility, but also that the funds would be channelled to the rural areas at
concessionary rates. This is unavoidable unless tariffs are set undesirably
high in the early years of rural electrification programs -- a decision which
would act against promoting efficient use of the investments.

(c) Finance of Materials and Equipment

8.13 The kinds of materials and equipment involved in rural electrifica-
tion, and their share in total costs when the projects are intitally cons-
tructed, are illustrated in Table 8.1.

Table 8.1

Cost Breakdown of a Rural Electrification Project /1

Item Cost, $ % Remarks

Substation 86,000 10
Poles and Fixtures 280,000 33 ) 162 miles
Conductors and Protection 178,000 21 )
Line Transformers 61,000 7
House Connection 19,000 2.5 ) 1,100 houses,
Meters 12,000 1.5 ) initially /2
Street Lights 5,000 0.5
Administration, Engineering 180,000 21.5
Interest During Construction 11,000 1.5
Other 10,000 1.5

842,000 100

1 San Carlos Co-operative, Costa Rica (1969 data). Project serves about
fifteen villages. Data exclude a provision for the co-op's working
capital.

/2 Capacity of scheme sufficient to serve over 5,000 consumers.
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8.14 Much of the equipment, in particular poles, lines, small transformers,
switchgear and substations, can >ften be manufactured in the country on very
competitive terms with international suppliers. In general, therefore, support
for rural electrification would involve support for local manufacturing and
local cost financing, though the extent of this obviously depends on the country.

(d) Technical Assistance and Program Development

8.15 The shortage of skilled and trained workers to develop, maintain and
run rural electrification programs is commonly cited. Most loans would thus
have to make a provision for technical assistance.

8.16 A further area where technical assistance can be provided is in (a)
establishing and monitoring pilot projects or (b) evaluation of existing
projects. As discussed in previous sections (3.18, 3.23 and 4.20 et. seq.)
this provides the information base and the experience for program development.

Which Countries?

8.17 In most countries, it seems, there is scope for some degree of rural
electrification, involving the electrification of selected:

- villages (and, in Africa and the Arab countries, small towns);

- surrounding farms and agro-industrLes.

But the extent of the possibilities and the type of electrification varies with
the country, as discussed in Part II. The situation is roughly as follows,
though records are not good enough for a detailed account.

8.18 In Africa and some Arab countries the main programs are concerned with
electrification of small towns, the larger villages and the larger businesses
located in or near to them. Auto-generation is the main option, though public
supplies can be contemplated in areas close to the main networks. However,
in ten years time, these programs are unlikely to have extended service to
more than one tenth of the village/rural population.

8.19 Several countries in Asia and EMENA are in the midst of a strong
push towards electrifying the large and medium sized villages and the sur-
rounding farms and agro-industries. In some cases, as in parts of India and
Taiwan, the programs are also extended towards the smaller villages. Public
supplies from the grid are the main option, auto-generation being an alterna-
tive for small or remote demands. About one quarter of the village/rural
population might be receiving service in ten years time.

8.20 In Latin America, several countries are also in the midst of pro-
grams to electrify the larger villages and surrounding farms and agro-
industries; other countries have completed this phase, and are moving out
to the smaller villages and new farm and agro-industrial consumers. Again,
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the main option is public supplies to replace local auto-generatioa, which,
apart from remote or low demand areas, is becoming extinct. About one
third or more of the village/rural population might be receiving service
in ten years time.

8.21 The main question about these programs is, of course, which pro-
grams -n which countries are socially and economically desirable and require
suppor;? As in all aspects of Bank operations, the answer to this should
evolve in the course of sector, pre-investment, project and other studies.
At the present time it can be said that there are no grounds for dismissing
the idea of some degree of rural electrification in any country. While it
is possible to find, in any country, that some of the investments are of very
little use, it is equally true that others are very useful and the high costs
can be justified. Indeed, the first phases of rural electrification -- of
private auto generators serving one con3umer or several connected to micro-
grids -- were historically carried out ly private enterprise and were profi-
table. Growth of output in agriculture and agro-industries, improvements in
rural infrastructure, migration to villages, and increases in rural wages,
eventually act to increase the demand for electricity and the case for re-
placing auto generation by public supplies from the grid. The question is
therefore reduced to one of timing: has the demand developed sufficiently
to justify the investment? The answer to this, in any particular country,
can be provided by survey, identification and appraisal work in the course of
operations.

The Revised Lending Program FY 74-78

(a) Electric Power Loans

8.22 Roughly $250 million of the revised lending program for electric
power ($3,100 million, in 1974 prices, for 90 loans) is allocated to rural
electrification. However, $100 million of this is absorbed by three projects,
two in India ($40 million each in FY75 and FY76) and one in Iran (about $20
million in FY75, but tentative. These are specifically for rural electrifica-
tion. The remaining proposals, which are relatively small, are components of
larger loans to the power sector in ten other countries (Thailand, Nepal, and
Pakistan; Panama, Honduras, Mexico, Bolivia and Brazil; Liberia; Tunisia).
However, initiatives to identify and prepare projects with significant rural
electrification components might be expanded upon during FYs 75 and 76,
leading to an increased rural electrification content in the second half of
the program.

(b) Rural Development Loans

8.23 Roughly 50% of the loans for Agriculture in FYs 74 and 75 might be
classified as rural development loans. The rural electrification element in
projects financed by such loans varies considerably between projects and
countries. Rough indications are that rural electrification may average
about 10% of project costs in Latin America, may be 5 to 10% in Asia and
EMENA, and very little for Africa. In all, about $150 to $300 million of
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the projected $6,500 million for Agriculture and Rural Development loans

might be associated with rural electrification, under present projections.

Again, however, intensification of initiatives to identify and prepare
projects with rural electrification components might increase the rural

electrification content of the second half of the program.

Operational Procedures

8.24 The kind of work to be Lone -- economic, institutional, financial and

technical -- was outlined in Sections III to VII. The following discussion

is about the implications of this work as regards:

(a) Sector Surveys -- of The Energy or Electricity Sector;

(b) Sector Surveys -- of The Rural Sector;

(c) Project Identification, Preparation and Appraisal;

(d) Supervision;

(e) Research.

The following discussion of these topics follows a very obvious and well-

known pattern. The reason is t-at no serious revision of operational pro-

cedures is needed for dealing with rural electrification projects. The dif-

ferences are mainly in degree, in that the uncertainties are larger than

usual, problems can be tougher, and extra tolerance may be needed (as dis-

cussed in III) on projects with quantified economic returns which are lower

than, but approaching, the cost of capital.

(a) Surveys of the Electricity (or Energy) Sector

8.25 Since rural electrification is only one aspect of the sector's in-
vestment program, it will probably be necessary to report on it separately
but in parallel with the other aspects. As regards the rural electrification

aspect, surveys need to discuss the origins of the program, the aims, and past
and future developments; analysis is required, as is customary, of the insti-

tutions, finance, technology and economics of the program.

8.26 To proceed from this to the identification work of a sector survey,
would, in many instances, be impractical. Problems, not projects, will often

be identified. Records are ofteft exceedingly poor and totally insufficient
for investment analysis; institutional problems may be severe and may require

e variety of reforms, technical assistance programs and other measures before

successful investment can begin; while financial difficulties may arise from

poor pricing policies, over-expansion or a technology that is too costly.
Sector surveys may often have to concentrate on these problems for a time
and to point to the types of studies or programs that might be commissioned
to resolve them. The basic work of project identification can then begin.
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8.27 When, on the other hand, the programs are well organized and planned,
and records are properly kept, the basic work of project identification can
probably be accomplished quite efficiently in the course of the sector survey.

(b) Surveys of the Rural Sector

8.28 As far as rural electrification is concerned, the important points
about these surveys, which complement surveys of the electricity sector, are
that:

- They may often lead to the identification of a rural
electrification component as part of the rural develop-
ment package;

- they should also identify the extent of and the need for
coordination between investments in various sectors.

(Identifying useful and workable projects during the course of these surveys
may present difficulties far greater thar. those discussed above for electric
sector surveys. Important as these difficulties are, however, they are not
an issue for this paper.)

(c) Project-Identification, Preparation and Appraisal

8.29 The work of project identification, which may be done during or as
a result of sector surveys (or specially commissioned studies), may generally
be confined to a rough assessment of (i) the institutional, technical and
financial capacities of the borrowers and (ii) regional analysis of the ex-
pected economic returns and the factors which bear on them. If the prospects
for successful investments look reasonable, according to the criteria dis-
cussed in Part III, feasibility and preparatory studies can be initiated
or commissioned, as is customary.

8.30 The terms of reference for project feasibility and preparation
studies need to request:

- estimates of the expected economic returns;

- an investment plan which is:

(a) the best of several alternatives as regards the
rate of expansion and which demand centers are
connected; and

(b) the least-cost method of following this expansion path;

- technical design;

- an evaluation of sources of equipment;

- institutional plans;
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- the financial plan, and tariff studiLes;

- provisions for monitoring the project and record keeping.

This provides the material for appraisal. On some occasions, the terms of

reference may need to request the preparation of pilot projects as a first

conditional step in the investment program, or the evaluation of existing

projects as an information base for the proposed plan.

(d) Supervision

8.31 The main problem with supervision is likely to be poor records.

The only way round this is to set up a good monitoring and record keeping

system during the preparatory stages of the project. Items which need to

be recorded include, for example, demand statistics, revenues, costs,

faults and maintenance problems.

(e) Research

8.32 The work of supervision might be expanded occasionally to examine

more widely the project's impact on the area's development. In addition to

project related- data, the following kind of information can also be recorded

and backed up by small scale survey work:

- developments in local agriculture and agro-industries;

- socio-economic developments in the village communities;

- demographic changes;

- changes in household incomes;

- changes in local infrastructure.

This information can often be obtained and analyzed by local consultants.

8.33 Similar kinds of supporting research can be very useful in the pre-

paratory stages of the program, either: (a) to monitor pilot projects, as

with the Bank financed project in Ecuador, or (b) to evaluate ex post the

impact of specific programs, as with the research project in El Salvador.

The research need not, of course, be confined to sociology and economics,

but might also usefully look at institutional problems, for example.

8.34 Apart from research into overall project performance as part of

project preparation, evaluation and supervision in particular countries,

there are a number of specific problems to research into, such as:
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(a) Consumer response. how does this differ between countries?
and what factors affect response? We are particularly
short of insights into this in African and Asian conditions.

(b) Costs. What is the precise scope for cost reductions?
Can costs really be cut substantially by standardization
and by keeping design standards to a bare minimum, as is
often suggested? The indications are that this is
possible and has been done, but engineering design
studies are needed to investigate this matter.

(c) Forecasting, in particular, the movements of the
exogenous variables which explain the strong growth
of demand often observed from farms, agro-industries
and village commerce.

Items (a) and (c) are often best carried out by local researchers.

Requirements of Bank Staff

8.35 Where there are good institutions to work with, identification,
preparation and appraisal might proceed in the usual way, but as a component
of a power or a rural development loan. The main work would be in preparation:
in setting up the terms of reference and providing supervision and assistance
regarding:

- economic and social analysis of alternative plans;

- engineering standards and design;

- financial arrangements;

- institutional arrangements;

- tariffs.

8.36 Where the institutional difficulties and the problem of informa-
tion shortages are more serious, it would of course take longer to build up
successful operations. This is, of course, a familiar problem with new opera-
tions. The main work consists of seeing that the various difficulties are
attended to in order that identification, preparation and appraisal can
begin.

8.37 While the problems and the procedures for attacking them are
familiar (and there is no reason to suppose, as remarked above, that present
operational procedures need revision before dealing with rural electrifica-
tion), some new skills and experience will probably be needed in the Bank.
Much of these might best be acquired in the course of actual operations. But
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consideration should also be given to (a) sending staff on short training

courses, e.g. in distribution network planning and running distribution

systems; (b) recruitment of some people vith experience in the field, par-

ticularly distribution engineers; (c) cooperation between the Regional Depart-

ments. As regards (a) and (b) it might be noted that investments in urban and

rural distribution networks take over 50% of total investment in electric

power.
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COSTS COMPARISONS OF AUTOGENERATION AND

PUBLIC SUPPLIES FROM THE GRID

A2.1 The costs of supplies through electrical networks connected to the
main grid system vary with load density and the terrain. The following are
typical data for villages in El Salvador, in a region where the average length
of subtransmission lines is 4 km per village:

Annex Table 2.1 - Public Suppl Costs

Network Capacity

50 kW 25 kW

Consumers Served 140 70
Village Size 2,000 1,000
Capital Costs:

Generation and Transmission $24,000 $12,000
Subtransmission $18,000 $18,000
Local Distribution $14,000 $ 8,000

Total $56,000 $38,000

Running Costs:

Generation cents/kWh 0.5 0.5
Operating and Maintenance $/year 2,000 1,000

Source: El Salvador Study (1972 price data).

A2.2 This data does not include the demand and costs of serving local
agro-industries, which may add anything from 10 kW to over 1000 kW to local
demand.

A2.3 Subtransmission costs change with load density since the average
length of line per load center changes. The above figures are based on a sub-
transmission cost of $4,500 per km (which is higher than many countries
report). If, then, the average length of line per village rises by, say 25
km, in a sparsely populated, or remote area, the subtransmission costs rise
by $112,500.

A2.4 For diesel, most of the above costs change, except those for local

distribution. Typical data for motor-generator sets are as follows:
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Annex Table 2.2

kW Capacity Price (.o.b.)

30 - 35 $ 6,500
50 - 60 $ 8,000
80 - 90 $ 9,500
90 - 110 $11,000

115 - 140 $12,500

Source: "Detroit Diesel" motor-generator sets (1974 data).

1972 data are about 30% lower, at a guess.

To add to these costs, are the costs of transport, installation and accessories

which together amount to about 50% of capital costs. Also, it is fairly

common practice to have one spare motor-generator unit 
on account of the

problems of breakdown and maintenance. So the above prices should be multiplied

by 1.5 x 2.0 = 3.0 in order to make comparisons with public 
supplies from the

grid (or a factor of 2 to convert to 1972 prices).

A2.5 Other cost items are:

Control Board and Substation (50 kVA) $5,000

Fuel 6 cents/kWh

These data are based on observation of various projects. 
The fuel costs

would be about 5 cents per kWh in 1972 prices, depending on the efficiency

of the motor, to which a nominal amount of 1 cent per kWh has been added 
for

generator maintenance (which is expensive).

A2.6 In sum, the cost data for providing electricity from auto-genera-

tion on the same scale as in Annex Table 2.1 would be roughly 
as follows:
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Annex Table 2.3 - Autogeneration Costs

Network Capacity
50 kW 25 kW

Consumers Served 140 70
Village Size 2,000 1,000
Capital Costs:

Generators /1 $15,000 $12,000
Substation $ 5,000 $ 5,000
Local Distribution $14,000 $ 8,000

Total $34,000 $25,000

Running Costs:

Fuel cents/kWh 6 6
Operating and Maintenance $/year 2,000 1,000

/1 Taking a unit price of $7,500 for the 50 kW set and $6,000 for the
25 kW set, by interpolating the data in Table A2.2.

These figures are only rough, and may change enormously according to the
country and the date. Inflation and changes in oil prices in particular,
make precise estimates very difficult.

A2.7 In view of the different levels of capital and running costs, the
total costs of the schemes vary according to how much they are used. Also,
while the capital costs of autogeneration appear to be much cheaper, this
equipment only lasts for about 10 years, as compared with about 25 - 30 years
for the electrical equipment.

A2.8 To allow for these points, the following table compares the cost
of the alternatives for three levels of utilization (load factors of 10%,
25% and 50% respectively) and puts all costs on an annual basis taking a 17%
annuity for the motor-generators and a 10% annuity for the remaining electrical
equipment (corresponding to 10 and 30 years respectively at 10% interest).
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Annex Table 2.4 - Annual Cost Comparisons

Network Capacity 25 kW 50 kW

Load Factor 10% 25% 50% 10% 25% 50%

Autogeneration Costs - $

Capital 3,300 3,300 3,300 4,500 4,500 4,500

Running* 2,300 4,300 7,600 4,600 8,600 15,200

Total 5,600 7,600 10,900 9,100 13,100 19,700

Total/kWh (cents) 25 14 10 21 12 9

Public Supply Costs - $

Capital 3,800 3,800 3,800 5,600 5,600 5,600

Running* 1,100 1,250 1,500 2,200 2,500 3,000

Total 4,900 5,050 5,300 7,800 8,100 8,600

Total/kWh (cents) 22 9 5 18 7 4

* kWh of output per kW capacity = 876 kWh at 10% load factor
= 2,190 kWh at 25% load factor
= 4,380 kWh at 50% load factor

A2.9 In this case public supplies are cheaper for all loads except those

of very low load factors of about 10%. On the other hand, if the average

length of subtransmission line per village were 25 km, instead of 4 km assumed

above, annual capital costs would rise by over $10,000, with the following

effects on the average costs of public supplies.

Annex Table 2.5 - Annual Costs of Public Supplies (25 km)

Network Capacity 25 kW 50 kW

Load Factor 10% 25% 50% 10% 25% 50%

Annual Costs $ 14,900 15,000 15,300 17,800 18,100 18,600

Annual Costs/kWh (cents) 70 27 14 40 17 8

A2.10 From this data it is apparent that (a) load density is enormously

important in reducing average costs, and (b) so are the size of load and load

factor.
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A2.11 One major element in reducing average costs is the presence of

agro-industrial demand, which may improve load factors and also iacrease the

level of consumption by factors of two to ten or more -- though extra sub-

transmission networks are generally needed to reach them.

A2.12 The above analysis is also rather static. A full analysis of course

requires a study of the growth of demand and of costs over time.
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PRICING AND COST RECOVERY POLICIES

FOR PUBLIC SECTOR PROJECTS

I. INTRODUCTION

1.1 A major consideratior. in project analysis concerns the proj-

ect's impact on the financial resources available to the government

to carry out its development program, and on the finances of the

project entity. This consideration has a general bearing on nearly

all aspects of a project, It bears on its choice, on its scope,

size and timing, on its design and service standards, and, in par-

ticilar on the determination of the prices, charges and taxes that

the project beneficiaries should pay. This paper focuses on this

last aspect, which concerns the level and means of recovery of the

costs of a project from its beneficiaries. This aspect is not, of

course, a clearly separable one in the overall analysis of a proj-

ect. The limited focus of this paper is warranted not only because

of the complexity of tne suoject matter but also because the paper

1/
on the "Economic Analysis of Projects," recently prepared, covers

in detail the various interdependent decisions involved in project

analysis.

l.2 This paper does not aim to establish specific sectoral guide-

lines and policies for cost recovery, but rather to elucidate the

1/ See van der Tak and Squire (23).
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general principles relevant to the development of such guidelines

-- it refers to specific sectors and types of projects only by way

of illustrative examples. Each sector and indeed each type of proj-

ect ;as its own special characteristics which need to be reviewed

in depth before more specific guidelines can be provided. But the

diversity of issues that arise in this context, ranging from the

determination of financial rates of return for revenue earning pub-

lice enterprises to the analysis of government budgets in projects

such as in education and family planning, points to the need for a

statement of the general principles involved. This is the aim of

this paper, although its scope is further limited in that it refers

only to public sector projects, not private sector ones.

1.3 Cost recovery issues are important not only because of the

scarcity of resources for development purposes that most government

face but also because prices and taxes bear directly, and sometimes

very heavily, on the benefits of a project to the country. Clearly

it is of great importance to get the prices "right," as these influ-

ence the amount of use that people make of the products and services

provided, and their decisions in this matter determine the project's

value to the country. As long as the country does not want to waste

its resources and opportunities it will want the neople to make the

rignt decisions on the amount of use they make of the facilities and

services being provided, so that on balance the benefits, net of

2/ lor ex-nmple, aeo Duane (11) for guidelines on cost recovery for
irri gation proje cts.



costs, derived from a project are as large as possible. In a sense

this is a prior concern, because it will remain relevant even in

the unlikely situation where a government has plenty of resources

at its command and is, consequently, not particularly concerned

whether a project produces a deficit or a surplus.

1.4 It is of some importance therefore to be clear about how the

right product prices can be determined even if no revenue scarcity

existed, or "efficiency" prices as these are referred to in this

paper. When prices are higher than these efficiency prices, project

benefits are sacrificed in order to realize more revenue, and this

is a factor that needs to be taken into account in decisions on

product prices. The next section, Section II, is devoted entirely

to the vrarious aspects that enter into the determination of these

important efficiency prices.

1.5 Section III considers cost recovery policies, and to that

end pulls together the discussion of efficiency prices with consid-

erations related to revenue scarcity, economic inequality and equity.

It stresses the point of view of the public sector, rather than that

of project entities within it, although the relations of a particu-

lar entity with the rest of the public sector are also discussed.

It reviews some cost recovery norms, such as the principle that

"beneficiaries should pay total costs," although it refrains from

recommending the norms that may be suitable in specific sectors.



.6 Finally, this paper is not intended to provide guidance on

thle anlysis of general fiscal, monetary or trade policies of the

government. It is oriented towards individual projects, and this

project orientation is maintained throughout, although some of its

observations may have more general applicability. "Macro-economics"

is linked with the discussion in this paper through the general

judgments, not specific to any one individual project, on the scar-

3ity of developmental resources at the disposal of the public sec-

tor, which are of critical importance to cost recovery matters.



II. PRICING AND EFFICIENCY

2.1 The benefits and costs of a project depend on the levels of

outputs and services that are actually provided, and these levels

depend on the prices charged. The prices at which the outputs and

services are sold will, therefore, materially affect the net bene-

fits from a project. The best prices are those that will maximize

1/the net benefits from the investment.

2.2 The determination of these output prices is intimately linked

with the precise way in which the benefits and costs are defined.

This Section is concerned only with pricing in relation to economic

benefits and costs in the conventional sense, setting aside consid-

erations related to income distribution. This discussion of product

pricing with the sole objective of maximizing net economic benefits,

or "efficien cy" pricing for short, also leaves aside the revenue

,eneration aspects and the considerations related to inadequacy of

total savings in the economy. These aspects will be discussed in

te next Section. This separation of issues facilitates the exposi-

tion and the analysis of trade-offs; it also has some pragmatic

relevance as it r.y not always be desirable or feasible to orient

output pricing towards revenue and savings generation and income

distribution.

/ This project orientation, i.e., the use of the project net bene-
iit maximization objective, for discussing pricing policy has
considerable expositional advantage in the context of this paper.
It also has been frequently used in the literature, see, e.g.,
Acharya (1), Feldstein (12), and especially Turvey (20).
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2.3 This discussion of pricing policy is purposely put in the

context of the analysis of project investments so as to relate it

easily to the cost recovery issues. Given this context, it may be

noted that the objective of ensuring maximum project benefits is

not special to the design of a pricing policy, but bears equally on

"he interrelated issues such as the determination of the size,

d3sign and timing of the project, as well as various other consid-

erations relevant to efficient project operations. The familiar

practice of making sure that the accepted project has a least cost

design is an example of the application of this objective, which

simply reflects the idea of not wasting resources, or in other

2/
words; getting as much out of an investment as possible.-

2.4 The principal considerations in the determination of effi-

ciency prices are taken up seouentially, beginning with the tradi-

tional -r basc rule. The outlina of this section is as follows:

(i) the basic rule,

(ii) complexity and variability of efficiency

prices, and the costs of implementing and

administering such prices,

(iii ) the relationship with investment policy,

2/ It my be useful to note that a sufficiently high internal eco-
nomaic return for a project marely assures that the project is
expected to produce at least as much economic benefits as it
costs. It is, b- itself, no proof twt even higher net bene-
fits cannot b- earned by fol rnin say, a di fferent pricing
policy.
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(iv) the effect of prices on future demand, and

on consumer expectations,

(v) the implications of possible differences

between econonic and financial costs, and

between privately and socially perceived

benefits,

(vi) the implications for meeting foreign demand,

(vii) inflation.

Finally there is a brief summary.

(i) The Basic Rule

2.5 The traditional rule for product pricing so as to realize

the highest net economic benefits can be stated as follows: the

product price should be equal to the current economic cost of pro-

ducing the last unit of the product sold. If, however, demand is

not fully satisfied at such a price, the price should be raised so

as to clear the market.

2.6 This rule implies that current production should be expanded

as long as the cost of an additional unit is less than the benefits

generated by, that unit, i.e., as long as the net benefits can be

increased by increasing productinr. If them is a strict production

'/ The rule is that during each per od (product price) = (current
production cosl, of the last unit sold) + (mark-up to clear the
current markeU when necessary). Note that period-wise independ-
ence of costs and benefits are being assumed, so that maximizing
net benefits in each period will lead to the maximization of
benefits over the relevant future period. The implications of
relaxing this assumption will be considered subsequently.



constraint so that an extra unit cannot be currently supplied then

The price should be raised so as to ra ion demand. Increasing the

price in that case will distribute the consumption of a fixed supply

between consumers in such a way that those who are prepared to pay

more get more.

2.7 This type of pricing is intended to provide inducement to

purchasers to make correct decisions regarding the extent of their

use of the product, and leads them to make appropriate choices in

terms of the impact of their decision on the economy as a whole.

When the cost of producing additional output is very low, as in the

presence of excess capacity, the price will be correspondingly low,

thus inducing greater use of the product by the customers. When

the product is in short supply, the price will be high to allocate

the product to its most producaive uses, or to those customers who

have the least access to product substitutes. A few simplified

examples are needed to illustrate what this pricing rule will mean

if applied in practice.

2.8 In a project supplying potable water to an urban area, the

price of water per thousand gallon charged to a consumer will equal

the cost of supplying him with tne additional water. When the sys-

sem capacity is not fully utilized, this cost will simply be the

cost of treating and distriUting the additional water. If the

distribution costs differ by consumer groups, the prices charged

will accordingly differ. Charging less than this will encourage
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the consumer to put the water in uses where the benefits are less

than the costs, and "waste" water in this sense. Not charging any-

thing at all will, of course, encourage him to let the water run to

waste literally. Charging more than the additional cost will mean

that he will not put the water to some uses where benefits are

greater than costs. This will also be wasteful, in the sense that

some opportunities for increasing benefits to the public will be

needlessly foregone.

2 9 Similarly, the price to be charged for connecting and meter-

in.- a consumer will equal the cost of providing the additional cost

of so doing, viz mainly the cost of the additional equipment and

labor. The actual use of water by the consumer after connection

will, of course, not be affected by the connection charge, although

this charge will determine the number of consumers who will seek

metered connections.

2.10 The price of water should, of course, be high when the sys-

tem capacity becomes a bottleneck, as it will when the demand growth

catches up with the capacity provided, or during periods of "peak"

demand, such as summer months. Different prices for "peak" and "off

peak" periods should be charged, as in the case of electric power.

Prices will be low when electricity can be produced cheaply, as in

the presence of excess system capacity, and high when demand would

otherwise violate the security constraints.-4

4/ See Anderson and Turvey (2), (3), for more detailed discussions
of electricity pricing, and Turvey and Warford (21) for urban
water pricing,
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2.11 Sirrilar considerations apply in most other cases. The actual

use of inter-urban and rural roads is very cheap -- the cost of an

additional vehicle trip is simply the wear and tear of the road

cuased by that trip. The price charged for using such roads should

thus reflect only the wear and tear cost, differentiated by vehicle

types as different vehicle types cause different amounts of wear

and tear. Use of congested urban road space, however, is very expen-

sive -- the additional congestion cost imposed on others by a vehi-

cle trip, and the cost of additional pollution and noise. Use of

vehicles in "heavy" traffic zones should be deterred by high prices.

2.12 The use of irrigation water will similarly be very cheap in

periods of excess system capacity, and expensive in "heavy" demand

periods. Farmers thus will be charged for the actual use of water,

and at rates which differ by periods. This will provide incentives

to farmers to economize on water, and allocate it to the acres where

it is most productively used. The prices for seeds, farm equipment

fertilizers, etc., will reflect the additional cost to the economy

of producing or importing them.

2.13 As these examples suggest, one would expect to find a "struc-

ture" of prices, corresponding to the "structure" of additional eco-

noric costs of meeting the demand of different consumer groups and

regions, and in different periods of time. The uniformity in pric-

ing that is often found in practice is generally contrary to the

.5 See Churchill (7) and Walters (25) for detailed discussions of
road user charges.
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efficiency pricing rule. The mere existence of the structure of

prices that will follow the application of the rule does not, how-

ever, necessarily indicate cross-subsidization between consumer

groups and regions. Indeed, uniform tariffs often result in cross-

subsidization. If a low-cost consumer and a high cost consumer pay

the same rate, then the low-cost consumer will be subsidizing the

high-cost consumer.

2.14 These examples also bring out that the efficiency pricing

rule is designed to induce the right level of current use of a pro-

duct. Past costs are completely irrelevant for calculating the

additional economic costs of current production. The level of cur-

rent use of a facility will tend to affect the costs of future use,

however, through wear and tear. Use-related maintenance costs are,

therefore, part of the cost computation for efficiency pricing.

Similarly, stock depletion needs to be taken into account, e.g.,

liberal use of irrigation water during the off-peak season may

lower the reservoir water availability during the dry season.

2.15 If the efficiency pricing policy is not followed, then the

magnitude of the loss of economic benefits will depend on the dif-

ference between the actual price and the efficiency price, and on

the responsiveness of demand to the price difference. There will

be no loss involved only in the case where demand does not change

at all in response to price. The product supply conditions, and

the repercussions on other markets may also, of course, be relevant.
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The following highly simplified example is designed to illustrate

quantitatively some of the considerations involved.

2.16 Suppose, for example, a municipality runs a bus transit sys-

6/
tem, providing 1 million rides a year at 15 cents a ride.- If in

order to raise more revenue it raises the fare to 20 cents, i.e.,

by 33%, ridership falls by 10% to 900,000 rides. The persons who

continue to use the system now will pay $45,000 extra (5 cents x

900,000). However, 10% of the ridership has been diverted to other

alternatives, which the riders consider inferior to the bus system

at 15 cents a ride and preferable at 20 cents. The persons affected

are worse off by amounts ranging from 0 to 5 cents per ride, or on

average by 2.5 cents. The total loss of benefits on account of

diverted rides is thus $2,500 (2.5 cents x 100,000). The total

loss of benefits suffered by the customers is consequently $47,500.

2.17 As against this loss, the municipality makes an extra $30,000

(20 cents x 900,000 - 15 cents x 1,000,000) from fare collection.

If its operating costs remain unchanged, the net loss will be

A47,500 - $30,000, or $17,500. This is the loss which is not com-

pensated by extra revenue, and is thus a dead loss to the economy.

That is, for every $1.00 of extra revenue, the economy loses $1.58

(47,500/30,000). The "deadweight" loss is 58 cents per every dol-

lar.-

2.18 The operating cost will, however, fall in all likelihood.

If the initial 15 cent fare represented only operating costs which

7/ This example is taken from Vickrey (24).
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are now avoided, and if the unit operating costs are constant, the

municipality's profit will further increase by $15,000 (15 cents

x 100,000), and the deadweight loss will now become 6 cents per

8/
every dollar of extra profit. The saving in operating costs will

be less than $15,000 if the unit operating costs fall, and/or if

the initial fare partly represented capital charges and fixed main-

tenance costs which remain unchanged. Thus, the deadweight loss

will vary between 6 cents and 58 cents for every dollar depending

on how unit operating costs behave, and how the initial fare was

set. If, for example, the cost saving is $7,500, the deadweight

loss will be about 26 cents to the dollar.

2.19' It can easily be seen in terms of the above example that the

deadweight loss will be greater, the greater the demand responsive-

ness. Thus, if ridership fell by 20% in response to the 33% fare

increase, the extra revenue will be only $10,000 (20 cents x 800,000

- 15 cents x 1,000,000), assuming no change in operating costs, but

the loss suffered by customers will now be $45,000. The deadweight

9/loss will now be $3.50 for every dollar of extra revenue.- if

operating costs fall by as much as $30,000 (15 cents x 200,000),

the deadweight loss will be 12 cents. The loss will thus vary

between 12 cents to $3.50 for every dollar, depending on cost say-
10/

ing assumptions.-

8/ As 0.06 = (47,500/45,000) - 1.
9/ As 3.50 = (45,000/10,000) - 1.
T/ As to the repercussions on other markets, if the traffic is

diverted to private autos then there may be an additional loss
due to increased traffic congestion. For a more extended analy-
sis of consumer and producer surpluses, including the necessary
Sualifications, see Currie et al (8), and van der Tak and Ray
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2.20 Even a loss of 6 cents to the dollar is not negligible, and

this was obtained by assuming a fairly low demand responsiveness

and that the initial fare reflected only variable operating costs.

A 10% reduction in demand due to a 33% increase in price implies an

elasticity of demand of only about -0.3. Thus, in general, one

would expect the gains from correct pricing to be quite significant,

and this also makes the analysis of trade-offs between the genera-

tion of greater revenue and the generation of greater economic bene-

fits more meaningful.

(ii) Administration and Transaction Costs

2.21 The efficiency pricing rule tend to suggest that prices

should be finely differentiated to reflect the differences in the

costs of meeting the demand of different consumer groups, and at

different time periods. Indeed the pricing rule may be interpreted

to mean that each bus driver, in terms of the previous example, be

given the option of choosing the routes himself, and be continually

appraised of the costs of taking each route option, and be allowed

to clear the market at each stop by negotiating the fare, i.e.,

operate in a manner not unlike unregulated taxi cabs. This would,

of course, be absurd because the service provided by the bus sys-

tem is scheduled service, apart from other reasons such as adminis-

tration costs.

2.22 More generally, the administration of a price system is not

costless, and the more differentiated the price system, and the
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more its variability over time, the greater the administration costs.

Similarly, it is costly for the customers to receive and respond

correctly to a large number of price signals. In any complex sys-

tem, it takes time to compute the optimum response, and optimum

transactions will either not take place, or will take place after

considerable delay. Simplicity in the price structure, as well as

its stability, are often economical policies.

2.23 Thus in the case of electric power, for instance, one would

differentiate prices only to reflect major cost differences, such

as between peak and off-peak periods, and by regions; one would not

want the price to respond continually to random fluctuations in

demand; temporary excess supplies and demands are thus inevitable.

As it may not be desirable to make very frequent price changes price

setting will have to be somewhat "forward looking" in nature. Simi-

lar considerations apply to other sectors.

2.24 A related aspect is the cost of the mere act of charging for

the amount used. For example, product pricing in water supply

requires metering devices as well as meter reading and bill process-

ing. In some circumstances, it may not be desirable to incur the

expenditures for metering, as the benefits therefrom may be less

than the costs. Public standpipes, for example, are hard to meter.

In such cases resort to flow limitation devices may be preferable.

2.25 The problem is even more typical of road transport. In the

absence of toll gates, which are usually neither desirable nor
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feasible, there is presently no way of monitoring the use of indi-

vidual road segments and charging for their actual use. Indirect

means, such as registration fees, gasoline taxes, parking fees, etc.,

need to be used, which at best only broadly distinguish between

11/
"heavy" and "light" traffic zones and different vehicle types.

(iii) Relationship with Investment Policy

2.26 As noted previously the pricing rule implies that prices

should be raised to clear the market in periods when current produc-

tion from existing capacity cannot be expanded to meet demand, i.e.,

there should be no quantity rationing. In such periods, however,

the government or the public enterprise concerned may consider

installing new capacity to meet demand, if the high demand is

expected to continue. More specifically, there will be an upper

limit to the price beyond which it will be desirable to install new

capacity. This is sometimes considered to be an advantage of the

pricing rule over quantity rationing, as the market clearing price

will provide a "signal" for new capacity creation -- an equally sim-

ple signal is not provided by the length of the queues, or the magni-

tude of waiting time, or the magnitude of bakshish that quantity

rationing tends to involve.

2.27 The calculation of this upper limit is first illustrated

with a simple example, before considering some difficulties related

to its use. Suppose that in a particular case capacity can be

11/ See Churchill (7) and Walters (25),
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expanded by acquiring some machines, and the problem is to find the

price per hourly service from the existing machines at which it

becomes desirable to acquire an extra machine. As in conventional

cost benefit analysis, it will be desirable to acquire an extra

machine if the benefits therefrom exceed its costs. If the machine

is expected to provide say, 5,000 hours of service each year of its

life, then the present value of the costs of providing that service

ca-n be calculated and added to the purchase price of the machine to

compute the total cost of investing and running the machine. Divid-

ing this cost by the total hours of service to be provided (5,000

times the number of years of service) will give the cost per unit

of service, and clearly if the expected demand is such that the

machine's services can be sold at a price exceeding this unit cost,

it will be preferable to acquire the extra machine, as the present

v alue of gross revenues will then exceed the present value of the

cost of investment and operating the machine. The upper limit to

the market clearing price of the hourly services provided by the

existing machines will thus be the unit cost of expanding the serv-

ice by acquiring an extra machine so calculated. This limit price

is somatimes referred to as "long run marginal cost" price or

"incremental" cost price.12

12/ More strictly, this is one version of the concepts. It should
be noted that a marginal capacity increment is involved in the
example: for large increments the averaging device will be
wrong. For a more rigorous version in terms of the dual
(shadow price) to the capacity constraint see Anderson and
Turvey (4), Chapter 8.
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2.28 There are two difficulties. First, in the above example the

acquisition of a new machine is supposed to take no time at all.

This may be so in some cases, but generally capacity expansions in

public enterprises take a number of years. Consequently, public

enterprises should not wait till the price actually shoots up to

the upper limit, but anticipate it to make timely investments. In

fact, in situations where demand growth is very fast, and a public

enterprise frequently has to add to capacity to meet it, it might

just as well set the "peak period" price equal to the unit cost of

capac-ity increments iithout incurring significant losses in terms

of economic benefits.--

2.29 The key difficulty with this limit price calculation is that

it relates to small additions to capacity. This sort of calculation

is meaningfully made for electric power or urban water and telscom-

municAtions only when relatively small increments to system capac-

ity are involved so that the incremental capacity can be expected to

be fully utilized during peak periods shortly after installation.

Since Bank projects often involve large additions in relation to the

expected growth in demand this difficulty needs to be specially

noted.

11/ The merit of this policy may in fact be a bit stronger than
this. In such cases the risk of running short on supply may
be too great, calling for a relatively high price for some"safety." For example, in electric power, "black-outs" and
"load shedding" are very costly in terms of industrial dis-
ruption, etc.
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2.30 In the case of large additions to capacity, such as a new

road, a new irrigation dam, provision of water supply or electric

power to now towns, etc., the incremental revenue earned is a very

poor measure of incremental benefits generated. The product price

only reflects the marginal benefit from the last unit sold, and

thus the incremental revenue generated will not reflect fully the

total benefits from the intra-marginal units. This point is best

seen by taking the extreme example of a zero price (no revenue)

due, say, to the infeasibility of product pricing. The benefit will,

of course, not be zero simply because revenue is zero.

2.31 The larger the output increment provided the greater will

tend to be the divergence between incremental benefits generated

and incremental revenue, although even for relatively small changes

this divergence may be important. The limit price calculation in

the manner illustrated in para. 2.27 loses its value as a guide to

good investment policy whenever the incremental revenue earned is

likely to seriously underestimate the incremental benefits gener-

ated. This is inevitably the case whenever capacity can only be

provided in large "chunkc," i.e., whenever significant indivisibili-

ties are present.

2.32 In any case, it should be noted that what is at issue here

is not the operation of a pricing rule as such, but how it can be

(and whether it can be) combined with a suitably specified invest-

ment rule. Except in the case of small capacity increments the
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appropriate investment rule may not impinge on the pricing rule,

and even when it does the investment rule merely defines an upper

limit to the price that should optimally be charged. The upshot

of all this is to confirm the validity of the efficiency pricing

rule even in the "dynamic" context when investments are being con-

sidered.- The "dynamic" elements on the demand side are consid-

ered next.

(iv) Consumer Adaptation

2.33 A frequently important consideration is the effect of prices

on the future development of demand. In many cases, it is neces-

sary to charge very low prices initially, or not to charge at all,

to create a market. The need for promotional pricing is seen most

clearly in the case of projects geared to new unsophisticated mar-

kets. There may be no or very little demand for safe potable water

in a small town or village with adequate access to other sources,

albeit contaminated sources, unless the consumers can learn to

associate health benefits to the direct consumption of water. This

type of cases arises routinely in general agriculture projects

which aim to introduce new methods and techniques of farming. One

would not, however, expect such promotional pricing to continue

indefinitely. That promotional elements are sometimes relevant in

other cases as well, such as for example tourism related airport

!4/ For an interesting discussion of pricing policy in a dynamic
optimization context, see Turvey (20), Chapter 7 on "Optimal
Pricing Through Time," esp. p. 74 for a summary statement con-
firming the textual statement. See also Walters (25) for an
extensive discussion of the optimal investment rule in the
case of highway investments.
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pricing, need no elaboration. As is usual one needs to form a judg-

ment about the extent of promotion or advertisement desired, its

length of time, and least cost ways of so doing, including other

non-price alternatives.

2.34 A more difficult issue arises regarding the impact on con-

sumer expectations, as formed by the prices they have experienced

in the past and the current price. Industries make investments in

equipment of varying durability, select products, and choose loca-

tions on the basis of their long term expectations of the prices at

which they expect to get electric power, coal, steel, and other

intermediate products, many of which may be provided by the public

sector. Similarly, consumers also cho9se residential locations,

equipment of varying durability such a. refrigerators and autos,

and generally adapt their behaviour and mode of living to expected

prices. If the industrial and consumer expectations prove to be

quite wrong, there will undoubtedly be a substantial waste of

resources involved.

2.35 This is one reason why stable prices may be desirable (para.

2.22). This consideration may also imply that prices be set higher

than they otherwise should be, if the optimal time path of prices

is an increasing one. However, one needs to review such conclusions

carefully. One can easily imagine that a proper analysis of this

aspect of pricing will involve complex dynamic optimization models.

Such models will clearly require a theory of how specific expecta-

tions are formed, how they affect private investment behaviour, and
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also of the various means, other than price, that can be used to

influence expectations.

(v) Economic and Financial Costs/Benefits

2.36 The discussion has thus far run in terms of economic costs

and benefits, but project entities generally observe only financial

data, not necessarily economic data. Thus, one may distinguish

between: (a) efficiency pricea based on "shadow" prices, with due

15/allowance for "distortions" in related markets,-- and (b) effi-

ciency prices that can be fairly easily estimated by project enti-

ties on the basis of data they directly observe. The latter may

differ from the former for various reasons.

2.37 From the pragmatic point of view, it should suffice to iden-

tify only the major reasons for the discrepancy, if significant to

begin with, between the two sets of prices (a) and (b) above. Rea-

3ons which are minor, or very transitory, or highly speculative in

nature should be ignored. The extent to which one would be con-

cerned with such discrepancies may also depend on the role of the

relevant project entity within the government's decision making

framework. A few examples are given below to illustrate these

observations.

2.38 First, it should generally be possible to measure production

costs by using shadow prices, at least for major cost items. One

w4ould first identify the major cost items which affect the derivation

15/ See van der Tak and Squie (23) for a full exposition of "shadow"
prices.
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of efficiency prices significantly (labor in some cases, imported

inputs in others, etc.) and revalue thEm using shadow prices. 6 /

It should be noted that in estimating e ficiency prices, one would

normally subtract taxes paid, or add subsidies received, on pur-

17/
chases of inputs from other public sector enterprises,

2.39 Secondly, there may be taxes or subsidies on goods which are

related to the use of the product, either in production or in con-

sumption. A tax on gas will call for a higher price of electric

power, as gas is a substitute for power. Similarly, a tax on refrig-

erators will call for a subsidy on power sold to residential users

as they are complements. The use of such "corrections" to the effi-

ciency prices are, however, more complex than this suggests. The

actual "correction" will be a weighted average of the effects on

other goods, some complementary and some substitutes. Moreover, it

is not easy to decide which indirect taxes and subsidies are to be

18/regarded as distortionary.--

2.40 With respect to these complications, there is a commonly

held view that no individual project entity should be given the

responsibility, or assumed to have the capability, for taking actions

designed to correct distortions elsewhere in the economy, e.g., it

should not be the responsibility of a railway department to subsi-

dize the transport of' cotton in order to nullify the effects a

16/ See van der Tak and Squire (23) for shadow price evaluation
metniodology.

17/ See Little/Mirriess (13: for a fuller discussion.
7-/ See Little/Mirrless (3*, pp. 223-227, and also Turvey (21),

Chapter 2, for a discussion of second best pricing.



wrong" tax on cotton imposed by the Finance Ministry. Similarly,

no port authority should be concerned with whether the government

imposes the optimal trade taxes or not. There is clearly a great

deal of merit in this view. The extent to which the project entity

should gear its pricing policy to corrective actions will have to

be a matter of judgment in specific cases, depending on the type

and severity of policy constraints faced by particular governments,

and the permanency of the distortions in the related markets.

2.41 Thirdly, there are other types of effects which may be per-

tinent to consider. Increases in pollution due to increased produc-

tion of the product, or due to its use by other industries, is one

example. However, better antipollution measures may be available.

On the consumption side, one may consider the case of potable water

supply. Increased consumption of potable water supply may produce

increased health benefits, which consumers underestimate because

they act as private individuals, and because they themselves may not

be aware of the benefits. Health benefits, of course, will not

increase after the minimum requirements are satisfied, and thus

after that point be irrelevant for efficiency pricing. The impor-

tant point here is that not all external effects are relevant for

product pricing, but only those which directly vary with the amount

of output at the margin.

2.)42 To summarize, whereas in principle all "externalities"

related to the volume of output at the margin should be taken into



account, in practice one has to be very selective and sure about

charging prices which are different from a more straightforward cal-

culation of the efficiency prices.

(vi) Foreign Demand

2.43 The efficiency pricing rule discussed so far does not apply

with respect to foreign sales, whether exports of goods abroad or

sales to foreign tourists. In such cases the country should exploit

whatever monopoly power it may have, with due consideration to "good

will" and promotional value of pricing, and long-term demand implica-

tions. Price discriminations vis-a-vis foreign and domestic tourists

will be warranted.

2.44 One special point with respect to airport pricing is important

Uo note. Even if an airport authority has considerable monopoly power

in setting airport charges on foreigners and foreign aircraft (due to

say, lack of competition from other airports) it should not exercise

this power if in so doing it would reduce the total volume of tourist

exoenditures in the country. The reason is that tourism is an indus-

try in which a large number of activities participate, and the objec-

tive is to maximize net profits in social terms from all these activi-

ties considered jointly.

(vii) Inflation

2.4.5 Finally, the discussion so far has assiued implicitly that

costs and benefits are measured in real terms. In theory, inflation

is defined as a uniform rat.e of increase in all prices in the economy;
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in practice, however, inflation not onay is accompanied by, but also

gives rise to, relative price changes, i.e., differential rates of

changes in prices. A project entity seeking to implement efficiency

prices need not, however, be directly concerned with attempts to dis-

tinguish between relative and absolute price changes. On the cost

side, the entity need only be concerned with the cost increases as

it sees or expects them, whether stemming from inflationary changes

or not. Similarly, on the demand side the entity need only be con-

cerned with the demand growth it experiences, or expects. Indexing

its price to the general inflation rate may be far better than the

extreme "stickiness" often observed in practice, but it will not be

a good policy if the changes in the efficiency prices for its pro-

ducts differ markedly from the growth of the general price index.

The best policy in an unstable environment may be one of flexibility,

or fairly short lags in price changes, as otherwise its price will

tend to be unrealistically high after a period of rapid inflation

has subsided, or too low after a period of stable prices is followed

by rapid inflation.

(viii) Sumiary

2-.46 This Section has discussed the pricing policy that would be

appropriate if income redistributional, revenue and savings genera-

tion considerations are set aside. Such a pricing policy, here

called the "efficiency" pricing policy, is derived from the objec-

,ive of maximizing the net economic benefits, in present value terms,
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under the assumptions mentioned. This discussion was necessary in

order to highlight the efficiency ccnsiderations without which no

meaningful judgments on cost recovery issues can be made in most

cases. It is not implied that such a pricing policy will neces-

sarily continue to be appropriate when the other important consid-

erations are discussed in the following Section. It should be

noted that the efficiency pricing rule is a rule for product pric-

ing, and as such it does not apply in cases where product pricing

itself is not feasible, e.g., flood control or flood irrigation

schemes.

2.47 Efficiency pricing involves a large number of aspects, and

should not be summed up simply in terms of a rule. But if a rule

is needed as a starting point it should be as stated in para. 2.5.

Each public sector undertaking has its own particular conditions

relevant to the derivation of efficienay prices, and consequently

it will take too much space to indicate the specific characters

that efficiency pricing policies may take in practice beyond what

19/
has been doneQ- It needs to be stressed, however, that signifi-

cant departures from efficiency prices for revenue or other purposes

should only be made after due consideration of the losses that may

accrue to the economy as a consequence.

19/ There is a considerable volume of Bank literature on the sub-
ject which may be consulted for more detailed guidance. See
Bibliography for the principal sources.



conflict between efficiency pricing and revenue generation has

traditionally been the center of the discussion on public sector

enterprises' pricing policies, especially in connection with the

railways and electric power. This conflict is usually discussed

in terms of "decreasing costs" and "economies of scale," and the

main points may be illustrated in terms of such a stylization.

3.3 First, one may envisage a large indivisible investment,

which provides a lot of excess capacity initially, before demand

"catches up." The fixed cost of the basic initial installations

or equivalent annual capital charges, will be spread over more and

more output as demand grows. If the operating costs are a small

fraction of total costs, or if the operating costs do not increase

fast enough with increase in output, the total unit costs may de-

crease over a wide range of output, even near full capacity utiliz-

ation. Total costs will not be covered then until production can

no longer be expanded, and then only after the demand grows suffi-

ciently to raise the market clearing price to the level of total

unit costs. And additional investment in basic capacity may

possibly become desirable well before that happens.

3.)4 A highway investment fits into this category. Even if a

toll gate is provided so that a price can be charged per trip on

the highway created, all annual costs, i.e., fixed maintenance

costs, use-related maintenance costs, toll operating costs and
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capital charges, will not be covered on the basis of charging for

use-related road maintenance costs and toll gate operating costs.

Until significant traffic congestion starts so that a congestion

surcharge becomes justified, total cost recovery is not likely to

occur. A widening of the highway, or an alternate highway invest-

ment, may become desirable prior to that actually happens. In

this case, even the conventional operation and maintenance costs

will not be covered as the maintenance costs which are independent

of actual use will not be charged for.

3.5 Secondly, even if such infrastructural indivisibilities are

relatively small, the capacity installation costs per uait capacity

provided may decrease with plant size, or as increments to capacity

are made. Greater size, for example, may involve technologically

more efficient options. Superior technology, both its progress

and its adaptation, may be biased towards large size.]/ These

descriptions are, of course, stylizations. In many cases

"capacity" is a multi-dimensional concept, and a large investment

is usually associated with a multitude of sub-activities, each with

its own "capacity," and involving many types of products and ser-

vices.

3.6 While these problems may arise, in many cases the cost

structure is such that the eiriciency prices recover all costs of

project investments. However, a distinction need to be made between

1. See Westphal (27) for illustrations of economies of scale.
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historic or sunk costs, and presently avoidable costs, as these proc-

esses take place over time. For example, efficiency pricing of elec-

tric power may well cover the incremental capacity costs relevant at

a point in time, without doing much for historic costs which were

incurred years ago when the system was set up but which may still be

important in financial accounting. When indivisibilities are rela-

tively unimportant, and/or operating costa are a significant portion

of total costs and rise rapidly with output, and/or demand growth is

very rapid, the revenue generated from efficiency pricing should

cover at least all new investment costs. To the extent that effi-

ciency prices are lower than they otherwise would be because of spe-

cial factors (e.g., promotional pricing, para. 2.33), the revenue

generation implications became, of course, worbe, and conversely if

such prices are "corrected" upwards (e.g., if an important input is

very important in production costs and foreign exchange is scarce).

3.7 One should not prejudge the implications of efficiency prices

from the revenue generation point of view. Efficiency pricing may

generate large surpluses, as well as deficits. Paradoxically, the

serious problems in practice often tend to arise not because effi-

ciency prices are being charged, but because the prices set are

below their efficiency levels. The tendency to underprice is quite

commong in utilities, and is, of course, chronic in the case of

urban private automobile use, among other areas.
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ii) Cost Recovery and tne Public Sector

.. 8 This subsection discusses cost recovery issues from the

point of view of the public sector defined comprehensively to

include its project entities. A measure of the fiscal impact of

a project is first introduced, followed by discussions of revenue

generation policies in the project context and of cost recovery

norms.

(a) Fiscal Impact

3.9 The impact of a project on the financial resources available

to the public sector is a natural concern given that in many coun-

tries the size of the public sector investment program is constrained

by the-government's inability to raise sufficient revenue. This

concern appears in project analysis directly when the project entity

is a government department, e.g., an irrigation or a highway depart-

ment, which does not collect revenues itself but relies on transfers

from the government to finance its expenditures. Analysis of the

project's impact on the government's budget is a routine part of

rural development projects, for example. This concern also arises

indirectly in the case of specific financial accounts, such as that

of a state-owned power company. One of the purposes of financial

autonomy is to safeguard drains on the Treasury by encouraging or

requiring self-financing for -aenue generating entities, when fea-

sible. Similarly, the prescription that at least the annual operat-

ing and maintenance costs be covered is intended to minimize the
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adverse effects of the project on the public sector budget on a

recurrent basis.

3.10 When public funds are scarce and less than socially desirable

the fiscal impact of the project becomes a material consideration in

both project choice and financing decisions. In such cases there

will be a scarcity "premium" on a dollar of revenue at the disposal

of the public sector, and this premium may be used to evaluate the

2/
deficits or surpluses generated by the project.- Decisions on the

pricing of products and on beneficiary taxation will be affected by

judgments on this premium.

3.11 From the point of view of the public sector, the relevant

measure of a project's budgetary impact is the present discounted

value of the annual deficits and surpluses due to the project, the

discount rate being the relevant shadow interest rate. The annual

deficits or surpluses are measured as follows (in real terms):

(a) the total incremental public sector expenditures

due to the project,

(b) minus the total incremental revenues that accrue

to the public sector due to the project.

2/ If a project yields a deficit of $1.00 in a particular year,
and the public sector has to reduce some other expenditure to
finance it, the "shadow price " of the dollar will be the pre-
sent discounted social value of the use sacrificed, and the
excess of this price over unity is the premium. See Marglin
(16) for a full discussion.

3/ For a discussion of shadow interest rates see van der Tak and
Squire (23).
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k corresponding fiscal cost recovery rate may be defined as the

present discounted value of (b) divided by the present discounted

value of (a).

3.12 This measure relates to the account of the public sector,

and involves all public sector cash flows directly or indirectly

related to the project. Private sector expenditures and receipts

in connection with the project are excluded, although the changes

In public revenue and income that these induce are counted. For

example, the private investments made by farmers in an agricultural

project will not be a part of this measure, except for the revenues

that the public sector receives from the taxes on inputs that the

farmers purchase from elsewhere. Similarly, the income that the

farmers receive from selling their outputs is not included, although

any changes in the proceeds of taxes on these outputs will be

included, as will any change in the profits that the public sector

might make if it undertakes marketing and processing of the outputs.

The public sector revenue or income changes from the additional con-

sumption expenditures of the farmers will also be included in the

measure. Indeed, all changes induced in public income in or outside

of the project boundaries are relevant.

3.13 It is clear that the fiscal cost recovery rate as defined

above is very difficult to u since it requires an estimate

of all net incremental revenues accruing to the public sector as a

result of the projectC.. Sf o the major revenue items that are



relatively easy to measure are (i) revenues from sales of the pro-

ducts and services provided by the public sector component of the

project, (ii) revenues from taxes, tariffs and subsidies on private

sector inputs and outputs of the project, and (iii) revenues from

direct taxes on beneficiaries because of the income or capital gains

they receive.

3.14 To see this more clearly, it is convenient to categorize the

major components of the cash inflows (:tem (b) para. 3.11) sepa-

rately. The following breakdown of the fiscal effects is an illus-

tration only, as the appropriate decomposition will depend on proj-

4/
ect type and pragmatic convenience.~ Noting that the fiscal impact

is to be measured in terms of present dliscounted values, and in real

terms, the measure is:

(a) incremental public sector expenditures on the

project at market prices;

(b) minus the tax/tariff/subsidy components in (a)

above; these payments are merely transfers with-

in the public sector;

(c) minus the tax/tariff/subsidy component in incre-

mental private project expenditures, i.e., other

than the public expenditures (a) above;

4/ The classification here is least convenient for credit opera-
tions. For such operations, item, (a) below will simply be the
public sector outflow on credit disbursements and admnistra-
tive costs etc. The item (d) below will then consist of the
repayment strenam, the "product price" being the real interest
rate.
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(d) minus the incremental revenues earned, gross of

sales taxes and net of -ales subsidies, from the

sales of the products and services provided by

the public sector. These revenues stem from the

prices charged for these products and services.

In some cases, these products and services are

also considered to be the project's output, e.g.,

public utilities projects.

(e) minus the incremental revenues earned from taxes

on outputs and services of the private sector

resulting from the project (in the case of a sub-

sidy, it is to be regarded as cost). In some

projects, as in agriculture, these products and

services provided by the private sector are con-

sidered to be the project'. outputs. In an irriga-

tion project, e.g., the incremental revenues from

sales taxes on the agricultural commodities pro-

duced will be included in this category.

(f) minus the incremental revenues earned from direct

taxes on users and beneficiaries. Typical examples

are land taxes, betterment levies, income and prop-

erty taxes. This may be further divided into:

(1) direct taxes which are general,

(2) direct taxes which are specially designed

to bear or. users and beneficiaries only,



i.e., "discririnatory" direct taxes, e.g.,

a differential property tax on a neighbor-

hood benefitting from a project, a better-

ment levy paid only by benefitting farmers,

etc.

(g) minus the incremental net revenues earned from

all other effects not counted above. This is

the residual "catch-all" term, which is very

difficult to measure and which can be either

negative or positive.

3.15 It should be noted that the various terms in the measure of

the fiscal impact of the project (para. 3.14) are not necessarily

mutually independent. For example, the prices set for the public

sector products will affect the costs (item (a), para. 3.14) by

changing the amounts purchased, and the other inflows as well.

3.16 Discriminatory taxes and charges on project beneficiaries

deserve special emphasis for two reasons. First the possibility of

raising additional revenue from such taxes is obviously relevant

from the point of view of equity and income distribution. Secondly,

even apart from equity and income inequality aspects, raising addi-

tional revenue from such taxes, related as they are to the incre-

mental project benefits, may be one of the easiest options available

to the public sector, whose ability to raise additional revenue

through other means may be quite limited. Consequently, this option,



Elong with the pricing of products provided by the public sector,

should be considered a basic revenue generating policy parameter

in the context of a project.

(b) Revenue Policy

3.17 The revenue generating policy in the context of a project

consists of the decisions on pricing of the products and services

provided by the public sector, and on the discriminatory benefit

taxes to be levied on project beneficiaries. The objective in rais-

ing a given amount of revenue through these two instruments will be

to do so at least sacrifice of net economic benefits. And the higher

the scarcity premium of public funds, the greater the sacrifice that

can be tolerated, i.e., the greater the additional revenue that

should be raised. The method of raising additional revenue and the

amount of revenue to be raised may both, of course, be conditioned

by the income levels of the beneficiaries in the context of existing

economic inequalities and by equity.

3.18 It may be helpful to consider these issues in terms of two

steps:

(a) the determination of the efficiency prices for

the products and services provided by the pub-

lic sector (discussed in Section II), so as to

obtain the maximum net benefits from the proj-

ect, and any discriminatory benefit taxes that

might be levied with negligible adverse effects

on the total net benefits of the project,
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(b) the determination of the desired level of reve-

nue generation fram the project in excess of

the revenues that will be generated fram step

(a).

3.19 If the first step (a) involves a deficit, then the second

step (b) raises the issue of the best way of financing it. Any

additional revenue generated from the project will reduce its total

net economic benefits, and this sacrifice needs to be compared with

the net benefits which would otherwise be sacrificed elsewhere in

financing the deficit, either from reductions in other expenditures

or from raising additional revenue through other means. If the

first step involves a surplus, then the second step raises the

issue of whether a larger surplus would be desirable. That is, is

it worth sacrificing some of the project benefits in order to avoid

having to raise additional revenue by other means to finance other

expenditures?

3.20 In both cases, the issue is essentially the same one, i.e.,

what is the social opportunity cost, or the social value, of public

funds, given that it is scarce and less than socially desirable,

and how does it compare with the cost of raising additional revenue

from the project. The two instruments, product pricing and benefit

taxation, are discussed separately below from this point of view.
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Pricing Policy

3.21 To start with, the amounts of products and services to be

provided by the public sector, and the corresponding efficiency

prices, may be estimated, assuming that all taxes, tariffs, and

subsidies are given and that no discriminatory benefit taxes are

feasible. At issue then is whether departures fran efficiency

prices are justified, given the scarcity premiun on public revenue.

The fiscal impact, corresponding to these efficiency prices may be

a deficit or a surplus -- in either case the premium is applicable.

3.22 The usual approach to this issue is as exemplified in Sec-

tion II (para. 2.16). If a dollar of public revenue obtained from

the private sector is worth, in social terms, one dollar and fifty

cents, then a mark-up on the efficiency price can be tolerated as

long as the resultant loss in economic benefits ("deadweight" loss)

is less than fifty cents. The more inelastic the demand for the pro-

ducts with respect to price changes, the higher the mark-up that can

be tolerated for any given premium on public funds. Since the valu-

ation of the losses in economic benefits will depend on the income

level of the persons suffering the losses, the mark-ups will be

lower, possibly zero or even negative, the poorer the consumers of

the products. When prine casorimination is po e _ble the mark-ups

will be higher for those consumers whose demand is relatively

inelastic, or those who are affluent. These are familiar conclu-

,ions. Two qualiicaon ed o be notea, however,.

5/ The premium wi.. t:.er .av -: e Qefi.ned relative to a norm
level of consumption o:' -c::m



3.23 First, this approach assumes that not only all other taxes,

tariffs and subsidies are given, but also all other prices. The

losses of economic benefits sacrificed cannot be fully measured by

this approach if other prices also change as a result of the mark-

up. A mark-up or a tax on, say, the fertilizer price will also be

partly passed on to consumers of the agricultural products through

higher prices. When all such repercussions are taken into account

it turns out that in many cases the ideal policy for the government

would be to tax only final consumption goods for raising revenue and

either not to tax production at all, or to tax it in a manner so as

not to impinge on production decisions. In particular, in pricing

the products of public sector undertakings it would be preferable

to avoid "mark-up"s or "mark-downs" on efficiency prices of the pro-

ducts which enter into other production processes (as is often the

case with Bank financed projects). The reason is that if the prices

of such intermediate goods do not reflect social costs, the produc-

tion methods adopted by industries and farmers will not be minimum

social cost methods for given levels of output. If, for example,

prices of coal, transport, etc., do not reflect social costs the

resultant industrial location patterns may not be least (social)

cost. Similarly, mark-ups on fertilizers will also mean that what-

ever the volume of agriculture production may be, it will not be

produced at least cost socially, as the socially correct combination

of fertilizers with other inputs will not be used. Such "ideal"
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policies are of course not followed in practice, and hence the pos-

ible need to adjust efficiency pricing to reflect the "distortions"

due to prevailing taxes, tariffs, etc., as discussed in 2.36-2.42.

These adjustments, however, will be efficiency oriented, not reve-

n ue oriented, possibly exacerbating the revenue generation problem

rather than ameliorating it. Thus unless the demand elasticities

are very low, one needs to he cautious in recommending mark-ups on

efficiency prices for revenue generation, especially for intermedi-

ate goods, as the losses of economic benefits may easily be under-

6/
estimated.-

3.24 Secondly, judgments on demand elasticities are very difficult

in practice. This is an additional reason for minimizing mark-ups

on efficiency prices. The premise that demand is very inelastic,

as commonly used in practice, is highly plausible for some commodi-

ties in the short-term but long-term effects should not be ignored.

It is not generally plausible that long-term elasticities are also

very low.

3.25 Similar considerations apply also to the issue of product

subsidies. Just as a mark-up on the efficiency price can be justi-

fied only if it is the best way of raising revenues, a product

6/ Little and Mirrless (132 trongly recommend that the efficiency
pricing policy should be followed for all intermediate goods.
See Dasgupta and Stiglitz (9), however, for a taxonomy of cases
where this advice will not be strictly correct. For a discus-
sion of the classi-cal "elasticity" and "proportionality" rules,
see Baumol and Bradford (5), and Dxs jo).



subsidy, or mark-down on the efficiency price, can be justified only

if this is the best way of transferring income. The more conven-

tional reason that individual users and purchasers may underestimate

the social value of their consumption has already been incorporated

in the definition of efficiency prices (Section II). Purely from

the point of view of transferring income, a product subsidy is just

one of many alternative instruments that may be available and its

merit should be assessed in that context. In practice product sub-

sidies often tend to be somewhat haphazard in nature, and this may

be quite costly if the revenues lost thereby could have been better

used through well planned poverty redressal programs. Given that

the resources available for poverty redressal are limited, the issue

7/
is the most effective form in which subsidies can be given.-

3.26 Subsidy costs are usually minimized by appropriate choices

of products and service standards for the poor. Some quantity ration-

ing may also be necessary to "reserve" the products for the poor, as

is the case with urban sites and services, for example. In allocat-

ing such products the prime consideration may be to reach a target

income group through controlled selection, the price playing an

allocative role only within the target group, even so perhaps a lim-

ited one. In such cases the issues is how poor the chosen target

group can be, consistent with minimum service standards, and the

scarcity of public funds.

7/ For a discussion of alternative forms of consumption subsidies
from the efficiency point of view, see Pauly (17).



3.27 Finally, the product pricing option may not always exist.

lt may not be feasible in some cases (e.g., flood control), while

in others it may not be desirable if the cost of implementation and

administration of a pricing system outweigh the benefits (Section II

(ii)). However, the option of instituting product pricing should

not be dismissed without serious consideration, both for efficiency

and revenue reasons (e.g., irrigation water).

Benefit Taxes

3.28 There are various types of discriminatory taxes, charges and

levies that may be imposed on project benaficiaries to capture a

part of the benefits generated. When feasible, this option should

be examined first, prior to any decisions on departures from effi-

ciency prices. However, since most devices tend to impinge on pro-

duction or consumption decisions, at least to some extent, benefit

taxes generally also have efficiency effects and cannot be neatly

divorced from the pricing considerations disbussed above. Any dis-

tinction between product pricing and benefit taxes has to be a mat-

ter of practical convenience, based on differences in degree rather

than on matters of principle.

3.29 For example, the fee for a private ccnnection to a water sup-

ply system is usually regarded as a "price," the "product" being

private access to the system. As such, it will have an efficiency

level which will optimize the number of private connections to the

system. But if the responsiveness of demand for private connections



to mark-ups on the efficient connection fee is low, the mark-up may

also be regarded as a fairly good discriminatory benefit charge.

Similarly, a tax on each household with access to a community water

tap may be a good benefit charge, although it may make some house-

holds worse off. A betterment levy on project farmers after an

irrigation project may be a good tax, although again it may make

some farmers worse off. On the other hand, a sales tax on the crops

produced by the project farmers will not only hurt all other farmers

producing the crops, but may also involve significant efficiency

losses. Thus, such a sales tax is not likely to be a good discrimi-

natory benefit tax.

3.30 Cenerally, the scope for suitable benefit taxes will depend

on whether or not it is possible to restrict the incidence of such

taxes to the project beneficiaries with very little efficiency

losses, and relate them to the net benefits received by the differ-

ent beneficiaries so that the tax burden imposed on a beneficiary

does not exceed the net benefits he receives. In practice differen-

tial land and property taxes may be the best of the available options.

However, in many cases the scope for snitable discriminatory benefit

taxes may be very limited, e.g., in most transportation and indus-

trial projects, and in poverty redressal programs and projects such

taxes may defeat the purpose.

3.31 The limit to benefit taxes is set by the incremental project

benefits received by a beneficiary, net of (i) the incremental



payments he makes on his purchases from the public sector, (ii) incre-

rental production expenditures that he incurs, if any, to realize the

benefits, and (iii) his incremental payments of direct general taxes,

if any, due to the benefits he receives. Within this limit, the

level of new discriminatory tax payments imposed on a beneficiary

should depend on the valuation of his personal income, as it would

be after the project, in relation to those of others in the country.

The lower is his relative post-project income, the lower should be

the level of the additional taxes imposed on him. The efficiency

losses due to such taxes (sometimes referred to as incentive effects

in this context), if any, will also tend to be less the lower the

new taxes. On the other hand, the lower the new taxes the less reve-

ues the governmrnt will have for financing other expenditures,

including expenditures for more deserving persons. The resolution

-f these opposing factors determines the level of incremental tax

payments from new or higher taxes that should be imposed on each

project beneficiary and thus on the beneficiaries as a group,,

3.32 It may be noted that the systematic incorporation of the

objective of income redistribution requires a redefinition of the

conceDts of economic benefits and costs, and correspondingly requires

some basic modifications in the conventional project analysis. The

conventional analysis implicitly assumes that the social value of a

dollar's increment in consumption is the same regardless of the

income of the person it accrues to. The necessary modifications
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stem from the replacement of this implicit "regressivity" with suit-

ably progressive schemes for the relative valuation of benefits

accruing to, or cost incurred by, different income groups." If

such a progressive scheme is specified, then the income distribu-

tional considerations can be consistently brought to bear in pricing

and taxation decisions in all projects in the country concerned.

3.33 In addition to these considerations of efficiency, scarcity

of public funds and economi; inequality, the notion of "fairness"

(or "equity" as it is sometimes construed) may be noted. It has

two interpretations in this context. First, it is sometimes used

in the sense that project beneficiaries should receive equal treat-

ment. That is, each should pay benefit taxes or charges in propor-

tion to the benefits he receives. As such this notion conflicts

with both efficiency and the concern with economic equality. As

discussed earlier uniform prices often result in cross-subsidization

from low-cost consumers to high-cost consumers (para. 2.13). And

charging benefit taxes in proportion to benefits received (as also

equal taxes per beneficiary regardless of the distribution of bene-

fits) ignores the initial economic inequality between the benefici-

aries. Two beneficiaries with very different income levels receiv-

ing the same benefits would then be required to pay the same taxes.

From the point of view of redressing economic inequality, it is

8/ See van der Tak and Squire (23) for methodological details, and

Chenery (6) for a discussion on income redistributional policy

options and analysis thereof.



p referable to relate benefit taxes to the with-project distribution

cf income, i.e., to the initial distribution of income as modified

by the distribution of benefits from the project.

3.34 The second interpretation of "fairness" would be as follows:

(i) equal-cost consumers of equal income should face the same pro-

duct price. That is, prices will differ between consumers only to

reflect differences in the cost of supplying different consumers

and/or to reflect differences in income (or more appropriately

"welfare") levels between the consumers. Price discrimination

between consoners of different income levels is not, however,

always possible, and even if it is possible, it should only oe prac-

ticed when mark-ups on efficiency prices are unavoidable for rais-

ing additional revenuacs; (ii) beneficiaries with equal with-project

income (or "welfare") should be charged the same benefit taxes.

3.35 "Fairness" in this sense is entirely consistent with, and

indeed, should result from, the systematic application Zf the effi-

ciency and economic inequality considerations. The concept of

"fairness" is a separate consideration only in the first sense

(para. 3.33). Two difficulties in the application of the "fairness"

notion or of the concern with economic inequality to pricing and

discriminatory benefit taxes need to be noted. First, with respect

to both price discrimination ,nd benefit taxation, the appropriate

concept is "welfare." Annual with-project personai monetary income

will be a poor index when family sizes differ, cost-of-living differs,



expected lifetime incomes differ etc., and moreover, "income" may

sometimes be in non-monetary form, especially in rural areas. For

this reason it might be preferable to apply the economic inequality

considerations to pricing and taxation only when large differences

exist, Secondly, it is rarely possible to treat all beneficiaries

equally, because there are different types of beneficiaries, not

all of them the direct purchasers of the products and services being

provided, For example, the consumers of the crops produced by an

irrigation project may gain substantially from the project, but yet

it will not normally be feasible to levy discriminatory benefit

taxes on them. This is a limitation of the "fairness" notion.

(c) Cost Recovery Norms

3.36 The fiscal benefit or surplus associated with a project, as

defined in para. 3.11, is important in project evaluation as the

social value of each dollar of public revenue will be greater than

unity when the funds available to the public sector are scarce and

less than socially desirable. it is important to note, however,

that unless the project deficit or surplus is large in comparison

with the total resources available to the public sector, one's

judgment on the scarcity of public funds (i.e., the scarcity pre-

mium) should not be altered by the project. Consequently, from

the point of view of pricing and taxation decisions, the actual

size of the deficit or surplus will be immaterial as long as the

initial judgment on tne scarcity of public funds is unaffected by
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the project. If benefit taxes and mark-ups on efficiency prices

are considered desirable because a deficit would otherwise result,

these should be equally desirable if efficiency prices would have

generated a surplus. In the unlikely event, however, that the defi-

cit or surplus is so large as to affect the basic judgment on the

scarcity of public funds, it becomes important to measure the actual

size of the deficit or surplus comprehensively.

3.37 There is, however, no natural reference value for the fiscal

cost recovery rate defined in para. 3.11. Even if public sector

outputs are distributed free of charge and there are no benefit

taxes, the fiscal cost recovery rate need not be zero, while it can

easily-exceed 100%, even if only efficient product prices are charged.

However, if the pricing and taxation decisions made with reference to

the considerations discussed earlier are judged to be optimal, the

fiscal ratio will have a corresponding optimal value.

3.38 The fiscal cost recovery rate may be partitioned in order to

focus on the two revenue generating policy instruments, viz product

pricing and benefit taxes. It may be rewritten, using the break-

down given in para. 3.14, as follows (noting that all terms should

be in discounted present value terms, and in real terms):

The fiscal cost recovery ratio = R = R, + R2, where

RI is the ratio of th tzerm (d) (i.e. incremental

revenues earned from product sales, gross of

sales taxes and net of sales subsidies) plus the



term f (2) (i.e., :ncremental revenue fram discrimi-

natory benefit taxes), to the term (a) (i.e., the

total public sector project expenditures). In other

words, R, reflects the policy variables determining

the fiscal cost recovery rate; and

R2 reflects the other "passive" fiscal effects of the

9/
project.-

3.39 The partitioned cost recovery ratio, R,9 also does not have

a natural quantitative reference value of general validity. Its

minimum value is uniquely defined to be zero, while, like the com-

plete cost recovery rate, it can easily exceed 100% on the basis of

efficiency prices for the products, if the undertaking is a profit-

able one at such prices. In general its optimum value will tend to

be higher, ceteris paribus, the higher the scarcity of public funds;

in this sense it is country specific. It will also tend to be

higher, ceteris paribus the higher the level of efficiency prices

and/or the higher the relative income class of the project benefi-

ciaries; in this sense it is sector and project specific.

3.40 The optimum value of R may be zero in some cases. For exam-

ple, it may be zero for some programs and projects geared to extreme

poverty groups. It may also be zero for family planning projects

9/ In the notation of para. 3.14,

d + f(2)
Ri , a and

R2 . b + c + e + f(l) + g
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ts the efficiency price for such services may be zero because of the

benefits external to the individual beneficiaries and because discri-

minatory benefit taxes are also unlikely to be desirable in such

cases. In general, it will be zero regardless of the income level

of the beneficiaries whenever suitable discriminatory taxes and pro-

duct pricing are either not feasible or not desirable.

3.41 The optimum value of the partitioned cost recovery rate, R1 ,

or of the complete fiscal cost recovery rate, will be 100% only by

chance. In this sense there is no intrinsic merit in full cost

recovery, i.e., in the principle that "beneficiaries should pay

total costs," from this point of view.

3.42 . If the principle that "beneficiaries should pay total costs,"

is regarded as a value judgment independent of the judgments on the

scarcity of public funds, economic inequality and efficiency, then

all incremental payments made by the beneficiaries to the public

sector in order to become beneficiaries should preferably be counted,

regardless of the means or mechanisms of payment employed. In par-

ticular the payments on direct general taxes which the beneficiaries

could have avoided by not choosing to earn additional income by

using the services provided by the project should be counted. It

should, in fact, be preferable to use a measure similar to the com-

plete fiscal cost recovery measure (except for the "residual" term

(g) in para. 3.14) from this point of view, making allowance for

project-induced incremental payments to the public sector made by

non-beneficiaries, if any.
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3.43 Unless such a value judgment is made, quantitative reference

norms can be devised only in the context of specific sectors or types

of projects. For example, in circumstances in which there is a

chronic tendency to underprice products and services, or reluctance

to levy desired discriminatory benefit taxes, a suitably high quan-

titative norm may be very useful in counteracting such biases. A

general quantitative standard is not feasible. At any rate it should

be clear that the general considerations underlying pricing and

taxation decisions are the same, regardless of the specific sectoral

norms that may be devised, viz

(a) the losses of the project's net benefits likely

to be incurred by departing from the efficiency

prices for the products and services of the pub-

lic sector (when product pricing is relevant),

(b) the losses of project's net economic benefits

likely to be incurred from the imposition of

discriminatory benefit taxes (when such taxes

are relevant),

(c) the scarcity of resources available to the pub-

lic sector. If the project's deficit or sur-

plus is a material consideration in this judg-

ment, then the comprehensive fiscal measure,

in para. 3.11, should be used; all incremental

revenue inflows to the public sector are



relevant, whether from new or existing taxes on

income and wealth, or from new or existing taxes

on the various project inputs and outputs, or

from other sources,

(d) the post-project income and wealth of the indi-

vidual beneficiaries as compared to those of

others in the society, and the relative social

valuation of their income and wealth.

3.44 Pricing and taxation policies may also be geared towards

increasing the total amount of private savings and re-investment,

e.g., by discriminating in favor of those consumers who save more,

i.e., with higher marginal savings rates, and in favor of those

industries which plough back a greater share of their profits.

This is of little more than academic interest in most cases as the

information requirements are very high. The incorporation of this

element will make the pricing and taxation policies more regressive

than otherwise, as the savings rate tends to increase with income.

However, the impact on private savings might be considered when

meaningful judgments are possible, and in such cases this considera-

tion should be added to the list above.

(iii) Cost Recovery and the Public Sector Project Entity

3.45 The discussion in the preceding sub-section (ii) covers well

the project entities which may be regarded as simply project imple-

mentation agencies of the government, with no discretionary powers



on pricing and taxation decisions, e.g., the various governmental

departments. Numerous problems may of course arise in practice,

related to such issues as decentralization of decision making, allo-

cation of funds between the different levels of the government and

between sectors and projects, but the broad perspective of the coun-

try's economic and social objectives can in principle be directly

brought to bear on pricing and taxation decisions, and the relevant

revenue generation objectives are those of the government itself,

not of the entities.

3.46 Cost recovery issues mainly arise at the level of the project

entity when the entities concerned earn revenues directly from the

public and are required to maintain satisfactory and viable finan-

cial positions. The typical examples 6f such project entities are

the public sector enterprises in the public utilities, railways,

air and sea ports, major industrial branches, etc. The cost recov-

ary rate relevant for the public sector, discussed earlier, will

differ from the cost recovery rates relevant to such public enter-

prises as the public sector's cash flows and the public enterprises'

cash flows are generally quite different. Since public sector

enterprises normally do not have the option of levying discrimina-

tory benefit taxes, the cost recovery instrument available to such

enterprises is usually only the pricing of its products and serv-

ices.

3.47 The key consideration in treating a public enterprise from

the cost recovery point of view concerns the valuation of the
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:inancial resources at its disposal relative to the valuation of

,he financial resources at the disposal of the government. With

this in mind one may distinguish between two types of cases:

(a) "independent" enterprises. An enterprise

should be classified in this category if

its financial resources should be valued

differently from the resources at the dis-

posal of the government., and

(b) "semi-independent" enterprises. An enter-

prise should be classified in this category

if the value of its financial resources

should be regarded as equal to the value of

the financial resources of the government.

These two categories are briefly discussed below. Matters such as

administrative, managerial and general operating efficiency, vari-

ous sector and project specific financial issues, etc., are not

considered.

(a) "Independent" Public Enterprises

3.48 This category is likely to be relevant for the fully autono-

mous public enterprises, with independent financial objectives,

which are generally required to follow the camercial rules and

practices of the private sector. They may also in some cases bor-

row directly, or accept equity participation, from the private

sector. Such enterprises are usually required to do without special
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privileges from the government which are not also available to the

private sector, e.g., subsidized interest rates, exemptions from

dividend payments, lower taxes, etc.

3.49 The desired cost recovery rate for such a public enterprise

depends on its financial objectives and targets. It will seek to

be profitable, and earn enough to cover all its financial costs and

obligations, based on market prices, including a reasonable return

on its invested capital. Complementary to this is the need for

prudent financial planning in a dynamic context, which may require

it to generate internally surplus cash for future investment pur-

poses. Its desired cost recovery rate may be expressed by suitable

financial indices, such as a minimum required rate of return on its

10/
net fixed assets on an annual basis.

3.50 The pricing policy of its products and services, as also its

investment policy, will be geared to profitability considerations.

Although the dominant objective for such an enterprise is to attain

its internal financial targets, it may be able to charge efficiency

prices when such prices are consistent with its financial require-

ments. When it has to charge more than efficiency prices it may be

able to take into consideration economic inequality between its

customers. The financial stringency faced by such an enterprise

may be much more or much le ss severe than the financial stringency

faced by the government, and accordingly the mark-ups on efficiency

prices that such enterprises will charge may be much more or much

10/ The project's internal f'inancial rate of return may be analyt-
ically preferable, but it cannot be conveniently covenanted.
See Solomon (18) for a discussion of some of the different
rates of return concepts and their interrelationships.



less than the mark-ups that would be desirable from the point of view

of the general government.

(b) "Semi-independent" Public Enterprises

3.51 As revenue earning financial institutions the public enter-

prises in this category will also have their financial targets and

objectives, like the enterprises in the previous category. As such

a "semi-independent" public enterprise will also have its own cost

recovery rate, as discussed in para. 3.49.

3.52 However, in this case the public enterprises are to be

treated as integral parts of the public sector, and their pricing

and investment policies must coincide with those that would be

appropriate from the broader perspective of the public sector. The

pricing policy appropriate to such an enterprise may thus be derived

directly from the considerations discussed in the previous subsec-

tion (ii) and in Section II.

3.53 In each case it is possible to estimate both (i) net revenue

requirements necessary to satisfy the individual public enterprise's

own desired financial cost recovery rate, and (ii) the net reveaue

generation that would result if the pricing policy is determined

from the point of view of the public sector, with reference to the

fiscal cost recovery rate. It should be noted that the accounts

of the enterprises in this category should be regarded as a part

of the public sector account in estimating the fiscal impact of the

projects concerned. The products and services provided by the
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the enterprise are to be regarded as public sector products and serv-

ices, and the total incremental sales revenue therefrom are to be

regarded as accruing to the public sector, although this revenue may

be shared between the government and the entity if there is a sales

tax.

3.54 In the event that the comparison of the estimates (i) and

(ii) in the previous paragraph reveals material differences, the

preferable procedure would be to adjust the financial targets of

the public enterprise. If this is undesirable in a particular case,

then alternative (but essentially equivalent) means may be employed,

such as reimbursing the public enterprise for providing services at

prices which are not adequate to cover the financial costs of the

services. For example, a municipality may reimburse a water supply

enterprise for providing water to a neighborhood free of charge

through public standpipes, by levying additional taxes on the house-

holds in the neighborhood.

3.55 Such problems tend to arise whenever the optimum product

prices are too low to permit satisfactory financial performance,

i.e., whenever project entities are charged with the mixed responsi-

bility for managing both financially viable and non-viable opera-

tions. But optimum product prices may also be higher than those

derived by an entity from its financial targets. As a general rule,

therefore, it is preferable to compare the fiscal cost recovery con-

siderations with the entity's own cost recovery considerations, and
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if these two different perspectives produce material differences to

the pricing and investment decisions, these should be reconciled

through appropriate re-arrangements of the financial relationship

between the entity and the government. Such re-arrangements would

have the desired effect of equating the scarcity "premium" on the

resources at the disposal of a public enterprise with the scarcity

"premium" on the resources at the disposal of the government.
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IV. SUMMARY

4.1 This paper has discussed the gen'3ral principles relevant to

the decisions on recovery of the costs of a project from its bene-

ficiaries. From this point of view, the discussion has centered

on the two revenue generating instruments specific to a project,

viz. the pricing of its products and services, and discriminatory

taxation of its beneficiaries. When both these options are avail-

able, greater reliance should be placed on taxation than on pricing.

The prices of the products and services provided by the public

sector should be set at their efficiency levels (discussed in

Section II), unless the sacrifice of the net project benefits in-

volved in charging more than such prices is fully compensated by

the value in alternative uses of the additional revenue raised.

The risk of underestimating the sacrifice of the net project bene-

fits is particularly high when the products and services concerned

enter into other production processes.

4.2 More generally, the principal considerations that should

determine the optimum pricing and beneficiary taxation decisions

are the following:

(a) The losses of the project's net benefits that are

likely to be incurred by departing from the efficiency

prices for the products and services of the public

sector (when product pricing is relevant).
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(b) The losses of the project's net economic benefits

that are likely to result from the imposition of

discriminatory benefit taxes (when such taxes are

relevant).

(c) The scarcity of resources a railable to the public

sector when this aspect is relevant, the project's

deficit or surplus should be determined by a compre-

hensive fiscal measure, defined in para 3.11, which

includes all incremental revenue inflows to the

public sector, whether from new or existing taxes on

income and wealth, or from new or existing taxes on

the various project inputs and outputs, or from

other sources.

(d) The post-project income and wealth of the individual

beneficiaries as compared to those of others in the

society, and the relative valuation of their income

and wealth.

4.3 If these considerations are applied to determine the

optimum priciag and taxation policies, then a corresponding

optimum fiscal deficit or surplus will be defined, yielding an

optimum fiscal cost recovery ratio. A corresponding optimum

partitioned cost recovery ratio may also be defined with only

the policy variables, viz. product pricing and discriminatory
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taxes in the numerator, as in the ratio R, defined in para. 3.38.

It should be noted that the generation of additional private sav-

ings may also be a relevant additional consideration in some

cases.

4.4 There is, however, no a priori reason why the optimum value

of such a ratio should be at any particular level. The optimum

value can be zero or over 100%. It will be 100% only by chance,

and consequently the conventional full cost recovery rule has no

intrinsic validity. Furthermore it is usually defined in partial

terms. If a value judgment is made that the "beneficiaries should

pay total costs" then all incremental payments made by the bene-

ficiaries to the public sector in order to realize their benefits

should preferably count, regardless of the particular mode of pay-

ment. Meaningful quantitative cost redvery norms can only be

derived for specific sectors and types of projects, and then only

if the general considerations listed in para 4.2 bear with suffi-

cient uniformity.

4.5 These considerations remain material when revenue earning

project entities are considered, as long as the financial

resources at the disposal of such entities are not valued differ-

ently from the resources at the disposal of the general government.

In the event that correct pricing decisions are not consistent

with the financial targets of an individual project entity, the
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preferred procedure will be to adjust the financial targets, or

alternatively the entity should be reibursed directly in exchange

for a commitment to charge lower prices than its financial targets

require. Situations in which neither adjustments to the financial

targets nor compensating payments are desirable, are situations in

which it is considered appropriate to e valuate the financial re-

sources of the entity and of the govern ent differently. In such

cases the mark-ups on efficiency prices will be determined

entirely by the independent financial objectives of the entity,

and the third factor (c) listed in para 4. 2 above will need to be

changed accordingly.
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ENERGY SUPPLY/DEMAND OUTLOOK 9801985

1. This paper provides the general background for Section T1 C:

"Future Demand and Supply of Energy," of the Bank's July 8, 1974 report on

"Prospects for the Developing Countries". It is divided into four parts:

A. Historical Background; B. Alternative non-OPEC Energy/Supply Developments;

C. Derand Changes; and D. Energy Balance--Projected Requirements of OPEC Oil.

A. Historical Background

2. Modern society is characterized by high and continually increasing

levels of energy consumption. "Technological Man" (U.S. 1970) is using about

one million BTU of energy per capita per day. 1/ His consumption is three

times that of "Industrial Man" (Western Europe, 1870's); ten times that of

"Renaissance' Man" (Europe, 16th century); and 100 times of that used by

"Primitive Man" (100,000 BC) whose prime concern was getting the 10,000 BTUs

needed to feed himself. Today's energy consumption per capita in different

societies varies almost as broadly as the historic range. 2/

3. Until 1800 the main fuel in use was wood. With the industrial

revolution the coal age arrived; up to 50 years ago it provided 85% or more

of world energy requirements. With the advent of the internal combustion

engine and its suitability for transportation, the petroleum industry devel-

oped very rapidly, first in the U.S. and after 1950 in the Middle East and

Africi . The present age of hydrocarbons--oil and natural gas--had begun.

1/ BTU = 0.25 Kcal.

2/ World average is about 1/5 of U.S., Europe 1/2, India 1/10, Rural
.drica 1/100.



4. Table 1 summarizes past developments in the world energy mix since

1925. It shows the changing roles of the various primary energy sources,

it alsc gives the growth of total energy consumption, and the proportion of

it which goes through the secondary forn of electricity.

Table 1

World Consumption of Primary Energy: 1925-1970-

1925 '919

13
Total Primary Energy, 10 kcal (MToe) 1200 1800

% Distribution

CoUl 81.7 60.4 33.6
Oil 13.1 24.6 39.6
Natural Gas 3.1 10.4 19.9
Hydro 2.1 4.6 6.5
Nuclear - - 0.4

100.0 100.0 100.0

Electricity % of Total 7 14 25
Nuclear % of Electricity - - 2

/1 Including centrally planned countries. Energy is expressed in
millions of tons of oil equivalent (Mtoe) or 1013 kcal which is
its approximate heat content. Other conversion factors are
shown in Annex 1.

Source: International Atomic Energy Agency Bulletin, Vol. 15, No. 5,
1973.

Table 1 shows the increasingly rapid shift of primary energy consumption from

coal to oil and gas as well as the growth of the electric sector as a final

form of energy use.

5. More recent (1960-1973) evolution of worlId consumption of energy

by type of resource and by main groups of countries is illustrated in Table 2.



ki

(1960-1973,

N.A. 12urope Lapan Others Total

26_0

CoEl 253 363 41 97 754. 36

Oil 516 205 30 169 920 45
GaE 332 1 20 364 17

Primary )
Electricity).l/ 21 _Li _5 _100i

Total 1,122 598 7 292

(% of World) 53.7 28.6 3.7 1'40 100.0 100

Coel 335 260 55 130 780 19
oil 896 736 236 432 2,300 57
Gat 653 135 14 70 862 21

Primary )
Electricity) 50 35 8 20 113 3

Total 1,93- 1,166 ~ ,05

(% of World) 47.7 28.7 7.5 16.1 100.0 100

Growh 1960-19'3
7 per year) N.A. W. Europe Japan Others Total

CoalJ 2.18 -2.53 2.29 2.28 0.26

01: 4.34 10.33 17.19 7.49 7.30
Ga. 5.34 21.27 11.25 10.12 6.86
P.llectricity 6.90 _612 68 0 631

Total 4.28 5.27 1 6.37

1/ xcluding oentrally p -cn&is

.2/Irimary electricity- iC' " er goemaaanulroii.Toal
lectric Product--.- i eci ty generated in coal,
il and gas burning pi.-

Sour e: P.E.L. Cosl z1



The substitution of petr ::. fa: caI W:- :z szrcnj in the period

1960- 973. The growth rate per year was only 0.26% for coal while for oil

and gas it was about 7%. In W. Europe and Japan oi. and gas were growing

at pei centages between 10 and 2Cl wa actua`ly di

Europe., and increasing only slowly in ` pa.

6. The changes in the composition of the world energy mix are a

reflection of the high degree of substitution which is feasible in the energy

sector. Broadly speaking primary energy resources are used in modern societies

about equally for (1) transportation, (2) industry, (3) commercial and resi-

dential heating, and (4) electricity production. 1/ Electricity is finally

consumed in the other three groups but principally in the second and third.

7. The transport sector accounts for about 15-25% of total energy

consumption. For technical and/or economic reasons it has become a virtually

exclusive province of petroleum. Automobiles and airplanes are a "captive"

market with present engine technologies. Railroads and shipping have been

converted from coal to petroleum as a result of overall system economics:

lower capital and operating costs, flexibility of operation, customer pref-

erenceis (e.g., cleanliness) all have been factors which made oil more attract-

ive in spite of its higher cost vs. coal as measured by heating value alone. 2/

1/ For instance in the EEC in 1971, primary energy usage was distributed:
i) industry 33%, (1i) transportation 16%, (iii) resi alcaercial

.4%, (iv) electricity 23%, and "I) other 4%.

2/ :n 1925 more than 9 Of locomotives and 500% of ships used coal. Today
these percentages are negiigible.



8. Residential and co r ial use accounxts fo about 20% of primary

energy consumption in industrialized countries and about 10% in the developing

world. Lighting and the electric motors in air-conditioners, reIrigerators,

and o:her household appliaces represent a "for lc .

Domes :ic and industrial spac hatig i og er represent up to 40% of

all e ergy consumption in intialize c pesen ample oppo t

f or co mpetition and substi arces. e .ng is presently

dominated by gas, having in the pas r in succession. on wood, coal and

oil. Availability, price, installed cost o appliances, and convnI nc

(cleaniliness, automation)# ae the main factors usually considered inA .Ing

a choice between fuels. Electricity has also been used for space haating,

mainlr in the U.S. in connection with commercial buildings where saving in

duct 3pace is an important cost factor. In the past this practice has been

critiized as wasteful of energy, 1/ but it need not be. The more prevalent

use o. the heat-pump 2/ and other heating devices, together with significantly

improvyed insulation, will encourage more efficient electric heating, Which

under appropriate circumstances will be both economically attractive and

conse-vative of primary fuel. .his will be especially significant as power

systeas begin to rely on nuclear plants for most of their off-peak generati'g

needs

1/ .ower plants convert e e two- o t e f
hey burn 'o elctri. e et : :i ectric cower
nto heat in space
ffficient in terms a

2/ reverse refrig. cve which d eirs
eat from the .io. zc be .An

fficient ins si.e value of the

lectricity to



9. industry and i u c fc another 2L0-30% eac of

the p-imary energy market (with the latter growing at nearly twice the rate

of the other users). Coal, oil, gas and nuclear power will compete for these

marke:s primarily on the basis of i especiecosts p t of hea

delivtred at the plant. _/ ThI outcome of this competon deped very much

on lo -al conditions, especially proximity to coal mines, In t case of tle

utility industry, coal transport costs can be minimized as power plants can

be built near the mines and the electricity transported. For these reasons

coal, at least in many regions of the U.S., the U.K. and Western Europe, has

maintained a very significant share of the utility market. In the U.S. where

coal is relatively cheap, its choice as a boiler fuel is dictated by purely

economic considerations. In the U.K., Western Europe, and apan owever, it

continues to be used largely because government policies have Protected it

against the inroads of (then) cheaper imported oil. I the long run, nuclear

energy seems destined to become the dominant utility source.

10. The sharp increases in petroleum prices which took place in late

1973 and early 1974 roughly quadrupled f.o.b. crude oil prices. In the

periol 1955-1970 Persian Gulf f.o.b. crude oil prices had decreased from

about $1.90 to $1.30, a drop in real terms of about 60%. The new high prices

of crude oil thus drastically change the comparative advantage between oil

and aLternative sources of energy, domestic or imported. In addition higher

energq costs influence choice of machinery and appliances in favor of more

1/ 'lants burning, c u have l higher ccptal zcsts than those
burning oil or gas Ti ca e fst by a. iJry sal e st
lifferential. uLe c.:: h e hand, avmu higer
capital costs d m o oly where sdials
!xist btennceradfsi ulcss



efficient, less energy-consuming equipment and processes. Over and above the

results of multiple, decentralized market decisions based on the new cost

relationships created by the higher oil prices, the Governments of oil import-

ing ccuntries, pressed hard by the very significant effects of these costs on

their balances of payments, are likely to adopt accessory policies (in taxation,

prices, regulatory codes, etc.) directed to energy conservation, demand com-

pression, and rapid development of cheaper energy supplies--often with a

preference for domestic source3.

11. In what follows we discuss the effects which these actions--and

the changed world economic outlook--are likely to have on the energy supply/

demanC prospects as compared with what iad been expected under the conditions

prior to the events of October-December 1973.

B. Alternative Non-OPEC Energy/Supply Developments

12. In global terms 1/ and for the period up to 1985 major non-OPEC

energy developments will be concentrated in the traditional sources of

primary energy: coal, crude oil and natural gas. Coal production which

has been growing at about 2% in most areas and actually decreasing by 2.5%

per year in W. Europe (see Table 2, p. 3) is now expected to increase at

about 4.5% per year, particularly in the U.S. and Australia. Its share of

total energy which almost halved in the period 1960-1973 from 36% to 19% is

expected now to stabilize at about 20%. Non-OPEC oil and gas production

which was expected to grow slowly, by about 25% in the 13-year period 1972-

1985, is now projected to grow by as much as 55% (Table 6, para. 65). The

1/ (lobal figures in this report will generally include market economies
(nly, and exclude centrally planned courtries.



most important non-traditional new form of energy to be added in h p

will be nuclear power, which is eKpected to represent the equivalent of about

750 Mtee 1/ by 1985 or about 30% of the total energy supply additions :o e

made ii the period 1374-1985. During this period it is also

a sign: ficant technological and financial effort will be made todelo

commercial production of oil-like fuels from tar sands (Canada), shaLes (SA

and coJl (USA); maximum feasible volumes of production are estimated at about

200 Mtee by 1985 from all these sources combined, but this could only be

achieved with considerable support from Government. Actual expected prc o-

tion figures by 1985 are estimated to be considerably less, about 50

per year. Other sources, conventional such as hydro or less conventioac,

such as geothermal, solar heating and wastes, are also expected to make some

contrilution to total energy supplies; but in global terms they are consi-

derably less important (altogether they may be about 5% for hydro and 1-3%

for al" the rest). A more detailed discussion of the various non-OPEC

sourcer mentioned above follows. Estimates of possible production volumes

and corts are given.

Crude (il and Natural Gas

13. At the new oil prices it has become economic to accelerate explo-

ration and production of oil and gas in all geologically promising areas.

Initial efforts would probably be concentrated in North America and the

North !ea. The comprehensive US National Petroleum Council study of 1972

considt red that US domestic producticn of oil coulc be increased from about

13
1/ Mtoe = million tons of oil equivalent = 10' kcal = 1. Mlli-on tons

s andard coal. I million barrels per day (mbd) = 50 Ecoe/yacr.
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520 M.o to about 665 Mto by 1980 and 775 Mto by 1985 if a policy of maximum

development of domestic resources were undertaken. Without suL!, a policy,

domestic production would stagnate at the 500 Mto level. A similar situation

existe in natural gas. An intensive development policy would mean an increase

from present levels of US production of about 500 Mtoe to 650 Mtoe in 1980

and 775 Mtoe in 1985. Without such a program, natural gas production would

be expected to decrease by about 25%. In the light of present conditions

some of the assumptions underlying NPC's above quoted forecasts, particularly

those regarding price evolution in the period 1973-1985, have in fact been

over fulfilled. 1/ The supply estimates used in this report are about 5 to

10% lower than the figures quoted above. The capital requirements needed

for the intensive development of US domestic oil and gas as indicated above

were estimated at about $250 billion, of which about $170 billion would be

used in exploration and production. 2/ This is about double the investment

required to maintain the current output level.

14. Developments in the North Sea might increase indigenous supplies

of oil in OECD-Europe from current levels of 25 Mto to about 220 Mto in 1980

and 285 Mto in 1985. Oil consumption by these dates is projected at about

870 Mto and 1100 Mto. Thus, requirements from outside sources will remain

high. Western Europe's natural gas production is expected to increase from

about 110 Mtoe to about 230 Mtoe in 1980 and 290 Mtoe in 1985, while total

1/ 1.g., the "required" prices for intensive development were about $5 per
larrel of oil in 1975 and $7.50 in 1980 (in 1974 tS$).

2/ Yeasured in 1970 US$. In current dollars these amounts could be 40-50%
ligher, depending on the timing of these expenditures.



consumption is projected at 290 and 385 Mtoe by the same dates. In this way

W. Europe dependency on petroleum imports might be reduced from about 85% of

petroleum consumption in 1972 to about 60% in 1985.

Oil Pr spects in Non-OPEC LDCs

15. There is considerable scope for oil and gas exploration ad produc-

tion ii non-OPEC LDCs. The development of this resource base may be important

for ths economic well-being of many present oil importing LDCs; however, it

is unlikely that major production additions will materialize before 1985.

16. Presently known oil fields can only sustain world oil requirements

for the next 2-3 decades and are heavily concentrated in 8 OPEC members plus

the US and the USSR. Undiscovered oil, however, may be 1.7 to 5 times the

above amount; and about half of it probably lies in developing countries

of Latin America, Africa, and Asia which are not already playing a major

productive role. Undiscovered oil is assumed to exist in areas with geolog-

ically favorable characteristics--geosynclines and cratonic formations. 1/

Without exploratory drilling it would be very difficult to ascertain which

basins in these petroleum "prospective" areas would contain petroleum in

commercially recoverable form.

17. Estimates of "ultimate" recoverable reserves from all these pros-

pective areas would add about 1,700 to 5,000 billion bb to the 1,000 billion

bb quoted as existing in known fields. It is estimated that Latin America

may hold about 500 to 1,200 billion bb; africa and Madagascar about 470 to

1/ Ceosyncline: a great downward flexure of the earth crust filled with

folded and faulted sediments. Cratonic: relatively stable segment of
Earth crust overlain by not too deformed sedimentary deposits.
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1,200 billion bb; and South and South East Asia about 130 to 325 billion bb.

That is, Latin America and Africa may each hold as much ultimate oil reserves

as those of the Middle East. Among most promising new oil countries not in

OPEC are: Mexico, Colombia, Brazil, Peru, Argentina in Latin America; Mali,

Niger, Egypt, Mauritania, Chad, Tanzania, Somalia and Mozambique in Africa;

India, Pakistan, Burma, Bangladesh, S. Vietnam and Thailand in South Asia.

18. The above estimates are based on correlations with average geologic

conditions; some further allowances might be made for the eventual occurrence

of abnormal clusters of giant accumulations such as those of the Middle Et,

which may not be unique. Candidate regions for such clusters are the 2orth

slopes of Canada and the USSR, Gulf of Mexico, Argentine continental shelf,

the offshore areas between Mozambique and Madagascar and between Australia

and New Guinea.

19. As suggested above most of the undiscovered oil potentially lies

in regions (on and off-shore) belonging to non-OPEC LDCs. To explore and

develop these resources a major reorientation of past drilling efforts would

be required. It is a remarkable fact that the US, with only 5% of the world's

oil prospective area, has concentrated two-thirds of all past world drilling.

The density of drilling per square mile of "prospective" area is in the US

8 times that of the USSR and 20 to 300 times that of other promising regions

(see Table 3).
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Tabie 3

Past Drilling Efforzs

Wells drilled Prospective
per 1,000 sq. mile area

of prospective area

US 1,117 79.0
USSR 150 34.8
Argentina, Mexico, Venezuela 50 )48.9
Latin America (rest of) 10 )
South and S.E. Asia (including Indonesia) 10 30.0
Africa and Madagascar 3 47.2
Middle East 10 12.0

The drilling in the US may have been excessive (this was particularly the

case in the past). A reasonable drilling density would be of the order of

500 wells per 1,000 sq. mile for average conditions. 1/ This would mean to

increase ten-fold the effort in Latin America and about 100 times that in

Asia and Africa.

20. Many well known and obvious factors explain past concentration of

efforts in such areas as the US, the USSR, Middle East and Africa. In the

first two cases an increasing domestic demand accompanied by a large domestic

resource potential; in the others the accessibility provided by direct or

indirect political control by the West. In this second group of countries

we now witness a process of recuperation of control and ownership by the

host governments through the establishment of national oil companies. The

major international companies and the many private entrepreneurs which were

responsible for the discovery and development of the great oil fields in

1/ The Middle East is an abnormal region characterized by very large clusters
where considerably less exploratory drilling is required to ascertain
reserves.

-J4



OPEC countries are not likely to try again in other LDCs on the basis of

past arrangements. Nor are non-OPEC LDCs likely to accept them. Developing

countries and agencies should become aware of the great potential value of

"undiscovered" oil and begin to work out appropriate policies for its rational

and beneficial exploitation. Developigr countries with petroleum prospects

need to train immediately a minimum ner of top level petroleum-related

scientists, technologists, engineers and executives, first to deal effectively

with foreign counterparts in arranging for technical and financial cooperation,

and secondly, to do an increasing part of the work themselves. Foreign

companies should realize that they are unlikely to maintain stable associations

with LDCs in petroleum development unless mutually satisfactory arrangements

can be worked out. These are likely to be service contracts, joint ventures,

or other balanced type agreements, rather than the concession contracts which

are now generally collapsing.

Synthetic Oil and Gas Fuels

21. Oil can be produced also from shale oil, tar sands and coal.

Oil Shale

22. Major known reserves of oil shale have been identified in the US

and Brazil; significant reserves are also reported in Sweden and Thailand.

The regional breakdown of world reserves presented below is taken from a

1965 report of Duncan and Swanson; Column 1 is known reserves very likely

to be recoverable with current state of technology (adequate content of Cil

per ton of shale and at reasonable depth). They are about equal to the

presently proven reserves of crude oil, i.e., about 600 billion barrels.
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Column 2 is a best guess as to the magnitude of total oil shale formations

with a minimum of 10 gallons per ton of rock; these are indeed very large,

about a hundred times present estimated ultimate reserves of crude oil; but

what fraction of these deposits may be commercially developed is not known.

Estimates of Oil Shale Resources
(billions of barrels)

(1) (2)

Region

Africa 100 84,000
Asia 90 115,000
Australia/New Zealand - 21,000
Europe 70 27,000
North America 600 53,000
South America 50 42,000

Total 910 342,000

23. Some oil from shale is being produced in the US, Brazil and Scotland

and other areas on a small scale (a few thousand barrels a day). Massive

production of shale oil will involve difficult environmental problems if

current technology (above ground as against underground in situ retorting of

oil shale) is used. Degradation of the landscape (volume of crushad rock is

greater than the original hole), contamination of the water table, and water

requirements, which according to some studies may be the most critical limit-

ing factor, are the main difficulties. The best available estimates of the

capital cost of plants producing 100,000 barrels per day range from $600 to

$900 million (in 1974 US$). The construction time for such Plants is esti-

mated to be about 4 years. A recent report to the US Senate 1/ estimates that

1/ "Energy Research and Development - Problems and Prospects." 93rd Congress,
1st Session. Serial No. 93-21 (92-56). US Government Printing Office, 1973.
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3 to 4 plants could be built per year starting operations in the late 1970's

under a crash government supported program. At this rate, about 3 million

barrels per day of production could be avail able by 1985 or about 150 Mtoe.

Oil from shale may under these conditions be competitive in the US market

with f.o.b. Persian Gulf crudes at $5 to $7 per barrel (1974 US$).

Tar Sands

24. Major deposits of tar sands containing hundreds of billions of

barrels of oil have been reported in Canada, Venezuela and Colombia. In

general, the inventory of these deposits is very incomplete; relatively small

deposits may also exist in the US, USSR, Trinidad, Albania and Romania. Oil

from tar sands is produced commercially in Athabasca (Alberta, Canada) in a

plant with a capacity of 50,000 barrels per day. Intensive development of new

facilities could bring Canadian production up to a level of about 1 million

barrels per day (mbd) by the mid 80's. Oil from Canadian tar sands would be

competitive in the North American market with f.o.b. Persian Gulf oils at

about $6 per barrel (1974 US$). Similar facilities could be initiated in the

Venezuela and Colombian tar areas, though further exploratory work would

undoubtedly be required. Production before 1985 is therefore unlikely.

Oil from Coal

25. Two processes for extracting oil products from coal were success-

fully developed in Germany during the 1930's. 1/ Other plants were also

operating in the UK, Italy, Korea and the USSR during the last war. Since

1955 i modernized plant consuming 4 million tons of coal per year has been

1/ Over 5 million tons of gasoline were produced by these plants during
World War II.
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operating in South Africa. In all these cases strategic factors have over-

riden economic considerations. Past efforts also were directed primarily

to the production of gasoline, whereas future efforts are more likely to

emphasize the production of substitute heating and fuel oila as well. Future

commercial plants would be designed for a 100,000 barrel per day capct n

are estimated to cost about $600 to $900 million. 1/ Overall coal l f

costs would be competitive with Persian Gulf f.o.b. crude oil prices o acbou

$7 to $9 per barrel (1974 US$), using low cost US coals. The environmental

problcms will be the same as those associated with coal mining in ge

somewhat less than those of oil-shale mining. However, some of th. techo-

logical problems associated with coal liquefaction processes them elve a

complex and it is unlikely that major plants would be built without consi-

derable testing of the processes in pilot operations. Consequently, oil

production from coal before 1980 is unlikely; however, if the technology

proves out, production may expand more rapidly than that of shale oil. A

production level of about 100 Mtoe for 1985 might be feasible.

Gas from Coal

26. Coal gasification, particu.arly the production of high BTU gas

equivalent to natural gas--is one of the most promising and significant dev-

elopments in the energy field. Several processes have been tested in the

pilot stage and one of them (the Lurgi process originally developed over 30

years ago) has been used on a commercial scale. At least 3 processes are

far advanced for the production of low BTU gases suitable for power and indus-

trial uses. Over 8 processes have been proposed for production of SNG (natural

1/ US Senate report quoted para. 23.
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gas substitute) which is more suitable for domestic and established users.

Estimated costs of coal based synthetic natural gas are about $1.00 to $1.60

per thousand cubic feet. US well head natural gas prices in inter-state

commerce (regulated by the Government) are about $0.42, but intrastate prices

range up to $1.00; and imported LNG may cost anything between $1.30 to $2.00

when it is delivered in quantity in the late 1970's.

27. 176 potential coal gasification sites have been identified in the

US. The main requirements are: (1) an adequate adjacent coal reserve base

(i.e., about 200-500 million tons) for operating a commercial size gasification

plant (250-750 million cubic feet per day) for 30 years; and (2) abundant

water supplies to provide the steam required by the hydrogeneration process.

In addition, it is essential that coal le available at reasonable costs; open

cast mines and moderate depth underground mines are the most suitable. It

seems reasonable to suppose that suitable sites also would exist in the UK,

Germany, and other coal mining countries; however, no important programs of

this type outside the US have been announced.

28. It is estimated that thirty plants might be put in operation in the

US by 1980 and about 70 by 1985. Each plant would produce 250-750 million

cubic feet (MCF) per day. The capital cost would be about $1 million per MCF

per day of capacity, equivalent to about $600 million for 100,000 barrels per

day production of oil. Total energy from this gas would represent about 50

Mtoe in 1980 and about 150 Mtoe in 1985.
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CoaL

29. For the last decade coal consumption has been increasing at a very

low rate of 0.26% per year, while oil and gas increased at about 7% and

overall energy by an average of 5.2% (Table 2, page 3). Furthermore, one of

the major coal markets--the electric utilities--recently began to turn towards

nuclear power. 1/ All previous forecasts regarding the future of coal had,

therefore, assumed a continual decrease in importance, so that for the year

2000 only about 10% of primary energy was foreseen as originating in solid

fuels in spite of the fact that coal reserves are about 15 times those of

oil or gas.

30. Average coal prices in major markets were in 1973 equivalent to

anything between 301 and 901 per MBTU 2/--the lowest prices prevailing in the

US, Canada, Australia and South Africa, and the highest in the U.K., W. Europe

and Japan. In these latter regions, oil was a very competitive alternative

at its 1973 price of about 501 to 601 per MBTU. With current and foreseen

oil prices of about $1.30-$1.50 per NBTU, there is an economic incentive for

substitution back to coal, even allowing for additional environmental and

pollution control costs.

31. The most promising areas for increasing coal production are the US,

Australia and some parts of Africa, where open cast mining is possible and

production facilities can be expanded in a few years. The UK and Germany,

which also have a large coal base, as well as Japan, may find it difficult

to activate more mines, mainly because of labor recruiting problems for

underground mining.

1/ World coal consumption of about 2,300 million tons per year is shared by
Utilities 900, Iron and Steel 470, Industry 700 and Domestic 230; these
figures include centrally planned countries.

2/ About $8 - $25 per ton of standard coal.



32. In the US the investments needed, in terms of dollars per ton of

additional annual production, are about $18-$22 for underground miuing and

$10-$13 for strip mining. Expansion is expected to be shared about equally

by each type of mine, so that a good average figure is $16/ton/year of capacity.

Therefore, total investment requirements up to 1985 to produce an additional

700 million tons of coal per year (including replacing about 200 million tons

of existing capacity) would total about $11 billion. To this one should add

about $3 billion for investment in coal transportation facilities. In Europe

and Japan, the investments required to maintain present levels of production

are estimated at about $4 billion through 1985 on the basis that about 100

millicn ton/year of new production would be required in order to replace pits

closing during the period; and that investment per ton per year of additional

capacity is about $36 in these regions, due to the less favorable character-

istics of the mines.

33. Major new extraction facilities for coal may require a lead time

of about 1-2 years for strip or open-cast mining (depth 0-100 ft); 3-4 years

for adit and drift mines (depth up to 200 ft); and 4-8 years for deep under-

ground mines (up to 2000 ft depth).

34. An intensive coal production drive in the US would mean that coal

produc:tion may grow from the current 500 MTon/year to about 1,000 MTon/year

by 1935. Part of the new increase would be used for the production of

synthtic gas and oil mentioned previously. The main problems are the

environmental requirements of land reclamation in open cast mine areas and

air pollution from combustion gases. Both these problems can be solved by

existing and foreseeable technologies but at a rather significant cost--

estinated at about $0.35 per MBTU.



35. A net increase in coal production can also be expected from Australia

mainly for export to Japan. The latter are currently about 20 Lon/year an d

are expected to double by 1980. Europe, on the other hand, was expectda to

experience a decline in output from present levels o-f 360 MVc/year to y60

MTon/3ear in 1985. Major efforts are now licely to at least maintain the

presert output levels. In order for this production to increase it would be

necessary that new underground mining technologies be adopted more widely.

The same considerations apply to Japan.

36. The developing countries have generally not exploited their coal

resources very extensively, a notable exception being India. Under -r s-en

conditions these countries may be expected to look again into their coal

potential both for domestic as well as for possible export. Coal and lignite

may play an important domestic role in a few LDCs (Yugoslavia, Turkey, India,

Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Korea, Taiwan, Indonesia). Very few--e.g., Colombia,

Botswana, Swaziland--may develop it as an export product.

Nuclea.r Power

37. Prior to the current energy crisis, nuclear power was already being

developed at a very high rate, although the share of nuclear energy in total

supplies remained very small. World installed capacity by the end of 1973

was about 50,000 MWe, with over a half in the US. By 1980 this figure could

be about five times higher and by 1985 about ten times or approximately

500,000 MWe. In terms of percentage of total installed electrical plant,

these figures would represen: 1bou 20% by 1980 and 25% by 335. In terms

of energy generated, because nuclear ilants are used as base load, the

percentages would be higher--abou: 28% and 35%. It seems very difficult to
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increase pre-crisis nuclear programs very substantially before 1980 due to

the long lead time--up to 10 years-required for licensing and Lunstruction

of these facilities, and the difficulties involved in expanding ancillary

engineering and manufacturing capacities. A 10% to 20% increase over previous

plans may be feasible by 1985.

38. Until recently the economies of nuclear power vis-a-vis oil plants

looked marginal at unit sizes below 600 MW. They would now be theoretically

competitive at sizes well below that--even 200 MW--and, therefore, they could

be located in a larger number of developing countries. However, it is very

unlikely that they would be available as the manufacturers with experience

in this field are geared to produce the larger units and will be overstrained

to meet the increased demand of the industrial countries.

39. Rapid expansion of nuclear power capacity can only take place if

a number of present constraints can be overcome. Safety is a major consi-

deration in operating such plants, and opinions still vary widely as to the

degree this problem is under reasonable control. Other factors which are

of importance are the identification of proper sites (which combines to some

extent with the need to dispose properly of nuclear and heat wastes) and the

potential of countries acquiring nuclear capacity to use this for military

purposes. Nevertheless, a major further expansion can be foreseen, combined

with a wider spread in terms of the number of countries relying on this

technology.
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40. In terms of investment nuclear power requires about twice as much

capital per unit of power generated as fossil fuel plants (about $400 per

KW of capacity vs $200 for a typical 600 MW unit). However, overall energy

costs, are lower because fuel costs in nuclear plants are equivalent to about

20/MBTU compared with January 1973 oil costs of 35-50/MBTU and current

prices of the order of 100-150/MBTU.

Hydroelectricity

41. At the present time a large portion of the developing world's

electric energy requirements are being met from hydroelectric sources: 44%

of all electric production is hydraulic, as compared to 24% in the developed

world. Total production of electricity in the developed world is presently

some 9 times that in the developing world, but the developing world has a

much greater untapped potential of hydroelectric power, particularly in some

parts of Africa, most of Latin America and in south central Asia. In some

of these areas, it is the energy resource which can be developed most easily.

42. Some of the countries with major hydroelectric resources which have

not yet been developed include: in Africa Cameroon, CAR, Congo, Zaire, Gabon,

Mozambique, and Malagasy; in the Western Hemisphere Chile, Venezuela, Peru,

Brazil and Colombia; in Asia India, Pakistan and Thailand; and in Europe

Turkey, Greece and Iceland. In some countries, a substantial part of the

total undeveloped resources is located far from the present market for elec-

tricity; these sites may nevertheless be attractive for development at the

new level of prices of fossil fuels.
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Other Sources

43. Geothermal resources are being explored in about 20 countries, most

of them LDCs. Geothermal energy is used already in minor amounts in about 8

countries for electricity production and space heating. Until new technology

is developed to extract heat from deep rock the only economic 
sources are

rarely occurring brine and steam deposits located at depths between 500 to

2,500 m. Their energy potential is too limited to make a 
meaningful contri-

bution to world needs but they may be significant for specific 
locations

(e.g, Salvador, Iceland, North of Chile, South Luzon, etc.).

44. Solar energy can be usad for residential/commercial space heating

and in some industrial processes. We may expect an increase in its use for

these purposes, particularly in new construction. Solar heating in temperate

countries may reduce residential energy requirements by as much 
as 50%. It

is used extensively in Israel and had begun to be used in 
California and

Florida in the US, till cheaper fuels discouraged further growth. 
Solar

electricity can be produced (and is used in space applications) in solar

cells. At current costs it is about 100 to 1,000 times more expensive than

conventional power generation. Only major research and development efforts

might produce the breakthroughs that are needed to bring these costs 
down;

none are foreseen within the next 10-15 years.

45. Other energy sources frequently mentioned are: wastes, wind, tides,

etc. Though instances in which each of them can be of limited help do exist,

globally speaking they have been evaluated as potentially 
small (wastes, tides)

or costly except under special circumstances (wind in isolated rural areas).
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C. Demand Changes

46. Many studies have been made in the industrial countries in order

to forecast eccurately the growth of energy demand. Most of these studies

project energy consumption, locally and by sector (transportation, industrial,

commercial, residential, and electricity); they consider the relations of

energy use to total GNP as well as to its sectoral composition; they include

appropriate assumptions on population trends, modes of life, environmental

policies and technological changes. In exceptional cases (e.g., the 1972

NPC US Energy Outlook Study) assumptions on price trends have also been

explicitly incorporated.

47. In the years 1955-1972, energy use has grown at rates fairly close

to GNP growth. The elasticity of energy consumption to GNP 1/ in the devel-

oped countries generally ranges around unity but appears to be lower with

higher levels of development. Thus in the US and Canada energy use increased

slightly less per year than real production; in Western Europe the rates were

about the same on average, but in Japan and the centrally planned countries

energy consumption growth exceeded the rate of growth of GNP. In the devel-

oping countries, energy consumption growth has tended to exceed production

growth even more, reflecting the modernization of their economies towards

more energy intensive production activities.

1/ This elasticity coefficient, also called "income" elasticity, measures
the percentage change in energy demand caused by a 1% change in GNP.
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48. Most experts 1/ have favored an empirical-historical approach when

forecasting demand for LDCs. They have noted that the fairly constant GNP/

energy relations observed in most industrial societies do not hold for long

in LDCs as these evolve from agrarian to industrial production modes.

49. In estimating the likely impact on demand for energy of the recent

oil price increases and the changed world economic outlook, major modifi-

cations of pre-crisis estimates should include:

(i) A first impact due to price elasticity of demand 2/ and, to a

lesser extent, Government fiat enforcing energy conservation

practices.

(ii) A second impact due to changes in the previously expected rate

of GNP growth.

Price Elasticity of Demand

50. Extrapolation of energy and particularly oil consumption trends for

the next decade based solely on energy/GNP ratios measured during the last

15-20 years would be grossly inadequate under present conditions, particularly

if one takes into account the fact that energy prices and specially petroleum

prices had been falling in real terms and now have suddenly increased by a

large step.

1/ E.g., A. Aoki (Japan), F. Felix (USA).

2/ Price elasticity is the percentage change in demand caused by a 1% Change
in price. A "cross-elasticity" of demand measures the percentage change
in quantity demanded of a fuel with respect to a 1% change in the price
of another (substitute) fuel.



51. There is considerable literature on energy demand elasticities (as

a function of income and price). Some of it relates to specific fuels or

uses (e.g. natural gas, fuel oil, residential electricity); most of it refers

to the U.S. and Europe. The application of past studies to the present con-

ditions can only be nade with a high degree of caution, particularly because,

for short-term substitution effects, not only the rigidities of user's equip-

ment but also the limitations of available supply alternatives may act as

very important constraints. 1/ For longer term projections (beyond 1985)

these constraints should not be so limiting. Caution is also needed before

extrapolating linearly for price changes which are much higher and sudden

than any previous ones.

52. For these reasons it appears advisable to project lower elasticities

than historical over measured and to prefer aggregate sectoral energy elasti-

cities (e.g. change in total residential demand with average energy cost to

the sector) rather than cross-elasticities among energy substitutes (e.g.

heating oils vs. gas). Typical long-term (above 5 years) price elasticities

of demand in the various sectors which have been used in recent studies range

between -0.2 and -0.4 (see table below).

1/ In the period 1950-1972 coal was being replaced by oil and natural gas
which were not only cheaper and more convenient to handle but cao were
made available in large amounts as demand increased. Availability of
coal and nuclear energy is much more constrained by technical, :inancial
and environmental factors. Therefore cross-elasticities for substitution
among fuels are not likely to behave symmetrically (e.g., oil to coal
vs. coal to oil).



53. Long-Term Price Elasticities of Demand for Energy by Sector

Sector U.S.A. W. Europe Japan

Residential/Commercial -0.2 to -0.3 04 -0.4 -0.3

Indust-ial -4 -0,3 -0.2 to -0.3

Transportation (Gasoline) -0.3 to -G.5 -0.3 to -0.4 -0.4
Transportation (Other fuels) -0.20 to -O.40 -0.2 to -0.30 -0.40

Sourcei: N.P.C. - U.S. and OECD rports

Other 3tudies which have used cross-elasticities rather than average total

sector elasticity coefficients quote figures such as: -0.24 to -0.82 for

gasoline; -1.0 for residential electricity; -0.76 to -2.0 for various heating

oils. 1/

54. For short-term elasticities the values observed are considerably

lower. The U.S. Federal Energy Administration for instance is projecting

1974 unconstrained quarterly demands using elasticities of about -0.07 for

kerosene; -0.15 to -0.21 for gasoline; and -0.12 to -0.16 for petrochemical

feedstocks. They use higher values for longer periods.

55. In the Energy Balance Tables, which are presented in Part D cf this

paper we have generally used for total energy demand an income elasticity

(energy/GNP) of about 1.0 and an average long-term price elasticity of about

-0.2. This latter value may be somewhat conservative; its adoption is based

on the considerations given in paras. 50-53 above. Out projections thus fore-

cast a higher energy demand than others based on coefficients bigger than

-0.2, and accordingly larger OPEC sales and revenues.

1/ Houthakker & Kennedy used these demand price elasticities, and oil supply

Irice elasticities - 0.25 to - 0.67 in a recent World Oil Market Model.
'he result is to project US consumption in 1980 at the level of 1973 and

a return to a US oil surplus position.



56. Price alasticities are naturally applied at the consumer. price

level. Therefore it has been necessary to m eke assumptions regarding the

effects of crude oil f.o.b. price changes on final costs to the consumer, and

not only for petroleui products but also for other fuels ani electricity.

For petroleum products we have assumed that absolute e-crs differentials

with crude oil prices will be maintained. To.the extent that Governments

apply absolute rather than percentage type taxes this may be reasonable; for

the time being this appears to be the case in most countries.

57. For gas and coal the assumption made is that their prices would

increase up to a level of competitive equilibrium with oil based substitutes

in those markets and localities where possibility of substitution exists

(e.g. coal and fuel oil in thermal plants compete if prices at plant site are

about 25% less per heat unit for coal than for fuel oil). On the whole the

above assumptions mean that an increase in Persian Gulf f.o.b. crude oil

prices of a 100% would have the effect of raising average retail energy costs

by about 15% in the U.S., 20% in W. Europe, 50% in Japan and something like

30-40% in most oil importing LDCs. The differences between percentages result

from higher or lesser availability of competing domestic fuels and different

national tax levels. On the average for the whole of OECD the energy price

increase at the consumer level is about one-fifth of the percentage increase

in f.o.b. Persian Gulf crude oil prices.

Energy Conservation

58. In addition to the price mechanism, it is likely that Governments

by administrative or legislativE fiat, will further constrain the rowth of

energy use. Examples Of Lhese meure would be: nev, .a---f rc:e-ir-



ing better heating/cooling insulation; manm efficiency ratings for equip-

ment, iehicles and appliances; higher energy-related taxes and possibly (tail-

end) power and gas domestic tariffs; restriction on t use of certain fuels

for poer generation; rationing of fulsfo t ommercil ea

etc. [n 1972 the U.S. Goenen, c a stdy / of the ible short,

medium and longer term mea es that wuld e to re&uc pon

of energy without impairing GN growt or most p opl.' freedom of choice and

mode of life. The study concludad that conservation policies (many of them

relying on higher prices to induce market decisions towards energy C rva-

tion) could diminish by about oe-tr the projected growth ,

sumption up to 1990 (and one-half that of oil), In brief, overall g th in

energy consumption could be slowed from a rate of about 3.8% per year to about

2.5% without detectable effects on projected GNP growth rates. It is unlikely

that similar reductions can be obtained in other societies, where intermediate

energy uses (forming part of the process) are a much higher proportion of total

uses than in the US; such reductions could be achieved only through consider-

able adjustments in the industrial and transportation sectors. Some analysis

of these possibilities have begun in Japan and other countries, exploring

non-energy intensive domestic patterns of industrial growth which happen to

be coincidental with other, mainiy environmental, objectives.

59. There are considerable differences in the coposition o:! e

consunption by end-uses at difee lval d m a

port are the major elements io d l n tr b industrai

1/ 1.ae Potential for Enrgy .sI7 i Lef gey poeo,
Cctober 1972 (abou' 5



take ai increasing share at higher levels of development; in the Industrial

countries household use is a rapidly growing component. Consequently, con-

servation of energy use as a means to reduce the cost of and dependence on

imported oil is ciearly more : cultn countries lo developet

levels, as it is hardly possible to save energy without Lt the same time

reducing output and income growth. In industrial countries, where household

use is important, reduction can be brought about without production losses.

But past experience does not provide any basis for estimating demand elasti-

cities of energy use; this makes it hard to estimate the degree to which con-

sumption can be reduced through the use of the price mechanism,

60. A recent study by OECD 1/ assessed the possibilities of reducing the

use of energy in its member countries and found that, on the average, a reduc-

tion of demand by 7-8% might be feasible without reducing economic growth.

This percentage varied from country to countv7, being highest for the US

(8.5%) and lowest for Japan (6%).

Substitution and Technical Constraints

61. The shifts which are likely to take place in the composition of

the energy "mix" in the period 1973-1985 under the supply/demand assumptions

discussed in this paper are comparatively minor compared with those of the

precedilng 10-15 years in W. Europe and Japan. Table 4 illustrates the expected

shifts in the primary energy composition up to 1985 in the OECD group of coun-

tries, which may be compa.ed wih .e largzar cshown i n T 2 for the

period 1960-1973. Background Pape V diu s n more detai th sector

shifts which are likely to occur, py in electricity prdction and

some e-iergy intensive indstes

1/ 0 'CD. "Wcaom4> ci~L& N -



Table 4

Changes in the Energy Mix in OECD Countries
(In %)

971 1985
Actual EstimaIe Estimate

Coal

Indigenous 20 17
Imported 1 1

Total 21 18

Oil

Idigenous 21 22
Imported 32 27

Total 53 49

Natura. Gas .

Indigenous 21 21 20
Imported - 2 1

Total 21 23 21

Primarr Electricity 3.5 10 15
(of which Nuclear) - (7.5) (12)

Total Primary Energy

Indigenous 66 70 75
Imiported 34 30 25

Total 100 100 100

Table 3 shows the expected shifts in use of sources of energy by the various

user sectors: residential/commercial, transportation and industrial; it also

shows -he important changes expected in the energy sources required to generate

electri.city.



Tab le5

Shifts in Energy Use in OECD Countries by Sector

Coal Oil Gas Elerieg Toa_1
(Sonary)

Indust2: 1972 (rOE 208.3 290.0 326.1 1.9 9 75.3
( % 21 30 34 15 1o

(MTOE 224.4 418.4 534.0 331.3 1508.1
1985 % 15 27 36 22 100

Transportation: 1972 (MTOE 2.9 721.0 .1 4.2 728.2
( % 1 98 - 1 100

1985 (MTOE - 1195.7 - 9.1 1204.8
( % - 99 - 100

Residential/ 1972 (MTOE 56.3 402.5 251.3 141.6 851.7
Commercial: - 7(% 6 48 29 17 100

(MTOE 20.4 420.5 516.5 345.6 1303.1
1985(% 1 33 40 26 100

Coal Oil Gas Nuclear Other Total

Electr:icity 1972 (MTOE 329.1 219.4 130.6 34.8 250.1 974.0
Production: ( % 34 33 13 4 26 10)

1985 (MTOE 603.0 224.5 196.6 790.9 390.3 2205.3
(% 27 10 9 36 18 100

The main sectoral shifts observed are an increasing role of gas and electricity

In residential/commercial use - mainly at the expense of oil. Shifts in trans-

portation are nil (it continues to be a captive petroleum market); and shifts

in indtstry are minor, a contiraing decline of coal and increase in electricity,

while )il and gas have only small variations; in the eratio f electricity

the most remarkable, but not unexpected. change is towards nuclea wr at

the exense of all other primary fuel.



D. Energy Balance - Projected R ime o P i

62. In parts B and C of this paper e have discussed the general basis

for the following supply and demand estimates. In the case of supply we

assume that the new level of oil Prices will .iat a more rapid develop-

ment of indigenous resources, oil and n in all nonPEC countries.

Supply estimates are based on best available data rrig we

to achieve within the period in questicn and at coss compettive wit imports.

Constraints of a financial, technologicai, and social nature at the producer

and utilization ends are also taken into a ent (e.g. coal production could

be expanded in the US at a muet higher rate than. society will allow, due

mainly to environmental constraints), In the case of dand, our estimates

vary according to the assumptions regarding GNP growth and future prices of

crude oil.

63. As explained in the main report, for the purposes of this study a

detailed energy balance analysis has been made only for the OECD group of

countries. This group represents 81% of world oil consumption and 86% of oil

imports (excluding centrally planned countries which have and are expected to

contirue to have small energy exchanges with the rest of the world). Our

estimates, particularly on supply are based on preliminary results of a recent

study made by the Long Term Energy Assessment Group of OECD, which had the

benefit of inputs and comments from member governments and their pc i

agenci es.

64. Depending on which aCsptions e n N groth and oil prices,

many cases could be developed. n w w 3uch ca-ses for 1980

and 1' 85 differing mainl]y iL the2 ;ic a Te are inende :o



in OECD Counrie 72 90s18
(High GNP variant - 3 oil price alternative)

2.6c, 4.12 a8.5 1 S 2,.351 .5 23

Avera 0.~

5.0 4.7 4.7 5.0 50 50

Primary nergy (millions tons of oil equivalent4)

Coal Indigenous 640 770 870 830 920 Z00 1090
Iported 20 10 - (40) (40 (
Total 660 7L8 95 10i0 100

Oil Indigenous 680 900 970 1090 090 13)0
Import ed 1230 2000 0 103C 260 1720 0
Total 1910 2900 220 2l23

Gas Indigenous 760 770 870 C 1.20
Imported (10) 170 20 : IS96
Total 750 90 126

nuclear 30 3D 3 3
Hydro/aeothe rmal lw 1 1C 130
Total 406

Frima ry Energy 357
digenous 222 35

Papo rted 290 7
rependency

(% imported)

1/ This " able pro-v-ides Le o o

Sourcet IBRD :tf etmatei,



provide a broad framework for additional interpolations. Case (a) corresponds

to the scenario foreseen prior to the crisis of October 1973. uTP is assumed

to grew at about 5% and prices to be $4.12 or about equal to October 1, 1973

(pre-crisis) levels. Case (b) assumes a slightly reduced rate of GNP growth

in 19FO (the High variant of Table II.3 of the main report) and a doubling

of the pre-crisis price. This price is somewhat less than the average price

for 1974 of about $9.60. Finally Case (c) assumes the same GNP growth as (b)

but a further price increase to three times October 1, 1973 levels, or $12.35.

Table 11.5 of the main paper includes two cases which are not far from Case

(b) of the Table; they assume prices of $8.65 and $7.00 and are expected to

give a reasonable and narrower range for what are currently believed to

represent likely scenarios.

65. Cases (a) and (b) of Table 6 give a good indication of the approx-

imate impact of the "energy crisis" on projected amounts of energy consump-

tion and oil imports under pre- and post-crisis conditions. Total primary

energy consumption in 1980 would be compressed by about 6-7% of which about

1/3 would be due to income elasticity and 2/3 to price elasticity of demand.

At the same time the supply of indigenous sources would increase by about

10%. The net, effect is a very significant drop in oil imports: from 2,000

tons (40 mbd) to about 1,460 (29 mbd) or about 30%. 1/ Another interesting

point to note in Table 6 is the fact that pre-crisis projections assumed an

increesed OECD energy dependency from exports of about 45% by 1980-1985.

1/ A reduction of the GNP growth rate for OECD countries from 4.7% to 3.5%
(High and Low cases in Table 11.3 of main report), together with a price
cf about $8 per barrel, would lead to even lower projected oil imports,
rimilar to those of 1972 (about 25 mbd).
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Under presently foreseen conditions in Case (b) this dependency goes down

to about 30%; and in the case of the U.S. (not shown separately) to about

15-10%.

66. Adding to OECDs the oil import requirements of other countries

(mainly oil importing LDCs) Tables 11.6, 11.7 and 11.8 of the main report

were developed. They are given as Annex 2 in order to make this paper self-

contained. 1/

67. In conclusion the above tables show that future world energy growth

is likely to slow down from past levels of about 5% to levels of about 4%,

and oil consumption in particular from levels of about 7% to about 4.5%. As

for oil imports from OPEC countries, the forecasts range over a wide margin.

OPEC cil sales will depend on the actual magnitude of the gap between total

demand and indigenous supplies of non-OPEC energy; small changes in either

will have a large effect on OPEC exports. For Cases I and II of the tables

above OPEC sales are projected to be about 30% below those of pre-crisis fore-

casts. At these reduced volumes of exports, market sharing agreements among

OPEC countries would be needed; this has not been necessary before.

The Transition Period 1974-1980

68. In the interim period 1974-1980 supply and demand are likely to

evolve as follows. Energy demand will respond first to Government programs

and short term (small) price elasticity effects. It may stabilize in 1974

at near 1973 levels and then slowly grow at the new reduced rate of about 4%

instead of 5% per year (for oil these percentages are 4.5% and 7.5% respec-

tively). Non-OPEC supplies are not expected to increase significantly before

1/ some OECD member countries appear in these tables as other developed

New Zealand, Australia) or as developing (Turkey, Greece). Note that

"able 6, on the other hand, included all OECD as one Group.



1977-783 when the initial impacts of Alaska, North Sea and some US offshore

supplies will reach the market. World supplies are expected to remain as

much or even more dependent on OPEC at least till then; only after 1977-78

will the impact of longer term (larger) nee elasticities and important new

supplies begin to become evident.

2 Attachments (Annexes 1 and 2)

E. Friedmann
July 18, 1974



Energy Conversion Factors

Tons of Oil
Source Unit, Euivalent

(1O Kcal)

Crude Oil Ton 1.034

Coal Ton 0.7

Natural Gas M3  0.9 (USA) - 0.84)

Gasoline Ton 1.128

Jet Fuel Ton 1.133

Gas Oil Ton 1.095

Fuel Oil Ton 1.055

Electricity (Nuclear) 1000 Kwh 0.2436 (33% efficiency)

Electricity (Hydro) 1000 Kwh 0.1064 (80% efficiency)

July, 1974
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TABLE 11.6 WORLD OIL CONSUMPTION
(millions of metric tons)

1970 1972 1973 1980 1985
Provisional Forecast a Forecasta/

Case I Case I1 Case I Case II

Un: ted Statee 695 776 815 958 1110 977 1130
Carada 73 79 84 110 115 130 140
Weitern-Europe 626 701 748 88' 994 1110 1245
Japan 199 234 267 415 430 495 525

Total 1591 ' 2712 3040

Other Developed Countries 52 61 64 103 110 146 160
Developing: Non-OPEC 250 288 306 450 470 633 638

OPEC 40 45 48 96 96 157 157
Increase in Stocks 78 3 71 95 100 105 105

Dotal 2013 2218 2403 3107 3425 3715 4100

a/ See Note to Table 11.5
b/ Net of oil consumption and production in centrally planned economies; these appear as net

oil exports in Table 1,,

Source: IBRD staff estimate basOd on OECD preliminary results.

Table 11.7 WORLD OIL PRODUCTION

(million of metric tons)

12Q i2]i 1973 1980 1985
Provisionl Forecast a/ Forecast a/

Case I Case II Case I Case II

United States 538 532 517 680 680 792 740

Canada 72 89 102 115 115 150 145

Western Europe 23 22 23 220 220 285 275

Japan ... ... 1 1 1 5 5

Total 633 643 643 1016 1016 1232 1165

Other Developed Countries 9 15 18 25 25 28 25
Centrally Planned Economies

(net exports) 52 49 44 .. .. •• -

Developing; Non-OPEC 161 175 188 300 300 455 480
OPEC 1158 1336 1510 1766 2084 2000 2430

Total 2013 2218 2403 3107 3425 3715 4100

a/ See Note to Table 11.5 and footnote b to Table 11.6.

Source: IBRD staff estimates.
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,TABLE II. 8 NET OIL EXPORTS AND IMPORTS BY AREA

(millions of mtric tons)

.1970 192 1973 1980 1985 a
Provisional Forecast Forecast_:

Case ase II Case Case II

Not O0il lnports
North America b/ 158 234 280 27j 430 165 385

Western Europ 603 679 725 660 774 825 970

Japan 199 234 266 414 429 480 520

Total 960 1147 1271 1633 1470 1875

Other Developed
Count:ies 43 46 46 78 85 118 135

Non-OPEC Developing
Countries c/ 89 113 118 150 170 140 162

Increases in Stocks 78 34 71 95 100 105 105

Total 1170 1340 1506 1670 1988 1843 2277

Not Ol ----t-
OPEC Countries 1118 1291 1462 167 1988 1843 2277

Centrally Planned
Economies 52 49 44

1otal 1170 1340 1506 67 1988 1843 2277

a/ See Note to Table 11.5 and footnote 2 in Table 
11.6.

b/ Canada is a net oil exporter.

c/ Includes developing countries which are non-OPEC net 
oil exporters.

Source Bank staff estimates.
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SECTORAL ADJUSTMENT TO HIGHER ENERGY COSTS

I. Introduction

1.01 This paper reviews the general problems of adjustment to the recent

sharp increases in petroleum prices in five sectors, viz. power, industry,

transportation, agriculture and tourism. The discussion mainly focuses on

the probable changes in the costs of production in these sectors, on the scope

for saving energy through changes in the production processes, and on the

broad implications for sectoral investment choices.

1.02 The paper neither prescribes nor predicts the particular courses

of action that individual countries might follow. Needless to say, the

actual developments in all these sectors will critically depend on the

various changes in government policies that may occur in response to problems

arising from, the changing energy situation. For example, the levels of tarlffs,

taxes and subsidies are generally important elements of the costs of produc-

tion in these sectors and of final fuel prices in particular, and changes in

hem may very easily accentuate or counteract the changes in relative prices

that would otherwise tend to occur because of higher energy costs.

1.03 The sector reviews suggest that significant reductions in the use

of petroleum products, per unit of output, are likely to occur only through

the incorporation of energy saving technology in new sectoral investments,

Such changes are unlikely to be effective prior to 1980, and will also

involve considerable additional capital and foreign exchange expenditures.

In view of this, the changes in sectoral investment plans need to be formle

expeditiously but in full awareness of the fact that shifts towards energy

saving production technology may involve substantially higher costs.
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1.04 The unit production costs in the various activities within these

sectors are generally not very sensitive to changes in energy costs. Never-

ess, the large increases in energy costs recently experienced will

naturally have serious adverse effects on some of the more energy-sensitive

activities. This should provide strong incentives to greater economy in

energy use, but the scope for saving energy through better conservation

measures is of very limited significance in the overall picture.

.he scope of adjustment is greatest in power production, except in

aose countries currently using sources of energy other than oil. Due to the

large increases in the cost of using oil for power production, countries with

large oil-based systems will find it relatively much more attractive to switch

to the alternatives of using hydropower, coal, lignite, gothermal energy and

nuclear energy. However, the feasibility and desirability of greater use of

these alternatives vary greatly by system size and the domestic availability

of the alternative sources of energy, and depend also on the planning horizon.

Even where the system size is not a limiting factor, the development of power

capacity from scratch using non-oil resources typically involves much longer

lead (extensive feasibility studies for hydro sites, mining development,

regulations for nuclear safety, etc.), longer construction periods and

greater potential manpower and equipment supply problems. Consequently, the

immediate abandonment of all (pending) oil-based projects designed to meet

the growth of demand during the next 5-7 years is unlikely to be feasible or

desirable. Even in the longer run, new oil-based capacity should not be

entirely ruled out, as the cost of installing alternative plants is roughly

twice as high as oil-based plants for the same capacity, and in many cases
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the economies in operating costs to be realized from hydro, coal or nuclear

power may not offset the higher capital costs.

1.06 Substitution possibilities in the major industrial branches are

more rigidly constrained by technology than in power, and the progress of

technological adaptation is more difficult to foresee. Apart from the use of

energy saving measures and some changes in techniques such as the possible

attenuation of the trend towards the direct reduction possible in steel making

in favor of the traditional blast furnace/BOF process, 1/ there is little

direct substitution in production methods that can be expected. Indirect

substitutions through changes in the pattern of industrial demand and output

and changes in the regional and international location pattern of industry

will perhaps be more important responses to the energy crisis.

1.07 Transportation depends almost exclusively on petroleum products tc

provide the primary source of motive power. There is little scope for energy

substitutions or savings within each mode, except for the switch-over to smalL f

autos, which principally concerns only the U.S.A., and the eiectrification

railways in cases where traffic volumes are sufficiently heavy to bear the

much higher capital expenditures needed. However, electric power is scarce,

and is expected to remain so in the near term, in the few countries where

this latter option is promising. The railways are a relatively efficient

user of diesel oil, and the efficient solution would tend to be greater use

of electric power in industry and commercial and residential heating and

lighting, rather than electrification of railways. 2/

1/ Another example is the possibility that coal gasification in connaectio
with petroleum derivatives from coal will become more economical in th'
production of ammonia/urea fertilizer in some countries. Gas and oi.
continue to be the prevalent feedstock in the foreseeable future, howee

2/ Diesel fuel prices would have to increase by about 15 times before stream
locomotives would become attractive economic alternatives.
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1.08 Regarding inter-modal switches in transportation, the evidence

suggest:s that the relative cost differences between modes, such as highways

ailways, remain virtually unaffected over any conceivable range of crude

oil prices. Urban transport options are no exceptions in this respect. Con-

siderations such as the spatial distribution of the city and population

densities are far more important factors affecting the choice of public versus

private transportation than fuel prices.

* 29 The higher cost of energy will mainly affect the more modern

-ector in agriculture which is dependent on diesel pumps for irrigation,

chemical fertilizers and pesticides, and mechanized traction. However, due to

some possibilities for substitution in production at the margin, for example

compost and green manure for chemical fertilizers, electric instead of diesel

pumps, and animal power instead of mechanized traction, the increases in the

cost of production due to higher energy costs per se may not be large, perhaps

less than 10% for most crops. Changes in the commodity prices and the effects

of the prevailing shortage of fertilizers are likely to dominate the develop-

ments in this sector in the near term. The increased fuel costs make rural

electrification more attractive in cases when the small town and rural area

networks can be integrated and consolidated to enable the use of non-oil

based power. Similarly, higher feedstock costs accentuate the need for

better capacity utilization and new capacity creation in chemical fertilizer

production in developing countries, which would, of course, be desirable

anyway to help meet the present worldwide shortage.
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1.10 Although the tourism market, being strongly correlated with the

real income growth rates in the advanced western countries and Japan, may

suffer severely during the next few years from the oil crisis and its after-

math, its rate of growth during 1974-80 is not likely to be significantly

lower than in the favorable years between 1958-72. The price impact of higher

fuel costs will mainly be on long distance tour packages associated with air

charters. Unlike scheduled airlines, charter airlines operate with high

capacity utilization and relatively low overhead costs, and consequently

have little margin to absorb increased fuel costs. Short haul charters will

be relatively less affected. In terms of areas, the Mediterranean and the

Caribbean regions are likely to gain relatively to more long-haul destinations.

II. POWER

A. Introduction

2.01 This Section reviews the impact of recent increases in oil prices

on power systems in developing countries. It discusses the likely effects on

generation costs and on demand growth, and draws broad implications for

investment choices with references to individual groups of countries.

2.02 The main points developed below are as follows:

(i) The increased oil prices by themselves are not likely

to affect the growth in the demand for electric power

significantly; the costs to the consumer would rarely

increase by more than 40% (small diesel and gas turbine

systems) and in most other cases will be less than 20%.
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(ii) Relative to gas and oil-fired plants, the economics of

hydroelectric, nuclear and thermal power plants using

local coal or lignite have been improved; also, longer

transmission lines and, in some cases, interconnection

have become more attractive.

(iii) Hydro, nuclear, coal and lignite plants (including

mining development in the latter two cases) are all

significantly more capital intensive (50-100% higher)

than oil-fired plants; foreign exchange requirements

will increase in parallel.

(iv) All involve longer lead times, including preparatory

steps (feasibility studies for hydro sites and mining

development; regulatory provisions for nuclear power

safety, etc.); potential manpower (nuclear power and

mining engineers) and manufacturing or supply bottle-

necks; and all involve longer construction periods.

(v) The lead time involved in any power system planning

is such that in most systems no significant changes

ca n be effected in power projects already prepared

or underway to meet requirements of the next five to

six years.

(vi) The impact of higher oil prices on power systems will

vary significantly from one country to another according

to the availability of indigenous alternative energy
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sources and size of systems. Five categories of

countries are identified. About 30 countries presently

operating small power systems and deprived of domestic

fuels will be the hardest hit. Another group of about

10 countries, operating medium and larger systems and

heavily dependent at present on imported oil, though

hard hit, will be able to adjust within a decade or

so by a shift to nuclear, hydro and/or coal-based

generation. For the rest of the LDCs including some of

the largest and most populated (India, Brazil, Pakistan,

Bangladesh) the impact on the sector will be small or

-minimal- due to availability of domestic alternatives.

In general, adjustment will require more exploration of

domestic resources and improved power system planning.

B. Impact on Generating Costs

2.03 The effect of oil price increases on power costs to the consumer

is highly dependent on the nature of the power supply system. In many LDCs

power supply is based very largely on hydro power (e.g. Colombia, Brazil,

Chile, Zaire). In a few others (e.g. India), hydro and coal take most of the

load. Some, such as the Philippines, Korea and Taiwan, are largely based on

oil. but are now turning to other sources, particularly nuclear.

2.04 Small systems (very common in rural areas and provincial towns of

LDCs) using diesel plants will be the most strongly hurt by oil price increa-

ses. In medium and large systems, generation is supplied by a mix of hydro
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ar. se iaits (the latter burning oil, gas, coal or lignite, and more

I acly uranium). Cost changes, will, therefore, be quite variable depending

on the primary energy base of these power systems.

2.05 The likely effects of the recent changes in oil 
prices is reviewed

below for power generation by diesel, gas turbines and steam plants. 
Impact

on individual countries which use these various 
modes in different proportion

are reviewed in para. 2.22 below.

2.06 Tables 1-3 in Annex I show diesel generating costs for a range of

sizes (500 to 10,000 KW); plant factors (30 and 50%); gas oil (fast diesels)

and fuel oil (slow diesels); and for two fuel prices approximately equivalent

to those prevalent in January 1973 and January 1974. On the whole, generating

costs increase by about 30-90% depending on several parameters but mainly 
on

the type of fuel used, e.g. less for fuel oil than for gas oil. Diesel plants

are characteristic of small isolated systems (less than 50 MW demand). In

these, costs to :te consumers will not rise as much as generating costs, as

the costs of distribution, which are about as much as those of generation,

will not change. The impact of higher generating costs on final consumers

may also be diminished by changes in tax policies 
on fuels (in many countries

these taxes are quite high).

Gas Turbines

2.07 Tables 4-6 in Annex I ilastrate the effect of higher fuel prices

on gas turbines (Gts) generating costs for a range of sizes (10-45 MW); load

factors (10 and 30%); and for the estimated fuel prices prevalent in January
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1973 and January 1974. The change in the oil price during that period on

GTs would tend to increase the GTs generating costs by 50-100%. Few systems

use exclusively or mostly GTs and they are located in petroleum producing

areas; for these the actual price increases to the consumers will depend on

dorestic pricing policies rather than on actual increases in fuel prices in

the international market. GTs are also used extensively in many oil importing

countries to provide the peak-load requirements of their medium and large

size systems but the energy generated by GTs in these systems is generally a

very small fraction of total (about 5%), so that even with the high relative

increases in GT generating costs, the impact on total systems costs is smali,

Steam Plants

2.08 Tables 7-9 in Annex I illustrate the effect of oil price changes

(between January 1973 and January 1974) for a range of steam plant sizes

(50-600 MW) and plant factors (50 and 80%). Steam plants are generally

used in medium and large systems. In most but not all cases they provide

electric power in combination with some hydro installations. In a system

using only oil burning steam plants the increase in generating costs is

about 50-60%. To the consumer, the average impact is about one-half of

that (as the costs of transmission and distribution remain unchanged).

C. Impact on Demand

2.09 Generally speaking, demand growth for power is not expected to

change significantly as a result of the increase in oil prices. In effect,

one of the major consequences of the rise in fossil fuel prices is expected

to be an acceleration in the rate at which primary energy is going to be
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us p C sing through its conversion to electricity, as this provides a

e vehicle for the substitution of costly and/or imported fuels for

cheaper and/or local energy resources.

2.10 The proportion of primary energy which is finally used in electrical

form varies from country to country; for the world as a whole, past as well as

future trends point towards increasing the electricification factor (percentage

of electricity in total energy). This factor has gone up from 7% in 1925 to

25% in 1970 and is expected to reach about 35% by 1980 and over 50% by the year

2000. However, for this to happen it will be required that power be used not

only for mechanical purposes (electric motors) and light where it has enjoyed

a considerable economic and convenience advantage over alternatives, but to an

increasing degree for heating, residential as well as industrial.

In most LDC's the major consumer of power is the industrial sector

where (with a few notable exceptions which need special analysis: the energy-

intensive electrochemical and electrometallurgical sectors), the cost of

production has only a 2-4% electric cost component. For this reason, even in

those few countries where the major form of generation is based on oil-fired

plants (e.g. Korea, China, Malaysia, the Philippines, Uruguay) the increased

cost of power should not, by itself, deter industrial growth or slow demand.

2.12 The cost impact on residential and commercial consumers is even less,

as teir tariffs, reflecting a higher cost of distribution, buffer the impact

increased gearation costs even more; these tariffs are not likely to change

by more than 20%. Most studies done on residential electricity use (e.g.

Anderson 1973; Houtakker et al 1950 UK, 1970 USA; Adams and Griffin 1972) have

shown significantly high long term price elasticities, of the order of -1.

This is almost certainly due to the importance of the domestic heating component
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in the countries studied and the ready and cheap availability of substitutes,

particularly gas. These conditions do not apply today e.g. the OECD Study of

Supply and Demand for 1980 and 1985 shows substantial reductions in demand for

the aggregate of energy but practically none for power.

2.13 Opposition to electric heating has been due mainly to the belief

that it imposes a heavier burden on primary energy requirements and not

because of any higher cost to the consumer (which is influenced by many other

factors, such as off-peak tariffs). In what follows it is shown that this

need not be the case even when the same fuel is used for generating power and

for direct heating in the users's home. The problem has been thoroughly

studied by Electricite de France and many others. The Table below has been

calculated on the basis of Table 10 in Annex I and compares primary energy

requirements of electric heating (with resistance heaters and with heat

pumps) and direct heating (furnaces).
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Table II-1

Comparative Usage of Primary Energy

(to deliver same energy from space heating device)

Ratio of fuel requirements of electric
heating vs direct (furnace) heating

Primary Electricity Resistance Heat
Fuel from - Heaters Pumps

il Oil 2.40 1.04

Gas Gas 2.65 1.15

Coal Coal 1.71 0.74

Coal Gas via combined 1.52 0.66
cycle plant

Coal Gas 2.67 1.16

Te tab Le assumes that in all cases the same heat will be delivered to the

building. However, resistant heating systems are considerably (about half)

less costly than the others. If these cost savings are invested in

improved building insulation the energy needed to keep the building

adequately heated may be cut by as much as 40-50%, reducing the energy

requirements to a level similar to those of the other systems.

D. Implications for Investment Choices

2.14 it should be noted that fears of increasing oil prices, concern

for its availability over the life of new thermal generating plant (25-30

years), and in some cases balance of payments consideration, have influenced

system planning in many industrial as well as in some developing countries

since the mid 50's and particularly after the Teheran Agreements of
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Feabuary 1971. To some extent, therefore, the latest energy crisis had

been anticipated or "discounted" by many 
power authorities, not so much as

to the exact date of occurrence, but sufficiently as to 
have influenced

many of the pre-crisis decisions (e.g. lignite in Turkey, nuclear 
in Korea

and Taiwan, etc.) in the correct post-crisis direction (see paras. 2.22-23

below). The result of the latest increase in oil prices has been to rein-

force recent trends regarding: (i) greater utilization of domestic

resources such as hydro, coal, lignite and geothermal; and (ii) replacing

imported oil for nuclear energy. 
In the first case the main constraint

has been the availability of domestic resources; in the second case the

size of the system: nuclear units were not available 
(nor competitive) at

sizes less 'than about 500 MW.

2.15 The new oil prices are likely to have their major impact in the

choice of plant in the following cases:

(i) Base load facilities for large systems (over 3,000 MW

installed capacity by 1980). Systems like these exist

in about 15-20 LDCs. Here the trend will be to use

hydro or domestic coal where available; otherwise the

choice will most probably be nuclear.

(ii) Supply of small towns and rural areas. The economics of

diesel plants has generally been attractive in the past.

Integration and consolidation into larger regional and

medium sized systems using hydro or coal plants would

now be much more attractive.
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(iii) Medium sized systems using oil might be interconnected

(sometimes across international borders; e.g. Honduras,

Nicaragua; Uruguay, Argentina) to employ cheaper hydro

or nuclear generation.

(iv) Generating plant for peaking purposes include gas turbines,

relatively old oil or coal burning steam plants, hydro

generating or pumped storage facilities. The higher oil

prices have made the utilization of the non-oil alterna-

tives more attractive, in particular pumped storage if

associated with low cost pumping power (such as nuclear,

lignite or run-of-the-river hydro).

2.16 The comparative advantage of hydro power in the current situation

does not increase much for the large projects (500 MW and above) which in

effect have or will be competing with nuclear rather than with oil burning

plants. Medium and especially small (micro) hydro plants which may replace

oil burning steam or diesel plants are the ones which have become economic

at very much higher costs than before. An interesting effect of the new

overall economics of power systems is that hydroelectric resources when

available are more likely to be developed with relatively less firm capacity

and more non-firm energy and peak generation characteristics as this would

minimize systems requirements of thermal energy. A study of this type is

currently underway in Brazil and will probably result in the addition of

more units to existing hydro plants as well as in raising the levels of

some reservoirs in order to achieve the effects described.
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2.17 The improved competitive position of nuclear vis-a-vis fossil fuel

plants for the supply of base load requirement is shown in Table 11-2 below.

Table 11-2

Prices of Fossil Fuels
at which Generation Costs

Equal Costs of Nuclear Power

Breakdeven Fuel Prices
Nuclear Unit Coal b oil /C

Size "Base" 125% "Base" 125%
MW Nuclear /d "Base" Id Nuclear /e "Base" /e

(US$/ton f ~coal) (US$/bbl of oil)

100 42.00 60.00 10.20 13.90

200 27.00 39.00 6.70 9.30

300 21.00 31.00 5.20 7.35

400 18.00 28.00 4.75 6.75

600 16.00 24.00 4.00 5.70

800 14.00 21.00 3.55 5.15

1,000 11.00 18.00 3.10 4.50

/a At plant utilization of 72%.

/b "Standard" coal, 7,000 kcal per kg.

/c Heavy fuel oil.

/d Capital costs from Annex I. Best present estimates.

/e Nuclear capital costs and fuel costs increased 25%.

As shown in Table 11-2 nuclear plants as small as 200 M would be competitive

with oil at current prices. These size plants are not yet commercially

manufactured (most orders are for plants in the 600-1,200 MW range) but it
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can be expected that given the large potential market for nuclear plants of

this size they will be offered by suppliers in a few years, as industry

expands its manufacturing capacity. Medium and large nuclear plants also

compete favorably with installations using imported coal: imported coal prices

vary but are not expected to be much below $30/Ton in the future. Some

countries using small steam plants may shift from oil to imported coal (Cyprus,

Malta) on economic as well as security of supply grounds. Domestic coal

prices at sites near the mines may be very low; typical values quoted for

1972 were of the order of $5/Ton (Mexico), $8-$14 (Bangladesh, Korea); US

prices are about $8-S15/Ton. These cases suggest (see Table 11-2) that

domestic coal when available may be the most economic of all thermal generating

alternatives'. Annex I presents a series of tables (Tables 11-17) comparing

investments costs of nuclear, hydro and fossil plants and breakeven fuel

costs for several sizes and plant factors.

Transmission

2.18 As shown above, small and medium sized systems are likely to pay a

heavier penalty than larger systems as a result of the increase in oil prices.

The economies to be achieved by aggregating small isolated diesel systems

into larger - hydro, coal, or nuclear based - systems are very important. In

rural electrification the competitive advantage of larger systems integrated

by fairly long sub-transmission lines has also improved vis-a-vis independent,

small systems, usually based on diesel generation. In the same way the inter-

connection of medium sized oil based thermal system, nationally or across

borders, (e.g. Uruguay with Argentina; Singapore and Malaysia) will now be

much more economic.



Financial Implications

2.19 The comparative economics of oil burning plants vis-a-vis most

other alternatives such as hydro and -nuclear is based on lower capital costs

compensating for higher operating (fuel) costs. Investments in oil-fired

facilities are about one -hail of o/hat nuclear plants of the same capacity will

require (see Annex I, Table 12). Even if domestic coal were to be used, this

alternative would generally imply a much larger investment 
in plant, transporta-

tion and probably mining develop.ments. In short, for those countries which

will need to shift from oil to other sources of power, the financial require-

ments for an equivalent power expansion are likely to be 50-100% higher.

Foreign exchange needs would rise in about the same proportion.

Lead Times

2.20 Oil power projects normally require short lead times 
to engineer

(1-2 years) and build (3-4 years); plants are fairly standard, siting con-

ditions not very restrictive, and civil engineering and erection problems

routine. Hydro and nuclear projects require considerably longer preparation

(3-5 years) and construction times (5-7 years). Coal plants are somewhere

in between. Nuclear plants, in addition, involve considerable preparatory

steps at the regulatory and training levels. For these reasons no immediate

abandonment of oil projects designed to supply electricity 
in the next

5-7 years might be possible without accepting a penalty 
in terms of reduced

reserve capacity in the sytems, lowered reliability, peak-shaving and/or

load shedding. These measures and risks might be justified in very specific

circumstances. To the extent that it would be possible and foreseeable in
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some cases, oil projects should include provisions for burning coal as well,

in order to broaden the scope of future fuel supplies. In any case, it is

now more necessary than in the past that countries attend very early to the

preparation of feasibility studies of the new types of generating and

transmission facilities that have become important substitutes for oil

burning plants.

Project Costs - Bottlenecks

2.21 A general world shift away from oil burning plants towards nuclear

hydro and coal is likely to produce during a few years considerable bottle-

necks in the supply and contracting industry. These will show up in the form

of higher bid prices and longer delivery times.

E. Country Implications

2.22 Power systems differ so much as to their size and resource base

that it is not possible to offer any but the most general type of ideas for

their analysis. In practice each situation will require an in-depth study

before new system expansion programs can be devised. The main new trends,

however, can be foreseen through preliminary reappraisals of each situation.

The following main categories of countries can be identified from the point

of view of the impact of the crisis on their power development:

(i) About 30 countries, many of them in Africa, with one

or many isolated power systems use diesel, gas turbines

and small size steam plants; they depend on imported oil

for 30-100% of their needs and will be the hardest hit.

Their inclination will be to integrate their small
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systems (if not too distant): to develop further their

domestic resources (hydro, coal, geothermal); to import

coal or electricity. These countries are listed below

with their likely alternative options:

ELECTRICITY (imported): Kenya, Niger, Somalia, Upper

Volta, Yemen A.R. and Yemen P.D.R.;

COAL (imported): Cyprus, Jordan, Malta, Mauritius;

GEOTHERMAL: El Salvador;

GEOTHERMAL and HYDRO: Guatemala, Iceland;

HYDRO: Fiji, Nepal, Guyana, Honduras, Panama, C.A.R.,

Chad, Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Gambia, Guinea,

Ivory Coast, Liberia, Madagascar, Mali, Mauritania,

Senegal, Sierra Leone, Sudan, and Tanzania.

(ii) About 11 countries with medium or large size power systems

are heavily dependent on imported oil but can adjust to the

new situation by the use of nuclear power or domestic

resources which were previously comparatively expensive.

These countries will also be hard hit and will only be

able to alleviate slowly the effects of the increases in

oil prices by the use of power generation alternatives

requiring about twice the capital investment (and

foreign exchange) of previous oil-based expansions.

They are: Korea, Taiwan, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand,

Turkey, Greece, Jamaica, Ireland, Morocco and Uruguay.
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In most of these countries, impact on the sector as well

as on the economy is likely to be major.

(iii) In a few cases international cooperation will help to

alleviate the impact, For exaple: Nicaragua could

import power from Honduras, Uruguay could use hydropower

jointly (e.g., Salto Grande) with Argentina; Kenya

could import electricity from Tanzania and Uganda;

Liberia could use hydro jointly with Sierra Leone or

Ivory Coast; Upper Volta could import power from Ghana.

(iv) Many countries including some of the bigger and more

populated of the LDCs (e.g., India), and heavily dependent

on oil imports for other sectors such as transport, are,

however, independent of oil for their power generation

These form part of a group which relies mainly on

domestic hydro, coal, lignite and even uranium (Argentina)

for their present and future power needs; the impact

of the crisis on their power systems will be small or

minimal: India, Sri Lanka, Cambodia, Laos, Brazil,

Peru, Chile, Argentina, Colombia, Paraguay, Yugoslavia,

Zambia, Zaire, Uganda, Malawi, Swaziland, Burundi, Rwanda,

Botswana, Lesotho, Cameroon, Ghana, Dahomey and Togo.

(v) Finally, there is a balance of countries, not neces-

sarily important as oil exporters but with sufficient

domestic resources of oil and natural gas to be able
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to adapt in a very flexible way to the crisis. Other

than OPEC members they include Malaysia, Bangladesh,

Pakistan, Burma, Afghanistan, Bolivia, Oman, Syria, and

Congo. Two OPEC countries with fairly large power systems

(Iran and Venezuela) are also exploring the possibility

of using nuclear power instead of oil and gas; the

economics of these projects need careful study in view

of the difficulties of exporting some of the heavy

residues likely to be produced in their planned new

refinery activities, and/or calibrating gas production

precisely to LNG exports.

2.23 Other conclusions from the country reviews are:

(i) With regard to changes in investment choices, the immediate

impact of the recent events is not large. Lead times for

the engineering and construction of new plant do not allow

important changes for expansions due to be on service

before 1980. 3/ And for those needed after 1980, most

pre-crisis plans had assumed much higher future oil

prices since the Teheran Agreements of early 1971.

The crisis has confirmed the need for changes already

partly foreseen and given support to some decisions

which may have been marginal when originally taken

3/ A specific instance of a shift made immediately is Kenya where an oil

steam plant was cancelled and a hydro project was substituted. This

could be made because this project was already prepared.
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(e.g., the 1973 lignite burning Elbistan Power Plant

Project in Turkey; the 600 MW nuclear projects of

Taiwan, Korea, Mexico, Argentina, Brazil and others).

(ii) In medium and large size LDCs which are net oil

importing countries the general trend is to develop

local resources such as hydro or coal to the maximum

degree economically justified; if these options are

not available or insufficient, to complement them with

nuclear power base load or with oil (generally GTs)

for peaking. As a result overall shifts in primary

energy use can be quite remarkable. For a group of

countries in this category (Korea, Malaysia, Pakistan,

Philippines, Singapore, Malaysia, Taiwan and Thailand)

a preliminary study gives the following interesting

results:

Table 11-3

Source of Power Generation
(in % of total)

1974 1990

Oil 63 18
Coal 15 10

Nuclear 1 60

Hydro 21 12

Geothermal - 1
Pumped Storage 0 (1)

Total. % 100 100

Total GW 74,294 406,379
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A similar study for Afghanistan, Algeria, Cyprus, Greece,

Iceland, Iran, Ireland, Jordan, Malta, Morocco, Oman,

Syria, Tunisia, Turkey and Yugoslavia, shows the following

expected shifts in primary energy use for power:

Table 11-4

1971 1985
% %.

Coal 35 34Oil 24 9Natural Gas 5 7Nuclear - 22Hydro 36 28

Total % 100 100

Total GWh 31,135 71,261

These percentage shifts are not dissimilar to the

developments expected to take place in some of the

industrial countries. They include a very large

increase in the role of nuclear power, a dramatic

decrease in the role of oil (imported) and lesser

changes depending on availability) of such local

resources as coal and hydro.

(ii) Nuclear power is expected to play an increasingly

important role in about 15 developing countries:

Korea, Philippines, Taiwan, Thailand, Mexico, Brazil,

India, Pakistan, Yugoslavia, Spain, Argentina, Egypt,

Greece, Romania and Israel. Over a hundred reactors
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above 500-600 MW would be economically justified for

installation before 1990. Another hundred in the

200-400 MW range could be added to those as well as

other countries (Peru, Chile, Uruguay, Jamaica,

Bangladesh) as they become available from manufacturers.

(iv) In a few countries that have coal and lignite there is

a clear trend to explore and develop new production

facilities. The major and in some cases the only use

of these resources will be the power sector. Among

these countries are India, Mexico, Greece, Turkey,

Yugoslavia, Colombia, Ireland and Swaziland.

(v) Hydroelectricity currently represents about 40% of

power generation in LDCs (20% in OECD). Hydro expansion

will continue to play an important role for the next

10-15 years. In percentage terms, however, hydro will

decrease in importance. In some countries new hydro

plants will continue to play a major role (e.g.,

Afghanistan, Brazil, Iceland, Vietnam, Sri Lanka, Burma,

Laos, Papua and New Guinea, Honduras, Nicaragua, Chile,

Peru, Ecuador, Colombia, Zambia, Zaire, Uganda, Tanzania,

Malagasy, Rwanda, Burundi) or at least a significant one

(Greece, Syria, Yugoslavia, Ireland, Korea, Pakistan,

Philippines, India, Bangladesh, Panama, Guyana, Argentina,

Venezuela).
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(vi) Finally, the preliminary reviews indicate that tor is

a great need in many countries for better data on their

energy resource base, and for a much more sophisticated

approach to planning of the power sector.
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III. INDUSTRY

A. Introduction

aTe effects of energy price increases on production costs, and

ppocess substitutions were investigated for a group 
of industries

Sobe important in country development plans and for Bank lending.

T a consisted of representative major products in the following indus-

L,,,in and steel, pulp and paper, fertilizers several chemicals and

p i irent, machinery (tractors, commercial vehicles) and metal fabri-

is ~stins ~and forgings).

Effects on Production_ Costsat Product Substitution

3.02 The direct effect on production costs vary between industries,

o !..n the extent of. capital intensity and the relative importance

fenerg ury pts compared to ether inputs. Energy costs, however, are gen-

l all fraction of total costs, and consequently a quadrupling of

tpIes leads to an increase of abojt 377 nent, 30% in the costs

f c ieu poduct', up to 2% in newshrnt u es hr 13% in stee1

pra as low as 4% iKraft paperi and liner or (see Table III-1).
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Table III-1: IMPACT ON PRODUCTION COSTS--

Industries and Products Cost Increases (%)

1. Steel

a. Slabs 8.7
b. Heavy plate 13.0
c. Cold-rolled sheet 13.1
d. Rebars 11.9

2. Fertilizers

a. Nitrogen (ammonia/urea) 48.0

b. Phosphates; potash Negligible

3. Pulp and Paper

a. Liner board 4.0
b. Bleached pulp 4*0
c. Newsprint Up to 20.0

4. Cement.

5. Chemicals

a. PVC 32.0
b. Polyethylene 72.0
c. Polypropylene 27.0
d. Nylon 30.0
e. Polyester 40.0

6. Machinery and Metal Products

a. Trucks and tractors 1.0

b. Grey iron castings 1.0
c. Steel forgings 15.0

a/ Incorporates only the recent increases in petroleum prices as well as
the prices of other energy sources such as coal.
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3.03 Due to the general world inflation, it is difficult to determine

the extent to which the cost changes will reflect relative price changes. In

any event, the demand substitutions are likely to be indirectly effected

through changes in the pattern of output of goods using these products as

intermediates, rather than through direct substitution as this possibility is

very limited. Some substitution may be foreseen occur in packaging (shift to

plastics from paper), fiber mixes (between nylon, polyesters and cotton) and

in steel products (plastics or aluminum for tin plate).

C. Energy Substitution and Process Changes

3.04 The scope for process changes in existing plants is very limited,

although some changes are possible such as less reliance on blast furnace oil

injection. -No significant changes in energy requirements are likely on the

basis of conservatioa measures.

3.05 In the longer run, a number of process changes are probable. In

steel, the traditional blast furnace/BOF process will become more attractive

than the direct reduction method, as the former requires 25% less fuel input.

Similarly, continuous casting is more thermally efficient than ingot casting,

with a net saving of 10 to 20 therms per ton of steel cast. Lesser use of oil

injection into blast furnaces will, however, be mitigated by the fact that it

aows greater output to be achieved from existing equipment than coking coal.

3,06 In fertilizer, a shift away from naphtha as an ammonia feedstock is

likely to occur, although the existing naphtha based plants should be able to

remain profitable given the forecast ammonia/urea prices. The use of coal

can only grow slowly, however, even where it is relatively inexpensive. Gas

and oil will continue to be the prevalent feedstock in the foreseeable future,
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although the technology of coal gasification in connection with petroleum

derivatives may become economical.

3.07 In machinery and metal fabrication, there are a number of changes

in foundry and forging processes that might be undertaken to save fuel, as

well as to modernize the basic technology. For forgings, the changes involve

adoption of more efficient induction heating for billets, and adoption of

continuous heat treat furnaces replacing batch-type furnaces. For castings

the changes include adoption of modern ladle preheating and heat treat furnace

burners, acid melting instead of basic melting practices and elimination of

oil sand cores and substitution with CO 2 cores, shell cores or chemically air

setting cores.

3.08 In chemicals, PVC ethylene can be produced with coal as the starting

material. An alternative vinyl chloride process is the vapor phase reaction

of acetylene and hydrogen chloride. Acetylene may be produced from carbide,

which is made from lime and coal on electric furnace. Commercial development

of such alternatives will, however, take time, as will substitution for poly-

propylene. As old plants are phased out, they will be replaced by more

efficient slurry or gas phase processes. The derivation of monomer feedstock

benzene and ammonia from coal are also possible.

3.09 Finally, process changes such as increased use of the dry process

(with preheater kiln), shifts to bigger size single units to replace many

smaller units working in parallel, greater use of grate coolers, etc., may

occur in the cement industry. Such changes will require both higher capital

costs as well as considerable time for development.
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IV. TRANSPORTATM ION

A. Introduction

4.01 Most methods of transportation of passengers and goods are dependent,

almost exclusively, on petroleum products to provide the primary source of

motive power. The use of substitute fuels is limited and this substitution

can only take place after considerable capital investment, e.g. the electri-

fication of railways.

4.02 The energy demands of transportation vary between 16 and 26% of the

total energy demand of developed countries. There are no reliable figures

for the developing countries but rough calculations suggest similar orders of

magnitude. The percentage of the petroleum requirements of a country devoted

to meeting the transportation demand varies considerably and is largely

dependent on the availability of alternative fuels for electric power genera-

tion. In the US, 53% of the petroleum consumed is used in transportation

(1972). The average for Europe is 29%.

4.03 In the analysis below the final price to the consumer of the various

fuels is related to crude oil prices f.o.b. Persian Gulf. The basic assumption

is that only crude oil prices and ocean transport costs change and that market-

ing margins, taxes, and local distribution costs remain the same in absolute

amounts. Thus, the relationship between crude prices and consumer prices

should be considered as indicating orders of magnitude rather than precise

estimates.
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4.04 The general conclusion reached is that the cost of fuel alone is not

a large enough element in the cost of transport either to alter the relative

attractiveness of the different mo)ode or to change significantly the pattern of

investments and operations within modes. The effect of fuel price increases

on transportation tend to be swamped by the world-wide upward movement of

prices. The tripling of crude oil prices, for example, increases truck oper-

ating costs by less than 5%. Many countries are experiencing general pipe

increases well above this percentage,

4.05 Data used in this paper are drawn Largely from U.S. sources and

should be used with caution when applied elsewhere. They indicate only broad

orders of magnitude and should not be used, for example, to make a precise

estimate of truck operating costs in a particular country. Although the com-

position or structure of transportation costs may vary from country to country,

the total costs for each mode are not likely to be very different. Lower

labor costs, for example, tend to be offset by higher capital costs. Thus,

the conclusions reached on the relative attractiveness of the different modes

should hold for most situations,

4.06 This Section does not attempt to provide policy prescriptions. This

can only be done on a country by country basis. It should be noted, however,

that there is much scope for adjustments. Prices of petroleum products are

often controlled, and contain a large element of taxation in their final price.

Thus, governments are in a position to decide how much, of the price increases

in crude oil is to be passed on to the final consumer.
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B. Energy Characteristics of Transport Modes and Modal Choice

4.07 The energy demands of the various modes of transport vary 
consid-

Erably. The following are average US figures but since the technology is

roughly similar worldwide, they should be reasonably representative 
for all

countries.

Table IV - 1

Load Factor Energy Intensiveness
(BTU per ton-mile)

It ad Waterway 85% 500

al 94% 750

Pipeline - 1,850

Truck 59% 2,400

ir Cargo 65% 63,000

(Btu per pass-mile) /a

maAl Car 2.2 2,582

randard Car 2.2 4,323

Urban Bus 30% 2,803

Air 50% 6,300

The energy characteristics of passenger carriage are highly variable

anI averages have little meaning. Utilization rates or loan factors

have the major impact on enerby intensiveness; these are very different

bePtween modes, countries, and even times of day.
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4.08 Although the fuel requirements of the various transport modes are

different, this difference is not sufficiently important in the overall struc-

ture of costs and service characteristics of each mode to allow fuel prices to

play an important role in model choice. The relative cost differences between

modes is large enough that even substantial shifts in fuel prices will not,

with a few exceptions, alter the relative attractions of different modes.

4.09 The following summary figures show the impact of a movement of crude

oil prices from $2.00/bbl (f.o.b. Persian Gulf) to $7.00/bbl on the structure

of average US prices for transport, assuming that tax and distribution margins

remain unchanged (for more details see Annex II).

Table IV-2

Fuel Cost/ Average Cost/ Fuel Cost/ Average Cost/
Total Cost ton/pass-mile Total Cost ton/pass-mile

$2.00/bbl $7.00/bbl

Pipeline 53.1 0.32 68.6 0.51

Waterways /a 3.7 0.27 16.1 0.31

Ocean Shipping 7.7 0.0248 22.4 0.0295

Rail 4.6 1.51 8.9 1.58

Truck 3.5 9.63 5.7 9.85

Air Cargo 27.7 23.50 45.2 31.00

Urban Bus 16.3 2.03 24.4 2.25

Small Car 18.3 4.20 24.1 4.52

Standard Car 21.3 6.10 27.3 6.60

/a For Ocean Shipping, see para. 4.27.
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4.10 The price paid for each mode increases in relation to the intensity

of its fuel use, but the relative position of the modes does not alter signi-

ficantly. Thus, at a price of crude of $2.00/bbl (the situation prior to

1973) truck costs on the average are 6.4 times higher than rail, while at

57.00/bbl truck costs are 6.2 times rail costs. The only areas where some

modal shifts might occur in response to changing fuel prices, are in air

cargo -- to rail or truck and in pipelines -- to waterways. In the case of

air cargo, it is because its price increases relative to all other modes. In

the case of pipelines, it is because energy is an important part of total

costs (88% at $7.00/bbl) and where geographic conditions permit, water trans-

port could become more attractive.

4.11 Passenger traffic is even less responsive to shifts in fuel prices

than in cargo. The importance of capacity utilization and price regulation

combined with the essentially non-competitive nature of the modes supplying

long distance travel makes this type of passenger travel unresponsive to

changes in fuel prices. In air travel, for example, a 75% increase in fuel

prices couls be offset by increasing load factors from an average of 50% to

60%. This can be seen by examining Table 2 in Annex II for a 707 aircraft.

Raising fuel cost from 0.68J/pass.-mi. at $3/bbl. of crude oil to 1.94/pass.-mi.

But increasing the load factor from 50% to 60% reduces average total cost at

$7/bl. from 7.314/pass.mi. to 6.094/pass.-mi. (50/60 x 7.31), a decrease of

1.224/pass.-mi.

4.12 The price of automobile and bus travel, particularly in urban areas,

will only be marginally affected by increasing crude prices. The tax and

distribution margins make up the major part of the price of fuel for motor
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vehicle transport. This is more so in both Europe and the developing countries

than it is in the US. Thus, increasing crude prices by more than three times

(from $2.00/bbl to $7.00/bbl) in the US, increases the pump price by less

than 50%. At prices of fuel of more than a dollar/gal. the increase in the

final price is in the range of 10 to 15%.

4.13 Changes of these orders of magnitude are unlikely to shift traffic

from automobiles to public transport (buses or rail) in the urban areas. The

private cost of operating an automobile per passenger kilometer, remains sev-

eral times (depending in load factors) that of the urban bus or rail system

and even at these cost differentials, difficulties are encountered in encourag-

ing use of public transport. Higher fuel prices alter the margins slightly

in favor of'public transport but this margin could be offset by a small im-

provement in the efficiency of automobile use.

C. Effects on Equipment and Construction Costs

4.14 In the above analysis of modal split, it was assumed that only fuel

prices vary. Energy is required in addition in the manufacturing of transpor-

tation equipment and in the construction of guideways -- roads and rails. The

manufacturing of transportation equipment is not energy intensive. The 1966

input-output matrix for the US shows the energy input requirements in the

manufacture of transportation equipment ranging from 0.09% of gross value of

output for aircraft to 0.04% for motor vehicles, for an average of 0.29%.

Tripling the price of energy would still make the gross value of output added

by energy less than one percent.

4.15 In addition to the energy requirements in transportation equipment

production, there are the energy requirements of materials inputs into equip-

ment production to be taken into consideration. These inputs (steel, aluminum,
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rubber, plastics, etc.) vary considerably by type of equipment and the impor-

tance of energy or petroleum in their processing. They all tend to be capital

intensive, however, and while it is not possible to be precise, it is doubtful

that higher energy prices will increase the final price of these inputs suf-

ficiently to have more than a marginal impact on the capital costs of trans-

portation equipment.

4.16 Track or guideway costs for transportation systems are usually less

than 20% of the total ton mile costs of transport. The major portion of the

costs of these guideways is accounted for by civil work construction. The

following is an illustrative example of the relative role of petroleum in

civil works construction.

Table IV-3

Cost per Kilometer of a Typical Indian National Highway
(equipment intensive method)

Petroleum
1972 Prices Double Prices

1. Equipment 11,936 11,936
2. Fuel and Lubricants 3,869 7,738
3. Labor 2,838 2,838
4. Bitumen 1,600 3,200
5. Engineering Overheads and

Management 20,343 20,343

40,686 46,055

The doubling of fuel lubricant and bitumen prices would increase the per

kilometer costs by approximately 13%. This would translate into a less than

2% increase in final cost of transport.
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4.17 Although minor differences will be found from mode to mode, it is

unlikely that the increase in costs of infrastructure (equipment and guid-

ways) will increase final transport prices by more than 2 to 3%. The dif-

ferences between mode would not be sufficient to change the relative prices

of any of the modes. The direct operating costs of vehicles and equipment

are the major component of transport costs and it is here that fuel prices

have their main impact.

D. Adjustments Within Modes

4.18 Although higher energy prices are unlikely to significantly alter

modal choice and thus investment patterns in transportation, they will,

undoubtedly, encourage some adjustments within modes which will result in

a more efficient utilization of fuel. Some of these possibilities for each

mode are discussed below.

Railways

4.19 Rail transport is already an efficient user of fuel and there is

little scope for adjustments. The diesel locomotive still remains the most

efficient form of prime mover, even with much higher fuel prices. A return

to coal burning steam locomotives would not be justified under any conceivable

range of diesel fuel prices. The overall costs of rail transport approxi-

mately double with the use of steam locomotives; diesel fuel prices would

have to increase nearly 15 times before steam and diesel were competitive.

4.20 Higher diesel oil prices may encourage, however, the more rapid

electrification of some lines if other fuels, particularly coal, are avail-

able for electricity generation at a lower price than the equivalent amount

of petroleum. The benefits of the electrification of rail lines is not in
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the form of fuel savings, since approximately the same amount of energy is

required in both cases. The benefits of electrification result from the

lower maintenance costs of the combination of electric locomotives and

electric power generating plants. This maintenance savings is obtained

only with higher capital expenditures.

4.21 Lower fuel costs and lower total costs would be obtained provided

other conditions for electrification (eg., traffic densities) existed and

coal was available at a lower price than oil. However, the fuel savings are

only obtainable at substantial additional capital costs. If overall capital or

budgetary constraints are such that there are already shortages of electric

power the issue becomes one of whether or not electrification or railways is

the most appropriate use of these scarce resources (coal and capital). The

diesel locomotive Is a relatively efficient user of petroleum and if conversion

to electricity results in scarcities of electricity elsewhere in the economy,

it may lead to such inefficiencies as auto-generation of electric power or the

very energy intensive use of kerosene for domestic lighting.

Highway Freight Transport

4.22 Only minor adjustments can be expected here. In most countries

the trucking industry is relatively competitive and normal pressures have

been exerted to insure the development of fuel efficient engines. Higher

fuel prices will undoubtedly encourage the use of more fuel efficient larger

trucks and accelerate the trend from gasoline to diesel powered trucks. The

higher operating costs of vehicles as a result of higher fuel prices should

also tend to require higher design standards for roadways. Here again it

would mean trading-off higher capital costs against fuel savings.
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Urban Transport

4.23 The price of energy is not expected to be a major factor in urban

transport although over the long run higher energy prices may encourage a

more compact city form. The amount of energy required for urban transport

is more a function of the spatial distribution of the city and population

density than the mode of transport. Public transport tends to be as energy

intensive as private transport. If, for example, the city pattern is one of

widespread low density suburban development, the fuel economies associated

with rail system or urban bus network are not available because these are

offset by low load factors. An urban bus with a less than 50% load factor

is an energy intensive form of transportation. 4/

4.24 The, major options for energy savings in urban transport are confined

largely to the US. The switch to smaller cars will be the principal source

of this energy savings, together with some minor changes in load factor and

more efficient use of public transport. For most of the rest of the world,

these options are not available, since the bulk of urban transport, parti-

cularly in developing countries, is already by public transport and the size

of cars tends to be much smaller than in the US.

4.25 The renewed interest and investment in urban public transport in

both the US and Europe--because of growing congestion (street space crisis

rather than energy crisis)--has created severe bottlenecks on the supply

side. Since most developing countries have to import this equipment, they

4/ The large urban bus saves on road space, not energy. Less energy per
passenger kilometer is required to operate a mini bus than a large
urban bus.
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can expect increasing difficulties (and higher prices) in obtaining it.

Buses in particular are in short supply and likely to remain so for nearly

a decade. The US capacity for urban bus production, for example, is 6,000

buses per year, or roughly the current replacement demand. Diverting 20%

of existing private car commuters to bus transport in the US would require

an additional 250,000 buses! The situation is similar in Europe.

Air Transport

4.26 Considerable excess capacity has traditionally existed in this

industry. While air transport is slightly more sensitive to fuel price

changes than other modes, the existence of this excess capacity, particularly

in international routes, means that there is much scope for more efficient

utilization of capacity to offset higher fuel prices.

Ocean Shipping

4.27 Traditionally, fuel costs have constituted 7 to 10% of the operating

costs of a vessel. Residual fuel oils which used to power the larger ships

have been available at prices slightly below the price of crude oil. 5/

Thus, the rising price of crude is likzely to be translated almost directly

into an equivalent rise in the price of these oils. At a price of $2.00/bbl

of crude, heavy fuels have sold for $1.70/bbl or US 40/gal. Assuming that

this crude to product relationship continues, at $7.00/bbl crude, heavy

fuels would sell for US 14J per gal. This implies an increase of 19% in the

costs of ocean freight (see Table 3 Annex II). Higher fuel prices will

accelerate the trend towards larger ships. Significant economies of scale

occur in the use of fuel. A 400,000 DV Tanker requires 17% less fuel per

ton mile than a 100,000 DWT tanker.

5/ If the price were above the price of crude (which has happened in the
short run) these vessels could burn the crude directly.
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E. Administrative Measures

4.28 The above discussion has been in terms of transport prices that

would prevail under various assumptions concerning the price of crude oil.

The reaction of users of the transport systems has been judged in light of

these prices. In view of the likely minimal impact of price changes in

these decisions, there may be a tendency to shift traffic to less fuel

intensive modes through administrative fiat.

4.29 With a few exceptions, such shifts will not reduce costs but will

merely shift their incidence. Shifting traffic to the railroad, for example,

may reduce fuel costs per ton mile but may, at the same time, increase

inventory costs and reduce the reliability and flexibility of the transport

system. Since shippers are willing to pay two or three times the rail freight

rates for road transport of certain goods on some routes, the rates undoubt-

edly reflect the higher value of the service provided.

4.30 In any case, administrative measures used to shift traffic should

be regarded as short-term measures, usually to take advantage of any excess

capacity that might exist, as for example, in the airline industry. Should

such measures prevail for any length of time, their implications for invest-

ment decisions must be evaluated. Shifting traffic to the railroad may

require very substantial investments in new capacity once any excess capacity

has been utilized. Similarly, the decision to electrify a rail line will

not serve to solve any immediate problem but has important longer term impli-

cations for investment.
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V. AGRICULTURE

A. Introduction

5.01 While increased energy costs will significantly affect farm produc-

tion in LDCs in a number of ways, these effects are likely to be small

relative to those of the prevailing shortage of fertilizers (a situation

which the "energy crisis" has exacerbated in some degree). Further, the

direct effects of the energy cost changes are obscured by the current

buoyancy of farm commodity prices and the uncertainty that surrounds them.

However, these factors are considered to be essentially short-run in nature

and are expected to decline in significance by 1980, while the energy cost

effects will remain.

B. Changes in Farm Input Costs

5.02 The prices paid by farmers for fuel and lubricants, fertilizer and

other chemicals, and for other inputs, are expected to rise due to changes

in crude oil prices--prices for fuel and lubricants are expected to rise by

as much as 2.5 times, nitrogenous fertilizer may rise by 50 percent or more

and other fertilizers and chemicals by some 30 percent, while the cost of

other inputs (including machinery and replacement parts) will rise by smaller

amounts, depending on the energy component in their production and distri-

bution.

5.03 To assess the effect of these expected changes on farm operating

costs an analysis was made of expenditure patterns for a number of crop types

in various countries, the results of which are summarized in Table V-1. If,

as has been assumed in the exercise, the farm input and output mix remains
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Table V-1: ESTIMATED CHANGES IN FARM OPERATING COSTSRESULTING FROM CHANGES IN ENERGY COSTS
(1972 = 100, constant dollar basis)

Country/Type of Farm Operating
RICE Costs

Philippines: Traditional 103
Mechanized 109

India Bullock Farms 100
Tractor - Irrig. 115
Tractor - Part Irrig. 111

Indonesia South
North 102

WHEAT101WHEAT India Bullock Farms 101
Tractor - Irrig. 11

SUGARCANE India Tractor - Irrig' 105
Customs Farms 104

TOBACCO India Bullock Farms 101
Tractor Farms 101
Custom Farms 107

MILLET India Bullock Farms 101
Tractor - Part Irrig. 110
Tractor - Irrig. 110
Custom Farms 110

RUBBER Malaysia 108

110
Indonesia :

COTTON Nigeria Traditional

Improved 1
Advanced 112

112
Tanzania Traditional

Advanced

Sudan :
115

India Bullock Farms 101
Tractor - Irrig. 104
Custom Farms 105
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Table V-1 (Continued)

a!
Operating-

Country/Type of Farm Costs

JUTE Bangladesh: Traditional, Unirrig. 101

Improved, irrig. 103
Improved, irrig. no

flood control 103
Improved, irrig., flood

control 103

WHOLE FARMS Brazil : Small Farm 116
Medium Farm 124
Large Farm 139

Sao Paulo : Medium Farm 112

a/ Assumes changes only in energy intensive inputs, viz. fertilizer, pesti-

cides, fuel and lubricants, and machinery inputs. Prices used are based

on 1980 expectations, assuming unusually high current prices for ferti-
lizers have returned to more normal levels. The figures reflect no input
substitution by farmers -- thus they tend to overestimate cost effects.

Sources: These indices are derived from farm budgets based on field survey
data taken from various studies -- they have not been standardized

across countries.
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unchanged, farm operating costs may increase by amounts varying from 1 to 20

percent. Those farms using traditional modes of production will be least

affected, while those with irrigation, tractors and high-yielding varieties

will be most seriously affected. Accordingly, the average cost increase for

the agricultural sector will be higher in those countries where the more

advanced technology is most widespread, e.g., Taiwan, Korea, India, Turkey,

Mexico and Brazil.

5.04 The impact on production costs will tend to be somewhat less than

indicated above as there is some scope for adjustments in the production

methods to substitute for fertilizer. The means of achieving this saving in

fertilizer use include: (i) more intensive use of irrigation areas,

better technology use supported by improved institutional arrangements and

services, (ii) modified field practices, such as direct placement of ferti-

lizer, better weeding and spacing, (iii) use of better balanced crop rotations,

inter-cropping and green manuring using nitrogen fixing legumes, (iv) devel-

oping alternative sources of nitrogen, especially those produced from biolog-

ical fixation, (v) indirect fertilizer savings might also be achieved by

production savings, such as better pest control and more adequate storage to

reduce losses. Further, price subsidies and taxes might be modified in some

countries to offset the higher input costs.

5.05 While changes of these proportions are not insignificant, they are

marginal in a farming context where much greater fluctuations in income are

commonly experienced due to seasonal and market effects. Consequently, it

is likely that there will be no massive adjustment to the changing costs.

Generally, the profitability of mechanized farming will be reduced, but given

the financial returns from mechanization there is unlikely to be any signifi-

cant reduction in this area. There could be a significant reduction in the
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use of pesticides, however, since they are known to have a high price elasti-

city of demand. For small predominantly subsistence farms even small changes

in cash costs may be large in relation to cash receipts. If this is the case,

there could be some reduction in the use of fertilizer and tractor 
services

on these farms. In general, as shown for Brazil in Table V-1, the smaller farms

are likely to be least affected in terms of total costs.

C.Oanes in Farm Output and Income

5.06 In spite of these increases in operating costs, net farm incomes

are likely to continue to rise for many types of farms given current 
market

price expectations for crops. However, this judgment is based on world market

prices for conmdities which may not be reflected in prices at the farm gate,

since agricultural commodities are subject to administered price arrangements

in many countries.

5.07 There are likely to be changes in the production pattern of farms

with a move away from crops requiring high application levels of fertilizer,

notably cotton, and a shift toward those where market prices are more favorable.

There may also be a return to local varieties of cereals away from the new

high yielding varieties which are much more fertilizer dependent--IIYV 
rise is

known to yield lower than some local varieties of rice when no fertilizer 
is

us ed.

5.08 The overall effect of higher energy costs will probably involve a

somewhat slower rate of adoption of new technology, and lower rates of output

growth. Consumers are likely to be more adversely affected than farmers

since they are likely to experience both short-run scarcities and higher
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prices due to current dislocations in production. In the longer term the

prospects are somewhat better but it would seem inevitable that the higher

input costs will be reflected to some extent in higher product prices.

VI. TOURISM

A. Introduction

6.01 It appears that the primary factor affecting the growth of foreign

travel from the U.S. and Japan has been the growth of real income. Price

factors have been relatively much less significant, except that in the growth

of foreign travel from Europe. However, income growth has probably been the

dominant factor there also. The rate of growth of foreign tourist arrivals

from the main tourist markets may well drop in 1974 and 1975 but in the

longer run to 1980, expansion approximating past growth rates may reasonably

be expected. Projections for the five main tourist markets suggest that

tourism expenditures in current prices will be little affected in the

aggregate during the- latter half of the 1970s. However, the short-tern

impact is expected to be somewhat severe, and the rate of recovery will vary

among the main markets. It seems unlikely that the very rapid growth in

Japanese travel abroad can now be maintained. Nevertheless, it seens probabie

that the rate of growth of total tourist arrivals from 1974-30 would not be

significantly lower than that over the period 1958-72.
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6.02 The impact of the energy crisis on the costs of foreign travel will

be greatest in respect of air and road transport. Higher fuel prices will

affect air fares of charter airlines much more than those of scheduled air-

lines. The impact on the cost of the holiday package should be greatest for

relatively distant destinations served by charter airlines. However, tour

operators' reports, and hotel occupancy statistics for early 1974, suggest

that so far demand is being well sustained for the more distant destinations.

With many developing countries facing drastically higher fuel import

bills, additional tourism projects may well be justified in a number of areas

with relatively favorable market prospects in view of the high returns of

tourism projects in terms of foreign exchange earnings.

B. Growth of the Sector

6.03 While statistics on international tourism are incomplete and often

of dubious quality, the best figures available record an increase in inter-

national visitor arrivals (including vacationers, business and other visitors)

from 25 million in 1950 to almost 200 million in 1972. International tourism

receipts (in current prices) are estimated to have risen from $2.1 billion

to $24 billion over the same period. The major tourist generating countries

are the United States and Canada, the more wealthy European countries and in

recent years Japan. Among Bank member countries, Part I countries accounted

for approximately two-thirds of tourist arrivals and tourism receipts in 1972

and Part II countries for the remaining one-third.

6.04 Among Part II countries, those closest to the main tourist generating

countries attracted the greater visitor flows: from Europe to Spain, Yugoslavia,
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Greece, Morocco, and Tunisia; from the U.S. and Canada 
to Mexico and the

Caribbean; from Japan to Korea and Taiwan. However, certain more distant

destinations such as Kenya, Senegal, Thailand and Singapore have attracted

sizeable visitor flows from the main market countries, 
and there have been

growing intra-regional visitor flows between, for example, Thailand, Malaysia,

Singapore and Indonesia and between Argentina, 
Uruguay and Brazil.

6.05 The growth of international tourism in the past 
twenty years has

been associated with the continued growth in per 
capita incomes in the devel-

oped world which has meant a steadily higher proportion 
of income being

available for spending on leisure activities 
including holiday travel. w

has now become an accepted part of consumption patterns--rather 
thn a luxury

or novelty--for substantial segments of the population.

C. Factors Affecting the Growth of Tourism

6.06 Within the limitations of existing data a statistical 
analysis of

economic time-series has been made of some principal 
factors affecting total

foreign travel from the United States to Europe and the Mediterranean, 
to

Mexico and to the Caribbean (excluding Puerto Rico), 
and total foreign travel

from Japan. The principal factors isolated in the analysis were the 
growth

in real per capita disposable income, the real costs of travel by air and

the relative change in costs of services in the destination area 
as comp ed

with the United States. These factors are three among many influencing 'Ie

decision to travel abroad, such as fashion, levels of education, degree of

urbanization, longer statutory holidays, extent of car 
ownership, etc. The

three factors studied, however, seem among the most 
important and are most

readily quantified.
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6.07 It appears that for the U.S. and Japanese markets the primary factor

affecting the growth of foreign travel has been the growth of real income.

The decline in real costs of travel by air has been relatively much less

significant. The income elasticity of demand for foreign travel (numbers

travelling) from the United States to Europe and the Mediterranean, Mexico,

and the Caribbean over the period 1958-72 appears to have been in the range

3.4 to 4.5. Similarly the income elasticity of demand for foreign vacation

travel from Japan over the period 1965-72 appears to have been approximately

3.5. The elasticity of demand (expressed in numbers of travellers) in relation

to the price of holiday travel in both markets appears to have been approxi-

mately -1.0.

6.08 A similar analysis of European travel to the Mediterranean 6/ suggests

that price factors have had a greater impact on the growth of foreign travel

in Europe than in the U.S. or Japan. This may reflect both geographical

factors and the fact that much wider segments of the population in many

European countries travel abroad on vacation. The income elasticity of demand

for foreign travel from Europe to the Mediterranean over the period 1958-72

appears to have been approximately 1.8. The price elasticity of demand with

respect to the cost of holiday travel (including relative rates of inflation)

ranges from -1.5 to -2.0. Thus reductions in the real costs of foreign travel,

have occurred partly as a result of the fast growth of air charter

package holidays organized by large European tour wholesalers, have opened up

entirely new market segments. The principal destination for such low cost

holidays by air has been Spain, including Majorca. In the United States,

partly because of the great size of the country, the proportion of the

6/ Spain, Greece, Turkey, Yugoslavia, Cyprus, Egypt, Lebanon, Israel,

Morocco and Tunisia.
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population going abroad on vacation is much smaller than in many European

countries (4-5% as compared with 10-30% in the richer European countries).

In Japan also, where foreign vacation travel has expanded very fast but only

in the last eight years, the proportion of the population going abroad on

vacation is still small (only 2%).

6.09 The results of the analysis made so far must be treated with caution,

but it may be said with some confidence that despite rises in the costs of

international travel, international tourist arrivals will continue to increase

even with relatively lower growth in per capita real incomes in the developed

world. Preliminary results of other studies, based on similar assumptions,

support this conclusion in general terms, and indicate that total expendi-

tures on international travel from the five main generating countries 7/

may grow, in current prices, at an average of about 16% annually over the

period 1972 to 1980.

D. Effect on Holiday Prices

6.10 A provisional analysis has been made of the likely impact of higher

fuel costs on the prices of some typical "inclusive tour" holidays. It is

clear that the impact of higher fuel prices is greater for holidays by air

charter than for holidays by scheduled airline and that the impact is greater

for more distant destinations. The probable increase in scheduled airline

fares is expected to be of the order of 15-20% as a result of the increase

in fuel costs, while the increase in air charter fares is likely to be of

the order of 30-50%. The effect of these increases on the selling prices of

inclusive tours by scheduled airlines and for nearer destinations by charter

7/ USA, UK, W. Germany, France, Japan.
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airlines is relatively small, but the impact on the inclusive tour selling

price for more distant destinations by charter airline is substantial,

reflecting the higher component that fuel accounts for in charter airline

costs. The overheads of charter airlines are very much smaller than of

scheduled airlines and the load factors of the former have been much higher.

Hence the potential offset to higher fuel costs from economies in overhead

or from better load factors is very small.

E. Prospects

6.11 On the basis of the likely income growth rates and higher transport

costs it seems likely that the rate of growth of numbers travelling abroad

from the U.S. to 1980 may be within the range 10 to 12% compared with an

average annual growth rate of 13% between 1960 and 1972. Similarly the

growth rate of numbers of Japanese travelling abroad on vacation in this

period may be approximately 20% annually, as compared with 57% annually

from 1965-73. While these projections of growth rates cover the period to

1980, there is some evidence already available that the growth in foreign

travel from the major European markets in 1974 is likely to be significantly

less than in 1973 and there may even be some absolute decline. These diffi-

culties may continue into 1975. For world international tourism as a whole,

it is expected that 1974 and 1975 will be years of little or no growth but

that from 1976 the necessary readjustments will have been made and growth

rates should be somewhat higher than the annual average of about 8-9% for

the period as a whole.
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SECTION A: DIESEL GENERATING COSTS*

Table 1

Capital and O&M Costs by Output Size

Net Output (KW) 500 3000 3000 10,000

Type of Fuel Gas Oil Gas Oil Fuel Oil Fuel Oil

Total capital cost $/KW 250.00 220.00 400.00 380.00

Annual capital cost $/KWaf 32.87 28.92 44.07 41.86

Fixed O&M $KW/yr. 12.50 6.60 8.00 7.60

Heat rating Btu/KWh 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000

a/ Cost of capital 10%. Amortization in 15 years for the Fast Diesel; 25 years

for the Slow Diesel.

b/ 5% of total capital cost for the 500 KW plant; 3% for the 3000 KW gas oil

plant and 2% for the fuel oil plants.

*Fuel Costs:

Gas Oil : 72 US(/MBtu Jan. 1973; 216 USJ/MBtu Jan. 1974

Fuel Oil: 37 USC/MBtu Jan. 1973; 111 USC/MBtu Jan. 1974.
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SECTION A: DIESEL GENERATING COSTS*

Table 2

Unit Costs for 30% Plant Factor

(mills per KWh) a/

Net Output (KW) 500 3000 3000 10,000
Type of Fuel Gas Oil Gas Oil Fuel Oil Fuel Oil

Capital cost 12.5 11.0 16.8 15.9

O&M costs 4.8 2.5 3.0 2.9

Fuel costs 7.2 7.2 3.7 3.7

Total Jan. '73 24.5 20.7 23.5 22.5

Additional fuel cost 14.4 14.4 7.4 7.4

Total Jan. '74 38.9 35.1 30.9 29.9

% increase 59 70 31 33

a/ US$ 1.00 = 1,000 mills

*Fuel Costs:

Gas Oil 72 USC/MBtu Jan. 1973; USC/MBtu Jan. 1974
Fuel Oil: 37 USC/MBtu Jan. 1973; USC/MBtu Jan. 1974
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SECTION A: DIESEL GENERATING COSTS*

Table 3

Unit Costs for 50% Plant Factor

(mills/KWh)

Net Output (KW) 500 3000 3000 10,000

Type of Fuel Gas Oil Gas Oil Fuel Oil Fuel Oil

Capital cost 7.5 6.6 10.1 9.6

O&M costs 2.9 1.5 1.8 1.7

Fuel costs 7.2 7.2 3.7 .7

Total Jan. '73 17.6 15.3 15.6 15.0

Additional fuel cost 14.4 14.4 7.4 7.4

Total Jan. '74 32.0 29.7 23.0 22.4

% increase 82 94 47 49

*Fuel Costs:

Gas Oil : 72 US(C/MBtu Jan. 1973; 216 USC/MBtu Jan. 1974

Fuel Oil: 37 USC/MBtu Jan. 1973; 111 USC/MBtu Jan. 1974
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a/
SECTION B: GAS TURBINES GENERATING COSTS-

Table 4

Capital and O&M Costs by Output Size

Net Output (MW) 10 20 45

Total capital cost $/KW 200.00 180.00 150.00

Annual capital cost $/KW* 26.29 23.67 19.72

O&M costs $/KW 3.00 3.00 3.00

Plus mills/KWh 0.5 0.5 0.5

Heat rates Btu/KWh 16,000 15,000 14,000

* Cost of capital 10%, 15 years life.

a/ Fuel cost: Gas oil 72 USC/MBtu January 1973; 216 USC/MBtu

January 1974.
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SECTION B: GAS TURBINES GENERATING COSTSa/

Table 5

Unit Costs for 10% Plant Factor

(mills per KWh)

Net Output (MW) 10 20 45

Capital cost 30.0 27.0 22.5

O&M fixed costs 3.4 3.4 3.4

O&M variable costs 0.5 0.5 0.5

Fuel costs 11.5 10.8 10.0

Total Jan. '73 45.4 41.7 36.4

Additional fuel cost 23.0 21.6 20.0

Total Jan. '74 68.4 63.3 56.4

% increase 51 52 55

a/ Fuel cost: Gas oil 72 USC/MBtu Jan. 1973; 216 US/MBtu Jan. 1974
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SECTION B: GAS TURBINES GENERATING COSTS-

Table 6

Unit Costs for 30% Plant Factor

(mills per KWh)

Net Output (MW) 10 20 45

Capital cost 10.0 9.0 7.5

O&M fixed costs 1.1 1.1 1.1

O&M variable costs 0.5 0.5 0.5

Fuel costs 11.5 10.8 10.0

Total Jan. '73 23.1 21.4 19.1

Additional fuel cost 23.0 21.6 20.0

Total Jan. '74 46.1 43.0 39.1

% increase 100 101 105

a/ Fuel cost: Gas oil 72 USC/MBtu Jan. 1973; 216 USC/MBtu Jan. 1974
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a/
SECTION C: STEAM TURBINES GENERATING COSTS-

Table 7

Capital and O&M Costs by Output Size

Net Output (MW) 50 100 200 300 400 500 600

Total capital cost
$TKW 390.00 348.00 279.00 239.00 222.00 210.00 193.00

Annual capital cost
S/KW/yr* 45.81 40.88 32.77 28.07 26.08 24.67

O&M mills/KWh 1.30 1.05 0.60 0.50 0.40 0.35 0.35

Heat rating Btu/KWh 11,000 10,700 10,000 9,500 9,200 9,000 8,900

* 20 year life, 10% cost of capital.

a/ Heavy fuel oil prices estimated at 35 USC/MBtu in Jan. 
1973 and 105 USC/MBtu in Jan.

1974.
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SECTION C: STEAM TURBINES GENERATING COSTS-

Table 8

50% Plant Factor

(mills/KWh)

Net Output (MW) 50 100 200 300 400 500 600

Capital Costs 10.46 9.33 7.48 6.41 5.95 5.63 5.18

O&M costs 1.30 1.05 0.60 0.50 0.40 0.35 0.35

Fuel costs 3.85 3.75 3.50 3.33 3.22 3.15 3.12

Total Jan. '73 15.61 14.13 11.58 10.24 9.57 9.13 8.65

Additional fuel cost 7.70 7.50 7.00 6.66 6.44 6.30 6.24

Total Jan. '74 23.31 21.63 18.58 16.90 16.01 15.43 14.89

% increase 49 53 60 65 67 69 72

* 20 year life, 10% cost of capital.

a/ Heavy fuel oil prices estimated at 35 USC/MBtu in Jan. 1973 and 105 USC/MBtu

in Jan. 1974.
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SECTION C: STEAM TURBINES GENERATING COSTSa/

Table 9

80% Plant Factor

(mills/KWh)

Net Output (MW) 50 100 200 300 400 500 600

Capital cost 6.54 5.83 4.68 4.01 3.72 3.52 3.23

O&M costs 1.30 1.05 0.60 0.50 0.40 0.35 0.35

Fuel costs 3.85 3.75 3.50 3.33 3.22 3.15 3.12

Total Jan. '73 11.69 10.63 8.78 7.84 7.34 7.02 6.70

Additional fuel cost 7.70 7.50 7.00 6.66 6.44 6.30 6.24

Total Jan. '74 19.39 18.13 15.78 14.50 13.78 13.32 12.94

% increase 66 71 80 85 88 90 93

a/ Heavy fuel oil prices estimated at 35 USC/MBtu in Jan. 1973 and 105 USC/MBtu
in Jan. 1974.
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Table 10

CASE No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Oil (2) Gas (2) Coal (2) Coal Coal (12) Coal (14) Coal

Oil (1) power Gas (1) power Coal (1) conv. power combined low Btu high Btu high Btu
Function direct plant direct plant direct plant cycle gas-direct gas-direct ppwer plant

Preparation at mine/wellhead 98.0 98.0 96.5(6) 96.5 95.2(7) 95.2(7) 95.2 95.2 95.2 95.2

Transportation to conversion
plant

-process/refinery 99.3
-power plant 98.3 97.3 99.3 99.3 99.3 97.3

Conversion
-process plant 87.5(3) 87.5 70.0(13) 69.4(15) 69.4(15)
-power plant (4) 29.7 31.2 33.0 37.0(10) 31.2

Transportation/distribution

system
-direct fuel 98.5 93.9(8) 98.3(8) 96.5 93.9(8)
-electric (5) 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0

Net efficiency to consumer 83.9 22.5 90.6 26.4 93.6 28.1 31.5 63.9 62.0 18.1

Utilization efficiency (11)
-central furnace 63.0 75.0 50.0(9) 75.0 75.0
-resistance heaters (16) 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
-central heat-pump 225.0 225.0 225.0 225.0 225.0

Total net efficiency of
energy usage

-central furnace 52.8 68.0 46.8 47.9 46.5
-resistance heaters 22.5 26.4 28.1 31.5 18.1
-central heat-pump 50.7 59.3 63.2 70.8 40.6

(1) Railroad/truck for coal and pipeline for oil/gas direct to domestic user.
(2) Railroad for coal and pipeline for oil/gas to boiler in conventional power plant; electricity to user.
(3) Refinery only - heating value of crude input used in refining marketable products from crude.
(4) Approximate average USA experience (1969-70) with reasonably modern plants.
(5) Total electric system losses (transmission, transformation, distribution).
(6) Drilling, pumping, extraction, stripping, etc.
(7) Includes mining and preparation before shipment.
(8) Includes all transportation from mine to domestic user.
(9) Average value; hand-fired furnaces 45%, stoker-fired furnaces 55%.

(10) Low-Btu coal gasification plant on power plant site; this value considered best attainable by about 1980; present efficiency in range of
34-35%; rated output of 550 MW.

(11) Assumes structgres are insulated only to present standards.
(12) 300-450 Btu/ft gas generated, by Koppers method, within system service area and injected into existing natural gas pipelines at rate of

about 7% of normal rated flow.
(13) Process provides H only; if CO & H produced efficiency will be 76%.
(14) 900 Btu gas genera~ed at mine and transmitted by conventional gas pipeline.
(15) Lurgi process for high Btu gas from coal gasification.
(16) Assumes individual controlled room heaters.
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SECTION D: UTILIZATION EFFICIENCIES OF VARIOUS MODES OF USE OF PRIMARY ENERGY

Table 11

Total Net Efficiency of Various Modes of Use of Primary Enrgy

Percent Efficiency
Central Furnace Room Central

Case Primary Mode of Primary resistance heat

No. (a) fuel Utilization fuel Electricity heaters pump

1 Oil Direct 52.8

2 Oil Electric power plant 22.5 

3 Gas Direct 68.0

4 Gas Electric power plant 25.1 26.4 59.3

5 Coal Direct 46.8

6 Coal Electric power plant 26.7 28.1 63.2

7 Coal Combined cycle elec-
tric power plant 29.9 31.5 70.8

8. Coal Low Btu gas - direct 47.9

9 Coal High Btu gas- direct 46.5

10 Coal High Btu gas - to
electric power plant 17.2 18.1 40.6

(a) See previous page for definition of case numbers.
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SECTION E: BREAKEVEN COSTS OF NUCLEAR, HYDRO, COAL, AND OIL PLANTS

Table 12

Unit Capital Costs of Plant in January 1974-

(US$ per KW)

Unit Size (MW) Oil-fired Coal-fired Lignite Nuclear

100 371.00 440.00 506.00 1,048.00

150 321.00 368.00 424.00 865.00

200 286.00 338.00 390.00 698.00

300 247.00 296.00 342.00 563.00

400 227.00 272.00 316.00 493.00

600 201.00 234.00 273.00 414.00

800 184.00 215.00 367.00

1,000 167.00 206.00 323.00

a/ these costs do not include special environmental features such
as cooling towers, near zero-radiation releases and desulfuriza-
tion of oil and coal exhaust gases. It is assumed that in most
LDCs their use may be avoided by proper siting.
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SECTION E: BREAKEVEN COSTS OF NUCLEAR, HYDRO, COAL, AND OIL PLANTS

Table 13

Breakeven Fuel Oil Costs

6US a/
(US/106 Kcal)

Oil - Nuclear

Unit Plant Factor - 70% Unit Plant Factor - 50%

Size Interest Rates Size Interest Rates

mw 8% 12% MW 8% 12%

100 468 685 100 791 1152

200 313 451 200 520 752

300 246 351 300 398 572

400 224 318 400 353 510

600 188 267 600 296 426

800 153 239 800 264 379

1000 136 206 1000 228 326

a/ Breakeven fuel oil costs to give total energy osts equal to

total energy costs of nuclear plants - (USC/10 Kcal - in LDCs.

(1 ton of oil = 10 Kcal)
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SECTION E: BREAKEVEN COSTS OF NUCLEAR, HYDRO, COAL, AND OIL PLANTS

Table 14

Breakeven Coal Costs

(US(%/106 Kcal)

Coal - Nuclear

Unit Plant Factor - 70% Unit Plant Factor - 50%

Size Interest Rates Size Interest Rates

MW 8% 12% MW 8% 12%

100 417 608 100 704 1049

200 274 392 200 446 661

300 209 298 300 331 486

400 188 264 400 290 431

600 161 227 600 246 360

800 145 201 800 216 314

1000 121 161 1000 170 250

a/ Breakeven coal costs to give total energy costs6equal to total

energy costs of nuclear plants in LDCs - USC/10 Kcal.

(1 ton of coal = 0.7 x 10 Kcal)
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SECTION E: BREAKEVEN COSTS OF NUCLEAR, HYDRO, COAL, AND OIL PLANTS

Table 15

Breakeven Coal Costs

(USC/106 Kcal)!

Coal - Oil

Plant Factor - 70%

Assumed Interest Rates

Unit 8% 12% 16%
Size Fuel Oil Costs (US$/bbl)

MW $6 _A8 _6. _110. . _A8

100 353 483 327 460 593 299 429

150 355 485 340 469 599 322 445

200 364 497 346 478 611 361 494

300 367 500 350 483 616 329 463

400 366 499 349 482 615 330 462

600 374 507 360 493 631 343 476

800 372 504 358 490 623 341 474

1000 371 504 356 489 622 338 471

a/ Breakeven coal costs to give total energy6costs equal to total

energy costs of oil-fired plants - USC/10 Kcal - in LDCs.

(1 ton of oil = 10 Kcal, 1 ton coal = 0.7 ton of oil)
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SECTION E: BREAKEVEN COSTS OF NUCLEAR, HYDRO, COAL, AND OIL PLANTS

Table 16

Breakeven Coal Costs

(US%/10 6 Keal)

Coal - Oil

Plant Factors - 50% and 10% - Interest Rate of 12%

Plant Factor Plant Factor

Unit 50% 10%

Size Fuel Oil Costs (US$/bbl)

MW $6 $8 $6 $8

100 278 411

150 319 444 * 102

200 307 436 * 62

300 316 445 * 104

400 318 445 * 104

600 336 465 74 203

800 340 468 93 221

1000 329 457 37 164

* - less than zero

a/ Breakeven coal costs to give total energy6costs equal to total

energy costs of oil-fired plants - USC/10 Kcal - in LDCs.

(1 ton of oil = 10 Kcal, 1 ton coal = 0.7 ton of oil)
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SECTION E: BREAKEVEN COSTS OF NUCLEAR, HYDRO, COAL, AND OIL PLANTS

Table 17

Breakeven Hydro Costs

(US$/KW)a/

Hydro - Oil

Fuel Oil Cost - $8/bbl Fuel Oil Cost - $6/bbl

Unit
Size Plant Factors Plant Factors

MW 70% 50% 10% 70% 50%

100 1150 847 524 963 746 504

150 1053 768 450 878 673 432

200 1003 714 405 833 620 386

300 980 686 370 810 592 352

400 952 667 354 782 573 335

600 935 642 327 770 548 308

800 918 626 313 748 532 293

1000 901 611 294 731 516 275

a/ Breakeven hydro plant capital cost to give total energy costs

equal to total energy costs of oil-fired plants - US$/KW - 50

years life - sinking fund depreciation. Annual operation and

maintenance costs - 1.5% of capital cost - 12% interest rate.



Table 1

Estimated Fuel Cost per Passenger- or Ton-Mile for the Various Modes (US Cents)
USA Data

a! b/b/ b/ chl!b d!
F.O.B. Price of Persian Water Transport- Rail! _ Pipeline Truck- Auto-Standard- Auto-Small- Urban Bus Air Cargo-

Gulf Light Crude
(US$/bbl) fuel cost/ fuel cost/ fuel cost/ fuel cost/ fuel cost/ fuel cost/ fuel cost/ fuel cost/

cost/ ton- cost ton- cost ton- cost ton- cost pass- cost/ pass- cost pass- cost ton-
gal. mile gal, mile gal. mile gal. mile gal. mile gal. mile gal. mile gal. mile

15 30 .11 48 .26 48 .64 55 .93 76 2.62 76 1.59 55 .92 51 25.50

14 28 .10 45 .24 45 .60 52 .88 73 2.52 73 1.52 52 .87 48 24.00

13 26 .09 43 .23 43 .57 49 .83 70 2.42 70 1.46 49 .82 45 22.50

12 24 .09 40 .22 40 .53 47 .80 67 2.31 67 1.40 47 .78 42 21.00

11 22 .08 38 .21 38 .51 44 .75 64 2.21 64 1.34 44 .73 39 19.50

10 20 .07 35 .19 35 .47 42 .71 61 2.11 61 1.27 42 .70 37 18.50

9 18 .06 32 .17 32 .43 39 .66 58 2.00 58 1.21 39 .65 34 17.00

8 16 .06 29 .16 29 .39 36 .61 54 1.87 54 1.13 36 .60 31 15.50

7 14 .05 26 .14 26 .35 33 .56 52 1.80 52 1.09 33 .55 28 14.00

6 12 .04 24 .13 24 .32 30 .51 49 1.69 49 1.02 30 .50 25 12.50

5 10 .04 21 .11 21 .28 27 .46 45 1.56 45 .94 27 .45 22 11.00

4 8 .03 18 .10 18 .24 25 .42 43 1.49 43 .90 25 .42 19 9.50

3 6 .02 16 .09 16 .21 23 .39 40 1.38 40 .84 23 .38 16 8.00

2 4 .01 13 .07 13 .17 20 .34 36 1.25 36 .75 20 .33 13 6.50

a/ Bunker C. Fuel
b/ Diesel
c/ Gasoline
d/ Jet Fuel

M
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Table 2

Fuel Cost as a Percentage of Total Operating Cost Air Passenger Transport*

4-Engine Regular Body (DC8, 707) - USA Data

F.O.B. Persian Gulf Estimated Average Fuel Cost/
Price of Light Crude Fuel Price Total Cost Fuel Cost Total Cost

(US$/bbl) (USC/gal) (USe/pass-mi) (USC/pass-mi) (%)

15 51 8.88 3.47 39.1

14 48 8.67 3.26 37.6

13 45 8.47 3.06 36.1

12 42 8.27 2.86 34.6

11 39 8.06 2.65 32.9

10 37 7.93 2.52 31.8

9 34 7.72 2.31 29.9

8 31 7.52 2.11 28.1

7 28 7.31 1.90 26.0

6 25 7.11 1.70 23.9

5 22 6.91 1.50 21.7

4 19 6.70 1.29 19.3

3 16 6.09 .68 11.2

* 50% load factor.

N.B. Data for 747, 727 and DC9 show similar variations.
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Table 3

Fuel Cost as a Percentage of Total Operating Cost 276,000 DWT Tanker -

Bunker C Fuel*

F.O.B. Persian Gulf Estimated Average
Price of Light Crude Fuel Price Total Cost Fuel Cost Total Cost

(US$/bbl) (USe/gal) (c/long ton-mi) ((,/long ton-mi) (%)

15 30 .0370 .0141 38.1

14 28 .0361 .0132 36"",

13 26 .0351 .0122 .

12 24 .0342 .0113 33.

11 22 .0332 .0103 31.0

10 20 .0323 .0094 29.1

9 18 .0314 .0085 27.1

8 16 .0304 .0075 24.7

7 14 .0295 .0066 22.4

6 12 .0285 .0056 19.6

5 10 .0276 .0047 17.0

4 8 .0267 .0038 14.2

3 6 .0257 .0028 I0.9

2 4 .0248 .0019 7.7

* Assumes operating at full capacity.





IDA/SecM74-230

FROM: The Deputy Secretary July 16, 1974

INDONESIA - State Electricity Company

During discussion of the West Java Thermal Power Project

(IDA/R73-48) at the meeting held on May 29, 1973, Mr. McNamara

accepted a suggestion that, in about a year's time, a note

would be distributed to the Executive Directors on the progress

made in improving the managerial and financial situation of

Perusahaan Umun Listrik Negara (PLN) - the State Electricity

Company in Indonesia. The attached note has been prepared in

response to the suggestion made at the meeting.

Distribution:

Executive Directors and Alternates

President

Senior Vice President, Operations

Executive Vice President and Vice President, IFC

President's Council

Directors and Department Heads, Bank and IFC



INDONESIA

Perusahaan Umun Listrik Negara (PLN)

MEMORANDUM ON PROGRESS UNDER THE RECOVERY PLAN

I. PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1/

1.01 The documents for the West Java Thermal Power Project

(Credit 399-IND) presented to the Executive Directors on May 29, 1973

explained that the managerial and financial situation of PLN (the

Indonesia State electricity company) was so weak that, without a special

management improvement effort, the company's independent existence

would be jeopardized. The Bank Group was faced with the choice of either

abandoning PLN with the probability of further deterioration, or of

attempting to help its recovery by a concentrated and organized effort on

the part of PLN, its consultants (SOFRELEC) and the Bank Group. The

latter was proposed,and a "recovery plan" was made an integral part of the

project.

1.02 In approving the Credit the Board requested a special report,

after about a year, outlining the progress being made. This is in

response to that request.

II. BACKGROUND

2.01 Although the state of the power sector was clearly chaotic

at the time of the Bank Group's first involvement with it in 1969, it

took several years for the dimensions of the problem to emerge. It

was initially apparent that a concentrated consulting and technical

assistance effort would be required for the rehabilitation of PLN and

the sector. Financed from the proceeds of Credits 165 and 334-IND, PLN

employed the French firm of SOFRELEC as its management consultant and

also its engineering consultant for the rehabilitation of the Jakarta

distribution system, a project financed under these credits.

2.02 It took time to engage SOFRELEC and once engaged and in the

field more time before SOFRELEC could formulate an approach to PLN's

problems. Records had to be reconstructed and assets physically identified;

large outstanding consumer accounts had to be verified and means found

for their settlement; tariff levels and structure had to be studied. At

the same time a training program had to be initiated. This initial phase

of the consultant's work took about two years and although much of what

was done could be characterized as fact finding, it was essential. The

main accomplishments during the period included:

(i) recommendations for a uniform code of accounts,central

cash control and cash management, inventory control,

consumer administration, mechanization, budgeting,etc;

1/ President's Report, Appraisal Report, Credit and Project Agreements

(IDA/R73-48)
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(ii) revaluation of asets (introduced as of December 31,

1971) and comp rhensive recommendations on all aspects
of financial nagment;

(iii) draft of a new elcticity act (promulgated with

some modiicatios ic-1 9 7 2 );

(iv) recommendations on a new structure and level of tariffs

(introduced h a overall increase in June 1973);

(v) recommend&a io on personniel administration, job
analysis, etc;

(vi) recommenda;-.- on a streamlined organization (introduced

with some -: cations in March 1973); and

(vii) initiation of training courses for key personnel

particular-y7 in7. cial matters.

1II. PHYS1A XTTUS OF ON-GOING PROJECTS

3.01 The Bank u s ssng in financing the rehabilitation of

the Jakarta distribution syst ir The construction of a 2 x 100 MW

conventional oil-fired owe rough the three credi:s made to

date.

3.02 Early diffic r xperienced on the Jakarta distribution

project; the almost total lac .of inormation on existing facilities
made detailed project design. very fic7ult and subsequently, there were

many delays in the procure7e of- e anaterials, chiefly nn

account of PLN's lack of exp eci is area and the cumbe:rsome

Government procurement proced i a obliged to follow. Now, however,

procurement and project impleenti have imoroved and the project is

beginning to move, though it is ntly 18-20 months behind schedule.

3.03 The situation is ceh etr for the generation project.
Consultants have been appointed (ETc & Veatch of the U.S.), the bid
documents are nearing completion and invitations to bid will be issued

shortly. Bids are expected -ewa c e end of October 1974. The project

is only slightly behind schedul a nhould be commisioned about the
middle of 1977.

4.01 Appraisal of the e proect in -z! 1972 was based

on data either much improved or stent at t i o f the two

previous appraisals in 199 and 1 By late 172 REEC had been
at work for about two years. T-h apasal findings were that PLN's
situation was even worse Than prvously expected-an' the Board's request

for this special repor7 resulted ipart from the d_ cussion of the proposed
"recovery plan".
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Recovery Plan

4.02 The financial recovery plan as included in Schedule 2 of

the Development Credit Agreement for Credit No.399-IND is dependent K

upon advice and assistance, including tXainng, by PLN's consultants.

Improvements over a wide spectrum of activities described in SOFRELEC's

Terms of Reference are designed to gradually improve PLN's operations

and, as a consequence, its financial situation.

4.03 The recovery plan obligates PLN to take all steps necessary

to ensure that its revenues by 1978/79 will cover all operating costs

including depreciation, provision for bad debts, interest, and taxes, if

any. In addition PLN agreed to make all efforts to achieve as interim

targets 80% revenue/cost coverage in FY 1974/75 and 90% in FY 1976/77. To

facilitate supervision and management control of the activities necessary

for recovery, PLN will prepare:

(i) annually, a detailed program of measures to be

implemented during the following fiscal year. The

Bank Group's comments thereon are to be taken into

account. The first program for 1974/75, which lays

particular emphasis on personnel training, was submitted

on time and is presently being implemented; and

(ii) semi-annually, reports on PLN's financial situation

and progress made in achieving financial recovery.

Present Situation

4.04 Annex 2 shows the detailed activities of the recovery plan

at the time of Board consideration of Credit 399-IND and their present

status of implementation. Most of the activities are proceeding as

scheduled, with some modifications made when expectations for better

results required re-arrangement of priorities. Improvements achieved

in financial management, in particular PLN's authority to adjust tariffs

to compensate for inflation and a restructuring of tariffs to charge

apApropriately various users, rank among the real successes of the

recovery plan. Impressive action is also being taken in improving

system operations. The training effort has begun to show results which,

however, are occasionally impaired by the continued lack of proper

personnel management and by salaries considerably below private industry

)vels; in particular the latter causes trained PLN personnel to move

to better paid jobs in other organizations. This matter is under close

review by PLN.

4.05 A major problem remaining to be solved is associated with

the construction department. In part because of PLN's improving, but

still weak management, and in part because of cumbersome Government

regulations the construction process is so slow that it could jeopardize

financial recovery -i f not corrected quickly. To remedy the situation,

the consultants have proposed a crash program to train key personnel,
particularly in contract administration, and to generally streamline

project execution procedures. Activities and progress in this area will

be closely monitored by Bank Group supervision missions.
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Future Outlook

4.06 On balance, PLN's situation has developed favorably since

the end of 1972. The activities on management improvement, outlined

in Annex 2, have been accepted by PLN and satisfactory implementation

is expected.

4.07 Annex 1 attempts to quantify the financial results of the

recovery period. Future results are based on best estimates made jointly

by PLN, SOFRELEC and the Bank Group, and on facts known as of March 1974.

The projections indicate that PLN will attain the first interim target

of an 80% operating ratio in FY 1974/75, and also the 90% target in

FY 1976/77, achieving full cost coverage by revenues in 1978/79. It is

believed at this time that the prospects for PLN's gradual improvement

and financial recovery as set forth in the Credit and Project Agreements

for Credit No.399-IND are favorable.

East Asia and Pacific Region

July 15, 1974



INDONESIA

Perusahaan Umum Listrik Negara (PLN)

Actual and Forecast Income Statements 1971-1978/79

(in Rp billion unless otherwise indicated)

1971-1973: Fiscal Years Ending December 31

1974/75 Onwards: Fiscal Years Ending March 31 Actual Forecast

1971 1972 1973 1974/75 1975/76 1976/77 1977/78 1978/79

Energy Sales (rWh) 1,786 1,903 2,174 2,583 2,996 3,475 4,066 4,757

Average Revenues per kwh Sold (Rp) 8.6 8.9 11.1 13.9 16.7 16.7 16.7 19.2

Operating Revenues
Revenues from Sales of Power 15.4 17.0 24.1 35.9 50.0 58.0 67.9 91.3

Other Operating Revenues 1.-1 1.7 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Total Operating Revenues 16.5 18.7 24.4 36.4 50.5 58.5 68.4 91.8

Operating..Expenses
Purchased Power 0.7 0.7 0.7 1.0 1.3 1.3 1.3 2.0

Fuel 3.3 4 4 5.6 11.7 14.7 17.4 21.5 25.9

Personnel Expenses ) 5.7 7.5 12.0 15.0 16.3 17.5 20.1

Material for Operation, Maintenance )8.5 2/
and Administration ) 4 7 6.1 7.2- 9.8 11.3 13.0 15.0

Depreciation 9 6 10.4 11.2 13.2 15.1 17.6 20.8 24.9

Total Operating Expenses 22.1 25.9 31.1 45.1 55.9 63.9 74.1 87.9

Operating Income (5.6) (7.2) (6.7) (8.7) (5.4) (5.4) (5.7) 3.9

Other Income (net) 0.4 0.4 (0.5) - -

Interest (net) - (0.3) - 0.1 0.5

Interest During Construction - -(0.1) (0.5)

Interest Charged to Operation - (0.3) - -

Net Profit/Loss (5.2) (6.5) (7.2) (8.7) (5.4) (5,4) (5.7) 3.9

Yrovision for Bad Debts 0.1 (0.4) (6.5)1/ -

Other Adjustments 0.5 - -

Previous Year's Accumulated Profit/Loss (1.3) (6.1) (12.2) (12.9) (21.6) (27,0) (32.4) (38.1)

Accumulated Profit/Loss (6.1) (12.2) (12.9) (21.6) (27.0) (32.4) (38.1) (34.2)

Percentage of Operating Expenses (incl.
provision for bad debts) Covered by

Operating Revenues 78% 76% 98% 81% 90% 92% 92% 104%

Above Percentage Disregarding the
Extraordinary Receipts in 1/ - - 77%

1/ Government payment of arrears.

2/ Excluding Rp 1.3 billion for half of the diesel spare part replenishment program.



INDONES IA

Perusahaan Umum Listrik Negara (PLN1
Status of Activities on Mangement Inprovement

The folloing provides information on the present statvs of activities being undertaken by PLN and its management consultants, SOFREIEC, to improve PLN's total activies The listing of activities follows largely the schedule as

attached cc Side Letter No. 5 (June 22, 1973 of the 399-IND Credit donsents.

(a1 chedIe as ittlded in Side Letter No. 1.
(hi Actuas and preseintl planned stence at activity.

Responsibility of Areas of

PLN and Responsibility inple-

SConultant Responsibility of Consultant ___o PLN metatio

5 Submission of Preparatory nork Start of inplemen- Govecn-

Basic data tecoanendatins Cot implenenca- tatcion wth assist- ment tn-

- - 0 aailable to by Conso uiat ion undertaken ance of Can- vlve-
hA C I - J Y Consltart to FLN by Consultant sutnot nent R____AR__

(2) (3 (41 (5) (6)

. PLANNINr

1/2 Investment Progran

an as lowiJune 1973 Re w Oct.13 - April 1974 yes yes ee Approval Jan. 1974 This item ass impotant in vies of the Second Five-Year Deelopment Plan

(hi July 1973 Revew Act.197 - April 1914 yes yes et Approval Jan 1974 19717 -1978/79 of ohich PLN' s investments torm part.
(in principle)

62 Overall Long-Range
Planning

Is> July 173 Septemer 19713 November 1973 Study Jan. 1974 yes yes yes Support It as decided to postpone the overall system planning activities until

(t eo 1975 early 1975 early 1976 mid-1976 vat yes yee Support after the Java Systm Development Study, financed vnder Credit 399-IND
wil he in an advanced stage. Ibis will forestall overlapping of
acivities and permit gaining of eaperience. The delay, thoogh not

desirable, is justified under the circumstances.

3 Central Pass Bath
tra - NIeber 1973 March 1974 Jone 1974 Yes-- - It sat decided ta pstpone tis activity oct11 the erd ef sit other

ib' - ed 1975 early 1976 1976 yest- - management consulting efforts. After initial estalishment the affoet

- will be kept up continously.

II PERSONNEL AD TRAlNINr

4/5/6/ Personnel, Salaries and
7/f80 Wages, Pensioas, Diissal,

Recruitmen t, Assessment.
>ransfers, Restruc toing

Por Complete Complete-July 1973 Oct.-Den 1973 Deac.1973-Feb.1976 yes yes yes Regnlstion by SOFRELEC's proposals as agreed to by PLN and IDA break the rsles

Oct 1973 set by the -overnmant for oublic enterpri sa on salarp levei

(bA Comlete Comete-Julv 1973 Oct.-Dec. 1973 Jan.1975 onwards pet yes yeIs Not yt ptovided strut tre, etc. It is therefore that a special Government
Regula nc is required. The consultantts recomendations were
submitted to the Ministry of Public Works and Poser in April
1974 and are presently being discossed among the ministries
coocered (indstry,. public works, finance, etc.>. Considering
the importance of the matter, the delay is undesirable.

9 Job Analysis, Orgaoogra,etc.
(a Complete lone 1913 Aguost 1973 Octoer 1973 yes yes yes -

(b) Complete lone 1973 August 1973 octoher 1913 yes yes yes

11 Training and Training
Centers

Centers vmce 1913 pes et yes - With tunds provided from Credits 165 and 334-ID and from a
(a)Comnplete Dec. Start June 1973 -Due17

1973 French grant the following huge training effort has been started:

(b) Comlete Dec. Start June 1973 - June 1973 yes yes ret

1973



(al Schednle as icluded rn Side Letter No. 5.
b Atual and presently planned status of activity.

Responsibility Areas of

of PLN and Responsibility imple-

Co nsitant Respnsibility of Conaultant of PLN_ ent riot

e Sbmissionof Preparatery work Start of implemen-

Basic data recoedations for implementa- tatter nit bassist- ment it-

Available Be Ay Consnltant tion undertaken ance o en- vol-r M AR
A C T I 'I T Y Corsultat to PLN byConsul tart sultant C _ vent

A. 1rainin Centers

I Slipij (eneed 1972 tinance ard adminis trea .
50 employees per year in B-24 weeks grops.

At present 150 emplo nees trained

2. Ancol topened 1972: Distribution engineering.
2o employees p oe year in 12-32 okas groups

At present 460 enplo yees trained.
3 Cbo eoened 1973% : Distribution atd diesel operation.

Capacity 350 employees Bee year in i-12 weae groups
4.-nng Priok (openin planed for late 1974:

petation of steer stations and gasrrbines.

Planned capacitry 60 empoyees per vear.

5. Burabaja) Distribution atd diesel operatin

Open-ng planned for early 197 Join caacity
4e0

0 
employees per year.

P. Other Training Activities
i. On-tl--job traiting for operation of steam plants

9-mnth coursecmoleted in Snaaja and started
yen r Priok. enieers Ireachers .

2. n-the-joe training In the important areas in accounting
finnce. mechaniztin, et. 4 expatriate and

10 Intal teachers.
3. raining Of 20 key officials abroad

4 Continuos education program for local inatructore.
. tutre teainrg or costrrtion engineers ete item

"Constructioen")

Wit the exeption of itm B5 which W il be intredued shortly.

the trining proam is eo schedle.

12/27/63 Office Manaeent
Proce dures Lack of time and ivlentin matters more immediatelyfar Bay 1973 Jan. -ieee 1974 Mar. -Sept.1974 April/Oct. 1974 yes yes ret d bkn ieedinevcn nacrseeteeitl

(hi Jan.1975 late 1915 earle 1917 early 19h7 yes yesye- important on the part or the cntsultrants eplain the undesirable
(b) -195 1o 11, 96 r 7 y Y Yslippage.

13 Safety Regulationstal Complete Jna i974 inly-Dee. 1914 ian. 1975 yes yes yes -

(b Complete Jne 1914 July-Bec. 1914 ian. L971 yes yen yes -

Ill. FINANCE

14/59 Censener Adclclstratlee
1u A Complete Complete Complete ian.

13
-Aug.1974 - yes yes Regulation Implementation completed in Java end 1973. 5 conutants vi sit

1b) Complete Complete Complete ian.1913-May 19T4 - yes et Reulatien oter areas regularly (normally oce-week trips3 with the aeim o
implementatien throughot PLN by October 1974

15/61 Comercial Policies and
Condita e 1913 Be. 1913 June 1914 yes yea es Regulatio Implementation as and wen eeuired, inrluding necessary

rbi June 1973 Bar. 1973 Centintent yes yes yes Begniation updatin ofeoernment regulation. a

16 Mechanization of Cosum
Admi- Cempete Underway Underay - rat iselented -O target. Jakarta end Nader in operation, other selected

(b - Complete Complete Underway - areas re i

17/18/64 Cash Accounting and
M lage t - Ben. 1973 March 1974 Juy 19

2
4-July 1915 yes pea yea - 1mplementd in av, other areas will follow in

(b)- bee, 13 (at. 1901 Mar. 1974-iu 1975 yes pea yes - regulan Internals.



(a' Schedule as included in Side Letter No. 5.
(b) Actual and presently planned status of activity.

- Responsibility Areas of
c of PIN and Responsibility imple-

Consultant Responsibility of Consultant of PLN mentaion

Am n c S tubmssion of Preparatory work Starr of implenec- Covern
o e t. Basic data Recommendations for implementa- ration wi tbassist -o .M a a

Available to by Consultant tion undertaken ance of Con- Mu sn, uuvole-
A C T I I T Y Consultant to PN by Consultanttant m A 0 < nent R E M A R K S

19/26/28 Uniorm Accounting
(al - Continuous Continuous Continuous yes yes yes Inforation The uniform accounting manual has been distributed.
(b) - Continuous Continuous Continuous yes yes yes Information Cornect application is continuously supervised by consultants.

20/45/58 Inventory Control
(a) Complete Complete August 1973 Jan. 1974 yes yes yes - Delayed review of consultants' reconeendations by PLN.
(b1 Complete Complete Jan. 1974 Jan. 1975 yes yes yes - Delay not crucial for operation at the moment.

22/23/30 Fixed Asset Administration
(al - June 1974 Dec. 1974 April 1975 yes yes yes Information
(b) - June 1974 Dec. 1974 April 1975 yes yes yes Informatio

22 Depreciation Policy
(ai - June 1973 April 1974 yet yes yea Approual
(bS - June 1973 tay 1974 yes yes yes Appruol

24/25/32 Budget
(a) Continuous Continuous Continuous yes yes yes -
(b) See remarks under "ConstructIon" in item It and body of the report.

29 Internal Audit
(a) May 1973 Dec. 1973 Jan. -Mar.1974 April 1974 yes yes yes Infoemation Recommendations are presectly being prepared. The delay
(b) May 1973 July 1974 Jan. 1975 April 1975 yes yes yea Information is not crucial for fN's actiuiies.

31 Insurance
,a) Dec. 1973 Jan. 1974 Jan. 1975 yes yes yes Approval The delay, caused by larger than expected difficulties
(b) Dec. 1973 July 1974 July 1975 - yes yes yes Approval encountered by the cnsultants, is not de9 Jggble.

33 Tariffs
(al Complete Annual review in due time in due time yes yes yes Apptoual Recent experience shows that eimprovements in the
(b) Complete Annual review in due tine in due time yes yes yes Apprenal tarif adjustnent process rank among she greatest abieuements

of fib and SFRELC The rat making process works efficiently.
I. CONSTRUCION

34-36 All Atiities Only some initial work baa been dour concerning 'Basic Technical Standards'. Construction activities in general and the coostructioc department in particular are plagued by severe
67 problems and shoctcominis, such as singen and cumbersome budget regulations by the Government, deficient construction planning, deficient contract management, etc. Although some

of the prohlems can finally only be solved in a context broader than provided by oce isolated sector, major deficiencies clearly exist within PLN. The situation is aggrevated by the
fact that fi' scoostruction department is short of qualified engineers; furthermore, the construotion department is the one moa expooed to Government interference 10 budget cascera,
Although PLN is presently trying to institute some improvements (for instance speeding-up of Gorcment investment fund allocations), the situation0is unlikely toimprou bnoiceably
as long as PLN is financially depondent on the torment.

As a conseuenceo f the above the originally envisaged assistance prograe has to be revamped, It is o plannd to train finer an adeoate number of engineers and later
embark on immediate acivities leading to improveent. Preparation of the teaching material will take until about bouember 1974 when actiuities will start The time schedule
as included in the Terms of Reference is outdated and all activities are seriously delayd, a very undesirable situation.

P/'I/' I OPERATION

37/48/49 Improvement of Operation
56 and Maintenance Procedures

(a) Complete Den.1973-Feb.1974 Jan.-Mar.1974 - yes yes - Implementation started fron important areas such as steam
(b Complete Dec,1973-Feb.1974 -Jan.-Mar.1974 - yen yes - power plan, distribution offices in Jakerta, Randung, etc.

Important improvement can be observed in mainatince
scheduling of generating plant.

38-44 Fuel and Plant Location
68 (al Complete-Dec.1974 July 73-Feb. 75 Oct.1973-Apr.1975 yes yes yes Support The delay is caused by the uncertainties surrounding che

(b) Complete-Dec.1974 end 1974-early 1976 early 75-mid 76 yes yes yes Support world fuel situation. For the same reason item 41 - "Long
-erm Fuel Contract" has been dropped.



(a) Schedule as included in Side Letter No. 5
(bh Actual and presently planned status of actiity.

Responsibilitv Areas of
of PLN and Responsibility imple-

o Consutant __esponsibility of Consultant of PiN nentation
Submision of Preparatory work Start of implemen- Covrn-

Bali data Reommendations for implemanta- tantion with assist- ment in-
Aveilable to by Consultant tion undertaken ance nf Can- ' volve-z e a: A C T II 175Y Consultant to PLN by Consultant aultant A meM

46/54 Directorates of
Generatin and
Diseibution

(at Complete Complete Sept. 1973 Jan.1974 yes -- Approval The Government decree approving PLN's new organization was(b) Complete Complete Sept. 1973 Jar.1974 pea yes yes Approval actually issued in Marsh 1973. Its implementation. however,
was effectuated in January 1974.

47/51 Plant and System
Protectio

(a Conplets Dc. 1973 April 1974 - yes - Delay due partly to heavy involvent of consultants' enpert(b, Coplete end 1974-end 1975 - end 1975-end 1976 - yea yes - in traning efforts and partly to need for cordination with
Java Systen Study.

50/55 Load Dispatch and
69 Regional Distribution

Centers
(at Complete Dec.1973-June 1974 - Apr. 1974-Jan.1975 - yes yes Support The delay is malnly due to she slow progress in the reconstruction(b) Complete end 1974-mid 1975 - early 1975-early 1976 - yes yes Support nf the Jakarta distrihutionsni

52 Appropriate lechnical
Systen Standards

(at June 1973 March 1974 - June 1974 yes yes yes Support Delay due to occupation with more urgent matters: not(bI June 1973 end 1974 early 1975 yes yes yes Support scrucial for PLN'S operations

53/57 Syste Loss Reductions
(at Continnous Continuous Continuans - yes pea Support Continuoslya being attacked chraugh system reinforcement,(b Consinuous Continuous Cantinuous - yes yea Support maintenance progeams, meter reader training, ens. Substantial

results are likely to emerge only slowly due to overloading of
the system, particularly in Jakarta.

x
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ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF PUBLIC UTILITIES PROJECTS

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

i. This paper attempts to place in proper perspective the significance

of the internal economic return (EER) calculation as applied to investments

in the public utility sectors, which are defined here to include water supply,
power and telecommunications. The paper is explanatory in nature, and does

not raise new conceptual issues.

ii. Economic evaluation of such projects involves consideration of

three basic factors:

(a) the demand forecast;

(b) the least-cost method of meeting the predicted consumption; and

(c) the comparison of project costs and benefits.

This analysis should be carried out in the context of a development program

for the whole of the relevant sector. This involves consideration of

competing demands of various types of consumer, of overall institutional
implications, and of technical systems effects on costs of supply.

iii. With respect to demand estimates, a useful distinction can be
made in less developed countries between established markets, where consumers
have adapted to the supply of public utiity services, and potential new
markets, where people currently do not obtain public water supply, electricity
WTh e~Tphone service. In the case of established markets, projections of past
growth trends have generally been the principal basis for demand forecasts.
This technique is often subject to considerable error, particularly where there
has been a history of shortages, for example, supply of water for only a few
hours a day, power outages, and waiting lists for telephone service. However,

it is difficult to prescribe a general remedy.

iv. Where new markets are being considered, it is even more difficult
to make predictions of demand. Surveys of the current reliance on alternatives,

income, and ability to pay, may be helpful. In new low-income markets it is
important to determine the "threshold" level of development where demand begins
to develop. This inolves consideration of agricultural and industrial
activity in the region, government plans for the area, local wage levels,
householders' priorities and needs, and the income levels at which the utility

sefVides will be used. The Bank is currently carrying out a number of research

projects in this area.

v. However, accurate prediction of demand, at given prices, is not an

end in itself. The basic question is whether the predicted rate of consumption

is desirable in the sense that project benefits - broadly defined to include

economic and social goals - exceed, by as much as possible, project costs.
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vi. This requires that two considerations be satisfied. First,
projects need to be built and operated as cheaply as possible to meet a given
level of output at a given standard of service. Selection of least-cost
facilities, including proper timing and sizing of projects, is based on
comparison of the present worth of the construction, operating and maintenance
costs of various feasible alternatives, using the opportunity cost of capital
as the discount rate. Shadow pricing is employed as considered necessary to
determine the least-cost solution from the viewpoint of the economy.

vii. Second, the expected benefits should exceed the costs (of the least-
cost program). A comparison of project costs and benefits (such as are carried
out, for example, for agricultural and industrial projects) is usually
frustrated in the case of public utilities by the difficulty of quantifying
benefits. Some attempts have been made to quantify benefits by examining the
contribution which project outputs make to other activities and so assessing
their value.1/ Research of this nature has been undertaken in the telecom-
munications sector in Pakistan, and other studies are currently underway in
El Salvador (village electrification) and Costa Rica (telecommunications).
Similarly, attempts have been made to estimate the benefits from water supply
and sewerage projects by determining the impact of such investments on
property values, and a number of unsucessful attempts have been made to measure
the health benefits of improved water supplies. The general conclusion reached
is that this approach to quantification of benefits of public utility projects
is generally too difficult and time consuming to be applied routinely in the
appraisal process. The only case where benefits can be quantified straight-
f6rwardly' is in the productive applications of electricity in rural areas.

viii. Revenues are normally used as a measure of the economic benefits of
public utility projects. However, revenues are only a partial expression of
economic benefits (measured in monetary terms). People generally do value
service by more than the amount they may be paying for it, and for this reason
economic rate-of-return calculations based on revenues provide only a
"minimum measure of benefits." In addition there may be externa-1 benefits,
such as community health benefits from improved water and sewerage supplies.
It follows that if prices (and thus revenues) reflect costs, benefits will be
at least as large as costs.

ix. In order to arrive at economically sound investment decisions,
consumers should be asked to pay a price for service which reflects the cost
of supplying additional output. This would require the conventional
accounting approach to tariff setting to be replaced by one that not only
provides a satisfactory financial performance but relates to the costs (the
marginal or incremental costs) of providing additional capacity and output.
Practical problems of implementing this latter approach, including analysis
of tradeoffs between various objectives - financial, economic and income
distribution - of pricing policy, are currently being studied within the Bank.

1/ Similar to the measurement of the benefits of irrigation projects which
are evaluated not in terms of sales of irrigation water, but of induced
increases in agricultural output.
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x. Project evaluation in the course of the Bank's appraisal process

includes a calculation known as the internal financial return (FR) adjusted

to be the economic return (IER). The IFR is the discount rate which

equalizes the present worth of incremental construction and operating costs

and incremental revenues due to the project over its life; it is an estimate

of the financial profitability of the project. The IER is, in principle,
the rate of discount which equates the present worth of economic benefits and

costs. In practice, however, an estimate of the IER is derived from the IFR

by adjusting costs in economaic terms (e.g., through the substitution of shadow

prices for market prices) , while usiIg revenues as a minimum measure of

benefits. Hence it sinply shows the relationship between the price and the

cost of additional - or incremental - output. This means that the IER requires

a special interpretation.

xi. To interpret the IER, it is necessary to distinguish between existing
and new markets. In existing markets, rejecting projects (on account of low

IERs) would quickly lead to severe disruptions to economic activity on a large

scale and, in the case of water, present a health hazard. The relevant

alternative to be considered in the IER calculation is whether the growth of

inanhd should 'be slowed down by increasing prices. This alternative can be

evaluated by comparing the cost-savings of postponing the project with the lost

revenues (i.e. by comparing incremental costs with the incremental revenues

generated by postponement). If the IER is low, this suggests that prices should

be raised or restructured so as to slow down the rate of growth of demand.

(Often, this does not mean postponing the project in question since prices take

a long time to act or to be changed.)

xii. In the case of new markets, postponing a project for long periods,
or rejecting it, is often feasible because people are adapted to the use of

substitutes. A comparison of expected revenues with costs will provide a

minimum measure of the benefits of accepting the project. If the IER, based

on a revenue-cost comparison, is low, this indicates that either the tariffs

are too low or that the project is not justified, or both.

xiii. In rural areas, low IERs based on revenue-cost comparisons can

sometimes be expected to be low. There may be economic reasons for keeping
prices down in the early years (to promote use of the service) and social

reasons (to help small businesses). It is then necessary to look beyond the

revenues and estimate additional benefits people obtain (though this is, as

discussed in para. (vii), a difficult excercise).

xiv. In both new and established markets, the IER thus provides a test

of pricing policy, as well as of project acceptability. When the IER is low,
the required action is to revise prices; this has the effect of revising the
level and growth of demand such that the benefits to consumers exceed the
costs of supply.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1.1This discusses the significance of the internal

economic return (TER) calculation as applied to investments in the public

utility sectors, which are defined here to include water supply, power 
and

telecommunications. The paper is explanatory in nature, and does 
not raise

new conceptual issues.

1.2 The IER is generally used in the Bank as 
a test of a project's

economic desirability; high IERs are interpreted to signify an acceptable

project, low IERs one that, on economic grounds, 
should be rejected. With

Public Utility projects there is a complication 
to this rule in that the

utility has extensive monopoly control over

- the whole market, and

- pricing policy,

and rejection of projects in existing markets 
(on grounds of low IERs or

other reasons) would reduce the continuity 
and quality of service. This can

disrupt industrial and economic activity on 
a large scale, and, in the case

of water, present a health hazard. When IERs are low, the main option is to

alter demand levels gradually through pricing policy. (This is, by definition,

a problem that relates to established markets, where consumers have adapted to

the use of public utility services, rather than to potential new markets such

as village electrification.)

1.3 Indeed, while the IER derived from the existing 
tariff structure may

provide a rough initial guide as to the merits of a proposed 
investment, it

usually reveals more about the adequacy of the 
level of the utility's tariffs.

Since the IER is derived from revenues, and therefore 
reflects the level of

tariffs, it can point to the way in which prices 
should be ad;usted in order

to provide a better signal for the justification 
of investment. -Tariffs

are thus important, not only from the viewpoint 
of the enterprise's financial

viability, but also because they can influence 
consumer behavior and thus

eventually the allocation of resources.

1.4 This paper, in reviewing the procedures for Public Utility 
project

evaluation, discusses such interpretations of the 
IER.

1.5 The economic evaluation of public utility projects 
involves

consideration of three basic factors:

(1) the demand forecast;

(2) selection of the least-cost method of meeting the predicted

rate of consumption; and

(3) comparison of project costs and benefits.



1.6 These three aspects are dealt with in order in the rest of the paper.
It is, however, important to emphasize at the outset that in the case of
public utilities the "project," as defined by the Bank, may be a somewhat
arbitrary concept. It is necessary for project evaluation to be dealt with
in the context of a development program for the whole of the water, power or
telecommunications sector. On the demand side, there are many markets to study,
new areas to be served, and demands stemming from many types of consumer; on the
supply side the institutional implications of project selection and operation
have to be considered and the technical impact of a project on the operation of
the whole utility system estimated. Project evaluation can frequently be
performed satisfactorily only when it stems from or is accompanied by a study
of the sector.
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II THE DEMAND FORECAST

2.1 The first stage of appraisal consists of a forecast of demand.

While any forecast requires an assessment of the quantity and quality of

service demanded by various categories of consumer - urban, rural, domestic

or industrial - a particularly useful distinction in the context of less

developed countries is that between established markets, where there is

historical and current evidence about demand by existing consumers, and new

markets, where no such evidence exists.

2.2 In the case of an established market where supply has been

reasonably adequate, the customers have had access to service for some time and

have taken its availability into account in establishing their living patterns

and consumption habits. In such cases it is common to find sustained trends
in the growth of demand of various consumer groups. Although simple trend

projections, supplemented by econometric or other analysis of the industrial

and domestic markets and of government plans, are subject to considerable error,
it is difficult to make general recommendations as to improvement in generally

accepted techniques.

2.3 There are, however, many instances of established markets where

supply has fallen short of demand, so that past consumption levels and trends

provide no firm basis for estimating future trends in growth of demand.

Proposed investments frequently do little more than bring the quantity and

quality of service to a level that matches the existing level of (unsatisfied)

demand. Such improvement, necessary to catch up on overdue investment, is
often an important economic justification of projects, which may be reinforced

by pressing social needs, for example, to ensure minimum health or sanitary
conditions.

2.4 These considerations are illustrated by the following examples:

(i) Bombay Water Supply and Sewerage Project

"...unless urgent measures are taken to improve water supplies
and sanitary systems, living conditions will be intolerable. This

program is to improve living conditions by (i) alleviating the

existing water shortage and increasing the present 3-5 hours of
intermittent supplies to 7-8 hours supply daily; and (ii)
mitigating the present dangerous and offensive sanitary conditions
by providng an effective sewerage and sewage disposal system." 1/

"Currently 71% of the domestic demand is estimated to be satisfied,
by irregular and inconvenient supply hours, but by 1981, supply
hours would be doubled and about 80% of domestic demand satisfied."

(ii) Istanbul Power Distribution Project

"...between 1967 and 1971 system outages increased by 20%
annually in number and 24% in duration... In 1971 at least 70%
of the outages were due to inadequate facilities. "...local

1 This and other quotations in this paragraph are from the appraisal
reports for these projects.
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industry lost working days...(with a) resulting loss in
industrial output...conservatively estimated at US$20 million."

2.5 Where established markets have become dependent, at least in part,
on the availability of a service, there may be a prima facie case for
installation of new facilities to meet increasing demand or to maintain the
quality of service at a reasonable standard. Without such additional
facilities the inevitable consequences are deterioration in the quality and
continuity of supply and ultimately, rationing; subsequent water or power
shortages can disrupt industrial production; commercial activity may be damaged
by congested telephone networks; water shortages may endanger health. In
these cases, short-term demand may be so great as to clearly warrant investment
in additional facilities, although tariff increases to reflect rising costs of
supply may dampen further growth of demand.

2.6 A different situation obtains in the case of new markets. Where
service is not yet provided, the possibility of continued reliance on
alternatives must be taken into account, and since there is no direct
experience of consumers' willingness to pay for the service provided by the
utility, surveys of income and ability to pay for service may be necessary.
In new high-income markets, forecasts can be made by comparison with the
consumption of similar existing customers in other areas. For new, low-income
markets, forecasting is more difficult. One problem is that of estimating
the "threshold" level of development in a region, above which the project's
output will be demanded. It becomes necessary to consider the extent of
agricultural and industrial activity in the region; government plans for
the area; local wage levels; householders'priorities and needs; and the
income levels at which the utility service will be used.

2.7 In view of the increasing emphasis being placed on rural development,
research in these areas is now underway. Bank-sponsored research activities
in El Salvador (village electrification) and in Costa Rica (telecommunications)
projects are being studied in various environments to develop an understanding
of the factors which affect consumer behavior. For the same reason the Bank is
also paying particular attention to monitoring the results of projects of this
type. This approach is being followed in Ecuador (village electrification). in
razil (Ninas Gerais water supply) and initiatives are being taken elsewhere
in telecoumunications, as well as power and water supply. In general, these
studies seek information in five major areas:

(i) the use of substitutes, which generally declines following the
project's operation;

(ii) the quality of supply, particularly in the case of water, where
decisions must be made between house connections and use of
standpipes;

(iii) the aims of the project, which may be e.g., the use of more water
per capita or use of electricity for agro-industries;

(iv) more comprehensive understanding of the consumer: literacy,
income level, business profitability, etc.; and
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(v) better appreciation of the community: local infrastructure,
credit availability, government support, etc.

Development of this information gives a clearer picture of a project's
impact, desirability, and areas of possible improvement, which in turn will
form a more reliable basis for predicting the success of potential projects
in similar areas.

2.8 Much can be done along the above lines to improve demand forecasts,
but no matter how sophisticated the predictive method, uncertainties remain.
Changes in tastes, in the composition of industrial output and - particularly

in the case of water supply - in the location of economic activity, all
introduce an element of risk and indicate that continual updating of demand
projections is necessary.

2.9 One such uncertainty is associated with the impact of price changes
on demand. In practice, demand forecasts are rarely adjusted to reflect
projected changes in tariffs. This is due to a variety of reasons, such as the
knowledge that forecasts are, at best, only approximations; information on
price elasticity is limited; price changes are usually slight in real terms,
being made largely to keep pace with inflation rather than to reflect changes
in marginal costs of supply; and there is often a pre-existing inadequacy of
supply. While this failure to adjust demand forecasts is a short-coming of
the conventional approach, it may not be too serious in the short run as price
changes have in practice to be implemented gradually. Rather more serious is
that while predictive accuracy is an important objective of utility management,
much less attention is paid to whether or not the predicted demand target should
in fact be met. This is discussed further in Section IV.
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III. THE LEAST COST SOLUTION

3.1 The second principal stage in the appraisal of a public utility

project is a consideration of all realistic alternatives to assure that the

one selected will provide the service required at the least cost. Techniques

for doing so are straightforward in principle (although their application may

be complex) and generally well understood by public utility engineers.

Systems effects are of course important. The addition or removal of a

component of a water, power or telephone system may affect the behavior of

other components. Therefore, what must be compared is not simply the costs of

alternative components, but the costs of expanding and operating the whole

system with alternative components.

3.2 In the basic cost comparisons outlined above, it is appropriate to

incorporate the use of shadow pricing in the decision-making process. Hydro

projects, for example, usually require more capital than thermal projects but

much less foreign exchange, and exchange rates may not correctly value the

latter. Similarly, the choice between coaxial cable and microwave systems for

long-distance telecommunications extensions are materially affected by the use

of a shadow price for labor when substantial unemployment exists, because the

proportionate labor content for coaxial systems is much higher.

3.3 In such situations it is important to recognize the difference

between the least cost solution to the utility and the least cost solution

to the country. The use of financial cost criteria produces the least cost

solution to the utility; substitution of shadow prices results in the least

cost solution to the economy. In the latter case the utility has to pay actual

market prices, e.g., for labor which may have been shadow priced at zero; this

involves greater cash outlays than are required by the solution which is least

(financial) cost to the utility. The principle that consumers should pay for

the costs for which their consumption is responsible suggests that the additional

financial cost should be met by raising prices, but there may be circumstances

in which subsidy from general government funds may be preferable (particularly

in water supply and sewerage projects where tariff problems are more severe).

3.4 The problems of uncertainties in costs and effects of changes in

growth of demand or delay in construction, and combinations of these factors,

are treated by sensitivity analysis. This gives a range of the probable

alternative solutions. However, sector studies of power, energy, water

resources or communications may be a necessary prelude to this. Moreover,

there is often a long lead time between the initial sector study and selection

of the appropriate investment program. System planning techniques may have to

be improved, research in low cost technology, and feasibility studies considering

a wide range of technical options may be required. Least cost solutions are

sometimes not found because of failure to devote adequate time and effort to

study and research.

3.5 The project selection process is carried out by the utilities or

their consultants often with guidance from the Bank from the early stages of

the project cycle. When the choice between alternatives is particularly
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doubtful ard complex, or involves issues beyond the scope of utilities and
consultants, the Bank often makes its own investigations. Particularly
significant examples include the Indus Basin Development in Pakistan, the
Elbistan lignite-fired plant in Turkey, and the water supply project in
Nairobi.
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IV. MEASUREMENT OF THE BENEFITS OF PUBLIC UTILITIES PROJECTS

4.1 Comparison of the costs and benefits of public utility projects
is usually frustrated by the difficultues of benefit measurement. Some

attempts have been made to quantify the benefits which result from public

utility projects by examination of the use made of project outputs and

assessing their value. Such calculations are being undertaken in the study

of village electrification in El Salvador for a variety of farm, commercial,
and agro-industrial activities. The process of quantifying such benefits

is difficult and can generally only be done in special cases. In the study

in El Salvador it was necessary to consider and quantify benefits arising

from such items as lighting, ironing, refrigeration, water pumping, radio

and television in homes, motive power for farms and for sugar, cotton and

coffee processing, and electric welding. Projects supplying large urban

markets are even more difficult to evaluate by this approach. Since project
outputs are normally both final consumer goods and intermediate goods used

for a wide array of commercial and industrial activities, the information
required to permit an independent assessment of their value is normally
overwhelming. Generally, it is only possible to undertake such studies
routinely when the applications are less diversified and more elementary

(though nevertheless important) such as in the productive uses of electricity
in rural areas.

4.2 Similar research work done in the Bank in water supply and

telecomunications confirms the research experience in village electrification,
namely the difficulty of estimating project benefits by means other than the
demonstrated willingness of consumers to pay a price established by the public
utility or regulatory authority. Attempts have been made by the Bank to
estimate the benefits of water supply and sewerage projects by determining

the impact of such investments on property values. Data on property
transactions in Nairobi and Kuala Lumpur, two cities in which records are

particularly good, were analyzed. It proved to be impossible to disentangle

the impact of water sewerage investments from the many other variables
influencing property values in the areas concerned./ Similarly, a survey of
attempts to quantify the impact of improved water supplies on public health
showed that statistically significant results were exceptionally difficult to ,

obtain (despite large sample surveys) and were of little use in quantifying
benefits. Problems arise not only in quantifying the economic and social
benefits of an improvement in health, but also in disentangling the influences
of improved sanitation facilities on health from all the many other influences,
such as nutrituion, climate, and household income and assets.

4.3 Attempts have also been made to quantify the benefits that arise
from investments in telecommunications projects, such as time savings,
marketing advantages and so on, compared with alternative forms of communication.
A particularly detailed analysis was carried out by the Bank in Pakistan.
However, since the qualitative superiority of telecommunications over its
laternatives is so great, it is not surprising that such studies are

] For example, in one case the installation of sewers was accompanied by a
rezoning ordinance which simultaneously tended to increase property values.
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unsuccessful in fully measuring benefits. The general conclusion stemming
from these research efforts, and from Bank experience in public utilities
is that benefit measurement along these lines is too difficult to be applied /
routinely in the appraisal process, though such studies have considerable
heuristic value.

4.4 In many other sectors benefit measurement is somewhat easier.
In the agricultural and industrial sectors, for example, it may often be
possible to use import or export prices of products to measure the value of
additional output, while certain transportation projects may be evaluated
to some degree by the cost savings that accrue in the private sector. In
irrigation projects measurement of benefits on the basis of water revenues
faces similar difficulties as in public utilities, but benefits can be
assessed by considering the impact on agricultural output. This latter
approach, as pointed out above, has proven to be not feasible in public
utilities.

4.5 In most cases therefore, it is necessary to make cost-benefit
calculations with limited information. In public utility projects, the only
concrete information available on the benefit side are the incremented revenues.
This is generally a minimum measure of benefits because:

- people generally do value service by more than the amount they
pay to obtain it;

- in the case of water and sewerage systems, there are additional
health benefits to the community;

- in the case of telecommunications, new consumers also increase
the benefits of telecommunications for existing consumers
(because the extent and value of communications increases for
the latter).

So generally, if incremental revenues cover incremental costs, an IER (based
on incremental revenue-cost comparisons) will be sufficient to justify a
project. Indeed, unless a subsidy is merited, this generally should be the
case.

4.6 Two problems with using revenues as a minimum measure of benefits
are that:

- price structure does not often correspond with cost-structure; and

- sometimes, average prices may be below costs.

The IER calculation just described will reveal this and will point to the need
for reforms to pricing policy. Such reforms eventually have the effect of
regulating demand to the point where the benefits of investment and output
exceed the costs.
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V. PRICING POLICY AND THE INVESTMENT DECISION

5.1 While the Bank stresses the role of pricing as a means of
achieving an efficient allocation of resources, this has not generally
been accepted in the public utilities field. With the exception of fairly
recent advances in Britain, France and Sweden, public utility pricing is
usually dictated by accounting conventions aimed primarily at an equitable
sharing of the utility's costs among consumers. This approach is rarely
useful in helping to ensure that efficient investment decisions are being
made or, in other words, that the benefits of projects exceed their costs.
by the maximum amount possible.

5.2 This is primarily because the accounting approach is concerned
with the recovery of sunk costs, whereas for efficient resource allocation
it is the actual resources used or saved by consumer decisions which are
important. Prices are the amounts paid for increments of consumption and,
social objectives aside, they should therefore be related to the increments
of cost thereby incurred. If new consumers are connected to the system, or
if existing ones increase the amount of power, water or telephone service they
use, it is important that prices should signal to consumers the costs of such
changes in their consumption. Hence prices need to be related to the value of
resources used (or saved), and the valuation of these resources, the estimation
of costs, requires a forward-looking estimate. The backward-looking estimate
of the accounting approach creates the illusion that resources which can be
used or saved are as cheap or as expensive as in the past; that is, that
resources are as abundant or as restricted as in the past. On the one hand,
this may cause over-investment and waste; and on the other, underinvestment
and unnecessary scarcity.

5.3 The traditional approach to pricing is also pre-occupied with
average costs, so that large discrepancies often appear between the structure
of prices and costs. This (1) generates large cross subsidies and (2) often
results in prices too low when demand is high, and too high when demand
is low. To promote better utilisation of capacity, and to avoid unnecessary
investments to meet peak demands (which tend to grow very rapidly), it is
often useful to structure the prices by varying them according to the costs
of serving demands:

- of different consumer categories;

- in different seasons;

- in different hours of the day;

- in different geographical areas.

5.4 Another shortcoming of the traditional approach is that the
"fairness" aims are couched in the rather narrow terms that consumers should
pay for the share of accounting costs allocated to them. Apart from the fact
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that, as just explained, these may very well differ from the costs which

consumers are causing the economy, it is evident that though such cost
allocation involves (often arbitrary) judgements, it cannot properly be
judged either fair or unfair. Fairness is an attribute of tariffs in
relation to consumers, not of costs considered in isolation. While questions
of fairness and the need to raise sufficient revenue to permit system growth
are relevant for tariff making, separate analysis of these aspects is
necessary. Many of the fairness aims of the traditional approach were, in
any case, conceived for urban projects in N. American or European conditions,
and obviously do not relate to the problems of developing countries.

5.5 The foregoing suggests that if price is to be used to signal the
economic justification of investment (social matters are discussed later),
the traditional approach to tariff setting has to be replaced by one that
allows price to reflect the cost of the resources used up in making additional
consumption possible. This would permit consumers to reveal, expost facto,
whether the value that they place upon additional output at least equals the
additional (or incremental) cost of a water, power or telephone system, thus
signalling the justification of investment in additional capacity. This
policy requires, inter alia, that differences in incremental costs attributable
to different consumers or types of consumption should be reflected in the
prices charged. This may include variations in costs of supply according to
the geographic location of consumers, or to the time pattern of consumption.
A number of research studies into the problems of obtaining efficient pricing
policies in public utilities have now been completed in the Bank.

5.6 If it is impossible, in practice, to establish price in the foregoing
manner, economic justification of a project is made very difficult, for
reasons explained in IV. If price is less than the incremental cost of
expanding a power, water or telephone system, there is no evidence as to
whether or not consumers would pay for it if they were given the choice. On
the other hand, if price is greater than incremental system cost, demand may
be unnecessarily restricted, and the project smaller than optimal; how much
smaller is however unknown. Moreover, even if on average prices equal
incremental system costs, project justification will not be automatically
signalled by consumer behavior if differences in the cost of various types of
consumption are not recognized in the tariff structure.

5.7 However, in addition to the problem of externalities, referred to
earlier, there are a number of practical difficulties that confront us in
attempting to rely upon pricing policy as a better means of signalling the
justification of investment. These include:

(i) Cost of implementation: Pricing itself may be costly. For
example, the cost of special metering of domestic consumers to
distinguish peak from off-peak electricity consumption may be
greater than the benefits. Furthermore, price changes themselves
may be difficult - and costly - to implement.

(ii) Fiscal and financial constraints: Public utilities may be an
efficient means of raising revenues for general governmental
purposes. The gains from taxing them should therefore be



weighed against or reconciled with the objective of using
price to determine the justification of system expansion.
Similarly, the financial viability of the public utility
could conceivably be at odds with the approach to pricing
described here, and reconciliation may be necessary.

(iii) Social objectives: As the pricing concept is related to an
effective willingness to pay, it depends in part upon the
pattern of income distribution in a particular society. Thus,
the very poor may lack an effective willingness to pay for water
from a public supply, but they should not therefore be denied
access to service. In other words, social objectives
complicate the basic concept of allocating resources in
accordance with willingness to pay. Providing the service to
the poor will then involve cross subsidization either by other
consumers or by general tax payers in the municipality itself
or the country at large. Subsidies and taxes should be made
explicit and weighed in the overall assessment of the pricing
policy for the service.

(iv) Forecasting problems: Investment decisions will certainly be
assisted by pricing according to marginal cost. However,
demand forecasting will be more difficult since it should
reflect changes in income growth, taste, etc. as well as
changes in price.

5.8 Reconciliation of the various objectives of pricing policy -
efficiency in the allocation of resources, financial, fiscal, income
distributional and other social goals - may be a complex task, as is
being increasingly recognized in Bank appraisal reports. While tradeoffs
between the various objectives may often by necessary (being reflected,
for example, in tariff structures which allow poor consumers to obtain a
basic supply of water for health purposes at a subsidized rate, while
wealthier consumers pay more than cost), it remains true that pricing
according to incremental or marginal cost remains the most direct, simple
and practical method by which reasonable resource allocation can be achieved.
In a well functioning private sector, prices are determined by market
mechanisms. In the public sector, prices are determined by regulation.
However, by attempting to reflect the level and structure of costs in
tariffs, utilities also can secure an efficient use of resources; where
necessary, they can adapt those tariffs to achieve social goals and mobilize
resources for expansion.
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VI. THE INTERNAL ECONOMIC RETURN

6.1 Project justification rests, as a rule, upon a calculation of
the internal economic return (IER) which is the discount rate that equates
the present value of economic benefits and costs associated with a project.
Since benefits of public utility projects are only poorly approximated by
its associated increases in revenue, economic appraisal normally starts
with a calculation known as the internal financial return (IFR) on the
project investment (or program of which the project is a part). This return
is the discount rate that equalizes the present worth of incremental costs
(construction and operating) and incremental revenues resulting from the
project over its life. This rate presents an estimate of the financial
impact of the project on the utility.

6.2 A similar calculation, using adjusted data for costs and benefits,
produces a rough estimate of the IER. In this calculation, costs are
adjusted so that they reflect costs to the economy as a whole rather than
just to the utility, e.g., taxes on project inputs are not treated as
economic costs, but subsidies are. Further adjustments may be made in cases
where the market for productive factors does not provide an adequate measure
of their real cost to society and shadow prices may be substituted for
market prices. In both calculations, IFR and IER, revenues are used as a min-
imum measure of benefits. In the IER the benefits are adjusted to include
such items as consumption taxes, and then compared with the social
opportunity cost of capital, i.e., the return on capital in its most
productive alternative use, in order that a judgement may be made as to the
economic justification of the project.

6.3 To interpret the IER, it is necessary to distinguish between two
markets

Existing markets, where the local economy is highly
adapted to service;

New markets, where the local economy is adapted to
using substitutes or doing without.

Existing Markets

6.4 The rate of growth of demand for the outputs of public utilities
depends upon economic growth, the pace of industrialization and other such
factors. It is also influenced by tariffs. Thus, while a utility cannot
choose the rate of growth directly (except for the number of new consumers
connected), it can influence the rate of growth by pricing policy. In thecase of projects to supply existing consumers IER analysis can be used toindicate whether the rate of growth should be faster or slower, with
corresponding implications for project timing. For this purpose, an IERshould be calculated which equates the present value of the change in systemcosts from bringing forward or postponing the project - say by one year - withthe present value of the change in revenues that would be gained or lost bythe change in timing. Studies of the application of this concept to a numberof public utility projects are currently in progress in the Bank.
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6.5 In carrying out IER calculations, it is important to note that
the addition to system operating costs in any one year will not be the same
as the cost of operating the new capacity, i.e., there is usually a "systems
effect." This is because the efficient operation of the system as a whole
may involve fairly full utilization of the new, efficient plant and lower
utilization of older existing capacity. Similarly, the relevant returns
are neither the selling value of the production from the new capacity nor
the whole of the year's increase in revenue. They consist only of the revenue
from that part of this increase which could not have been achieved if the
installation had been postponed. In most cases this will consist of revenue
from extra peak sales, since existing capacity can normally accomodate some
increase in off-peak sales.

6.6 If the rate of return so calculated on investment this year instead
of next year is high, the message is that to expand capacity sooner rather
than later will be profitable. If this rate of return is low, the message
is that rapid expansion will subtract from the utility's performance. Extra
capacity to meet an increase of peak or dry season sales is expensive; the
economic message of a low return is that the resource costs to the country
of providing the extra capacity are not covered by the extra revenues from
those peak or dry season sales. The reason may be that consumers are getting
the extra capacity too cheaply and tariffs should be raised, with the structure
probably altered as between peak and off-peak or between wet and dry seasons,
Tnub slowing down the general growth of demand for capacity and output. Or if
tariffs do reflect the (short run) cost of additional supplies, it may signal
that investment in additional capacity is premature.

6.7 There are of course problems in raising tariffs suddenly: both
equity and politics argue against it. In any case, demand may be fairly
inelastic in the short run, since it takes time for consumers to adjust
their usage of equipment that is competitive with or complementary to the
services of the utility in question. In cases where capacity is fully
utilized at a less than optimal price, some capacity expansion is likely to be
justified to avoid the problems associated with water and power shortages,
telephone service congestion, and so on, during the period required to revise
tariffs upwards, and the growth of demand for services to adjust itself
downward.

New Markets

6.8 In the case of a project serving new markets and connecting new
consumers, as with rural water supplies or rural electrification, the rate of
return has a somewhat different significance. Here costs include connections
and the construction of the new distribution system as well as the addition
to system costs of supplying water or power to the new network. The returns
include the whole of the revenue from the new consumers. A high rate of
return would then indicate that the geographical extension of the system is
justified since, with the proposed tariffs, consumers value the new service
at more than its cost. A low rate of return indicates either that the project
is not economically justifiable, or that the proposed tariff is too low, or both.
The point is again that the tariff and the project have to be considered
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together rather that separately. The question is whether there is any
tariff which will lead to a consumption level and hence a revenue which will
yield an acceptable rate of return. The rate of return may need to be
calculated for several alternative tariff levels in order to see whether the
initially calculated low return argues against the project or for a
modification of the proposed tariff. If it argues against the project, the
project should be postponed until development in the area has become more
favorable for investment.

6.9 There is one special problem to note regarding projects serving
rural areas. The IER based on revenues may often be below the opportunity
cost of capital even if pricing policy is satisfactory:

- initial fixed costs, and thus the average costs in early years,
are high; to promote use of the service, and also not to hold
back consumption unnecessarily on account of large "sunk" costs,
prices need to be below average costs in early years;

- the arguments for keeping prices down to help consumers from
small businesses and low income families.

Often it may be necessary to look beyond the revenues and try to estimate
some of the additional benefits consumers obtain. This can be done for
productive uses of electricity in rural areas. But the extent to which it
is necessary is partly a function of the acceptability of subsidising the
project - if a long-run view is taken, recovery of sunk costs may be desirable.
These matters are discussed in the issues paper on rural electrification.

Conclusion

6.10 In both established and new markets, the analysis of tariffs and
their relation to the IER should consider both the structure and the levels
of tariffs. Alternative tariff structures affect the IER directly through
their impact on revenue and, to a varying degree, on the pattern of demand.
Conversely, the tariff structure should reflect variations in costs of
supply according to the type of service, the geographic location of consumers,
or the time pattern of consumption.

6.11 The foregoing discussions of the role of pricing and the IER does
not lead to any firm rules, but provides "guidelines" which need to be adapted
to the circumstances of any particular project. The IER analysis is a
starting point for the examination of both pricing policy and the justification
of the proposed investment. It focuses on the relationship between price and
marginal cost and tests investment decisions against the willingness of
consumers to pay for additional consumption, rather than a more intuitive
judgement that the project is economically justified.
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2.4. Soliciud &I canton El Crn>
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La2~ doicituo fea e o 6 lCro aacel.CLl se

:diea srua os iiosd e~aines triay data el i emarzo de 97

ear ocvi vv en s a m i\ lit sn.clyrs

vueltas~--i resnt :a casoic aac l nuzr ra~ opeder u6 uraSegn lad rcnA ecin " los h cs, fu un a sra e h
sido presidente dne l cac I Ganaderos, quAen, despues de lentar
una casa. en las iedones e Rosario y haber comprado uas propiedad

donde vivir en su invaidez, m a solicitud a traves de un comisionita
aeo orinos, e habaer de nt nermne4:ario en la cora del suy

co nmnisa vme n 'il no tie luzL ta mpoco. Acu que les inte-
in .a t al 1nor c Al. misie >cata c onseguia. D su d

se aonejd con un r . qutrabL en GEL, el comon isa
oscaaid paelw cn trrn ara si, ni para e-sen r. As

n amios iener utndids pimarios que se hicieran aa
Cer Co.

l couio sta mc o . son IC ero y onsigui algunasi firma
co Sa travs, - otre a e roamente ider, es"q e

eum qegr noea ar -S jefas dimnccaas en Las f1taas uo. cr
5aqum. s s p ca n ane s, [c.

como imo al hablar c :on descendientes de Potonico Can-
a halatenango.

i comisom a consu o ao s m eq-n, qmjue> le escr a
na la solicu Eiha' ne algoe vga mente que :e la hicirn en

cas av a a vuse 'S enu Mas a cualquier- nti pas ueIC
co a is rn as. a asy pa.on vertcaes ai, matorgen sapeo

aer. NE an prn .asa Ars =e okntmsiot y~n6 detseno gaadrun vieiz rn1 aW cio n Mor tan :iobe qeelse ar 1.

apacen caado l i a soicu nel lugar de responsabiidiad, pero sin
mn ga iulo ex' plvo. ocs son lrmas toruosas, excepto la de una

senra. Se conce an A etraco firo CoOr eA.

L -e nron airmob( oo nefes ce cas a resisteca orncal
plartia iei ham ed u )Acno, coe, segnn algunos vecinlos, penlaishba
que, si acaso desubs de iSad sa az se retrasaran en sus oaes, 1es

a r s ol rnos E efr "oy tn lado" por doedr
Sus dos hijos, " a caie sentir alipapa", tampoco firm'asron. O'ro
senor, qe e uno Nde mr oue "ni aunque le dijean que se a
a regalar la pondria, pues 'iv en u; ran~chito de pacja, tin un grn
panco a los truenas a~ los h 'raes ',acuando nay tormoenta, "c saeo
su niuniteo' paar: en cas'a de ' aio tam-poco firm6c. Otros dcs colns
un viaej atocmuy pbmcito, y n senora tan pobre, que entre var-ios le ha-
bian levantaao re'acintemete sucasa, campoco nrmarcon.

6n que t-~" ''m-'rabaaenSn e coao coe'rdea. 1nora'-muy sic
ooo a unamemna N e O 'eun asa vec ' a la esondi~an E

un0/C raiCo .0 t su-o s- 'y :5 t regman 5 zas
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s m it y a Il g aa.
p ,cce aue no -- a Io actus xga poqu aseA.. na

ume hasta q e ad m a con elga
u ero, s'olicito n& epet aatro actdaaea u ai n
c ia enes a cn d negan loslugares
carentes deel

A lUs .- 's 4 de mayo d-nio l Suodlrecto Ejecutivo
de la CEL un rumLAm ador d Ul Zona 15 pid i-ole el

cquemaO y :,la ~ infmcin ncearac elluar.

El Mm t -al Cerro . i u erca un
enpiero. Eih 1mOre Ve'j, que se Ve a 1e dijo quX lsmbaam

ema o ants e s p u a: rs aoa noona Io a amistra)

uera m do on o )e tal :ih. Pro el Adi -
;aOr inor6, ue aro iUWA n a 10- Ms . na, M
n'a Oecundaria y un transemadur de 10 i A. 1eu ei, no) val.a lpna

unitrar ia eaerca, ya uolo Cinc delo soCcan harian uso de

I la. Aidemi lA caur\'wa r ab. en mala (concims. A; Admisrao :-
ior le wirtA uardarse Ks espa las, no uea qo, om ha sucedd

en otro 4u a's se juntarani dci'Unws, pero dpuIs ia ente nu insilara a

leA e una carta d l de JUli0 .10 1, ac m n

e in-ame &el Aai d, diendo s qu "cha canton

no est inluO n el oam ac a. de EICALe main rurap y qe, "ya
e esto estudiandio lapsaddde servicio en eiiuur

Al se sanoa tod. Ha coi a Avo -nr oan del Cerro que.

como son de la picin y e aa es dL PCN, se le ha bueado el

Waso de la 1, siendo ai qu.a cImeesion Jla C ya ecC.a ed a

.ad-. Han sio rum ore- dios co qu nsan i son ver'aieros
o no. Por =ro KLdo, Al CoIsons no se mo c mgs, pc e u porque e

mdicaron Q CE ,"e Ca el: l e a n.s acti. nacer la extnAon

airectarnment dend a ehartera y para ia ime( ael Lro cuiveia tomar

ia energia Qas arrba, y nO, como pensaba et, da cra c, e;u casa en

carretera.

Asi aueda el corisionista lino com ct El tampoco
se ha moviao po su cuenta para hacer su e xtenson, porque su 0nea rqe-
riria uI pOste y est db cvarse en tLerreno de un vecmo. ;o ha atre-

vido a pedirLe el permis sc rto pra clavar el pwos. i iomsta na

sode la direeniva del PCN. El vecio, que es pareinte estrecho- de los

del Cerro, pertenece a la oposician y sus hijos hasta fueon golpeados a raz

cde las elcinspasadas.

For Oro laWdo, toanto el coroit como el ganadero airan que i
-lcaide recienternente le ha dic>o cl ganadero qea -z .sta ya conLcaa

no han expresado en el se!naque t Ea .1 Lerro recibiria -a lu

no n61A el ganadero, quw am qu et solo consumir' l, 3 0 caas
'nos hu p n. boma agu a Per la cohas no estan caas. En a
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'V 1) pawa a

2 s(. n s loa ~. amira zrgunirse dram

a..) Ce o a}uVOXa ara s a su cint.d comox panta a

T expedio )P P~Cu ~ e ~t para da a aa aecre oiinsa.r~ No esvic

5CONCLVS1ONES

ni uea .ie municipio, siesl a afe defl nton.~

--- l os cose hvy W ls qa .. orxafi
apqiue rvaez ci c'on pcal' posiumAades 

0 COW1 T z ta,~ anr .

posican mogrnc (Aema Te~ myr istnea nrs eneo

modo e id, sa ncapiaad madirig ene can &de car un. nv

msaVdec i a mim fAt de- comunicacio p

servido par..a detener, elGeo. 1.ento de cn para. atrera energia~

eu ecmca.o- s

EaopndesCa pr.10ie a que inevn p

de e neg, nta re los cuales hay6 a)nos, quedeniae

na parj anar o.t auea .a ca:ma; y otros quea llamareos com

r os, sque e na an m co e norc rano del ua seivne ,oo

sines ndaesy civ P qu c nd

naki soeay ue me la -eneo hde peitas na deca u

n a dpa:U Aaaos ncex2)cs c u mW una veaz. sa. entracte

energ~~~a Asc paiauarinan dividu am Hu say qnud Po e:

u e la segunda ... fase (ver~a Cta 1) a investig ~cion sobreC ...a K dhandaIC

novia a hae .t uxc sano >ues ccri m0m us; pacra d os factores

com osl, se an sotsnonario sobre arase u unerso de C

c.mun dades~d. comerane.. vru

seguno ualepaeeo lcstosy enfcisocaesdeis ric . Alnos deo, dee t nuntpdevisa, pueden

pern amve consciente. ons rende reosaqu oastrar encaaa cao

cuaoer asive cnciente~ y.r cui n~.acopr u o 1~o

conbranicos:puo ca ato

tone de ngresos1C . un rndI icnnceari ay cra la insta

Solar:0 propio: *lnso. e aeo, aunque se trate ao veces de. casa.
proapia, no sueleo conectarse la electriciad.
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ne

T~oo e n os e minas nld S n AWN ux ar urmexp(os
unen o 1n 6m 1 Maose C~mentos de ]W itl A -mavar

pas Gu ~ad d oeri d m ZOOn '0y rde anad

3 .Soci~ales

tra';alen: mienns sna, s amr o uDo>a ma~ gente joven
habrnen e hogor.

Edad: hay persono vij q Cur estan : umbrda a Vivir n1
um v quo ya no meden una nuevC i: ,s ta nl i od n

bomba, por f.ta do itnos uinquzi ten n dierfic)

O07ofRCIO, puwst admilnranwk vidaci jV X a lo
cbos, 'ptestos y ctiiaes qu n v cn: xr
Comunitamrs son una pro-us.o C n

vprato, corno ba TV, que iOS an Ci Cmi ICicn 'uera
aie Ia cmunldad.

-por experienca urbana: el ue n chido %i! n
ciertas cornididades en el puebin, posi d por :a Arc-

FCt0r98 cotnunilarios

2. 1 Condiciones de iblidaC do, la instalacion:
en termmOS Am ner de cisas, cdtC de la ciuda V "'kb

-lcd CILe Cyvninos.

S2.. 'E'structura democjz'a;ica

i~ir vi do cnd~.Si nay pcQos jlv&CAs y iccC> j)s,
eno e d noveddes. Hay que cp C: s KC

Da " o , o n e l m (m t p r e mwo
Sam )iiavadr, ta U los 6venaes, a a aenea VPn

dha,), apara os e ide s al ueb,.

u KraC0: Sla Day, pa :azon vnterio: y
fuentes de ingroso que subyacen a Ii emigrirac On habrd

dinamismo.

-~- ;



r i n contra n aac

xp-oi prvi o lu elecrica:

te, 12 g, -4 ., 2

~,Za~cvat que a goVdIorene rca u oo ls

Sma iene is p babda, e igadad e cirunsncs
e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ - coetrs nun mncintc.lc e o. c

rs2.4, Aacia w Ares oces que span miverse a mver
e'sws derhan d vp en el w ar y tener contactas extr.mu
mep,-es para tramita s souc,-ua.nicia.~ s ... c rac 2 . a,

3.2.5, Apert.ura (en 6:mnos d:

Burocracia con alcances regnonales.

Potizac6n, medida en 6rmnos de l fuerza de lo uoposci[n.

Comunicaci6n con a e ad:

tansaartesv: prect npo y' reemVlancia del asaa

perciodicos: n, mer-o deielos,

E.X IICCncia Co Agencias l -,Caratos el2 eCricOs.

No com(oratma idld e -OI uma en rMWUSAs

icgahotliua :ne 2..od a2Cml raJH ee
t I 1w 2>.100 ,l wt. , V nVb '-''> ( vi[nab unOWi

NI A iilj 205 S(f )
1
-o..!cortiorati;vos son mscrcs

Cosios y aefcios sociales

nai nota previa para OV jt m ente ba aesrpo~n Ae lWs procso
.2'"

su .Inn alucin 21n ua eecc n---pe ocno proceso £epat ae v

-do mterviene>p un maimc a de dinir lobun y a mcal 2 n
b'ayoa toay ~122 a a.I se. puae aT rapr seraind uea

ci. on se meluyen juCicis Ce mar at parte dei vestiga. . Lo c ,
Wis e caramente, para cue en cacaso qe se emitan, nuea el lecto2

o or a lt ernativa consciente para d ein Calficaremos o s
o eneti'os con Seaes ex iosW. NIuestra invesagcion na .a

nasado Y rapiaA y suer~micmara carn cuenta, de' u"na form) ma
e. prosa, d A valoraciOn de !a . ate an.e los efecs e a l n. C.nd la

sepamos, 'a e--xpondremos.

3 1. Efcios de la electriicacion on el nivel do vida:

ismiucian la'1 morta. §C.adpor'el aua aa () No he-
mn enonro e la gen. euna clar cncoe oaao

.n ntre -l agua ptab e y-l nin de li nort

- eta uiba zac n se atrae a gen t et c fue ra- a Vivir
pwoblo (-P). La e iel lugar jazga se efe-coc

'neroas a aas wr la urbarza1.Icion aanar de
n~owr jnle. AlzAo aduee eaCe en a rcO

e ca s
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- n~ne a ceacre~ ,s y comnercio. oca senetic1(+

C n os xos regonales se poliia ms el- lugar. Posible&
es ). Los de la o.posici6n dsne dicha politizaci6n

o, Wo n srsn
- Cciones corn '.

eLon e mano g u nstosms iO
mier o no. saitCers de0enc. de .a exstencia. de masn amero(

Juze.-oamosC rens de estas satisfccionues comno psitivas (+i),

po.- . i nsqu alentan. y las que en msmau salern. S, en
cambio, dich.s satisfacciones tenen un posible sustituto, as juz-

gamos como negativas (--I por signficar una saliaa de dinero
del lugar. L, gento las juzga en general, al menos en su juicio
espontaneo, como positivas.

C recIriento e las tielndas:
ellas ae por los aparnsn elciricos ganan compraores

de esas nove adis. Para ls . morc antes es provechosa. 1ic
cnocmns e tm.m do lo quo ra son comerciantes. En si eli auge

No s u a iunka !a productiv
expreOsamos esto, qUe con ims negativo aunque -ea

de C"ou ro so da na evii r ol ese Is o de. l ectr icidd.
Solo se numentk lA Iouctivi'ed de; our n cuanzto aue se

ntrae a mns comp rail ros dc fra ri a v a Li urboanzacon
n de oas empresas P ertes (r . iuiente punto).

33.2. Eiecios de la olectriica-i6n por 3 indu;trializaci6n:

Se aumenta la prod ividadi K( ) y . " com inns y mejor (-)

Se dtrab [Lo ( L n 3 ar to juoga poitvo. Los
one no sti emplea os paron dar Ustjio con mis entu-
oue :os 0mpln a.o.

Se disninuye la ernm racion (

Se osibilti negoci s pequenos (-)
So vis'e rmeon .o cU 1 es sAi de u[a niv actitud, la aet no

camptsino ( ), pueo a I vez es swal de quo no hay Miaes

cnlls para mversu m ans p(aucva(-).
El consumo c7e10 la b0 >ida Crec ( ung e de 'Stco no es Id-
pablo la eecicidacd , el wo Ie Ia pmucviad, asi c no
tarnoco dicho aumcAto de a productaviad es su medeir, a

no ser a m es del punto s ene.

SO establece nuevos hiogars (I ) in0reso p
bilita los mtorimonn. S (isminuyes consono de lA b

( t) y aurmenran los naci intvs (-).

3. Efectos do la e ectraiicacion en Qa estrahucacion:

For Icint do in ta ci 0 aonal eistet ). La
inhrian tabaoPero 10uiuAa A oennquece ml AM

ticam~ot P o ei nwotvo I pornoe npp e inlaLUa
da on noe,' M d.ti(uido. EOrro so siente matenk ( ) de

iaer . m per se . e amrro to no so dAe
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- nm auou dih tecooiinut es a

i oructura social denaro-

Acertuaind a esraificacibr rural: hay cue distingui ~renr
de e en l negocios qu tienen R$ ,'s pero que n a
' sm el c e porue r co d ro n la region ( .1 j; yo
qe exlst e a i gdn co1 i de c i nto 1.1. d ao itrial

acIion ocal posliuitada por la electr-icidad. No sa. osta po
anflora, C 1s1e ca unuic (io sbr La esto Con uiain r. ural

Ni 0 T A S

Uo smnas ,edaccift Trev , d estae e rabajo uexleC prestaoa Seia o dpet

6) aua e. Se rlv~n 1a. de -t r r de 19 oen qa SUnvrsidad Cnr cone!E .vao, Alli :e dscutieon otros trabajC o de in entros, ecnmisas y soc. 1.
e-mma s osaa ci ulminai n d orimea fase e u resiac.ira xirgo ocere ae es I Cos-to,, y enci s ociales de la ct (catcIo rui en p yanaraaiada prom-ov d po el Banco Mundial y ecomndad-a a la UCA

Par-a e e trab-ajo cd ca onos: urna semana inveoud en lc a seleccidn de la cromunida 1cuatro sema as en el ~ trcao campo (aitearnado cont clases en1 la Utniversidad, y otrados semanas e red accin I esacasez de tiemrpo exp ea, en parte, la povisioaluctodalas conclusi es Se C prted mas levantar hiptis, que sacar conclusionies defCiitiv

Elegi s oari la Paz por Thabr a-li oficinas de la Compania Hroel-etricade
c-a (C GCs corres oet al Zoa 15%e yorqu icho pueblqrao~ esti staen un wa enticdsd dod ,LnLaos cordarota ivetiacoes0qe n

(1c oes, moas, i rt aba uin n comod para Viaa a aasio a la iverad,

Aitroict 97 42A prnooid el taio dlC Grande publica eel nimro( 6De r -72 e 'A, el Sm- ario clue isrvi6 de marco a nues tro trabajo, pres.
-tr al

2) Usamos a f6rrml - x Wa, dondeo a es 1i poblaci6n de 1,71 y b La dle 1961,
Dividimos por 11 pues se tratn dlo afi.

3) En el "-asco del putblo" o "el )uio" incluiremos la poblaci6n larada, "urbana"de as censos

4) E-n el ( -nso de 1961 se rcluyo tjo -este nonbre tanbisn a 1o, cantoros o case4 rloC de Et Ti tal y Tilapa

5) Agrade ao al pioner 1.I.mael Camnos por las lstas de ls auarios Y S on

13) Gastabr 2 galones le gas a la semana.

7) 167 coli es por las -arifas, menos el gasto del sel.

3) El info. ante no estaba muy s-guro de esta su a.
9) Reaalizas as estas encuestas el dia s~bado 4 de N viembre de 1972 e 11 a.. a 5pm. con la a ida de un -rupo de 12 estudiines del Bln Basico sobre odo de -99 de
tosario la P- Presentadt por ,I D.irector .s habia a los 89 y 90 0e Viernes :.
anana y le p ropuse el rabajo. Se apn arcn 18 ara recibir la expicaci n i1asisguiente a L 7:39 atm. para ser selecc anados. es explquo la encuesla I epaisaron eltos ntre si coO-o pro ba. )La orregi una por una delante de esa ec01(one a los V mores~, T m0ie elc- f1actor dad in 00 en a selecc00n. Too r-es

4 m7 ;ayore de 1> a1 :e les Xpied6 ue o sobre m a l publo, dibujado e el
ona r1n, or au cada grups de os uc. ia :eu Las Cacuon traza por

n a na tcion d- cubrir .ladive 1secones d pueolo.

) 1 prC k de la RF Philips C-40, qi - al c-d. o cuesta 9 colones y d a TVPhin ps ,le cu at cret cuesta 70 elie o a un resulado (58 x 39)
(71 x 700 de 00.100 colones

o2i2
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Sd too de esta ta uiacidn ocovienen :- ' aLonnant creeiao en Tilapa,e s de las columias 3, 12 y 1, cue COEL.
1,(Los alarios de los 81 trabajadores (octubre 1122

6 secadores a F,4 col al mes cada (3 diariosa cada u:n

o maqinistas a 140 col, al mes cada uno.

9 ae ia trita a 84 cada uno.

3 ma quinask de molmno, a 2X, 200 y I0 escvamenct

5 enpacadores a cerca de 120 cada uno.

11 empacadoras por Libra de cerca de 150 cada :na.
12 del precocido a cerca de 160 cada uno.

3 maquinistas de las calderas a 160 cada un.
3 mecdnicos a 230 cada uno de dos y el otro a '20
2 ayudantes de mecanicos a 60 cada uno.

en onicios varios a 84 cada uno.

3 que costuran sacos a cerca de 50 cada umc.

1 representante cel dueno a 400.

1 bodeguero a 200.

2 secretarios a 300 y

1 cocinera a 240.

2 vigilances a 120 cada uno.

Cuard as nacionales: su comida.

albm.oes a 140 rada uno.

ayudantes deo albaniles a 84 cada uino-

1 armador a 140 colones.

imotorista ce camon76 a cerca de 400

3 nizo 011 camtin a corca Cle 2. 0 caklzi ui
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